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Abstract 

Concern over the use of administrative segregation has motivated efforts to 

reduce segregation placements. The purpose of this study was to develop and validate an 

actuarial risk assessment scale to predict admissions to administrative segregation (for 

reasons of jeopardizing security or the inmate’s own safety) for at least six consecutive 

days within two years of admission to the Correctional Service of Canada (CSC).  

The sample (N = 16,701) included all male offenders admitted to CSC from fiscal 

years 2007/2008 through 2009/2010 and all female offenders admitted from 1999/2000 

through 2009/2010. Offenders were randomly divided into a development sample (N = 

11,110) and a validation sample (N = 5,591). Analyses were separated by reason for 

administrative segregation, gender, and Aboriginal ancestry. Overall, 413 potential 

predictor variables were examined, including items from assessment scales, demographic 

information, current offence information, flags/alerts/needs, and information from 

previous federal sentences.  

Approximately 24% of offenders were placed in administrative segregation. Of 

the 413 variables examined, 86% significantly predicted segregation placements. The 

item pool was reduced using Principal Components Analysis, tests of unique 

contributions within the measured components, and considerations of general utility and 

face validity. Several scales were developed and validated. Considering both accuracy 

and efficiency, the optimal scale had six static items (age, prior convictions, prior 

segregation placement, sentence length, criminal versatility, and prior violence) – this 

scale was called the Risk of Administrative Segregation Tool (RAST). Attempts to 

develop scales unique for men and women and those of Aboriginal ancestry did not yield 

meaningfully higher accuracy than the overall RAST.  
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The RAST generalized well to the validation sample (AUC = .80) with high 

discrimination, suitable calibration (mostly non-significant E/O indexes), and superior 

performance to other risk scales used by CSC. Normative data (absolute segregation 

rates, percentiles, and risk ratios) were presented for the RAST.  

The RAST is an appropriate scale to use in practice for identifying risk of 

administrative segregation placements among CSC inmates and may serve as a first step 

in future efforts to divert offenders from segregation. Limitations of the current study and 

suggestions for future research are discussed. 
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Introduction 

Segregation (also often referred to as solitary confinement) typically refers to any 

condition where an inmate is confined to a cell for at least 22 hours a day with limited 

contact with others (U.S Department of Justice, 2013). Segregation is often classified as 

administrative (i.e., intended as a proactive measure to ensure the safety and security of 

the institution and its inmates) or disciplinary (a punitive response to a specific incident). 

As a strategy used to manage institutional correctional populations, segregation is a 

double-edged sword; on the one hand, it allows correctional authorities to protect 

offenders who may be under threat or pose a threat to others. On the other, it socially 

isolates the offender, interrupts correctional practices, and interferes with rehabilitative 

efforts.  

A segregation placement may be of mutual benefit. It may afford the institution 

greater observation of the inmate’s behaviour and limits the offender’s access to 

instruments of self-harm while providing staff with a venue for prompt intervention 

(Power & Brown, 2010). It is also thought to help increase safety, order, and control in 

institutions by removing the most disruptive inmates (Mears, 2006). It may benefit the 

inmate by providing a valuable “time-out,” giving them the chance to regain equilibrium 

and avoid getting into further trouble. It may also bring desired attention from staff or 

removal from the general population and its associated stressors such as double-bunked 

accommodation or perceived threats. However, the use of segregation becomes 

problematic when a segregation placement benefits neither party, or when the costs 

outweigh the benefits. 
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There have been ongoing concerns about the use of segregation in North America. 

In the United States, The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU, 2014) has condemned 

the increasing use of solitary confinement as harmful (i.e., generating negative effects on 

inmates without any empirical benefit to institutional or public safety) and recommended 

that the practice should be avoided or dramatically reduced, particularly for youth and 

inmates with mental illness, who are considered more vulnerable to negative 

psychological effects of segregation. As a result, numerous initiatives at both state and 

federal levels are currently underway to reduce reliance on segregation in the United 

States (ACLU, 2014). As part of this movement, The Government Accountability Office 

of the United States (GOA, 2013) conducted a detailed review of segregation in the 

Bureau of Prisons (BOP), including visits to 6 prisons, reviews of 61 inmate files, and 45 

monitoring reports. They found that the BOP maintains roughly 7% of their inmates in 

some kind of segregation, and that the segregation population is increasing much faster 

than the general prison population (GOA, 2013). The GOA offered numerous 

recommendations to the BOP, including improving documentation and monitoring of 

segregation, and commissioning more detailed reviews to determine the impact of 

segregation on inmates and institutional safety. 

Concern about segregation has been particularly prevalent in the Correctional 

Service of Canada (CSC; administers all federal sentences in Canada, which are custodial 

sentences of two or more years). As early as the mid-1990s, the Arbour Inquiry (1996) 

into disturbances at the Kingston Prison for Women recommended an end to the long-

term use of administrative segregation, with specific recommendations of no more than 

60 non-consecutive days in segregation per year. Segregation has also been an ongoing 
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topic in the reports of the Office of the Correctional Investigator (OCI) of Canada (OCI, 

2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013). Recommendations from the OCI have included reviewing 

conditions of segregation (OCI, 2010), auditing compliance with policy to ensure mental 

health issues are considered in segregation decisions (OCI, 2011), and generating an 

absolute prohibition against the prolonged segregation of mentally ill offenders (OCI, 

2012).  

In recent years, widespread media and government concern about the use of 

segregation in federal prisons have centered on the Ashley Smith Inquest. Ashley Smith 

was a teenager with mental health issues in federal custody who died at age 19 on 

October 19, 2007 after strangling herself while under a 24-hour suicide watch. During the 

incident, CSC staff watched her self-injurious behaviour but did not intervene because 

they had previously been instructed not to by their supervisors (Sapers, 2008). Initially 

serving a sentence of a few weeks in 2003 for throwing crabapples at a mailman, Ms. 

Smith’s self-harm and acting out (e.g., assaulting staff) resulted in continued sentence 

extensions (to a total of over 6 years), segregation placements, and subsequent transfer to 

federal custody (Quan & Perkel, 2013). Ms. Smith spent 11.5 months in federal custody 

before her death; she was in administrative segregation throughout this entire time, and 

additionally was moved (between and within facilities) 17 times.  

In December 2013, a jury for the Coroner’s Inquest ruled that Ms. Smith’s death 

was a homicide (Carlisle, 2013). With the goal of improving correctional practice to 

prevent future tragedies of this nature, the jury made several recommendations related to 

segregation, including an absolute prohibition on long-term segregation (i.e., more than 

15 consecutive days) for women offenders, no segregations for more than 60 days in a 
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calendar year, and that the conditions in segregation be the least restrictive as possible. 

Also recommended was the provision of access (as much as possible) to programs and 

allowance of contact with other inmates, staff, visitors, and non-governmental 

organizations. Finally, they recommended that institutional heads and mental health 

professionals visit inmates in segregation on a daily basis (Carlisle, 2013).  

Additionally, the Office of the Correctional Investigator of Canada reviewed this 

case (Sapers, 2008) and noted that CSC’s treatment of Ms. Smith and her mental health 

issues was “at times, inhumane” (p. 28) and failed to adhere to CSC’s policies regarding 

segregation reviews and exploring alternatives to segregation for managing behavioural 

issues. The Correctional Investigator concluded that there was reason to believe Ms. 

Smith would still be alive had CSC provided more appropriate care for her needs. He 

then provided a variety of recommendations, including a review of all cases in long-term 

segregation where mental health was a contributing factor, additional and more regular 

reviews (including psychological assessments) of offenders in administrative segregation, 

and seeking independent expertise on CSC’s policies regarding administrative 

segregation (particularly regarding its appropriateness for offenders with mental health 

and self-injury concerns; Sapers, 2008).  

The case of Ashley Smith received considerable attention, not just through the 

Inquest and Correctional Investigator’s report, as cited above, but also in the media. 

Between lawsuits among CSC and the Smith family, disruptions to the inquest (legal 

challenges, a mistrial), public release of video footage of Ms. Smith in prison, and 

accusations of CSC covering up key evidence, this case received prolific media coverage 

from her death in 2007 up until the final jury decision in 2013 (Ashley Smith inquest, 
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n.d.). For example, in 2010, CBC News aired two documentaries about the Ashley Smith 

case on its show The Fifth Estate (Ashley Smith inquest, n.d.). Most recently, the B.C. 

Civil Liberties Association and the John Howard Society of Canada have sued the federal 

government in B.C. Supreme Court, claiming that the use of segregation is 

unconstitutional (Wingrove, 2015). 

In response to the Correctional Investigator’s recommendation to seek 

independent expertise, CSC commissioned two independent reports regarding 

segregation placements (Rivera, 2010; Thériault, 2010). Both reports included interviews 

with inmates in segregation, CSC staff at all levels (e.g., in institutions as well as at 

National Headquarters), and with the Correctional Investigator and his staff. Rivera 

(2010) provided 52 recommendations and Thériault (2010) provided 11 

recommendations intended to reduce the use of segregation placements and to improve 

conditions within administrative segregation. The first recommendation of the Thériault 

(2010) report was that “[i]nmates who are potentially at risk of becoming segregation 

candidates should be screened at admission” (p. 33).   

Consequently, a Working Group within CSC’s National Headquarters in Ottawa 

was established in 2011 to explore the feasibility of developing a screening tool to 

identify offenders at risk of being placed in administrative segregation. The Working 

Group included representatives from the following CSC sections: Institutional 

Reintegration Operations, Mental Health, Aboriginal Initiatives Directorate, Women 

Offenders Sector Operations, and Research. This dissertation reflects the research-based 

component of this endeavour to develop a risk assessment scale to predict administrative 

segregation placements. It was decided by the Working Group that the responsibility for 
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creating the scale would rest with the Research Branch of CSC, but that certain 

methodological decisions (e.g., defining the outcome) would be determined by the 

Working Group. Additionally, the Working Group also requested input in determining 

the list of potential static and dynamic predictor variables to be examined. As the 

Working Group was not familiar with research on the predictors of segregation, very few 

parameters were set for the construction of a risk scale. The main requirement was that 

the scale had to be developed from data that CSC was already collecting on inmates. 

To my knowledge, there are no risk assessment scales currently designed to 

predict placements in administrative segregation or any type of solitary confinement. 

Some direction, however, can be obtained by examining the literature on developing and 

evaluating risk scales in other fields, such as forensic or medical risk assessment and 

communication. Broadly, risk assessment is the process of combining multiple factors 

into some kind of overall assessment about the likelihood of an outcome (Hanson & 

Morton-Bourgon, 2009).  

From this literature, I decided a priori that the proposed scale would be actuarial 

in nature. Following Meehl’s (1954) definition, this meant that the items would be 

explicitly identified, with a clear algorithm for computing total scores, and probabilities 

of the outcome (placements in administrative segregation) would be provided for each 

total score. This decision made practical sense given that the scale would be developed 

based on a large dataset allowing examination of empirical relationships between 

predictors and segregation that can be validated in a separate sample. Unfortunately the 

dataset could not be used to validate professional judgements of segregation risk. More 

importantly, however, the decision to create an actuarial scale was consistent with a large 
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and cross-disciplinary body of research suggesting that mechanical prediction schemes 

outperform unstructured professional judgement (Ægisdóttir et al., 2006; Bonta, Law, & 

Hanson, 1998; Dawes, Faust, & Meehl, 1989; Grove, Zald, Lebow, Snitz, & Nelson, 

2000; Hanson & Morton-Bourgon, 2009; Mossman, 1994).   

This literature contradicts the intuitive belief that the expertise of professionals 

should be better equipped to handle complex situations and case-specific factors (e.g., 

Boer, Wilson, Gauthier, & Hart, 1997). Paradoxically, it appears to be simultaneously 

correct that although level of expertise matters (e.g., experts generally outperform 

novices), mechanical decision algorithms outperform experts, but only under some 

conditions (Kahneman & Klein, 2009; Shanteau, 1992). An important question then 

becomes, “what are those conditions?” 

In summarizing decision-making and cognitive science literature, Shanteau 

(1992) found evidence for competent expert performance in weather forecasters, 

livestock judges, astronomers, test pilots, soil judges, chess masters, physicists, 

mathematicians, accountants, grain inspectors, photo interpreters, and insurance analysts. 

Poor professional judgements were noted for clinical psychologists, psychiatrists, 

astrologers, student admissions evaluators, court judges, behavioural researchers, 

counsellors, personnel selectors, parole officers, polygraph judges, intelligence analysts, 

and stock brokers. Mixed performance was found for nurses, physicians, and auditors. 

Shanteau (1992) proposed a variety of task features that were associated with poorer 

performance from experts. He concluded that human behaviour is inherently more 

unpredictable than physical phenomena, and that decision-making is particularly difficult 

for unique tasks, when feedback is unavailable, and when the environment is intolerant of 
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error (as the latter would encourage risk-averse decisions). Kahneman (2011) provided a 

more updated summary of the performance of experts across a variety of tasks, with 

similar conclusions. According to Kahneman and Klein (2009), expert opinion can be 

expected to outperform mechanical decisions when the environment is regular (i.e., 

highly predictable), the expert has considerable practice, and there are opportunities to 

get timely feedback on decisions to learn from errors or false cues. 

Predicting offender behaviour (recidivism or segregation placements) would fall 

within the types of tasks where Shanteau (1992) and Kahneman and Klein (2009) 

anticipate actuarial scales to demonstrate stronger performance than professional 

judgement. Although considerable practice is possible in risk assessment, the other 

criteria favouring professional judgement are not present. Human behaviour is inherently 

complex and not highly regular (Shanteau, 1992). This is supported by meta-analyses 

suggesting that criminal and institutional behaviour are predicted by a large number of 

factors, each with generally small effect sizes on their own (for a review of meta-

analyses, see Andrews & Bonta, 2010; see also Gendreau, Goggin, & Law, 1997; Hanson 

& Bussière, 1998; Hanson & Morton-Bourgon, 2005; Mann, Hanson, & Thornton, 2010); 

it is only through combining many diverse factors that moderate to high predictive 

accuracy can be achieved (e.g., Andrews et al., 2011; Campbell, French, & Gendreau, 

2009; Hanson, Helmus, & Bourgon, 2007; Hanson & Morton-Bourgon, 2009). Mirroring 

meta-analyses is the comprehensive Personal, Interpersonal, and Community-

Reinforcement (PIC-R) theory of criminal behaviour which identifies predictors 

including genetic factors, biophysical and cognitive functioning, environment (including 

peers, school, family, community), and how the individual interprets all of these 
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influences (e.g., conditioning, observational learning, determinations of relative rewards 

and costs of a given behaviour; Andrews & Bonta, 2010). This dizzying number of 

contingencies suggests that human behaviour is not a highly predictable phenomenon in 

the sense discussed by Kahneman and Klein (2009). 

Additionally, segregation risk assessment does not lend itself to the type of timely 

feedback necessary for people to meaningfully learn from their errors. Many assessors 

will never know which inmates were placed in segregation (particularly when inmates are 

transferred between facilities), or if they do, it may be months or years later. And lastly, 

the profound public safety implications inherent in decision-making with offender 

populations create an environment with low tolerance for error. These conditions support 

an actuarial scale for predicting segregation placements over professional judgement. 

In developing this segregation risk scale, two broad research areas will be 

synthesized. Chapter 1 will discuss research and theory related to segregation in 

correctional institutions. Given the lack of said research, this chapter will also incorporate 

literature on general inmate behaviour (e.g., prison adaptation, misconducts). Chapter 2 

will focus on methodological and statistical considerations in developing and validating 

risk scales, drawn primarily from medical and forensic risk assessment fields. This 

section will establish a framework for thinking about the nature of risk, how to measure 

and report it, and how to evaluate the accuracy of risk scales. In addition, an important 

consideration in developing a risk scale to be used by the Correctional Service of Canada 

is that it must be applicable to Aboriginal and women offenders; otherwise, separate 

scales would need to be developed for each subgroup. Consequently, Chapter 3 will 

discuss relevant theory and research on Aboriginal and female offenders to inform the 
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extent to which we could expect differences in the risk factors for segregation among 

these subgroups. Chapter 4 will summarize the preceding chapters and establish the 

purpose of the current study (including research questions and hypotheses). Chapter 5 

will outline the methodology of this study. Chapter 6 will present basic descriptive 

results. Chapters 7 and 8 will present analyses on scale development and validation, 

respectively. Chapter 9 will provide normative data for the final scale, called the Risk of 

Administrative Segregation Tool (RAST). Lastly, Chapter 10 will summarise and discuss 

the project, and offer suggestions for future directions in segregation risk assessment.  

Chapter 1 

The Context: Administrative Segregation 

CSC Policy and Use of Administrative Segregation 

As outlined in the Corrections and Conditional Release Act (CCRA, 1992), there 

are two types of segregation placements in CSC: disciplinary and administrative.  

Disciplinary segregation is used to sanction inmates who have been found guilty of 

serious disciplinary offences within the penitentiary and may be imposed for a maximum 

of 30 days (CCRA, 44[f]). Given that the current project is intended to predict 

administrative segregation, disciplinary segregation will not be discussed further.  

The purpose of administrative segregation is to maintain the safety of the 

penitentiary and its inmates by preventing association among designated inmates (CCRA, 

Section 31 [1]), with the intent of releasing inmates from segregation “at the earliest 

appropriate time” (CCRA, Section 31 [2]). It is not intended to be a punitive measure. 

Inmates may be placed in administrative segregation by the Institutional Head (CCRA, 

Section 31) or at their own request (CSC, 2014), which often creates an 
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involuntary/voluntary distinction.
1
 Section 31 of the CCRA outlines three possible 

reasons for administrative segregation placements, regardless of who makes the request:  

(a) the inmate has acted, has attempted to act or intends to act in a manner that  

jeopardizes the security of the penitentiary or the safety of any person and 

allowing the inmate to associate with other inmates would jeopardize the security 

of the penitentiary or the safety of any person; (b) allowing the inmate to associate 

with other inmates would interfere with an investigation that could lead to a 

criminal charge or a charge under subsection 41(2) of a serious disciplinary 

offence; or (c) allowing the inmate to associate with other inmates would 

jeopardize the inmate’s safety. 

These reasons can be generally summarized as those related to the security of the 

institution, interfering with an investigation, or ensuring the inmate’s own safety, 

respectively. Although the first reason (security of the institution) may be in response to a 

specific incident, the main characteristic that distinguishes it from disciplinary 

segregation is that the inmate’s continued stay there is necessary in maintaining the safety 

of the institution and the inmates. 

While in administrative segregation, inmates have the same rights, privileges, and 

conditions of confinement as a general population inmate except those that cannot be 

afforded due to security concerns, or due to the limitations of the administrative 

segregation area itself (CCRA, Sec. 37). This means, for example, that offenders in 

administrative segregation are entitled to have their television provided to them (Rivera, 

2010).  

                                                           
1
 Although segregation may be voluntary or involuntary, the CCRA and CSC distinguish segregation types 

based on the reason for segregation and not on who made the request. Consequently, distinctions between 

voluntary and involuntary segregation will not be examined in the current project. 
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In terms of the frequency of segregation placements, Public Safety Canada (2013) 

provides an annual summary of key correctional statistics. Overall, the number of 

incarcerated federal offenders has varied between 13,286 in 2008/09 to 14,745 in 

2012/13. In that timeframe, the use of administrative segregation has fluctuated from a 

low of 7,508 admissions in 2009/10 to a high of 8,323 in 2011/12. This does not mean, 

however, that more than half of offenders are placed in administrative segregation each 

year. These data are for the number of admissions to administrative segregation; a single 

offender could be admitted ten times in one year, for example. To examine the 

proportional representation of offenders in administrative segregation in CSC, on April 

1, 2013, there were 797 inmates in administrative segregation (Public Safety Canada, 

2013). One day earlier, on March 31, 2013, there were 14,745 incarcerated federal 

offenders. This means that on any given day, roughly 5.4% of the incarcerated federal 

offender population is in administrative segregation. This is slightly lower than the 7% 

estimates for the U.S. Bureau of Prisons (GOA, 2013). Though these numbers are small, 

they represent a non-trivial percentage of offenders. 

Of all admissions to administrative segregation from 2008/09 to 2012/13, 

approximately 95% of the admissions were for men, and 29.2% were for Aboriginal 

inmates (Public Safety Canada, 2013). Roughly 41% of admissions resulted in 

segregation stays of less than 1 month, whereas 23% lasted between 1 to 2 months, 19% 

for 2 to 4 months, and 17% for more than 4 months. Segregation stays were shorter for 

women; 82% were released from segregation within one month (Public Safety Canada, 

2013). These numbers were from after the death of Ashley Smith. Whether this high-

profile case altered CSC’s use of segregation has not been examined. 
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Is Segregation Harmful for Inmates? 

Concerns related to the use of administrative segregation (e.g., ACLU, 2014; 

Arbour, 1996; Carlisle, 2013; GOA, 2013; Rivera, 2010; Sapers, 2008; Thériault, 2010), 

which provided the impetus for this project, are predicated on the assumption that the 

isolation in segregation has deleterious consequences on the physical and/or mental 

health of the inmates. Indeed, Labrecque (2013) noted that most of the published 

literature on segregation is anecdotal or ideological. For example, the ACLU (2014) 

prominently emphasized a quote from an 1890 U.S. Supreme Court case describing 

inmates in solitary confinement, saying the inmates  

fell, after even a short confinement, into a semi-fatuous condition...and others 

became violently insane; others still, committed suicide; while those who stood 

the ordeal better were not generally reformed, and in most cases did not recover 

sufficient mental activity to be of any subsequent service to the community 

(Medley v. United States, 1890, para. 168). 

The ACLU (2014) further compares solitary confinement to torture. More recently, 

Kupers (2008) famously said that “for just about all prisoners, being held in isolated 

confinement for longer than 3 months causes lasting emotional damage if not full-blown 

psychosis and functional disability” (p. 1006). 

 It is certainly possible to imagine torturous conditions in solitary confinement that 

could shatter anyone’s mental health. But does that reflect most modern segregation 

conditions? One problem with universal condemnations of segregation is a failure to 

distinguish between extreme forms of sensory deprivation (which could be harmful) and 

more modern solitary confinement conditions (Gendreau & Labrecque, in press; this 
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chapter also provides a review of the sensory deprivation literature). The U.S. Supreme 

Court quote (cited above) is misleading if readers do not refer to the full decision. Not 

only is the case almost 125 years old, thus calling into question its applicability to 

modern correctional environments, but its discussion was of segregation conditions from 

roughly 200 years ago. In these conditions, the inmates “had no direct intercourse with or 

sight of any human being and no employment or instruction” (Medley v. United States, 

1890).  

 This description is quite different from current segregation environments, at least 

in CSC. In addition to receiving the same rights, privileges and conditions as other 

inmates (except those that cannot be provided), CSC policy requires institutional heads to 

visit the segregation unit daily and meet with any inmates at their request (CSC, 2014). 

Immediately upon placement into administrative segregation, inmates are given an 

opportunity to contact counsel and provided with a handbook about administrative 

segregation. Within two days, a Parole Officer must meet with the inmate to explore 

reintegration options. Formal hearings with the inmate and the Institutional Segregation 

Review Board are also conducted within 5 working days after placement, and then every 

subsequent 30 calendar days (hearings are required to keep inmates in segregation, but 

not to release them). A nurse must visit the inmate daily (including weekends) to monitor 

health concerns and a psychologist must provide a written opinion of the inmate’s mental 

health status within 25 days of placement and, subsequently, every 60 days (CSC, 2014). 

 Interviewing inmates in segregation for independent reviews commissioned by 

CSC, Rivera (2010) and Thériault (2010) noted that although there was certainly room 

for improvement in the segregation conditions, few inmates expressed complaints. 
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Although not all inmates had a TV, some institutions had one mounted in a general area 

visible from all segregation cells. Although staff and resource constraints limit the 

availability of treatment and programming, many offenders had opportunities to complete 

educational programs, receive counseling, and connect with Aboriginal elders. Women in 

segregation tended to have better access to treatment services, with many receiving 

counselling (Thériault, 2010). Both reports noted that some inmates express a preference 

for segregation compared to the general population. In the words of one inmate, “I like it 

here. To stay in the hole [administrative segregation], I’ll say anything” (Rivera, 2010, 

p. 16). It appears, then, that concerns over the detrimental effect of isolation may be 

borne from a perception of more extreme conditions than what currently exist (at least in 

CSC). This hypothesis is supported by an early study (Brodsky & Scogin, 1988) that 

conducted interviews with 69 men in protective custody at three American institutions. 

Psychopathological symptoms were substantially lower for inmates in one institution that 

had adequate cell space with greater mobility and access to programs. Segregation, 

therefore, may not necessarily equated with conditions detrimental to mental health. 

 In terms of research, early studies citing negative psychological impacts of 

segregation (Grassian, 1983; Haney, 1993; Haney, 2003) lacked a comparison group of 

inmates. For example, Grassian (1983) argued that the symptoms evident in 14 

individuals were sufficient to justify a major, clinically distinguishable psychiatric 

syndrome. Without an adequate comparison group, however, it is not possible to rule out 

alternate explanations (e.g., the symptoms were comparable to general population 

inmates, or were present before they were placed in segregation). 
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Two meta-analyses are currently in progress to determine the impact of being in 

segregation relative to a comparison group, with preliminary results presented at 

conferences (Labrecque, 2013; Morgan et al., 2014). Labrecque (2013) identified nine 

studies of inmates examining either a physiological (e.g., blood pressure, arousal, cortisol 

levels) or psychological (e.g., personality, mood, cognitive functioning, adaptive 

functioning) outcome. They found no significant detrimental effect of administrative 

segregation for either overall outcome; however, the impact on physiological measures, 

though small, approached statistical significance (r = -.08, 95% CI of -.17 to .01). 

Although the overall physiological and psychological outcomes were not statistically 

significant, they did find significant deleterious effects for the two of the four 

psychological outcome subcategories: “mood” and “psychological instrument” (the latter 

not defined), suggesting that there may be a negative impact on some psychological 

outcomes but not others.  

These findings (Labrecque, 2013), however, are difficult to interpret given 

numerous limitations of this meta-analysis. The presentation did not report whether fixed-

effect or random-effects analyses were used, which is an important consideration 

affecting the confidence intervals and generalizability of the findings (Borenstein, 

Hedges, Higgins, & Rothstein, 2009),
2
 nor was variability in findings across studies 

reported. Large amounts of variability across studies would reduce confidence in the 

overall findings and suggest that important moderator variables would need to be 

                                                           
2
 Conceptually, random-effects meta-analyses are preferred, as they incorporate variability across studies 

into the error term and allow generalization to the population of which the samples are presumed to be a 

part. In practice, however, random-effects analyses require estimating a between-study variability term 

(tau-square; τ
2
), which is unstable when the number of studies is small (< 30, Schulze, 2007). When there is 

true variability, fixed-effects analyses are too liberal, and when there is true homogeneity, random-effects 

analyses are too conservative (Overton, 1998). 
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explored to understand the conditions under which the effect may be larger or smaller. 

Additionally, point-biserial correlations were used as the effect size measure, which is 

problematic because this effect size is artificially reduced for dichotomous variables 

(such as segregation versus not) when the base rate deviates from 50% (discussed further 

in Chapter 2).  

The most important limitation of the Labrecque (2013) meta-analysis, however, is 

that the meta-analytic assumption of independence of observations was violated. 

Specifically, meta-analyses assume that each effect size is from a unique sample of 

participants (Borenstein et al., 2009). Counting the same sample multiple times is 

problematic because it gives more weight to the samples that provide more analyses 

(which may be due to data dredging), it artificially increases the sample size of 

participants, and it artificially reduces the confidence intervals around the effect size 

because counting the same sample several times gives an illusion of consistency. This 

meta-analysis identified 9 studies with physiological or psychological outcomes, but 

analyzed 16 effect sizes for physiological effects and 219 effect sizes for psychological 

effects. One third of these effects were from a single study (O’Keefe, Klebe, Stucker, 

Strum, & Leggett, 2010), which will be discussed further below.  

In contrast, the meta-analysis by Morgan and colleagues (2014) was 

methodologically sound, although some important details were not reported (e.g., the 

inclusion criteria, the total number of studies coded). The authors used a more 

appropriate effect size statistic (Cohen’s d), reported both fixed-effect and random-effects 

analyses to reflect the unique advantages and disadvantages of both, reported measures of 

variability across studies, and honoured the principle of independence of observations by 
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averaging multiple effect sizes reported per study to combine all information while still 

counting each sample only once. Among four studies (n = 243), the authors found a 

significant small-to-moderate effect whereby offenders in administrative segregation 

reported more mental health problems than non-segregated offenders. This finding is 

difficult to interpret, however, given the possibility (based on the design of some studies) 

that the differences between the groups preceded the segregation placement. In contrast 

to this finding, examining anywhere between 3 to 6 studies per outcome, they found that 

segregation was not significantly related to anger, cognitive functioning, hypersensitivity, 

mood/emotions, physical health, or symptoms of psychosis. Segregation was associated 

with significantly higher levels of anxiety in fixed-effect analyses but not random-effects 

analyses. Variability across studies was significant for half of the outcomes, suggesting a 

need to collect more studies and examine possible moderator effects. 

Although the primary advantage of meta-analysis is that it combines effects 

across studies (removing the need for study-by-study narrative reviews), one 

groundbreaking longitudinal study is worth describing in detail (O’Keefe et al., 2013, 

which is the published version of the O’Keefe and colleagues [2010] report, which 

generated 1/3 of the effect sizes in the Labrecque [2013] meta-analysis). O’Keefe and 

colleagues (2013) conducted a methodologically rigorous study in Colorado with the 

expectation that administrative segregation would negatively impact the psychological 

functioning of inmates, particularly those with mental illness. Their results were 

surprisingly counter to their hypothesis.  

The study (O’Keefe et al., 2013) examined five different inmate groups: those in 

administrative segregation with and without mental illness (n = 64 and 63, respectively), 
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general population inmates with and without mental illness (n = 33 and 43, respectively), 

and mentally ill inmates sent to a special needs prison because their psychiatric 

symptoms rendered them unmanageable in general population conditions (n = 67). Given 

that inmates may be placed in administrative segregation because of disruptive 

behavioural issues, this could create an a priori non-equivalency between groups. 

Consequently, the researchers selected their comparison groups (from the general 

population and special needs prison) as those who had a disciplinary violation in prison. 

This would enhance the initial comparability between the groups. They received a 

remarkable 90% consent rate for their study. Inmates were assessed with the Brief 

Symptom Inventory (BSI), a self-report scale assessing overall psychiatric symptom 

severity within the past week, as well as nine subscales: somatisation, obsessive-

compulsive, interpersonal sensitivity, depression, anxiety, hostility, phobic anxiety, 

paranoid ideation, and psychoticism. After initial testing, the scale was reassessed every 3 

months for a total of 1 year of follow-up. 

Using hierarchical linear modeling, O’Keefe and colleagues (2013) found that the 

baseline assessment showed significant differences in overall psychiatric symptoms 

among the groups. Specifically, the mentally ill administrative segregation group showed 

comparable symptoms to the mentally ill groups in the general population and special 

needs prison, but higher rates of symptoms compared to the non-mentally-ill groups. The 

non-mentally-ill administrative segregation group had significantly more psychiatric 

symptoms than the general population non-mentally-ill group, but significantly less 

symptoms than the three mentally ill groups. Notably, all inmate groups had elevated 

baseline profiles compared to non-offending populations, demonstrating that non-inmate 
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samples would be unsuitable comparison groups for this type of research. Contrary to 

their hypothesis, regardless of baseline functioning, all five groups demonstrated 

significant improvement in their psychiatric symptoms across the 1-year study period, 

and the rate of improvement was not different among any of the groups. The same pattern 

of results was also found for each of the BSI subscales. This study suggests not only a 

lack of deterioration among offenders in administrative segregation (with and without 

mental illness), but a general positive adaptation to prison conditions over time, 

regardless of whether they were in segregation, general population, or a special needs 

prison. Additionally, in the unpublished full report of this study [O’Keefe et al., 2010], 

similar findings were addressed with several other measures of mental health, including 

self-report scales, file review, and staff reports. 

This study (O’Keefe et al., 2013) is noteworthy given its counterintuitive but 

remarkably consistent results (e.g., across all BSI subscales and other measures in their 

2010 report). Although no single study is conclusive (meta-analysis is needed to 

aggregate results, examine consistency in findings, and explore moderator effects), this 

study provides strong preliminary evidence that inmates who are placed in administrative 

segregation have more mental health symptoms at baseline, but do not necessarily 

experience a deterioration of their condition in segregation. This study had high 

methodological quality by including a large sample size, low attrition rate, diverse 

measures of diverse psychiatric symptoms, a comparison group selected carefully to 

increase group equivalency, longitudinal assessment (five time points over approximately 

one year), and sophisticated statistical analyses. Interestingly, Gendreau and Thériault 

(2011) said that “none of the work we are aware of that has been cited by those who 
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contend that prisons produce serious psychological trauma comes close to the Colorado 

study [O’Keefe and colleagues] in terms of its methodological rigor” (p. 1).  

Although the O’Keefe et al. (2013) study stands out as the strongest examination 

of the effects of administrative segregation, it is noteworthy that their findings are 

consistent with an early study conducted in CSC (Zinger, Wichmann, & Andrews, 2001). 

This longitudinal study had a similar methodology, but with a smaller sample size (n = 23 

segregated and 37 non-segregated offenders), higher attrition rate (approximately 40%), 

shorter follow-up period (60 days), and less sophisticated statistical analyses (ANOVAs). 

Nonetheless, Zinger et al. (2001) found that although the segregated offenders were a 

higher risk group, they did not show deterioration in diverse mental health variables 

across the 60 days in administrative segregation. 

Although research on the negative effects of administrative segregation is still in 

its infancy, what is currently available suggests that it may not be as harmful as people 

fear. Indeed, it may be a useful and necessary component of prison management. This is 

supported by Mears (2006), who found that U.S. prison wardens reported a strong belief 

that administrative segregation was an effective correctional management tool. However, 

one study using time-series analyses of eight states that implemented ‘supermax’ prisons 

(with conditions equivalent to administrative segregation) did not find support for the 

idea that they reduced institutional violence (Briggs, Sundt, & Castellano, 2003). Echoing 

the key recommendation of the U.S. Government Accountability Office (2013), more 

research is needed to determine whether segregation is actually a helpful correctional 

management strategy.  
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There is somewhat more research on the impact of segregation on recidivism, 

however. Labrecque’s (2013) meta-analysis included 11 effect sizes from 5 studies 

comparing recidivism rates of offenders in segregation compared to offenders not in 

segregation. They found that inmates in segregation had significantly higher recidivism 

rates. As previously discussed, however, there were some methodological flaws in this 

meta-analysis. Additionally, the studies were mixed in terms of whether they took into 

account pre-existing group differences in risk level (through matching or statistical 

controls). Further research is needed to examine post-release outcomes for segregated 

offenders with appropriately matched comparison groups, and/or appropriate statistical 

controls for differences in risk-relevant factors. 

If administrative segregation is not the torturous experience posited by some, it 

then becomes difficult to understand horrific examples, such as the case of Ashley Smith. 

One alternative hypothesis, generated based on a review of literature related to sensory 

deprivation, modern administrative segregation, prison adaptation, and prison 

management is that negative psychological effects for inmates are more likely caused by 

negative treatment and management by prison authorities, rather than to the conditions of 

solitary confinement (Gendreau & Labrecque, in press). This idea will be revisited later 

in this chapter. 

Benefits to Reducing Segregation Placements 

 Regardless of whether current concerns about segregation use are empirically 

warranted, there are logistical and cost reasons to support reductions in the use of 

segregation. Institutions have a limited number of segregation cells. A serious operational 

problem develops when inmates occupy segregation beds that may truly be required for 
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more needy or at-risk inmates (Gobeil, Taylor, & Flight, 2008). Although reviews have 

found that segregated inmates can pursue educational and treatment programs (Rivera, 

2010; Thériault, 2010), the logistics of segregation will necessarily cause some delays in 

offenders’ progression within their correctional plan (e.g., they cannot participate in 

group programs or other general population activities) and reduce the availability of such 

opportunities.  

Additionally, segregation is costly. The inmate has to be brought everything by 

staff, including meals, medications, nursing attention, parole officer visits, and 

psychological consultations. One report from the Office of the Inspector General of 

California (2009) estimated that the annual correctional staff cost of a standard 

administrative segregation unit bed was at least $14,600 more than the cost of the 

equivalent general population bed. Accounting for more than staffing costs, the American 

Civil Liberties Union has argued that segregation is the most costly form of incarceration 

(ACLU, 2014). Mears (2006) suggested that segregation prisons or units cost roughly 2-3 

times more than traditional prisons to build and manage. Given recent estimates that 7% 

of U.S. Bureau of Prison inmates are being housed in segregation (GAO, 2013), it would 

be cost-effective to find alternative management strategies. 

Who Gets Placed in Segregation and Why? 

 Whether the reason for wanting to reduce placements in segregation is based on 

ideological grounds, response to political pressure, saving money, or facilitating 

offenders completing their correctional plan in a timely fashion, attempts to reduce 

segregation first require identifying who is most likely to be placed there. Both theory 

and research can help answer this question. Given the lack of research on administrative 
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segregation, however, much of this discussion will focus more broadly on inmate 

behaviour in prison settings.  

Theory 

Two primary theories about inmate adaptation to prison are helpful in 

understanding placements in administrative segregation. The first is importation theory, 

which posits that behaviour and adaptation to institutions is explained by the 

characteristics of inmates prior to their incarceration (Irwin & Cressey, 1962). This 

theory views the prison environment as a microcosm of society more generally, with the 

same general dynamics. The notion of a unique ‘prison culture’ is rejected and considered 

another form of ‘criminal subculture’ that offenders bring with them into the institutions. 

In other words, this theory does not view prison as a special environment in predicting 

and understanding behaviour. Gendreau and Labrecque (in press) have argued that this 

theory also underlies Zamble and Porporino’s (1988) idea of the prison environment 

reflecting a “deep freeze” in terms of inmates’ adaptation and coping (p. 152). 

Specifically, they found that prison was a fairly neutral environment in its impact on 

offenders’ behaviour. They argued that offenders’ behaviour patterns from before their 

incarceration largely remain frozen in time while in prison, and will continue to operate 

upon their release. This theory would propose that individual characteristics that predict 

behaviour in the community will predict behaviour in institutions. Consequently, general 

risk factors such as the Central Eight (i.e., history of criminal behaviour, procriminal 

attitudes, procriminal personality pattern, procriminal associates, family/marital 

problems, school/employment problems, poor use of leisure/recreation time, and 
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substance abuse; Andrews & Bonta, 2010) would be the strongest candidates for key 

segregation predictors. 

The second theory, called deprivation theory, suggests that negative inmate 

behaviour occurs in response to the adverse conditions in prison (Sykes, 1958). This 

would suggest that behaviour leading to segregation is a byproduct of a negative and 

demeaning prison environment, as opposed to being caused by offender characteristics 

that predate their incarceration. This theory is consistent with Gendreau and Labrecque’s 

(in press) hypothesis that prison staff and management behaviour towards inmates has the 

most important influence on inmates’ mental health.  

Deprivation theory is also related to the theorized importance of social climate in 

prisons. To understand these environmental influences, Toch (1977) conducted 900 

interviews with inmates and identified eight central domains helpful in understanding and 

contextualizing the prison environment/climate: privacy, safety, structure, support, 

emotional feedback, social stimulation, activity, and freedom. The potential scope of 

prison variables that could be considered under this theoretical framework is daunting 

(Farbstein & Wener, 1982). Physical features of institutions could include the area, 

materials, layout, distances, security devices, lighting, acoustics, thermal conditions, and 

safety issues. Social and behavioural features may include social interactions, as well as 

attitudes of staff and inmates. Features of the institutional organization may include its 

size, type of inmate population, staffing levels, management practices, and institutional 

policies. Clearly, the ways in which the environment could influence inmate behaviour 

are near limitless. 
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Importation and deprivation theories are often described as conflicting (e.g., 

Gendreau & Labrecque, in press; Thomas & Foster, 1973); specifically, importation 

theory points to individual-level factors to explain institutional behaviour, whereas 

deprivation theory points to institution-level factors. However, given the complexity of 

human behaviour, there is no reason not to expect that both theories are correct (i.e., both 

individual and environmental factors predict; Hochstetler & DeLisi, 2005). Deprivation 

theory has been criticized for being myopic by ignoring the influence of offenders’ 

backgrounds (Thomas & Foster, 1973), but this concern could be equally leveled at 

importation theory for ignoring the influence of the environment. The promise of both 

theories is supported by meta-analyses finding that both individual and institutional 

factors predict inmate misconduct, with both showing roughly similar effect sizes 

(Gendreau et al., 1997; Gonçalves, Gonçalves, Martins, & Dirkzwager, 2014). Similarly, 

in a more recent study, Jiang and Fisher-Giorlando (2002) found empirical support for 

both importation and deprivation theories in explaining institutional incidents. 

Molleman and Leeuw (2012) propose that inmate behaviour (both in the 

institution and after release) is likely influenced by characteristics of the inmate 

(importation theory); administratively measured characteristics of the institution, 

including staff features and management practices (deprivation theory); and by the 

inmates’ perception of prison conditions, such as perceived social climate (an intersection 

of both theories). This distinction between administratively measured and perceived 

social climate is important; Molleman and Leeuw (2012) argue that perceived climate is 

likely a mediating factor between administratively measured prison conditions and 

behaviour. For example, inmates with anger management issues may be more likely to 
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form negative perceptions of their environment. Wooldredge, Griffin, and Pratt (2001) 

have also argued that inmate perceptions of the environment are likely influenced by their 

background characteristics, supporting the linkages between importation and deprivation 

theories.   

A multi-faceted explanation of admissions to administrative segregation should, 

therefore, examine both individual factors (e.g., importation theory) and 

institutional/environmental factors (e.g., deprivation theory), and possibly their 

interactions. Additionally, institutional/environmental factors should be further sub-

divided into objective and subjective features. Unfortunately, the data available for the 

current study preclude an empirical examination of institutional/environmental factors. 

Nonetheless, their prominence in theoretical understandings of inmate behaviour and 

their potential influence on segregation admissions should not be ignored and is an 

important avenue of future research. Consequently, the research on both potential 

institutional-level and individual-level predictors of administrative segregation will be 

reviewed (primarily drawn from the misconduct literature).  

Potential Individual-Level Factors Related to Segregation Placement 

To my knowledge, there are five empirical studies identifying individual-level 

predictors of placement in administrative segregation, four of which were conducted by 

CSC. An American study compared 232 inmates in Washington state administrative 

segregation units to the general population of inmates and found that the segregated 

offenders tended to be younger, had more violent offences, longer sentences, and higher 

rates of major institutional infractions (Lovell, Cloyes, Allen, & Rhodes, 2000). 
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In Canada, Motiuk and Blanchette (1997) compared 799 CSC inmates who were 

in segregation (administrative or disciplinary; the two types were not examined 

separately) on November 9, 1996 (the study date) to a random sample of 799 inmates not 

in segregation. Inmates in segregation were significantly younger, had more extensive 

youth and adult criminal histories, were more likely to have a prior segregation 

placement, prior escape or Unlawfully at Large (UAL), prior failure on conditional 

release, and were more likely to have less than six months free in the community since 

their last incarceration. They were additionally rated as higher static and dynamic risk 

(the measures used for these assessments are described further in the methods section). 

They also had higher need ratings on seven of the eight individual dynamic domains 

assessed (employment/education, associates, substance abuse, community functioning, 

personal/emotional, and attitude). The only variables that did not significantly predict 

segregation status were whether the offender identified as Aboriginal, had a sex offence 

history, and their rating in the family/marital dynamic domain.  

A few years later, Wichmann and Nafekh (2001) conducted a study examining all 

CSC offenders placed in administrative segregation between 1995 and 2000 (this would 

have subsumed the sample from the Motiuk & Blanchette, 1997 study). They examined 

only three predictors of segregation placements: static risk, dynamic need level, and the 

offenders’ reintegration potential rating (which was largely based on the risk 

assessments). They also examined the predictor variables separately based on gender and 

whether the segregation placement was voluntary or involuntary (4,720 men in voluntary 

segregation, 8,682 men in involuntary, 77 women in voluntary, and 207 women in 

involuntary).  
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The major problem with the Wichmann and Nafekh (2001) study was the 

selection of the comparison group. Instead of using all inmates not in segregation, the 

authors used comparison groups matched on sentence length, age at first admission, and 

type of offence. Although matching is helpful when trying to infer causality (i.e., 

attributing a difference to an intervention), it is irrelevant for prediction. Matching is 

problematic because it precludes examining whether the matching variables are 

predictors of segregation (which could be an important finding). Additionally, to the 

extent that the predictors are related to the matching variables, it would artificially reduce 

the predictive ability of the predictors. Despite these limitations, the authors did find that 

higher levels of risk and need, and lower reintegration potential were all significantly 

related with both voluntary and involuntary segregation placements, for both men and 

women. The findings for voluntary and involuntary segregation were also generally 

similar. 

Wichmann and Taylor (2004) conducted a profile of all 175 women placed in 

involuntary segregation from January 31, 1997 to January 31, 2000 (note that these cases 

would be subsumed in the Wichmann and Nafekh, 2001, study). They also used a 

matched comparison group (matching on time served and age at admission), which 

reduces the study’s ability to fully capture the relationships between the predictors and 

segregation. Nonetheless, several variables were significantly related to segregation. 

Women in segregation were more likely to have prior youth convictions, prior adult 

convictions, prior violent offences, higher levels of static risk and dynamic need, and 

more institutional incidents. Segregation was predicted by institutional incidents overall 

in addition to specific incident types, including as perpetrator and as victim, as well as 
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incidents involving violence, self-harm, and substance abuse. In terms of dynamic need 

domains, segregated women had higher levels of need in the domains of associates, 

marital/family, personal/emotional, and substance abuse. There were no statistically 

significant differences between segregated and non-segregated women for community 

functioning, attitude, and education/employment. Additionally, race and type of offence 

did not significantly predict segregation. 

The most recent CSC report provides another profile of women in segregation 

(Thompson & Rubenfeld, 2013). This study examined all women admitted to CSC 

custody from April 1, 2002 to March 31, 2012, a sample that does not overlap with the 

previous studies. In this timeframe, 844 women (31% of all CSC women admissions) 

were placed in some kind of segregation. Although disciplinary segregation was 

included, it applied to only 1% of the sample. The comparison group consisted of women 

who were not placed in segregation (no matching). However, the data were treated as a 

population and consequently, no significance tests were provided. Phi correlations 

indexed the effect size; however, as will be discussed in Chapter 2, they are biased 

towards lower effect sizes the further that the dichotomous variables deviate from a 50% 

base rate. In interpreting the findings, I will consider variables with phi’s of .10 and 

above as ‘predictors’ of segregation, and phi’s below .10 as ‘not predictors’, 

corresponding with Cohen’s (1988) heuristic of .10 marking a small effect.  

Additionally, due to differences in segregation rates for Aboriginal and non-

Aboriginal women (with the former having higher rates), the authors (Thompson & 

Rubenfeld, 2013) separated analyses by Aboriginal ancestry. However, they did not 

report the sample sizes of segregated and non-segregated Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 
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women. Extrapolating from the overall sample size, the number of Aboriginal and non-

Aboriginal women, and the reported segregation rates (in percentages for each group), it 

appears as though there were 292 Aboriginal women in segregation, 456 Aboriginal 

women not in segregation, 552 non-Aboriginal women in segregation, and 1,418 non-

Aboriginal women not in segregation. 

Most findings from Thompson and Rubenfeld (2013) were similar for Aboriginal 

and non-Aboriginal women (differences will be noted in parentheses). Relationship status 

was not related to segregation, but absence of a high school diploma was (for non-

Aboriginal women only). Women in segregation had longer sentence lengths (for 

Aboriginal women only) and their most serious offence in their current sentence was 

more likely to be a robbery or major assault and less likely to be a drug offence. They 

were assessed as having higher static risk, dynamic need, lower reintegration potential, 

and lower motivation level. Segregation was also associated with a history of youth 

offences, adult offences (for non-Aboriginal women only), prior violent offences, prior 

disciplinary segregation placements, previous reclassifications to higher security levels, 

prior failures on conditional release (for non-Aboriginal women only), and less than 6 

months free in the community since their last incarceration (for non-Aboriginal women 

only). Neither segregated group was more likely to have any crime-free periods of 1 year 

or more. In terms of dynamic need domains, women in segregation were more likely to 

have higher levels of need for attitudes, personal/emotional, community functioning (for 

Aboriginal women only), employment/education (for non-Aboriginal women only), and 

substance abuse (for non-Aboriginal women only). The domain of associates and 

marital/family did not predict segregation for either group. 
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Although the research on individual-level predictors of segregation placements is 

limited (and some studies have methodological problems), the results generally suggest 

that the predictors of segregation may be similar to the predictors of inmate misconducts 

(Gendreau et al., 1997) and general recidivism (Andrews & Bonta, 2010). It is possible, 

however, that there are also additional predictors unique to this outcome. For example, in 

interviewing staff and inmates, Rivera (2010) found that, aside from disruptive 

behaviour, inmates may be in segregation due to reasons such as mental illness, 

informants needing protection, drug debts, or crimes that may place them in danger (e.g., 

where they have co-offenders also in prison). In reviewing literature on segregation, the 

ACLU (2014) proposed three additional categories of offenders who are in administrative 

segregation (in addition to the traditional disruptive group). These were offenders 

suffering from mental illness (e.g., who may not be able to cope with or understand the 

prison environment), ‘nuisance’ offenders (e.g., activist offenders who file lawsuits or 

institutional complaints), and vulnerable prisoners (e.g., gay or transgendered inmates).  

Potential Institution-Level Factors Related to Segregation Placements 

General psychology research. The deprivation theory of inmate adaptation to 

prison is rooted in a large body of research from industrial/organizational psychology. 

This research is also often conducted using experimental designs, increasing confidence 

in the results. Findings suggest that mood and behaviour may be influenced by subtle and 

inexpensive factors. For example, brighter lighting can increase peer communication 

(Gifford, 1988), whereas dim lighting may be more amenable to a therapeutic 

environment, by increasing rapport and self-disclosure (Miwa & Hanyu, 2006). The 
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presence of artwork has been found to reduce feelings of anger and stress, though only 

among males (Kweon, Ulrich, Walker, & Tassinary, 2008).  

An area of research with obvious implications for prison behaviour is space 

density (e.g., crowding). The effects of crowding can be understood through the principle 

of overload. As density increases, people become overwhelmed by social interactions that 

are too frequent, inconvenient, and/or unwanted (Valins & Baum, 1973). This reduces 

their capacity to cope with their social environment, which can cause stressful or 

dysfunctional behavioural adaptations (Brickman et al., 1973; Valins & Baum, 1973). 

With increased social density (i.e., greater numbers of people), people tend to socially 

withdraw (Baum & Koman, 1976). Spatial density (i.e., less space per person) also 

decreases helping behaviour and social responsibility (e.g., reporting damage to property; 

Brickman et al., 1973). Additionally, perceived density may be just as important as actual 

density; merely the anticipation of crowding can lead to increased perceived crowding 

(Baum & Koman, 1976). Not all density effects are negative, however. In one workplace 

environment study, social density increased task facilitation, information exchanges, 

colleague feedback, and friendship opportunities (Szilagyi & Holland, 1980). However, 

an important difference in this environment may be that individuals are working together 

towards a common goal. These positive effects may not replicate in other crowded 

environments where individuals are not voluntarily there. 

Prison environment research. Much of this research has focused on comparing 

traditional facilities to “New Generation” (NG) facilities in the United States. The most 

distinguishing features of NG prisons (originally developed in the 1970s) are that they are 

smaller, more podular living units with more comfortable, “home-like” furnishings and a 
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more dynamic philosophy regarding security and inmate management (positive social 

climate features), which includes a greater focus on supervision and interaction with 

inmates rather than bars and gates (e.g., see Bayens, Williams, & Smykla, 1997; Wener, 

Frazier, & Farbstein, 1985; Wener & Olsen, 1980; Yocum, Anderson, Da Vigo, & Lee, 

2006; Zupan & Stohr-Gillmore, 1988).  

New Generation facilities are preferred by inmates (Wener & Olsen, 1980; Zupan 

& Stohr-Gillmore, 1988), increase staff/inmate interaction (Wener et al., 1985; Yocum et 

al., 2006), and increase inmates’ positive attitudes towards correctional officers and 

perceived control over their environment (Yocum et al., 2006; Zupan & Stohr-Gillmore, 

1988). It appears as though these benefits translate into more positive inmate behaviour. 

Most research and reviews find lower rates of inmate misconduct in New Generation 

facilities (Bayens et al., 1997; Senese, 1997; Wener, 2006; Wener & Olsen, 1980). One 

challenge in interpreting this research is that it is difficult to disentangle the impact of the 

physical design features and the social climate features (e.g., management practices). 

Moreover, it is also difficult to separate the effects of NG facilities from treatment 

effects, given that treatment is more commonly available in NG facilities (e.g., 

Applegate, Surette, & McCarthy, 1999). Additionally, given the NG management policy 

of informally handling less serious incidents, it is difficult to determine if observed 

declines in official incidents are real or policy-based (Senese, 1997).  

Social climate. Social climate research supports the theoretical distinction 

between objective and perceived environment. For example, young inmates were found 

to report a greater perception of violence in the institution, despite being less likely to 

report being attacked (Hemmens & Marquart, 2006). Useem and Reisig (1999) examined 
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objective indicators of social climate in relation to prison management structure.  They 

found that discord between prison management’s and institutional officers’ approach to 

discipline (measured as the percentage of disciplinary tickets to inmates that were not 

upheld by the prison administration) was related to more riots, prison disturbances, and 

unlawful protests across several prisons. In a later study, Reisig (2002) found that the 

same measure of discord between management and officers was associated with 

increased inmate homicides, even after controlling for crowding, security level, 

proportion of inmates with violent offences, race, age, population size, and ratio of 

medical staff to inmates. In a review of social climate and inmate behaviour research, 

Byrne and Hummer (2008) concluded that positive social climate can reduce institutional 

violence.  

Prison crowding. Crowding is particularly relevant to segregation because it 

seems intuitive that more crowded environments would lead to increases in voluntary 

segregation. Importantly, however, Stokols (1972) distinguished between crowding, 

which is a psychological perception of constraint, and spatial density, which is a physical 

feature (e.g., a comparison of actual capacity and design capacity). Unfortunately, prison 

research often lumps these constructs together.  

Two meta-analyses have found that crowding was associated with significantly 

more misconducts (Franklin, Franklin, & Pratt, 2006; Gendreau et al., 1997). Despite 

being conducted a decade apart, the magnitude of the effect size was surprisingly similar 

in both meta-analyses (correlations of approximately .06 to .07). Although small, the 

effect size was similar for other risk factors such as substance abuse, prior escapes, and 

employment. In the more recent meta-analysis (Franklin et al., 2006), the relationship 
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between crowding and misconduct was significantly moderated by age. Specifically, the 

effect of crowding was moderate for inmates 25 years old and younger (r = .34), and 

there was no impact for older inmates. It is interesting that the overall effects of crowding 

were otherwise fairly consistent across diverse types of misconduct, different measures of 

crowding, institution security level, and gender. Notably though, both meta-analyses used 

correlations as their effect size and violated the assumption of independence of 

observations. Although the Franklin et al. (2006) meta-analysis applied a statistical 

correction to adjust for the assumption violation, both meta-analyses should be 

interpreted with caution.  

Additionally, the meta-analyses were limited in the number of moderator 

variables they were able to examine. Porporino (1986) notes that several important 

moderator variables (e.g., cognitive appraisal processes, coping skills, other features of 

the institutions) should be examined to further understand the impact of crowding. In 

particular, Porporino hypothesized that overcrowding leads to disorganized correctional 

systems, resulting in sub-optimal institutional placements and disruptions to inmates’ 

social networks, which can interfere with efforts to manage inmate behaviour. Indeed, his 

analyses of 24 federal institutions found that transiency
3
 in institutions (a hypothesized 

consequence of crowding) strongly increased institutional violence, rather than the actual 

crowding itself. 

Methodology notes. The previous section summarized a large body of literature 

related to inmate behaviour. Consequently, some methodological comments and caveats 

are worth noting. Most studies examined a global category of all institutional 

                                                           
3
 Transiency refers to the turnover rates of inmates in various units or prisons, due to either transfers or 

release. 
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misconducts or infractions, but it is possible that different factors may explain different 

types of misconduct (e.g., property-related, drug-related, violence-related; Camp, Gaes, 

Langan, & Saylor, 2003). This research is also subject to institutional variation in policies 

for handling inmate behaviour (Camp, Gaes, Klein-Saffran, Daggett, & Saylor, 2002). 

Nonetheless, inmate misconducts may be easier to measure reliably than recidivism, as 

the detection rate would presumably be higher given the high levels of surveillance 

(compared to detecting offences in the community). 

Merging Importation and Deprivation Theory: Multi-Level Research on Inmate 

Behaviour  

 As discussed previously, importation and deprivation theory need not be viewed 

as conflicting. Inmate behaviour is likely a complex interaction of physical and social 

features of the environment (both perceived and real), as well as individual variables. A 

multi-faceted understanding of inmate behaviour should therefore consider both factors. 

Addressing both is aided by statistical advances such as hierarchical linear modeling 

(HLM; e.g., Raudenbush & Bryk, 2001). HLM can examine the relative contribution of 

predictors at each level, controlling for the other level. Importantly, it can also examine 

interactions across levels of analysis. In other words, it can examine if the relationship 

between an individual-level predictor and inmate behaviour depends on an institution-

level variable.  

Several studies have used multi-level modeling statistical techniques (typically 

HLM) to examine the joint contributions of individual and institution-level predictors of 

inmate misconducts, or to examine the predictive value of institution-level variables after 

controlling for individual-level variables (Camp et al., 2003; Huebner, 2003; Jiang, 
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Fisher-Giorlando, & Mo, 2005; Jiang & Winfree, 2006; Lahm, 2008; Molleman & 

Leeuw, 2011; Steiner, 2008; Steiner & Wooldredge, 2008; Wooldredge et al., 2001). The 

hypotheses, methods, and analyses in these studies were too complex to allow for 

detailed description of each in a project of this scope. Additionally, comparisons across 

studies is problematic because they included different predictors at both levels (and often 

a large number of both), and different outcomes (e.g., different types of misconducts). 

For example, to the extent that two or more studies may have examined the same 

institutional-level predictor, the findings cannot be compared because they controlled for 

different individual- and institutional-level predictors.  

Nonetheless, some general comments about the multi-level studies can be 

provided. All the studies were from the United States, except for one Dutch study 

(Molleman & Leeuw, 2011). The preponderance of American studies is likely a function 

of the large surveys from the Bureau of Prisons which, in some cases, allowed 

examination of hundreds of prisons and tens of thousands of offenders. For example, the 

Camp et al. (2003) study included 120,855 inmates incarcerated across 156 different 

facilities. All sample sizes were large (> 1,000), with several including more than 10,000 

inmates (Camp et al., 2003; Jiang & Winfree, 2006; Steiner & Wooldredge, 2008).  

Although the studies varied in the methodology and predictors examined, they can 

generally be summarized as supporting both importation and deprivation theories of 

inmate behaviour in prison. Specifically, predictors at both levels provided unique value 

in predicting inmate misconducts. Overall, multi-level statistical approaches show great 

promise in understanding the complex interrelationships between individual-level and 

institutional-level predictors of inmate behaviour. As previously mentioned, they even 
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allow for examination of cross-level interactions. For example Wooldredge and 

colleagues (2001) found a cross-level interaction for age and crowding, whereby the 

relationship between young age and misconduct was stronger with increased crowding in 

institutions. Although the current study examined only individual-level predictors, it is 

worth noting that an important piece of the puzzle is likely missing. Future advances in 

risk assessment should explore ways to build scales incorporating both levels of analysis. 

Chapter 2 

Methodological Considerations for Developing and Validating Risk Scales 

 Developing a scale to predict an outcome (e.g., segregation) is meaningfully 

different from classical scale construction in psychology. Specifically, most scales in 

psychology are norm-referenced, which means they are trying to capture how individuals 

display different amounts of some relevant construct (e.g., Aiken, 1985). Examples 

include tests of intelligence, ability, or personality. In contrast, risk assessment scales are 

inherently criterion-referenced, which means they are designed specifically to predict an 

outcome of interest. This means that some elements of test reliability and validity are not 

applicable (e.g., internal consistency; Aiken, 1985). Namely, in norm-referenced scales, 

reliability increases to the extent that multiple items are assessing the same construct 

(e.g., items are highly related to total scores); this may be achieved by including similar 

items but with different wordings or reversed scoring. It is also often useful to explore the 

underlying factor structure of norm-referenced scales (e.g., to organize patterns of 

relationships between items into distinct factors being measured by the scale; Aiken, 

1985). 
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 In contrast, the most important goal of criterion-referenced scales is to predict the 

outcome. For that reason, it does not make sense, and may be undesirable, to measure 

only one construct and to include multiple items assessing the same construct (thereby 

increasing the internal consistency). There are practical constraints that often favour 

having a scale that is as quick and easy to administer as possible. Consequently, 

predictive accuracy and efficiency are maximized by including the smallest number of 

items measuring the most distinct constructs as possible, instead of having multiple items 

assess a single construct. These goals deliberately decrease internal consistency. In a 

prediction scale, high item-total correlations (i.e., internal consistency) would most likely 

indicate that the scale includes redundant items. Similarly, this would often mean that it 

does not make sense to explore the factor structure of a risk scale, because there would 

rarely be enough items measuring a factor to allow for reliable factor analyses 

(Babchishin, 2013). 

Consequently, this study focuses on how to maximize predictive validity, often 

deliberately at the expense of internal consistency, and without concern for the factor 

structure of the scale or its construct validity. This chapter will therefore focus on issues 

related to understanding, measuring, and validating the predictive accuracy of risk scales. 

Given that there are no risk scales developed to predict administrative segregation, I will 

often borrow from related fields of criterion-referenced assessment (particularly offender 

risk assessment and medical prognosis). 

General Principles for Criterion-Referenced Scale Development  

 In addition to maximizing predictive accuracy, a few other statistical principles 

also provided a framework for this project. Developing a criterion-referenced risk scale is 
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a form of modeling; consequently, some general principles in model development were 

followed. Firstly, model development is considered both science and art. Burnham and 

Anderson (2002) argue it should be guided by data, but never a fully data-driven process. 

Instead, they advocate for an active role of the researcher in providing careful, critical, 

and creative thinking, as well as practical judgements about the number of parameters 

necessary to understand an outcome. They reject the notion that science is purely 

objective and instead view modeling as an imperfect and at least partially subjective 

process of capturing an infinitely complex reality.  

In this project, partly subjective evaluations of item utility (e.g., face validity, 

theoretical relevance, ease of retrieving necessary information, perceived ease of defining 

the item, robustness across gender/Aboriginal ancestry subgroups) were considered 

alongside empirical results. Consequently, the intent was to develop a scale that is 

empirically defensible and predictive, but not necessarily replicable. If other researchers 

were given the exact same dataset with the same number of potential items, there is no 

expectation that they would come up with identical final scales. In other words, given a 

large number of predictor variables, not all of which add incremental validity, the 

presumption is that there are many different ways of simplifying the data to achieve 

similar predictive accuracy. 

Relatedly, perhaps the most important statistical principle guiding this project is 

that of parsimony. Accepting that reality is infinitely complex and can never be fully 

captured with any model, the goal of modeling is to develop the simplest best-

approximating model (Burnham & Anderson, 2002). Parsimony is best understood as a 

tradeoff between bias and variance. Specifically, as more parameters added to a 
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predictive model, bias decreases because the model is including greater structure, which 

improves model fit. However, variance increases, since the added complication creates 

greater instability/uncertainty for each parameter estimate. The principle of parsimony 

dictates that the simplest approximating model is the one that maximizes the 

bias/variance tradeoff. This is conceptually simple, but difficult to achieve in practice. 

Underfitted models (i.e., with too few parameters) may neglect important and replicable 

structures in the data, whereas overfitted models (e.g., with too many parameters) may 

include spurious relationships and could compromise replicability in new samples 

(Burnham & Anderson, 2002). In addition to the statistical cost of adding more variables 

(e.g., increasing variance), there is a logistical cost. In correctional systems with limited 

resources, adding items may decrease the practical utility of the scale or increase staff 

resistance to implementing it. Consequently, preference was generally given to the 

simplest possible model that did not meaningfully sacrifice predictive accuracy. 

Similarly, the principle of parsimony extended to a preference for simple item 

weights (i.e., whole item weights, such as 0,1,2) over more complicated methods, such as 

regression weights, or the weighting method popularized by Nuffield (1982), Quinsey, 

Harris, Rice, and Cormier (2006), and Rice, Harris, and Lang (2013), where an additional 

point added or subtracted is assigned to the item category for each 5% deviation from the 

base rate of the outcome. A recent meta-analysis on the generalizability of the Static-99R 

and Static-2002R items across 22 samples found remarkable consistency in whether the 

items predicted sexual recidivism (yes/no), but much less stability in terms of the 

magnitude of predictive accuracy (Helmus & Thornton, 2015), which would support 

simpler item weights. In an empirical test of different weighting approaches in a single 
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sample (n = 404), Grann and Långström (2007) compared the predictive accuracy of the 

same risk factors depending on whether they used an unweighted scoring system (e.g., 0, 

1, 2), compared to the Nuffield (1982) method and multiple forms of regression-based 

weighting with increasing amounts of complexity (e.g., adding covariates). In their 

sample, they did not find a statistical advantage for any of the weighted methods 

compared to the simplest unweighted approach. Consequently, for this project, it was 

assumed that more complicated item weightings would tend towards overfitting and 

compromise generalizability. Simple item weights (e.g., 0, 1, 2) were preferred, unless 

the data found them to be demonstrably inadequate. 

Types of Risk Factors  

There are different types of risk factors that can be included in risk scales. Static 

risk factors are historical and unchanging (e.g., age, prior offences, victim 

characteristics). Although they are efficient indicators of recidivism risk, reliance on 

static factors has been criticized because it fails to provide direction for intervention and 

supervision efforts (Bonta, 1996). Consequently, evaluators have a strong interest in 

dynamic risk factors (i.e., features related to recidivism that can either change or can be 

managed, and when changed or effectively managed, should alter the likelihood of 

recidivism; Andrews & Bonta, 2010). Examples of risk factors that could, in theory, be 

dynamic include antisocial personality pattern, procriminal attitudes, procriminal 

associates, family/marital problems, employment/education problems, poor use of 

leisure/recreation time, and substance abuse (i.e., seven of the Central Eight risk factors; 

Andrews & Bonta, 2010). They cannot be labelled dynamic definitively because the 

current research base is insufficient to confidently demonstrate all necessary components 
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of a “dynamic” risk factor, such as clear links between reliable change in the factors and 

reduction in recidivism (Harris & Rice, 2015; Serin, Lloyd, Helmus, Derkzen, & Luong, 

2013).  

As an alternative to the static/dynamic conceptualization of risk factors, another 

approach is to focus on psychologically meaningful risk factors (Mann et al., 2010), also 

sometimes called risk-relevant propensities. In this model, risk factors are indicators of 

underlying constructs/propensities. For example, self-regulation problems may be an 

underlying psychological propensity related to segregation. Certain past and present 

behaviours, such as substance abuse, job instability, getting into fights, and poor 

problem-solving may all be indicators of this propensity. In this model, the distinction 

between static and dynamic risk factors is simply a heuristic to describe indicators, rather 

than a fundamental difference between the risk-relevant constructs. For example, a 

history of car accidents (a static variable) and current substance abuse (a dynamic 

variable) may both be indicators of the same underlying propensity (poor self-regulation). 

In other words, psychologically meaningful risk factors can be measured using either 

static or dynamic risk factors.  

Nonetheless, even though static and dynamic risk factors may measure the same 

constructs, there are practical advantages to distinguishing between them in risk 

assessment. Conceptually, it is easy to divide risk factors into those that the offender 

cannot change or manage (static) versus those he/she can (dynamic), with the latter being 

easier to incorporate into treatment planning. Also, the types of information used to 

assess these risk factors are different. Static risk factors are often easy and reliably coded 

based on fairly straightforward criminal history information, as well as offender and 
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victim demographics. Interviews with the offender may not be required, which makes 

these items practical for correctional systems that need to assess and manage large 

populations with limited resources. In comparison, dynamic risk factors are often more 

time-intensive to assess. Credible assessments should minimally include detailed reviews 

of file information (criminal history and personal/social history), and ideally an interview 

with the offender (e.g., Fernandez, Harris, Hanson, & Sparks, 2012). Other sources of 

information (e.g., specialized testing, collateral interviews) can also enhance dynamic 

assessment.  

 Complicating this further is recent research and theoretical work that suggests the 

existence of protective factors. Although the current project dataset did not include 

putatively protective risk factors, their conceptual relevance will be briefly discussed as 

this may be an important avenue to explore in extensions to this study. Lösel and 

Farrington (2012) subdivide protective factors into ‘direct protective’, which are factors 

associated with lower levels of violence, and ‘buffering protective’ which interact with a 

risk factor to decrease its association with violence. Although the attempt to focus on 

offender strengths in assessment is admirable and would likely improve the therapeutic 

climate, Harris and Rice (2015) have argued that current descriptions of supposedly 

protective risk factors are mostly just the opposite end of risk factors and do not reflect 

new constructs. Farrington and Ttofi (2011) concede that some researchers have defined 

it that way, but they maintain that there are important differences between risk factors 

and what they call promotive and protective factors.  

To illustrate their (Farrington & Ttofi, 2011) conceptualization of promotive risk 

factors (a more nuanced term than the broader ‘direct protective’ factor described by 
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Lösel & Farrington, 2012), they describe constructs on a three-point scale: low, middle, 

and high. “Low” levels are considered promotive, while “high” are traditional risk 

factors. According to Lösel and Farrington (2012), a construct linearly related to criminal 

behaviour is both a promotive and a risk factor because both ends of the spectrum are 

associated with differences in the outcome compared to the middle of the distribution. 

Purely risk factors and purely promotive factors are defined by non-linear relationships. 

Risk factors are those where the high end is associated with increased crime, but there is 

no difference between the low and middle ends. Promotive factors are those where the 

low end is associated with decreased crime, but there are no differences between the 

middle and high ends of the distribution. Notably, this definition implies that promotive 

factors are not necessarily distinct constructs from risk factors; they are distinguished by 

the shape of their relationship to recidivism and their measurement of the opposite end of 

the construct. 

Although conceptually appealing, a major challenge with this definition is that it 

is difficult to empirically establish the types of non-linear relationships required for 

something to be a purely promotive (or risk) factor. This would require non-arbitrary 

scaling of the constructs. In other words, there would need to be some consistency across 

studies in the definitions of low, moderate, and high levels of the constructs. This 

consensus does not yet exist. Until consistent scaling is developed, it would not be 

possible to resolve discrepant findings among studies, which hampers research on 

promotive factors. 

Farrington and Ttofi (2011) define protective factors (or ‘buffering protective,’ as 

discussed by Lösel & Farrington, 2012) as factors that interact with a risk factor to nullify 
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its effect, or as a factor that is associated with a lower probability of offending among a 

high-risk group. Interactions have generally been neglected in risk assessment research 

(for exceptions, see Duwe & Freske, 2012; Jones, 2011; Jones, Brown, Robinson, & 

Frey, 2014) but show promise in advancing current levels of predictive accuracy. 

However, this definition does not adequately solve the debate about whether protective 

factors are different constructs from risk factors. It is possible that a construct historically 

defined as a risk factor could meet Farrington and Ttofi’s (2011) definition of protective, 

if it interacted with another risk factor to nullify that factor’s effect. Similarly, another 

construct that predicts lower offending in a high risk group could be scored in reverse and 

labeled as a risk factor (Harris & Rice, 2015). 

The confusion over whether promotive and protective factors are unique 

constructs or opposite ends of existing constructs raises the issue of whether it is 

necessary to make the distinction at all. Similar to the distinction between static and 

dynamic risk factors, it is possible that the distinction between risk and 

promotive/protective factors may be useful for measurement and intervention purposes, 

but may not reflect truly different constructs.  

The constructs discussed above (static and dynamic factors, risk and 

promotive/protective factors) could be subsumed under the category of risk-relevant 

propensities (Mann et al., 2010). Under this view, risk-relevant propensities are likely 

continuous/dimensional and their relationships to criminal behavior could vary in shape 

in ways described by Farrington and Ttofi (2011). In this conceptualization, distinctions 

between static/dynamic and risk/protective are different ways of measuring the same 

underlying constructs, or of focusing on different ends of the dimension. Regardless of 
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whether protective/promotive factors are distinct constructs, the main contribution of this 

literature is to increase the emphasis on the positive end of the spectrum (i.e., that which 

reduces crime or nullifies the effect of a risk factor).  

In this project, the concept of psychologically meaningful risk factors was used in 

interpreting the data. Distinctions between static and dynamic risk factors were made, not 

in terms of assumptions about underlying differences, but more as a heuristic for how the 

items are measured and how easily they can inform treatment. Unfortunately, putatively 

protective and promotive factors were not available in the dataset and could not be 

examined. 

The Nature of Risk: A Prognostic versus Diagnostic Task 

Developing a risk scale necessitates some understanding of the nature of the task 

involved. Risk refers to the likelihood of an outcome (e.g., segregation) occurring in the 

future, and risk assessment scales are designed to rank individuals in their risk for that 

outcome over time. As such, risk is assumed to be a continuous dimension (see Hanson, 

Babchishin, Helmus, & Thornton, 2013). People are not simply “risky” or “not risky.” 

Instead, they are more or less likely to behave in certain ways based on a variety of 

factors. In other words, risk follows a cumulative stochastic model, which means that 

many factors should incrementally (but non-deterministically) contribute to increasing 

the probability of segregation, but segregation risk remains probabilistic only. That is, it 

is not possible to know with certainty whether segregation will occur, until and unless it 

does. Indeed, risk is inherently uncertain: it may change over time and be influenced by 

many factors, some of which we know (empirical risk factors) and some of which we do 

not, including idiosyncratic features of the person and their situation at any given time. 
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Understanding risk as a continuous construct that can be assessed only in probabilistic 

terms helps conceptualize it among two essential tasks: diagnosis and prognosis. 

Diagnosis is dichotomous, determining the presence or absence of a condition; 

prognosis is based on probabilities. For example, an x-ray scan could be used to diagnose 

a broken leg, or a urine test could be used to diagnose pregnancy. In forensic psychology, 

a variety of symptoms (e.g., behaviours) are used to determine whether an individual 

should be diagnosed with a disorder (e.g., antisocial personality disorder). When 

diagnosing, the decision-maker makes a dichotomous decision about whether the 

condition currently exists. In contrast, prognosis is forecasting the probability of a future 

event that may or may not occur (Moons, Royston, Vergouwe, Grobbee, & Altman, 

2009). The main difference is that diagnosis attempts to identify the presence/absence of 

something in the present, and prognosis predicts the likelihood of a future event that has 

not yet happened. 

This difference has several important practical implications. Firstly, what 

constitutes an acceptable level of uncertainty differs between these two tasks, because 

forecasting future events is more difficult than detecting the presence of an existing 

condition. That is, what constitutes acceptable diagnostic accuracy may be different from 

acceptable prognostic accuracy. Secondly, diagnostic decisions are typically expressed as 

a yes/no dichotomy, whereas prognostic decisions are expressed in probabilistic terms 

(e.g., a given offender has a 60% chance of reoffending after release). Most people would 

not accept as sufficient a medical opinion that they ‘may’ have a disease or condition 

(e.g., a 60% chance of being pregnant); in contrast, prognostic decisions (e.g., expected 

survival rates) are routinely expressed as probabilities. Importantly, current standards for 
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sex offender risk assessment, for example, discourage dichotomous classifications 

(Association for the Treatment of Sexual Abusers [ATSA], 2014). Although many 

decision-makers must ultimately make a dichotomous decision (e.g., refer for treatment 

or not), risk assessment scales are just one of several pieces of information that should 

inform that decision. Risk assessment scales by themselves are not intended to provide 

dichotomous classifications; they are fundamentally prognostic tools used to measure a 

continuous construct in probabilistic terms. 

Information Provided by Risk Assessment Scales 

Accepting the premise that risk is a continuous dimension and therefore risk 

assessment is a prognostic task, there are several types of qualitative and quantitative 

information provided by risk scales. Qualitative information is generally provided in 

terms of a nominal label (e.g., low, moderate, or high risk of the outcome). Although 

nominal labels are typically preferred to quantitative information (Grann & Pallvik, 2002; 

Heilbrun et al., 2004; Heilbrun, O’Neil, Stronhman, Bowman, & Philipson, 2000; 

Viljoen, McLachlan, & Vincent, 2010), the challenge is that they lack consistency in 

interpretation (Brust-Renck, Royer, & Reyna, 2013; Hilton, Carter, Harris & Sharpe, 

2008; Monahan & Silver, 2003). In other words, two experts may have very different 

ideas about what “moderate” risk means. Given the limitations of nominal labels, more 

informative assessments are possible when quantitative information is also included (e.g., 

Karelitz & Budescu, 2004). What is less clear, however, is which quantitative metrics 

should be used. 

Quantitative risk information can be classified as either relative or absolute. 

Relative information is an offender’s risk compared to other offenders, such as through 
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percentiles or risk ratios. Absolute information considers the offender’s actual risk, 

typically presented in terms of a probability of the outcome. These two properties have 

also been referred to in the medical literature as discrimination and calibration, 

respectively (Gail & Pfeiffer, 2005).  

Percentiles  

Percentiles communicate information about how a person’s score compares to a 

reference population (Crawford & Garthwaite, 2009). Percentiles are easily defined and 

communicated, and are consistent with the communication of many types of psychology 

tests, such as intelligence tests (for more information, see Hanson, Lloyd, Helmus, & 

Thornton, 2012). They are particularly helpful in decisions for resource allocation. For 

example, imagine a correctional service wants to divert inmates from segregation and 

develops an intensive prison orientation program designed to improve prison adaptation, 

but which only has sufficient resources to offer this intervention to 15% of their inmates. 

All it may require from a segregation risk assessment may be a percentile—the highest 

risk 15% should be prioritized, consistent with the risk principle of effective correctional 

interventions (Andrews & Bonta, 2010).  

Disadvantages of this metric are that the information provided is norm-referenced 

(i.e., relative to other offenders), when risk assessment is inherently criterion-referenced 

(e.g., focused on the likelihood of segregation). Additionally, the relationship between 

percentiles and the ultimate outcome of interest (in this case, segregation) is not 

necessarily linear. In other words, the difference between two risk scores in percentile 

units may have little to do with the difference between two risk scores in terms of the 

likelihood of segregation. For example, in Static-99R (a scale assessing risk of sexual 
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recidivism), scores of -3 and -2 correspond to the 1
st
 and 4

th
 percentiles, respectively 

(with percentiles defined as a mid-point average; Hanson et al., 2012). In the higher risk 

range, scores of 7 and 8 correspond to the 97
th

 and 99
th

 percentile, respectively, which is a 

similar percentile difference as scores of -3 compared to -2. In contrast, the expected 

recidivism rates in routine correctional samples for scores of -3 and -2 barely have a 

perceptible difference (1.2% versus 1.6%, respectively), whereas the difference in 

recidivism rates for a score of 7 and 8 are larger and more meaningful (18.8% versus 

23.7%; Phenix, Helmus, & Hanson, 2012).  

Risk Ratios  

Risk ratios describe how an offender’s risk compares to a reference group (e.g., 

low risk offenders, or offenders with the median risk score). For example, offenders with 

a Static-99R score of 4 are roughly twice as likely to sexually reoffend as offenders with 

a Static-99R score of 2 (Hanson et al., 2013). Risk ratios are well-matched to the 

fundamental attribute being measured by risk scales (scorewise increases in relative risk, 

defined through a cumulative stochastic model). In addition, they are robust to changes in 

the base rate of the outcome across different samples as well as across different lengths of 

follow-up (Babchishin, Hanson, & Helmus, 2012a; Hanson et al., 2013). They also allow 

combining results from different risk scales because they can have a common meaning 

across scales (Babchishin, Hanson, & Helmus, 2012b; Hanson et al., 2013; Lehmann et 

al., 2013).  

Despite these advantages, risk ratios have rarely been developed or reported for 

forensic risk scales. They are, however, commonly used for medical risk communication. 

Possible barriers to their use in forensic contexts include more complex calculations 
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compared to other metrics for communicating risk (for an example of different types of 

risk ratios and other decisions required in their calculation, see Hanson et al., 2013) and 

they have potential for misinterpretation. Specifically, risk is generally overestimated if 

risk ratios are not properly contextualized with information about base rates (Elmore & 

Gigerenzer, 2005). In the Static-99R example above, knowing that an offender with a 

score of 4 is twice as likely to reoffend as an offender with a score of 2 has a very 

different meaning if the recidivism rate for a score of 2 is 4% or 40%. 

Absolute Probability Estimates  

Absolute probability estimates are by far the most frequent quantitative metric 

reported for forensic actuarial risk scales. They were reported in approximately 90% of 

assessment reports for preventative detention in Canada, compared to percentiles and risk 

ratios, which were reported in roughly 40% and 0% of cases, respectively (Blais & Forth, 

2014). Moons and colleagues (2009) have argued that for any prognostic scale, absolute 

information has greater relevance than relative risk information and, as such, should be 

the focus in validation studies.  

Absolute probability estimates can be generated in a variety of ways, such as from 

observed outcome rates for a group of scores (ideally based on large sample sizes for 

each score) or using methods such as survival analysis or logistic regression (for 

discussion, see Hanson, Helmus, & Thornton, 2010). Absolute risk information is easy to 

understand but hard to obtain with high levels of confidence. Base rates vary based on the 

follow-up length, so this also must be specified.  

Likely due to the myriad factors that influence outcomes, not all of which can be 

included in a practical risk scale, research has suggested that absolute probability 
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estimates for risk scales may not be stable across samples (Helmus, Hanson, Thornton, 

Babchishin, & Harris, 2012; Helmus & Thornton, 2014; Mills, Jones, & Kroner, 2005; 

Olver, Beggs Christofferson, & Wong, 2014; Snowden, Gray, Taylor, & MacCulloch, 

2007; for exceptions, see G. T. Harris, Rice, & Lang, 2002; G. T. Harris et al., 2003). 

These findings suggest that creating and reporting reliable and generalizable probability 

estimates may be more complicated than reporting percentiles or risk ratios. 

Statistics to Evaluate Predictive Accuracy 

Statistics to assess predictive accuracy of prognostic risk scales can be divided 

into those assessing discrimination (relative predictive accuracy) and calibration 

(absolute predictive accuracy). Discrimination examines how well the scale distinguishes 

segregated offenders from non-segregated offenders (i.e., differences in the risk scores of 

the two groups), whereas calibration evaluates the correspondence between predicted 

segregation rates per score and observed rates in a new sample. Measuring the accuracy 

of both discrimination and calibration is necessary and recommended in order to gain a 

more complete understanding of the utility of a risk scale (Singh, 2013). 

Discrimination 

Correlations. Historically, the primary statistic used to discuss discrimination in 

offender risk assessment was the correlation coefficient, which assesses the degree to 

which higher risk offenders are more likely to recidivate compared to lower risk 

offenders. Correlations are problematic, however, when applied to data with a 

dichotomous outcome (e.g., recidivism or segregation). Specifically, the size of a point-

biserial correlation is unduly influenced by the base rate of the dichotomous variable. In 

essence, the further the base rate deviates from 50%, the smaller the correlation becomes, 
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regardless of the true underlying relationship between the variables (Cohen, 1983; 

Karabinus, 1975; McGrath & Meyer, 2006).  

A recent study using CSC data found that the size of this statistical artefact was 

substantial and would have a meaningful impact on research results: the correlation 

between the base rate and the size of a correlation was roughly -.80, which means that the 

majority of the information provided by a correlation was actually about the base rate, 

and not the relationship between the variables (Babchishin & Helmus, 2014). In other 

words, the possible values of the correlation are constrained as the base rate increases or 

decreases below 50%, such that with a 5% base rate of recidivism (or segregation), the 

highest possible correlation is only .47 (Singh, 2013). There are alternative variations or 

adjustments of the correlation to counteract this statistical bias, but they are quite 

complex and have varying rates of success (for a discussion of this issue, see Babchishin 

& Helmus, 2014). 

Given this problem with correlations, which is well documented in the statistical 

literature, it is unclear why some forensic researchers persist in using them. In a review of 

selected forensic predictive validity studies published between 1990-2011 that used the 

Area Under the Curve statistic (described below), Singh, Desmarais, and Van Dorn 

(2013) found that 28% of these studies used correlations as well. Gendreau and Smith 

(2007), however, have argued that correlations are more understandable when 

communicating with policymakers and should be used for that reason. Other possible 

reasons for persistence with poor statistical practice can include lack of awareness, the 

failure of journal editors to enforce innovations and current best practice, inadequate 

education, and clinging to false beliefs (Sharpe, 2013).   
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Area Under the Curve (AUC). The most common alternative to reporting 

correlations is the Area Under the Curve (AUC) from Receiver Operating Characteristic 

Curve (ROC) analyses. AUCs are still the most commonly used and recommend statistic 

for risk assessment scales in forensic fields and other disciplines (Rice & Harris, 2005; 

Swets, Dawes, & Monahan, 2000), as well as Cox or logistic regression coefficients, 

which have become more commonly used and recommended in recent years (e.g., Duwe 

& Freske, 2012; Helmus, Hanson et al., 2012; Olver et al., 2014).  

The AUC can vary between 0 and 1, with .50 indicating the level of prediction 

that would be expected by chance, AUCs above .50 demonstrating positive predictive 

accuracy (i.e., higher scores on a measure are associated with a higher likelihood of 

segregation), and AUCs below .50 demonstrating negative predictive accuracy (i.e., 

higher scores are associated with a lower likelihood of segregation). AUCs can be 

interpreted as the probability that a randomly selected segregated offender would have a 

higher score than a randomly selected non-segregated offender.  

The issue of how to interpret an AUC (i.e., what is a “good” value) is tricky 

because AUCs were developed in the context of interpreting radar signals and have often 

been used in evaluating medical tests, both are which are diagnostic tasks. In these 

contexts, heuristics have been reported suggesting that an AUC between .50-.59 is a 

failure, whereas AUCs between .60 to .69 are poor, .70 to .79 are fair, .80 to .89 are good, 

and .90 and above are excellent (Tape, n.d.). These conventions make sense in contexts 

where you expect near certainty in decision-making (e.g., detecting another ship from a 

radar signal, detecting a broken leg from an x-ray, or diagnosing whether a person is 

pregnant). In social science research focusing on prognosis (which is far more complex), 
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it is unrealistic to expect accuracy similar to something like a pregnancy test. 

Consequently, we must look elsewhere for conventions for interpreting AUC values. In 

the social sciences, Cohen (1988) is often regarded as a credible source of heuristics for 

interpreting effect sizes. Following rough approximations between AUCs and Cohen’s d 

as reported by Rice and Harris (2005), AUCs of .56, .64, and .71 would correspond to 

small, moderate, and large Cohen’s d values. These cut-points for AUC interpretation are 

more congruent with general social science standards compared to options borrowed 

from the medical literature, and should be appropriate heuristics for predicting 

segregation placements. 

Advantages of AUCs are that they are not as affected by the base rate of the 

outcome as correlations are (Hanson, 2008; Ruscio, 2008), and that they can be 

interpreted in the same way regardless of the measurement scale of the predictor variable 

(e.g., a risk scale score with 4 possible values or 40), which facilitates comparisons across 

studies and risk scales. However, following general measurement principles, clumping a 

variable into fewer categories or scores results in a loss of information (Cohen, 1983), 

which will affect the AUC. For example, AUCs should be higher when calculated based 

on the total scale score, rather than the risk category (which generally represents a range 

of scores). Additionally, AUCs are non-parametric and can therefore be used with 

dichotomous, ordinal, or continuous predictors with no distributional assumptions 

(Ruscio, 2008). A primary disadvantage of AUCs, however, is that they are influenced by 

variability in the predictor (i.e., restriction of range; Hanson, 2008).  

Harrell’s c index. Another disadvantage of AUCs is that they are not ideal for 

data with varying follow-up periods because they ignore differences in time at risk. In 
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cases of varying follow-up (e.g., some offenders are followed for 2 years, others for 5 

years), Harrell’s concordance index should be utilized (Harrell, Califf, Pryor, Lee, & 

Rosati, 1982). Harrell’s c is similar to AUCs and estimates the probability that of two 

randomly chosen offenders, the one with the higher risk score will be segregated before 

the other. Harrell’s c is an ordinal statistic that can be compared across different scaling 

of the predictor variable, and does not require a fixed follow-up time. Similar to the 

AUC, if the 95% confidence interval includes .50, the variable does not significantly 

predict segregation, with Harrell’s c values of 1.00 (or 0) indicating perfect prediction 

(see Harrell, Lee, & Mark, 1996). Given its similarity to the AUC, similar interpretations 

of effect size magnitude are applicable (e.g., effects of .56, .64, and .71 could be 

considered small, moderate, and large, respectively). Although Harrell’s c has not 

traditionally been reported in offender risk assessment, its advantages over the AUC 

suggest that it may be reported more in the future. 

Cox regression and logistic regression. Other common alternatives to 

correlations for indexing discrimination are regression coefficients from Cox regression 

(Allison, 1984) or logistic regression (Hosmer, Lemeshow, & Sturdivant, 2013). The 

regression coefficients represent risk ratios, which quantify how much the rate of 

segregation (defined as a hazard rate in Cox regression or a log odds in logistic 

regression) increases with each one-point increase on the risk scale. For example, in sex 

offender risk assessment, Static-99R scores are associated with a fairly consistent relative 

risk increase of approximately 1.4, examined either as hazard ratios or odds ratios 

(Hanson et al., 2013). In other words, the rate of recidivism generally increases 1.4 times 

(or about 40%) for each one-score increase on Static-99R. 
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The primary advantage of regression coefficients is that because they are 

explicitly linked to differences of one unit in the predictor, they are generally less 

affected by a restriction of range compared to AUCs (Hanson, 2008). In other words, in a 

sample substantially skewed towards higher risk offenders, the relative increase in 

segregation should still be the same for two adjacent risk scores; consequently, the value 

should not be impacted as much by a restriction of range. 

There are, however, drawbacks to these statistics as well. They assume the 

predictor is a continuous variable, whereas conceptually, risk scales are more ordinal in 

nature. Additionally, the interpretation of the magnitude of the regression coefficient is 

dependent on the scale of the predictor, as they describe the increase in the likelihood of 

the outcome for a one-point difference. Scales with more points are expected to have 

smaller differences between adjacent values. Consequently, regression coefficients 

cannot be used to compare the accuracy of different risk scales, unless they have the same 

possible total score.  

Calibration 

Consensus on the appropriate statistics for calibration in the forensic risk 

assessment field has not yet been reached, largely because calibration has only recently 

received much attention. For example, in 2009 there were at least 63 studies examining 

the discrimination of Static-99 (summarized in Hanson & Morton-Bourgon, 2009) but 

only two studies that examined its calibration (Doren, 2004; G. T. Harris et al., 2003). 

Both of these studies used the chi-square test to assess the fit between predicted and 

observed recidivism. In the medical prognosis field, however, calibration is more 

established, and one commonly used statistic is the E/O index. 
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E/O index. One option for an effect size statistic to assess calibration is the E/O 

index (Gail & Pfeiffer, 2005; Rockhill, Byrne, Rosner, Louie, & Colditz, 2003), which is 

the ratio of the predicted number of segregated offenders (E) divided by the observed 

number of segregated offenders (O; Method M0 from Viallon, Ragusa, Chavel-Chapelon, 

& Bénichou, 2009). If the calibration is perfect, the number of expected segregated 

offenders will be the same as the number of observed segregated offenders (E/O = 1). An 

E/O value above 1 indicates that the scale overpredicted segregation (i.e., expected 

segregated offenders exceed observed) and values below 1 indicate that the scale 

underpredicted segregation (i.e., expected segregated offenders are fewer than observed). 

Following Rockhill et al. (2003), the 95% confidence intervals for the E/O index can be 

calculated using the Poisson variance for the logarithm of the observed number of cases 

(O):  

 

If the confidence interval for the E/O index does not include 1, that means the expected 

rates of segregation are significantly different from the observed.  

Although it originates in the cancer prognosis field, the E/O statistic has been 

applied in forensic risk assessment, validating Static-99/R (Helmus, Thornton, Hanson, & 

Babchishin, 2012; Montana et al., 2012; Rettenberger, Haubner-Maclean, & Eher, 2013), 

BARR-2002R (Babchishin, Hanson, & Blais, 2015), and the MATS-1 (Helmus & 

Thornton, 2014). A primary advantage of the statistic is that it is relatively 

straightforward to interpret, which should assist risk communication (e.g., an E/O index 

of .75 indicates that the scale predicted only 75% of the observed rate of segregation).  

 OOEOE /196.1exp)/()/(CI%95 
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Inappropriateness of Diagnostic Statistics 

Many of the statistics used in forensic risk assessment have been derived from the 

medical research field. However, not all medical statistics are appropriate for the context 

of forensic risk assessment. For example, Mossman (2006) has argued that likelihood 

ratios should be reported for risk assessment scales. A likelihood ratio is defined as 

P(S+|D+)/P(S+|D-), or the probability of a symptom being present among diseased cases 

divided by the probability of that symptom among non-diseased cases. Mossman did not 

emphasize, however, that likelihood ratios would only be expected to be consistent across 

samples when there is consistency in the distribution of risk scores as well as consistency 

in the outcome rates per score. This is rarely the case, which means that likelihood ratios 

are not stable properties of risk scales (Harris & Rice, 2007). Helmus and Thornton 

(2014) recently used real and hypothetical data to demonstrate how likelihood ratios 

meaningfully vary as a function of distributions of risk scores and length of follow-up. 

This renders likelihood ratios impractical for making comparisons across studies. 

Recent work has also suggested we should consider statistics such as 

sensitivity/specificity trade-offs, positive predictive accuracy (PPA), and negative 

predictive accuracy (NPA) when describing risk scales (Fazel, Singh, Doll, & Grann, 

2012; Mossman, 2013; Singh, 2013). These statistics are designed for diagnosis, 

however, and are not appropriate for prognostic scales. Specifically, they are heavily 

influenced by the base rate of the outcome and they falsely assume that risk scales are 

used to make a dichotomous classification of recidivist and non-recidivist (Helmus & 

Babchishin, 2014). Although dichotomous decisions are often made (e.g., whether to 

release an offender), risk scales themselves are not designed to make dichotomous 
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decisions, and researchers employing diagnostic statistics such as PPA have had to make 

arbitrary decisions about classification cut-off scores.  

Chapter 3 

Should We Expect the Scale to Perform Differently for Aboriginal and Female 

Offenders? 

 This chapter explores theoretical and empirical sources to consider the extent to 

which we might expect a segregation risk scale to perform differently based on gender 

and Aboriginal ancestry. Given the lack of research specifically on segregation, and the 

previous findings suggesting similarity in risk factors for segregation and recidivism 

(summarized in Chapter 1), this chapter will consider research on recidivism risk 

assessment to inform hypotheses on whether segregation risk factors may perform 

differently for these subgroups. 

Aboriginal Offenders 

Aboriginal offenders are over-represented in the Canadian criminal justice 

system, despite both government and Supreme Court attempts to address this serious 

problem (Canadian Criminal Code § 718.2(e); R. v. Gladue, 1999). Currently, Aboriginal 

peoples represent 4.3% of the Canadian population (Statistics Canada, 2013) but 20.5% 

of the federal offender population (Public Safety Canada, 2013). Compared to non-

Aboriginal offenders, Aboriginal offenders are also more likely to be incarcerated for 

violent offences (Trevathan, Moore, & Rastin, 2002) and to be sent to medium or 

maximum security institutions (Public Safety Canada, 2013). Despite this over-

representation, there has been insufficient research examining the extent to which 

assessment strategies are equally effective for Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal offenders.  
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Theory related to Aboriginal offenders. There are not many theories relevant to 

risk assessment with Aboriginal offenders compared to non-Aboriginal offenders. In 

reviewing the available literature, Wilson and Gutierrez (2014) propose four main 

explanations for possible differences in risk scale performance between Aboriginal and 

non-Aboriginal offenders. The first is that racial discrimination in the criminal justice 

system will inflate the apparent recidivism rates of Aboriginal offenders, reducing the 

ability of risk scales to discriminate between low risk and high risk offenders.  

The second is that risk factors for recidivism are the same for Aboriginal and non-

Aboriginal offenders, but Aboriginal offenders exhibit many more risk factors, largely 

due to social and economic disadvantages. Bivariate relationships between a risk factor 

and recidivism may be lower for Aboriginal offenders because those who score low on a 

given risk factor score high on other risk factors compared to non-Aboriginal offenders 

(Wilson & Gutierrez, 2014). This hypothesis would suggest that predictive accuracy on 

individual risk factors should be lower for Aboriginal offenders compared to non-

Aboriginal offenders, but this problem should be less apparent on total scores of risk 

scales because they would presumably consider the additive effects of the risk factors. 

However, the problem may still persist for risk scale total scores to the extent that 

Aboriginal offenders are more likely to possess important risk factors not measured by 

the scale. In other words, more comprehensive risk scales should be more likely to 

perform well for Aboriginal offenders.  

The third possible explanation reviewed by Wilson and Gutierrez (2014) is that 

current assessments of risk factors do not adequately incorporate unique experiences of 

Aboriginal peoples. Wilson and Gutierrez (2014) use the example that coding rules for 
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family/marital risk factors may not account for broader conceptualizations of family in 

Aboriginal communities, which may discount important influences for Aboriginal 

offenders. This is similar to the idea proposed by Helmus, Babchishin, and Blais (2012), 

which is that risk factors as currently defined in risk scales may have a different meaning 

for Aboriginal offenders. For example, substance abuse may reflect self-regulation 

problems for non-Aboriginal offenders (i.e., a risk-relevant propensity), but among 

Aboriginal offenders, the same behaviour may represent self-medication to deal with 

trauma and other adverse conditions and would therefore be less informative about risk. 

This position assumes that the underlying propensities related to crime may be the same 

for Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal offenders (e.g., self-regulation problems may be 

equally important for both groups) but that current proposed indicators of those 

underlying constructs are not functioning the same way for Aboriginal and non-

Aboriginal offenders. If this explanation is correct, it would be possible to develop risk 

scales equally applicable to Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal offenders if the indicators of 

the underlying constructs are appropriate for both the culture of Aboriginal and non-

Aboriginal offenders. 

A fourth hypothesis is that there are risk factors unique to Aboriginal offenders. 

This position would suggest a need for entirely different risk scales developed for 

Aboriginal offenders. Unique risk factors could assess the extent to which Aboriginal 

individuals are isolated because of their culture/spirituality, or the extent to which they 

lose or diminish their connection to their culture/heritage (e.g., Ellerby & McPherson, 

2002; Heckbert & Turkington, 2001). In this perspective, optimal risk assessment would 

need to consider these factors. Unfortunately, research has not yet examined whether 
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there are culturally specific risk factors for Aboriginal offenders (Gutierrez, Wilson, 

Rugge, & Bonta, 2013). 

Research related to Aboriginal offenders. The assertion of differences between 

Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal offenders is empirically well-supported. On average, 

Aboriginal offenders are younger, less educated, and have higher rates of unemployment 

compared to non-Aboriginal offenders (Statistics Canada, 2006). Additionally, they have 

lengthier criminal histories (Dell & Boe, 2000; Helmus, Perley-Robertson, & Forth, 

2014; Holsinger, Lowenkamp, & Latessa, 2003) and report more negative childhood 

histories (Johnston, 1997; Trevethan, Auger, Moore, MacDonald, & Sinclair, 2002). In 

adulthood, Aboriginal offenders are also slightly more likely to be single and are rated as 

higher need in the domain of family and/or marital problems (Trevethan et al., 2002). Not 

surprisingly, based on the above-noted differences, Aboriginal offenders also have higher 

recidivism rates than non-Aboriginal offenders (Bonta, Rugge, & Dauvergne, 2003; 

Helmus et al., 2014; Sioui & Thibault, 2002). Most of these patterns are also found in a 

recent review of research specific to Australian Aboriginal offenders (Shepherd, Adams, 

McEntyre, & Walker, 2014). 

However, the fact that Aboriginal offenders exhibit more risk factors than non-

Aboriginal offenders does not necessarily mean that the risk factors predict differently 

between these groups. In terms of predicting segregation placements, the Thompson and 

Rubenfeld study of women offenders (2013; summarized in Chapter 1) found more 

similarities than differences between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal women in predictors 

of segregation placements. 
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In the area of recidivism prediction, a recent meta-analysis by Gutierrez and 

colleagues (2013) found that the Central Eight risk factors plus age significantly 

predicted general and violent recidivism among Aboriginal offenders. Additionally, after 

removing an outlier, Aboriginal offenders who themselves had been a victim of abuse or 

neglect or who had emotional issues (e.g., depression, low self-esteem, 

shyness/withdrawal, emotional distress, emotional/personal factors, or self-injury) also 

had significantly higher rates of general recidivism, supporting the possibility of 

culturally-unique risk factors, since neither a history of abuse nor emotional disturbances 

are part of the Central Eight risk factors (Andrews & Bonta, 2010). Those variables did 

not, however, predict violent recidivism among Aboriginal offenders, possibly due to a 

smaller sample of available studies. It is important to note that virtually all effect sizes 

demonstrated large amounts of variability across samples. 

To examine whether risk factors predict differently for Aboriginal and non-

Aboriginal offenders, Gutierrez et al. (2013) examined the Central Eight risk factors and 

found that for predicting general recidivism, criminal history, substance abuse, and 

antisocial personality pattern had significantly lower predictive accuracy for Aboriginal 

offenders compared to non-Aboriginal offenders. Additionally, family/marital and 

procriminal associates had significantly lower accuracy in the fixed-effect analyses, but 

the difference in accuracy only approached significance in the random-effects analyses. 

For violent recidivism, criminal history and antisocial personality similarly had 

significantly lower predictive accuracy in the fixed-effect analyses only. The remaining 

Central Eight risk factors predicted general and violent recidivism comparably for 

Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal offenders.  
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A recent study conducted after the Gutierrez et al. (2013) meta-analysis replicated 

its general finding that criminal history predicted general and violent recidivism for 

Aboriginal offenders, but sometimes with significantly lower accuracy compared to non-

Aboriginal offenders (Helmus et al., 2014). In other studies, psychopathy has been found 

to predict recidivism similarly for Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal offenders (Boer, 

Couture, Geddes, & Ritchie, 2004; Schmidt, McKinnon, Chattha, & Brownlee, 2006).  

In terms of the predictive validity of risk assessment tools, a recent study found 

that the Static Factors Assessment (SFA; a static risk scale used by CSC for all federal 

offenders; Motiuk, 1993) significantly predicted general and violent recidivism for 

Aboriginal offenders, but generally with lower accuracy than for non-Aboriginal 

offenders (Helmus & Forrester, 2014b). Research examining the Statistical Information 

on Recidivism Scale (SIR; Nafekh & Motiuk, 2002) or a proxy version of the scale has 

generally found that it predicts recidivism with Aboriginal offenders with comparable 

accuracy as non-Aboriginal offenders (Bonta & Rugge, 2004; Hann & Harman, 1993; 

Nafekh & Motiuk, 2002), although a more recent study found that the accuracy was 

significantly lower for Aboriginal offenders (Barnum & Gobeil, 2012). 

A meta-analysis of the Level of Service Inventory (LSI; Andrews, Bonta, & 

Wormith, 2010) total scores and subscales found that they predicted recidivism for 

Aboriginal offenders (Wilson & Gutierrez, 2014). However, LSI total scores and many of 

the subscales demonstrated significantly lower predictive accuracy for Aboriginal 

offenders compared with non-Aboriginal offenders. Criminal history, 

employment/education, companions, alcohol/drug, and procriminal attitude/orientation 

had significantly lower accuracy for Aboriginal offenders. Additionally, family/marital 
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and antisocial pattern had significantly lower accuracy in fixed-effect analyses but not in 

random-effect analyses (although antisocial pattern approached significance in random-

effects analyses).  

In an interesting analysis of a single large sample examining the calibration 

between predicted recidivism rates for LSI-Ontario Revision (LSI-OR) scores and 

observed recidivism rates among Aboriginal offenders, Wilson and Gutierrez (2014) 

found that the recidivism estimates from the LSI-OR matched observed rates for high-

scoring Aboriginal offenders, but the scale significantly underpredicted recidivism for 

lower-scoring Aboriginal offenders. This appears contradictory to previous research 

findings that Aboriginal offenders are over-classified as higher risk (Helmus & Forrester, 

2014a; Public Safety Canada, 2013), but these latter studies used ratings based on 

professional discretion. Wilson and Gutierrez’s (2014) study supports the idea that when 

using a structured scale like the LSI-OR instead of  more unstructured judgements, 

Aboriginal offenders are not over-classified relative to their absolute risk of recidivism.  

Research on risk assessment with Aboriginal offenders is still in its early stages, 

but findings generally suggest that Aboriginal offenders score significantly higher on 

many risk factors and that many risk factors demonstrate significantly lower predictive 

accuracy for Aboriginal offenders compared to non-Aboriginal offenders. These findings 

are particularly striking for criminal history risk factors. If the risk factors for segregation 

are similar to the risk factors for recidivism, then lower accuracy may be anticipated for 

Aboriginal offenders in the current project as well. 
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Female Offenders 

In contrast to Aboriginal offenders, females are under-represented in the criminal 

justice system. Estimates from the United States suggest that females comprise 

approximately 28% of juvenile arrests (Snyder, 2003). This under-representation is more 

extreme when examining more serious types of offenders. From April 1, 2012 to March 

31, 2013, women comprised 5.4% of all offenders who received a federal sentence (and 

from 2003 to 2013, this percentage fluctuated from a low of 5.2% to a high of 6.8%; 

Public Safety Canada, 2013). Mirroring their under-representation among arrests and 

federal sentences, female offenders also have lower recidivism rates, even within the 

same risk category (e.g., Andrews et al., 2012). 

 Theory related to female offenders. Theories of criminal behaviour have 

historically ignored girls and women (Belknap & Holsinger, 2006; Blanchette & Brown, 

2006). A detailed review and discussion of theories and how they explain (or ignore) 

female offending is provided by Blanchette and Brown (2006). Broadly speaking, 

theories were classified in three ways. Gender-neutral theories imply or state that the 

theory is equally applicable to males and females or, if gender issues are considered, they 

are of secondary importance (Blanchette & Brown, 2006). This category includes (but is 

not limited to) control theories, social learning perspectives, the PIC-R theory, life-course 

theories, evolutionary theories, and biological explanations for crime (Blanchette & 

Brown, 2006). Female-centered theories are those that give gender issues central 

importance in explaining the onset, maintenance, and/or desistance of criminal behaviour. 

Examples of female-centered theories are the emancipation hypothesis, economic 

marginalization, socialization theories, relational theory, and power control theory 
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(Blanchette & Brown, 2006). Within the category of female-centered theories are a subset 

referred to as feminist theories, which place central importance on the oppression of girls 

and women in explaining criminal behaviour, such as the power belief theory and 

feminist pathways theory (Blanchette & Brown, 2006). Lastly, hybrid theories 

incorporate elements from both gender-neutral and female-centered theories (Blanchette 

& Brown, 2006). Examples include general strain theory and the gendered theory. It is 

beyond the scope of the current project to describe all relevant theories; nonetheless, a 

few will be briefly highlighted below. 

 The economic marginalization theory, a female-centered perspective, considers 

poverty as the primary explanation of criminal behaviour among females (Blanchette & 

Brown, 2006; Steffensmeier, 1993). This explanation focuses on women’s economic 

marginalization in society, which is exacerbated by their greater likelihood of being 

responsible for children. In this perspective, low-income single mothers would be 

considered particularly high risk for criminal behaviour. Although this theory explains 

women’s higher levels of involvement in property crime (e.g., Steffensmeier, 1993), it is 

narrow in focus. There are likely other explanations for criminal behaviour, particularly 

non-property offences. 

A variety of recent explanations of female offending have been grouped under the 

label of the ‘feminist pathways’ perspectives (considered a feminist, female-centered 

theory; summarized by Belknap & Holsinger, 2006, and Blanchette & Brown, 2006). 

These perspectives emphasize patriarchy and the differing experiences of males and 

females, suggesting that girls and boys follow different trajectories into criminal 

behaviour. High rates of abuse and neglect of girls, particularly in childhood, are 
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considered key factors in their path to criminal behaviour. This early abuse contributes to 

girls fleeing their homes (which itself can be considered criminal behaviour for 

juveniles), and increasing substance abuse and exposure to criminogenic environments 

(e.g., street life). This can lead to selling drugs or engaging in prostitution, and 

committing other crimes. In this theory, criminal behaviour among females is often 

motivated by efforts to cope with abuse or as a means of street survival. Higher levels of 

depression and suicidal behaviour and lower self-esteem among girls and women are also 

contributing factors.  

Similar to the economic marginalization theory, feminist pathways theories 

appear somewhat narrow in scope with their focus on childhood abuse as a catalyst for 

female involvement in crime. One perceived discrepancy in these theories is that they 

point to higher levels of abuse and neglect among girls, but if this were a primary 

determinant of crime, then presumably women would be over-represented in the criminal 

justice system, which is not the case. There are two possible explanations for this 

discrepancy, both of which hinge on the idea that females respond differently to the 

abuse. Widom’s (2000) review suggested that females are more likely to respond to abuse 

with internalizing behaviour (e.g., depression) whereas males are more likely to display 

externalizing behaviour more related to criminality (e.g., aggression or conduct disorder). 

Another explanation is that abuse has a stronger negative impact on girls compared to 

boys. Benda (2005) found that prior abuse was a stronger predictor of recidivism for 

women compared to men. This could mean that regardless of absolute levels of abuse and 

subsequent criminality, prior abuse is more likely to lead to crime for women than for 

men. Benda (2005) hypothesized that the salience of abuse for women may reflect a 
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greater importance of relationships for women compared to men (i.e., the breach of trust 

inherent in childhood abuse has a more profound effect on girls). This hypothesis would 

be consistent with the female-centered relational theory of crime (described in Blanchette 

& Brown, 2006), which posits that women have a stronger need for connection with 

others. 

Research related to female offenders. It is possible that gender differences 

emphasized by female-centered theories are overstated. In the general psychology 

literature, Hyde (2005) reviewed 46 meta-analyses on gender differences in a variety of 

domains and concluded that males and females are more similar than not. This is not to 

say, however, that there are not some differences. Specifically, females had meaningfully 

lower levels of motor performance (particularly in terms of velocity and distance in 

throwing), masturbated less frequently, reported lower levels of attitudes supportive of 

casual sex, and were less likely to display physical aggression (Hyde, 2005). Given that 

aggression was one of the few areas where gender differences were found, however, the 

importance of examining gender differences among offenders is clear. 

Examining self-report data from 163 girls and 281 boys incarcerated in Ohio, 

Belknap and Holsinger (2006) found extensive differences in the presence of risk factors 

for recidivism between girls and boys. Girls reported significantly higher rates of verbal, 

physical, and sexual abuse, regardless of whether the abuser was a family member or 

outside the family. Additionally, the girls were more likely to have witnessed these types 

of abuse. In terms of family history, the girls were more likely to report being deserted by 

a parent and preferring incarceration to being at home. Girls and boys were similar, 

however, in terms of having at least one parent who was dead, incarcerated, or in a 
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mental hospital. The girls reported significantly more suicidal and self-harming thoughts 

and behaviour, and generally had lower self-esteem. The girls and boys were largely 

similar in terms of their peer and school experiences. Although this study highlights 

important gender differences among juvenile offenders in the prevalence of various 

factors, it does not address whether these factors predict continued involvement in crime. 

Additionally, the analyses reported used a chi-square test, from which it is not possible to 

examine the magnitude of the differences, since no effect sizes were reported. 

As was discussed for Aboriginal offenders, differences in the prevalence of risk 

factors do not mean that there are differences in the predictive value of those risk factors. 

Andrews and colleagues (2012) provided helpful terminology for examining the 

applicability of risk factors with female offenders. The term ‘gender neutral’ refers to risk 

factors or scales that predict similarly for male and female offenders. Risk factors are 

‘specific’ when they predict for one gender but not the other (i.e., they could be male-

specific or female-specific). And factors are ‘salient’ if they predict for both genders, but 

significantly better for one compared to the other (i.e., they could be male-salient or 

female-salient). 

To examine the applicability of purportedly gender-neutral risk assessment scales, 

Smith, Cullen, and Latessa (2009) conducted a meta-analysis of 25 studies on the LSI-R 

with female offenders (N = 14,737). In both fixed-effect and random-effects analyses, 

they found that the LSI-R significantly predicted recidivism for female offenders (r of 

approximately .34). Notably, however, is that there were significant and large amounts of 

variability across studies, indicating that these findings are not consistent across diverse 

samples. In 16 of the studies with a comparison group of male offenders, they found that 
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predictive accuracy was remarkably similar between males and females, and concluded 

that the LSI-R is gender-neutral. Though encouraging, a primary limitation of this meta-

analysis is the use of the correlation coefficient as the effect size measure (problems with 

this statistic were discussed in Chapter 2). 

In a more recent paper, Andrews and colleagues (2012) examined the specific 

domains of the LSI/CMI across five samples (N = 354 females and 2,069 males). 

Although they reported analyses of both AUCs and correlations, I will focus on the AUC 

results. For female offenders, the Central Eight risk domains measured by the LS/CMI 

predicted recidivism with effect sizes (AUCs) ranging from .63 for the family/marital 

domain to .77 for substance abuse. Substance abuse and criminal history both showed 

significantly greater accuracy for females compared to males. The other domains were 

not significantly different in their accuracy, though the direction was always for higher 

accuracy among females. The authors concluded that the LS/CMI is a gender-neutral risk 

scale. Although limited in the sample size of female offenders, this study provides 

encouraging data that the Central Eight risk domains perform at least as well (if not 

better) for females compared to males.  

The empirical support for the LSI and its domains with female offenders does not 

necessarily negate the female-centered perspectives on criminal behaviour. The two 

studies discussed above provide evidence that the Central Eight risk factors are gender-

neutral, or possibly even female-salient (e.g., for substance abuse and criminal history). 

What is not addressed by these studies, however, is the extent to which other variables 

emphasized in female-centered theories (e.g., childhood abuse, poverty, marginalization) 

may be female-specific or female-salient risk factors.  
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One notable study examined the contribution of gender-responsive risk and 

strengths factors to gender-neutral scales (Van Voorhis, Wright, Salisbury, & Bauman, 

2010). This study examined women across three prison samples, three probation samples, 

and two pre-release samples (N = 1,626). Complicating the analyses were that the 

samples varied in terms of which gender-neutral and gender-responsive data were 

available and which outcomes were measured (outcomes were either misconducts, new 

arrests, or technical violations). Examples of gender-responsive and strengths factors 

included parental stress, family support, self-efficacy, educational assets, housing safety, 

anger/hostility, current mental health functioning, child abuse, and relationship 

dysfunction. Despite these sample variations, the authors found that for six of their eight 

samples, at least some of the gender-responsive variables provided incremental predictive 

accuracy above the gender-neutral predictors. However, as the authors themselves note 

(Van Voorhis et al., 2010), many of their gender-responsive domains overlap with 

gender-neutral risk domains. The authors indicated that their measures assessed these 

gender-neutral domains in a more gender-responsive way. However, it is possible that 

had they used a comparison group of male offenders, the incremental effect could be 

present for males as well (i.e., that they just measured additional gender-neutral 

variables).  

Although theory points to female-centered explanations for crime, there is 

considerable evidence suggesting that gender-neutral risk factors predict just as well (if 

not better) for female offenders. Further research is needed to explore gender-salient and 

gender-specific risk factors, such as mental health issues or prior victimization. 

Importantly, establishing gender-salience or gender-specificity should involve direct 
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comparisons of predictive accuracy for males and females. If the risk factors for 

segregation are similar to risk factors for recidivism, then it could be anticipated that 

many risk factors would predict segregation equally well (if not better) for women, with 

the possibility of some gender-salient or gender-specific risk factors. 

Chapter 4 

Summary and Purpose of Current Study 

Summary of Preceding Chapters 

Chapter 1 suggested that administrative segregation may not be as detrimental to 

offenders as previously believed. Nonetheless, attempts to reduce segregation placements 

are worthwhile, if only from a cost-reduction standpoint. Theory and research suggest 

that both individual-level and institutional-level factors influence who is placed in 

segregation. In terms of individual-level predictors (which is the focus of the current 

study), there is likely substantial overlap between predictors of segregation, misconducts, 

and general recidivism, though there may also be unique predictors for segregation (e.g., 

mental health, type of offence). 

Chapter 2 discussed methodological considerations relevant in developing and 

validating a segregation risk scale. Parsimony was generally considered the key guiding 

principle in scale development, which includes preference for simple item weights. Risk 

scales were presumed to reflect a prognostic task, with risk representing a fundamentally 

continuous/probabilistic construct. Four common risk communication metrics were 

identified and discussed (nominal risk categories, percentiles, risk ratios, and absolute 

probability estimates). Given the unique advantages and disadvantages of each metric, a 

segregation risk scale should ideally provide information on all four. Additionally, 
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statistics more and less appropriate for evaluating the accuracy of risk scales were 

discussed. AUCs, Harrell’s c, and Cox and logistic regression coefficients were 

considered the most useful indicators of a scale’s discrimination, while the E/O index was 

proposed as a useful measure of calibration. Correlations, likelihood ratios, and statistics 

based on diagnostic classifications (e.g., positive predictive accuracy, negative predictive 

accuracy) were considered generally inappropriate for examining the accuracy of risk 

scales. 

From the discussion in Chapter 3, Aboriginal offenders are over-represented in the 

criminal justice system and preliminary evidence suggests that some risk factors and 

scales may not predict as well for them compared to non-Aboriginal offenders. In 

contrast, female offenders are under-represented in the criminal justice system and there 

is currently some empirical support for the gender-neutrality of traditional risk 

assessment practices (i.e., the LSI-R total score and domains). There is, however, 

insufficient evidence examining unique predictors for either Aboriginal or women 

offenders. 

Purpose of Current Study 

The purpose of the current study was to develop and validate an actuarial risk 

assessment scale to predict admissions to administrative segregation. Furthermore, scale 

development and validation was intended to consider and respond to potential differences 

for Aboriginal and women offenders. Specifically, risk scales developed uniquely for 

subgroups of offenders would be compared to scales developed for the overall sample. 

Research Questions and Hypotheses 

In the development sample, the following research questions were examined: 
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1) Is it possible to identify predictors of segregation and combine multiple predictors 

into an overall scale?  

Hypothesis: Based on previous research on individual-level predictors of 

segregation placements, I hypothesized that there would be enough 

predictors of administrative segregation placements to develop an actuarial 

risk scale. 

2) If so, is there a need to develop separate scales for the two primary reasons for 

administrative segregation (i.e., danger to the inmate versus the inmate 

jeopardizing the security of the institution)?  

Hypothesis: None, as this is an exploratory question.  

3) Additionally, is there a need to develop separate scales for non-Aboriginal men, 

Aboriginal men, non-Aboriginal women, and/or Aboriginal women?  

Hypothesis: Based on previous research, I hypothesized that there would 

be a general pattern of lower accuracy for Aboriginal offenders, and 

similar or higher accuracy for women offenders. Despite some differences 

in predictors for these groups, I hypothesized that there would be 

sufficient overlap in findings across subgroups to warrant one scale 

applied to all gender/Aboriginal ancestry groups. 

In the validation sample, the following research questions were examined: 

4) What is the predictive accuracy of the scale(s) in a validation sample?  

Hypothesis: I hypothesized that the predictive accuracy in the validation 

sample would show some shrinkage from the development sample, but 

would still demonstrate significant accuracy. 
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5) How does the scale perform for subgroups of offenders (e.g., non-Aboriginal 

men, Aboriginal men, non-Aboriginal women, Aboriginal women) or different 

types of segregation? 

Hypothesis: Consistent with previous research, I hypothesized that 

accuracy would tend to be lower for Aboriginal offenders and similar or 

higher for women offenders. 

6) Does the predictive accuracy of the tool vary based on the length of the 

observation period (i.e., time since admission)? 

Hypothesis: None proposed. 

Given that the data supported a valid scale for assessing risk of administrative 

segregation placements, normative data for the scale were developed, including options 

for nominal risk categories, percentiles, risk ratios, and absolute probability estimates. 

Chapter 5 

Method 

Sample 

 The dataset for this study was already prepared by CSC. It can be considered 

archival in nature (i.e., restricted in terms of which variables are available and how they 

are defined/measured). For men, data were obtained for all CSC admissions from April 1, 

2007 to March 31, 2010. To ensure an adequate sample size of women, data were drawn 

for all admissions from April 1, 1999 to March 31, 2010. Preliminary exploration of the 

data found no meaningful differences in the rates of segregation across this timeframe, 

including differences in the aftermath of Ashley Smith’s death in 2007. Minimally, this 

means the findings should not be affected by cohort changes in the rates of segregation. It 
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is unknown, however, whether there would be cohort effects in the predictors of 

segregation. For offenders with multiple sentences during the sampling period (n = 198), 

the most recent sentence was used. The sample was also restricted to offenders who were 

under the jurisdiction of CSC (i.e., were serving a federal sentence).  The total sample 

size of men and women was 16,701. 

 From the overall sample, two thirds of the offenders were randomly selected to 

form the development sample (N = 11,110), which was used to explore which items 

predict administrative segregation and to build and compare options for assessment 

scales. The remaining offenders (N = 5,591) were set aside as a validation sample. In the 

overall sample, 16% of offenders were women (n = 2,694) and 20% of offenders self-

reported being of Aboriginal ancestry (n = 3,385; information unavailable for 135 cases).  

Table 1 presents gender and Aboriginal ancestry information for the development and 

validation samples. In all breakdowns, the sample consisted of 68% non-Aboriginal men, 

16% Aboriginal men, 12% non-Aboriginal women, and 4% Aboriginal women.   

 

Table 1  

Gender and Aboriginal Ancestry (N=16,566) 

 Overall  Development 

sample 

Validation sample 

 % n % n % n 

Non-Aboriginal men 68 11,254 68 7,507 68 3,747 

Aboriginal men 16 2,653 16 1,760 16 893 

Non-Aboriginal 

women 

12 1,927 12 1,270 12 657 

Aboriginal women 4 732 4 484 4 248 
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Table 2 presents the means and standard deviations for sentence length and age at 

admission. For sentence length, 593 of the offenders had an indeterminate (i.e., life) 

sentence (3.7%).
4
 Of those with a determinate sentence, non-Aboriginal and Aboriginal 

male offenders had a similar average sentence length (3.5 and 3.4 years, respectively), 

while female offenders had slightly shorter average sentence lengths (3.0 years). Table 3 

presents effect sizes (Cohen’s d) for gender/Aboriginal ancestry subgroup comparisons. 

All subgroup differences were statistically significant, except the comparison between 

non-Aboriginal women and Aboriginal women. 

For age, non-Aboriginal offenders (men and women) were, on average, 35 to 36 

years of age, while Aboriginal offenders (men and women) were generally younger 

(mean 32 years of age). Table 4 presents effect sizes (Cohen’s d) for gender/Aboriginal 

ancestry subgroup comparisons. All subgroup differences were statistically significant, 

except the comparison between non-Aboriginal men and non-Aboriginal women. 

 

Table 2  

Sentence Length and Age at Admission for Overall Analyses 

 Determinate sentence length 

(years) 

Age 

 n M SD n M SD 

Non-Aboriginal men 10,849 3.5 2.0 11,254 35.9 11.9 

Aboriginal men 2,549 3.4 2.2 2,653 32.5 10.0 

Non-Aboriginal 

women 

1,876 3.0 1.4 1,927 35.4 10.3 

Aboriginal women 703 3.0 1.6 732 31.7 8.7 

Total 16,108 3.4 1.9 16,701 35.1 11.4 

                                                           
4
 Although nearly one-quarter of offenders under CSC’s jurisdiction are serving an indeterminate sentence 

(Public Safety Canada, 2013), the number of indeterminate sentences in the current sample is small because 

an admissions cohort was used.  
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Table 3 

Subgroup Comparisons for Sentence Length 

Subgroup comparison Cohen’s d 95% CI 

Non-Aboriginal men – Aboriginal men .05 .01 .09 

Non-Aboriginal men – non-Aboriginal women .26 .21 .31 

Non-Aboriginal men – Aboriginal women .25 .18 .33 

Aboriginal men – non-Aboriginal women .21 .15 .27 

Aboriginal men – Aboriginal women .19 .11 .28 

Non-Aboriginal women – Aboriginal women .00 -.09 .09 

 

Table 4 

Subgroup Comparisons for Age 

Subgroup comparison Cohen’s d 95% CI 

Non-Aboriginal men – Aboriginal men .29 .25 .34 

Non-Aboriginal men – non-Aboriginal women .04 -.01 .09 

Non-Aboriginal men – Aboriginal women .36 .28 .43 

Aboriginal men – non-Aboriginal women -.29 -.35 -.23 

Aboriginal men – Aboriginal women .08 .0003 .16 

Non-Aboriginal women – Aboriginal women .37 .29 .46 

 

Measures/Predictor Variables 

 In total, 413 potential predictor variables were available from a variety of 

information sources (these predictors, along with bivariate analyses described in the next 

chapter, are listed in Appendix A). Predictors were restricted to those that would be 

available at intake or shortly thereafter. Items from the following assessment scales were 

included: the Static Factors Assessment (selected items only), the Dynamic Factors 

Intake Assessment, and the Custody Rating Scale (these scales are rated for all offenders 

at intake). Brief descriptions of these scales are provided below. Additional predictors 
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included demographic information, current offence information, flags/alerts/needs that 

are raised by CSC staff, information on gang affiliations, and information from previous 

federal sentences (e.g., institutional incidents and prior admissions into segregation).  

 Flags, needs, and alerts refer to diverse types of information collected by CSC and 

are intended to be readily accessible by CSC staff without having to conduct detailed 

reviews of the offender’s file information. Flags identify information that may be useful 

for staff involved in the offender’s case management, such as whether the offender was 

designated a dangerous offender, has a sex offence against a child, has outstanding 

charges, or has expressed interest in pursuing particular opportunities (e.g., for 

Aboriginal offenders, following a traditional healing path). Needs may identify that an 

offender has a cognitive impairment or physical disability that will need to be considered 

or accommodated by CSC staff when meeting the offender. Alerts are intended to notify 

CSC staff of potential risks or considerations that should be taken into account when 

dealing with the offender, such as prior involvement in organized crime, escapes, 

hostage-takings in institutions, or whether the offender has been considered to pose a 

potential security threat to the institution (e.g., if they have considerable knowledge about 

security systems). These flags/needs/alerts can be activated in the offender’s file and can 

also be de-activated if they are no longer relevant. To restrict analyses to information that 

would be relevant and available near the offender’s intake assessment, flags/needs/alerts 

were only considered if they were activated within 1 year of admission. 

 Information on gang affiliations was obtained from data maintained in the 

offender’s file (more information on CSC’s policies for identifying security threat groups 

can be found in CSC, 2013). Security Information Officers (SIOs) are responsible for 
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gathering and recording information about affiliations with groups that may pose a threat 

to the security of the institution. This information indicates whether the offender is a 

member of the group or an associate, and whether their affiliation is active or inactive. In 

addition, the specific group to which the offender is affiliated is also identified (e.g., 

street gang, prison gang, Aboriginal gang).  

 Static Factors Assessment (SFA). The SFA (CSC, 2012; Motiuk, 1993) is a 137-

item structured professional judgement risk assessment scale.  It has three subscales: 

Criminal History Record (CHR: 38 items), Offence Severity Record (OSR; 71 items), 

and Sex Offence History Checklist (SOH; 28 items). Additionally, the items of the 

Criminal History Record are organized into three sections: Previous youth offences (15 

items), previous adult offences (17 items), and current offences (6 items). The Offence 

Severity Record is organized into 2 main sections: previous offences (36 items) and 

current offences (35 items). Each item is rated as “present” or “absent.” After rating all 

items, the staff member forms an overall judgement of whether the static risk posed by 

the offender is low, moderate, or high.  

 The CHR and OSR subscales of the SFA have demonstrated concurrent validity 

with other risk assessment scales (Helmus & Forrester, 2014a; the SOH subscale was not 

examined). In terms of predictive accuracy, the overall SFA rating and the OSR subscale 

have shown small effect sizes in predicting revocations without an offence, readmissions 

with any offence, and readmissions with a violent offence. The CHR subscale, in 

contrast, has demonstrated moderate to large effect sizes for those three outcomes. No 

studies are available on the interrater reliability of the SFA, although Helmus and 

Forrester (2014a) noted some data quality issues apparent in completed assessments. 
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Not all SFA items were included in the dataset, hence they could not all be 

examined in the current study. The CSC Working Group decided in advance which 

subset of items they thought would be most relevant to include. Specifically, analyses 

included 30 of the 38 CHR items, 37 of the 71 OSR items, and 27 of the 28 SOH items 

(see Appendix A for the selected items). Although the SFA items are dichotomous, there 

were several instances where a series of dichotomous items together measured a single 

construct (e.g., five items are used to capture the number of prior convictions, categorized 

as 1, 2-4, 5-9, 10-14, and 15+); if an officer scores “yes” for a higher category, all 

subordinate categories are autofilled to indicate “yes”. In these instances, the items were 

combined into a single composite item.  

Dynamic Factors Identification and Analysis (DFIA). The original DFIA 

consisted of 197 dichotomous indicators, organized into seven need domains: 

employment, marital/family, associates/social interaction, substance abuse, community 

functioning, personal/emotional orientation, and attitude.  Notably, the 

personal/emotional domain contains some information on mental health variables (e.g., 

past or present diagnosis as disordered, medication prescriptions, or outpatient services), 

but is lacking rich information about the nature of the mental health diagnosis or 

symptoms. Following a review (Brown & Motiuk, 2005), a revised DFIA scale (the 

DFIA-R) was implemented in 2009 (CSC, 2012). It has the same domains, but the total 

number of indicators was reduced to 100. In both versions of the DFIA, all items are 

rated as “present” or “absent.” Given the sampling time-frame, some offenders were 

scored on the original DFIA and some on the revised. For the current analyses, most 

DFIA-R items are identical or highly similar to an item on the original DFIA; these items 
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were matched in the data. Some items remained unique to either the original or revised 

scale; these items were still examined but with a reduced sample size.  

After rating each item, the staff member develops a structured professional 

judgement rating for each domain, on a three or four-point scale (in the original DFIA, 

ratings could be either “no current difficulty,” “some difficulty,” or “considerable 

difficulty;” in the DFIA-R, ratings could be either “factor seen as asset,” “no immediate 

need for improvement,” “some need for improvement,” or “considerable need for 

improvement;” some DFIA-R domains do not have the first rating option). Lastly, guided 

by the item and domain ratings, the officer makes an overall judgement of the level of 

dynamic need (low, moderate, or high).  

The DFIA has demonstrated acceptable levels of internal reliability (with few 

exceptions) and predictive accuracy, although predictive accuracy was somewhat lower 

for Aboriginal offenders (Brown & Motiuk 2005). The DFIA domains have also been 

found to significantly predict reincarceration, though generally with small effect sizes 

(Smith 2006). Interrater reliability of the DFIA or DFIA-R has not been assessed. All 

DFIA/DFIA-R items are included in Appendix A.  

Custody Rating Scale (CRS). The CRS (Solicitor General Canada, 1987) is used 

to inform initial security classification decisions. It has 12 items grouped into two 

subscales: Institutional Adjustment (5 items) and Security Risk (7 items). Each item has 

specific coding rules and can have up to 11 response categories. For each response 

category, points are assigned based on the strength of that predictor in the original 

development sample. The items (listed in Appendix A) are used to generate an actuarial 

recommendation of whether the security placement should be minimum, medium, or 
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maximum (this recommendation can be overridden by CSC staff). The CRS has been 

found to predict institutional incidents (Barnum & Gobeil, 2012; Gobeil, 2011).  

Additional Scales/Measures Used to Compare to Segregation Risk Scale 

 After the segregation risk scale was developed, analyses in the validation sample 

compared the predictive accuracy of the segregation risk scale to other scales/measures 

already being used by CSC. These included the SFA, DFIA/DFIA-R, and CRS (described 

above), as well as the Statistical Information on Recidivism – Revised (SIR-R1) scale, 

Reintegration Potential Rating, and Motivation Level Rating. 

Statistical Information on Recidivism – Revision 1 (SIR-R1). The SIR-R1 

(Nafekh & Motiuk, 2002) is an actuarial static risk scale with 15 items, designed to 

predict general recidivism. It is derived from the General Statistical Information on 

Recidivism scale (Nuffield, 1982). Scores on the 15 items were re-weighted based on 

their relationship to recidivism to obtain a total score (ranging from -30 to +27, with 

lower scores reflecting higher risk). Total scores are used to classify offenders into one of 

five risk categories: Very Poor (highest risk to reoffend), Poor, Fair, Good, and Very 

Good.  The SIR-R1 is not used for Aboriginal or women offenders (CSC, 2012). Recent 

validations have found that the SIR-R1 predicts readmission to federal custody for non-

Aboriginal male offenders (Barnum & Gobeil 2011; Smith 2006).  

Reintegration Potential Rating. The offender’s Reintegration Potential Rating is 

automatically calculated based on the Custody Rating Scale, the Revised Statistical 

Information on Recidivism, and the SFA overall rating (CSC, 2012). For Aboriginal and 

women offenders, however, it is computed based on the Custody Rating Scale, the SFA 

overall rating, and the DFIA overall rating. Generally, offenders with high reintegration 
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potential are considered to not require formal interventions, though they may benefit 

from community interventions, work placements, and risk management strategies. 

Offenders with medium reintegration potential ratings generally require institutional 

correctional programs and community maintenance. Offenders with low reintegration 

potential require both institutional and community interventions as well as other risk 

management strategies.  

Motivation Level. As part of offenders’ correctional plan, the global motivation 

level of offenders is assessed (CSC, 2012). Motivation is rated as high if the offender is 

self-motivated and is actively addressing problem areas, medium if the offender may not 

fully accept the overall assessment, but will participate in recommended programs or 

other interventions, and low if the offender strongly rejects the need for change.  

Procedure 

All data were obtained from the Offender Management System (OMS), which is 

the computerized offender file management system maintained by CSC. If multiple 

assessments of predictor variables were available, the first assessment was used (to target 

the earliest information available in a sentence).   

The outcome chosen by the CSC Working Group to examine was whether the 

offender was placed into administrative segregation for at least 6 consecutive days for 

reasons of “inmate’s own safety” (CCRA, subsection 31(3)(c)) or “jeopardizing security 

of the institution” (CCRA, subsection 31(3)(a)) within 2 years of admission. In the results 

section, any reference to segregation will refer to this outcome (unless otherwise 

specified). Other reasons for being placed in administrative segregation (e.g., interfering 

with an investigation) were excluded given they represented a trivial proportion of 
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segregation incidents. Disciplinary segregation was also excluded. The 6-day minimum 

was chosen because efforts to divert offenders from segregation would primarily be 

targeted towards longer periods of stay. Six days as a minimum would capture offenders 

who were retained in segregation after the mandatory 5-day review of segregation status 

(CSC, 2014). This would exclude situations where offenders are quickly placed in 

segregation following a crisis, and subsequently released once additional information is 

gathered. The 6-day criterion was intended to focus on offenders that CSC staff 

determined, upon careful reflection, needed to be in segregation.  

Preliminary exploration of data on the time to first segregation placement 

suggested that approximately 90% of offenders who are placed in segregation are placed 

there within 2 years of admission. As such, this observation period would capture the 

majority of segregation incidents. Offenders who were still in segregation 2 years post-

admission were considered part of the “segregation” group provided that their current 

segregation placement lasted at least 6 days (even if some of those 6 days extended past 

the 2-year post-admission date). Offenders released to the community prior to the end of 

the observation period were still included because their exclusion would 

disproportionately remove low-risk offenders from the sample. In other words, offenders 

who were released early without having been placed in administrative segregation for the 

prescribed period of time were considered “successes.” If an offender was released to the 

community, re-admitted to federal custody, and subsequently admitted to segregation 

within 2 years of their initial admission, they were considered in the segregation group.   
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Overview of Primary Analyses 

All analyses were conducted using SAS (Version 9.4). Analyses of predictive 

accuracy included AUCs, Harrell’s c, and logistic regression (basic explanations and 

advantages/disadvantages of these statistics were discussed in Chapter 2). In the first 

bivariate analyses, logistic regression was used. In item reduction analyses, Harrell’s c 

was often reported (as opposed to AUCs) alongside odds ratios because it is 

automatically included in logistic regression output in SAS. Later stages of analyses (e.g., 

results of proposed scales) include AUCs, which require a separate SAS macro to run. 

Notably, results of AUCs and Harrell’s c are virtually identical when fixed follow-ups are 

used. Consequently, the two effect size statistics will be interpreted interchangeably (with 

values of .56, .64, and .71 considered small, moderate, and large, following Rice & 

Harris, 2005).  

For AUCs, comparisons between effect sizes for different subsamples (e.g., 

gender/Aboriginal ancestry groups) in the validation sample were tested with difference 

scores, with the standard error defined as √𝑆𝐸2(𝐴𝑈𝐶1) + 𝑆𝐸2(𝐴𝑈𝐶2) (Hanley & 

McNeil, 1983). Comparisons of AUCs for different scales (e.g., a static scale versus a 

dynamic scale) also used difference scores, but were calculated using the Delong, 

Delong, and Clarke-Pearson (1988) method to take into account the correlation between 

the scales. In other words, as the correlation between the scales increases, smaller 

differences in accuracy are considered more meaningful. In both sets of analyses, if the 

95% confidence intervals for the difference score do not include zero, the difference is 

statistically significant. 
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Logistic regression (Hosmer et al., 2013) was used primarily for the initial 

bivariate analyses (examining which predictors are related to which types of 

administrative segregation). As previously discussed in Chapter 2, the B1 (i.e., slope) 

estimates the average increase in segregation rates (expressed as a log odds ratio) 

associated with each one-score increase in the predictor. To assist interpretation, log odds 

ratios are transformed into odds ratios. If multiple predictors are entered into one logistic 

regression model, the slope for a predictor is interpreted as the odds ratio after controlling 

for all other predictors in the model. This allows tests of the incremental accuracy of 

predictors (i.e., their unique predictive value). Statistical interactions can also be tested in 

logistic regression using the same methods as in standard regression techniques.  

The first stage of analyses used logistic regression to determine which predictors 

were significantly related to any segregation placement, any segregation placement for 

reason of inmate in danger, and any segregation placement for jeopardizing the security 

of the institution (i.e., three separate outcomes). Additionally, separate logistic regression 

models were run to test statistical interactions between the items and Aboriginal ancestry 

and gender. In other words, each predictor-outcome relationship was tested to see if it 

differed for Aboriginal offenders, and if it differed for women offenders. Separate 

analyses of two-way interactions (instead of a single three-way interaction) were used 

because interpreting three-way interactions would be complicated, particularly given the 

large number of predictors (> 400). 

Scale development included a combination of objective and subjective analytic 

approaches, including backwards elimination techniques in logistic regression to 

determine which variables were not adding incremental predictive accuracy, as well as 
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practical considerations of items (e.g., face validity, ease of defining and scoring the 

item). When deciding between two options with comparable predictive accuracy, 

preference was given to the simplest option. If the analyses were for an overall scale 

(applicable to all offenders), preference was also given to the simplest option that was 

relatively robust across gender and Aboriginal ancestry subgroups.  

Given the large number of significant predictors, item reduction was also 

informed by Principal Components Analysis (PCA). These analyses were used for data 

reduction (as opposed to identifying underlying constructs in the data). PCA is a 

statistical technique that is often considered a form of factor analysis, but it has some 

important differences (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). Both techniques attempt to identify 

whether a set of variables can be organized into underlying constructs that are relatively 

independent of each other (i.e., they summarize correlations among variables). 

Specifically, factor analyses identify underlying factors based on analyses of covariance 

among the items. PCA, on the other hand, identifies underlying components based on 

analysis of total variance in the data (covariance among items, error variance, and unique 

variance). PCA is a more appropriate choice for providing a simple empirical summary of 

a dataset (e.g., to reduce a large number of variables into a manageable set of 

components; Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007), rather than developing an understanding of the 

underlying constructs. 

Although there are serious limitations to using any type of factor analysis for 

dichotomous items (it can lead to underestimated correlation coefficients, underestimated 

factor loadings, and artificial factors; Flora & Curran, 2004; Holgado-Tello et al., 2010; 

Kubinger, 2003), this technique was considered adequate for the purposes of this study 
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because the intent was to group variables to assist in data reduction and not to identify a 

replicable underlying factor structure. Despite these limitations, and possibly due to the 

large sample size, the components had excellent face validity and were consequently 

considered useful for grouping variables for continued analyses. Following Tabachnick 

and Fidell (2007), items were considered to load on a component if the standardized 

regression coefficients were at least .32 (items loading on multiple components were 

grouped with the component of their highest loading). Promax rotation (an oblique 

method) was used based on the assumption that at least some of the components should 

be correlated. 

Calibration analyses used the E/O index, as discussed in Chapter 2. Expected rates 

of segregation were calculated from logistic regression analyses in the development 

sample, and compared to observed rates in the validation sample. 

Chapter 6 

Descriptive Results  

Segregation Rates 

In the overall sample (N = 16,701), 24.4% of offenders were placed in 

administrative segregation for at least six consecutive days within two years of 

admission. For these offenders, the average length of time between admission to federal 

custody and their first segregation placement was 246 days (8 months; SD = 203.9 days), 

with a median of 200 days (6.5 months). Typically, the intake assessments are conducted 

in the first 60 days after admission, and then penitentiary placement decisions are made. 

Interestingly, 411 of the segregation cases (10.0%) were admitted to segregation within 

one week of admission, 484 (11.8%) were admitted within two weeks of admission, 654 
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(16.0%) were admitted within 30 days of admission, and 886 (21.8%) of the segregated 

offenders were placed in segregation within 60 days. Although some offenders may 

require immediate segregation due to security concerns, the high rate of segregation 

admissions during the intake assessment period highlights the need for a prediction tool 

that can be quickly scored at admission. Roughly 70% of the segregations occurred 

within the first year post-admission.   

Table 5 presents descriptive information for the time it took (in days) before the 

first eligible segregation placement, separated by reason for segregation. There was 

remarkable similarity in the average time to segregation placement with the largest 

difference found for median time to first segregation placement, which was 

approximately 25 days earlier for inmate in danger segregations (mdn = 218.6; just over 7 

months) compared to jeopardizing security (mdn = 245.5; approximately 8 months). 

 

 

 

Table 5 

Summary of Time to First Segregation Placement (in Days) 

 Jeopardize security Inmate in danger 

N 3,345 1,646 

M 277.0 267.6 

Mdn 245.5 218.6 

SD 205.9 217.0 

Range 0-730.5 0-728.5 
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Table 6 presents the rates of segregation within two years for the overall sample, 

as well as the development and validation sample, separated by gender and Aboriginal 

ancestry. From the overall segregation rate of 24%, the rates were about 10 percentage 

points lower for non-Aboriginal women (13%) and about 10 percentage points higher for 

Aboriginal men (34%). Notably, segregation rates were similar in the development and 

validation samples. 

Table 7 presents the rates of segregation separated into the two reasons and by 

gender/Aboriginal ancestry. Offenders were twice as likely to be segregated for 

jeopardizing security (20%) compared to their own safety (10%). For both segregation 

types, rates were highest for Aboriginal men and lowest for non-Aboriginal women. 

Rates of segregation for the inmate’s own safety were extremely low for both non-

Aboriginal women (3.3%) and Aboriginal women (3.6%). There was also substantial 

overlap among the two types of segregation. Of the 4,083 offenders who were placed in 

administrative segregation, 60% were placed in segregation solely for jeopardizing 

security (n = 2,437), 18% were segregated solely for their own safety (n = 738), and 22% 

were placed in both types of segregation within 2 years post-admission (n = 908). If an 

offender was placed in administrative segregation for one reason, their odds of later being 

placed in administrative segregation for the other (during the observation period) 

increased by 6.4 times (95% CI of 5.7 to 7.1). 

  Data were also available on the length of time that inmates spent in segregation, 

although unfortunately these data were not recorded uniformly for all offenders and 

should be interpreted with caution. Specifically, data were included for all administrative 
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Table 6  

Rates of Any Segregation 

 Overall sample Development 

sample 

Validation 

sample 

 N n Seg % N n Seg % N n Seg % 

Non-Aboriginal men 11,254 2,741 24.4 7,507 1,778 23.7 3,747 963 25.7 

Aboriginal men 2,653 911 34.3 1,760 610 34.7 893 301 33.7 

Non-Aboriginal women 1,927 253 13.1 1,270 180 14.2 657 73 11.1 

Aboriginal women 732 164 22.4 484 110 22.7 248 54 21.8 

Total 16,701 4,083 24.4 11,110 2,685 24.2 5,591 1,398 25.0 

Note. n Seg refers to the sample size placed in administrative segregation. 
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Table 7  

Rates of Segregation by Reason (Overall Sample) 

  Jeopardize security Inmate in danger 

 N n Seg % n Seg % 

Non-Aboriginal men 11,254 2,212 19.7 1,132 10.1 

Aboriginal men 2,653 736 27.7 421 15.9 

Non-Aboriginal women 1,927 232 12.0 64 3.3 

Aboriginal women 732 152 20.8 26 3.6 

Total 16,701 3,345 20.0 1,646 9.9 

 

 

segregation placements (of ≥6 days’ duration) that started within 2 years of admission. 

The duration of segregation placements was measured from admission to release from 

segregation, including releases past the 2-year observation window, up until data 

collection ended (July 18, 2012). Consequently, some offenders are noted as spending far 

more than 2 years in segregation. In other words, the duration data does not represent 

either time spent in segregation within 2 years or admission nor total time spent in 

segregation during the sentence. Rather, it reflects total time in segregation during the 

sentence (for the most part) but only for segregation placements that began within 2  

years of admission. 

Additionally, for inmates still in segregation on the date of data collection (who 

would disproportionately reflect more recent cases), their segregation duration was 

truncated to July 18, 2012. In other words, the sample varies in opportunity time for 

measuring the total number of days spent in segregation and would underrepresent the 
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duration for more recent cases. Given that the dataset did not include information on 

when offenders were released from their sentence, it is not possible to calculate the exact 

opportunity time for these analyses.  

Table 8 presents the available data on time spent in segregation. Given skewed 

distributions, in addition to presenting the mean and standard deviation, the table also 

includes the median, as well as the 10
th

, 25
th

, 75
th

, and 90
th

 percentiles and the range. 

Examining any admission (for either jeopardizing security or inmate in danger) of ≥6 

days’ duration starting within two years of admission, those who had at least one 

segregation placement averaged 2.5 placements within their first two years of admission. 

The median was 2 placements, with 10% of inmates having 5 or more placements. The 

highest number of segregation placements (of ≥6 days’ duration) within 2 years of 

admission for a single offender was 51. In terms of the number of days (in total) spent in 

administrative segregation, the average was about 97 days (roughly 3 months), with 25% 

of inmates spending 125 or more days in segregation (roughly 4 months), and 10% 

spending 249 days or more (roughly 8 months). Examining only the longest single 

segregation placement for each inmate, the longest placement averaged 66 days in length 

(roughly 2 months), with 75% of inmates spending 85 days or more in segregation (less 

than 3 months), and 10% spending 158 days or more (roughly 5 months). 

Examining these data separately by reason for segregation placement (also in 

Table 8), the number of administrative segregation placements were fairly similar for 

both reasons, but the average length of time in segregation (both in total and for the 
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Table 8 

Descriptive Information for Segregation Placements 

     Percentile  

 N M SD Mdn 10th 25th 75th 90th Range 

Any segregation 4,083         

Number of admissions  2.5 2.3 2 1 1 3 5 1 – 51 

Total days in segregation  96.8 121.0 52 8 19 125 249 6 – 1,574 

Longest stay (in days)  66.0 83.1 38 8 14 85 158 6 – 1,574 

          

Segregation – jeopardize 

security 

3,345         

Number of admissions  2.2 1.8 2 1 1 3 4 1 – 29 

Total days in segregation  69.0 86.3 37 8 15 86 172 6 – 868 

Longest stay (in days)  50.3 62.7 29 8 10 61 123 6 – 774 

          

Segregation – inmate in danger 1,646         

Number of admissions  1.6 1.4 1 1 1 2 3 1 – 34 

Total days in segregation  99.1 118.4 58 9 23 133 235 6 – 1,574 

Longest stay (in days)  82.0 98.3 51 8 21 111 184 6 – 1,574 

Note. Sample sizes fluctuate for each outcome because analyses are restricted to cases with segregation placement of that type.
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longest placement) was noticeably higher for inmate in danger segregation placements. 

The longest single placement for inmate in danger was 1,574 days (4.3 years), compared 

to 774 for jeopardizing security (just over 2 years). Additionally, 10% of the offenders 

placed in segregation for inmate in danger spent 184 days or more in segregation for their 

longest placement (roughly 6 months), compared to roughly 123 days (roughly 4 months) 

for jeopardizing security. 

Chapter 7 

Scale Development  

 All analyses in this chapter used only the development sample (N = 11,110), 

although sample sizes for individual analyses fluctuated based on missing item data. 

Bivariate Predictors of Detention 

Initial bivariate results tested the relationship between the 413 predictors and 

segregation. Results are included in Appendix A. For each potential predictor variable, a 

logistic regression analysis was used to test whether the item was significantly related to 

segregation (odds ratios are reported for the effect size). Additionally, a second model 

was analyzed to test for an interaction between the item and Aboriginal ancestry. This 

would indicate whether the item predicted differently based on Aboriginal ancestry. A 

third model tested the interaction between the item and gender. When significant 

interactions were found, follow-up analyses tested whether the item was a significant 

predictor when restricted to Aboriginal or women offenders. These analyses were then 

repeated for each of the individual reasons for segregation (inmate in danger versus 

jeopardizing security). This means that for each of the 413 potential predictors, at least 

nine different logistic regression analyses were run.  
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For non-dichotomous predictor variables, Appendix A also notes whether the 

Hosmer-Lemeshow test was significant, which would indicate that the data do not follow 

a logistic distribution, which is the primary statistical assumption of logistic regression 

analyses. Violations of the logistic distribution were surprisingly common; however, they 

were not considered in predictor selection decisions because continuous variables were 

often later clumped into ordinal items. Nonetheless, information from the Hosmer-

Lemeshow test was considered in more depth for the final scale. When interpreting the 

results of Appendix A, predictors are written so that the presence of that risk factor or 

item is scored positively. For example, for the item “current violent offence,” an odds 

ratio above 1 would indicate that having a violent offence as part of the current 

convictions increases the risk of being placed in segregation, whereas an odds ratio below 

1 would indicate that a violent offence decreases the risk of segregation. 

In this first step of bivariate analyses, 354 of the 413 variables (86%) significantly 

predicted any administrative segregation placement. Research Question 1 asked whether 

it would be possible to identify predictors of segregation and combine them into an 

overall scale. Based on the large number of significant predictors, I concluded that this 

would be possible and proceeded with scale development.  

Segregation Type. Results were generally similar across both reasons for 

segregation, with fewer statistically significant results for inmate in danger segregations, 

typically due to lower statistical power. In total, 52 of the items (12.6%) had non-

overlapping odds ratios for the two reasons for segregation; this represents a conservative 

test for differences (p < .01; Cumming & Finch, 2005). 
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Of the 52 items with non-overlapping confidence intervals, over half of the 

predictors (28 items) were significant and in the same direction for both outcomes, but 

the magnitude of predictive accuracy was higher for either jeopardizing security (25 

items) or inmate in danger (3 items).
5
 Eighteen items were significant only for predicting 

jeopardizing-security segregations. Almost all of those items were related to having a sex 

offence,
 6

 where sex offenders were less likely to be placed in segregation for 

jeopardizing the security of institution, but were no more or less likely to be placed in 

segregation for their own safety. Three items were significant predictors for inmate in 

danger segregations only, and two items were significant predictors in opposite 

directions, both of which were consistent with random fluctuations and were not 

considered further.  

In summary, roughly 87% of predictors had overlapping confidence intervals for 

the two segregation reasons, while an additional 7% had non-overlapping confidence 

intervals but still represented significant predictors for both reasons. I therefore 

concluded that the similarities among predictors for the two segregation reasons far 

exceeded the differences. This was also consistent with the earlier descriptive findings of 

overlap among both reasons for segregation (i.e., placements in segregation for one 

reason were strongly predictive of placements in segregation for the other reason). 

Research Question 2 asked whether there was a need to develop separate scales for the 

two segregation reasons; the answer to this question was “no.” Developing and 

implementing separate scales for different reasons for segregation would be complex and 

                                                           
5
 The three items that predicted both outcomes but with significantly higher accuracy for inmate in danger 

were (1) whether the current offence included drug trafficking/importation (both predictors were in the 

negative direction), (2) difficulty coping with stress, and (3) a flagged history of suicide or self-injury. 
6
 Exceptions were having a current drug possession offence or being ethnically intolerant. 
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onerous, so it would best be avoided without very good reason. These findings did not 

present a pressing need. Subsequent analyses, therefore, examined only the overall 

segregation outcome (combining the two reasons).   

Aboriginal Offenders. Of the 413 items, 80 predicted differently for Aboriginal 

offenders compared to non-Aboriginal offenders (note that by chance, due to Type I 

errors, 20 interactions would be expected to reach significance; see Appendix A). Of 

these 80 items, 68 of them showed significantly lower predictive accuracy for Aboriginal 

offenders (i.e., were non-Aboriginal-salient), although 34 of them still remained 

statistically significant among Aboriginal offenders. Only 1 item was significant for 

Aboriginal offenders but not for the overall sample, which is likely an anomaly. 

Gender. For interactions with gender, nearly one third of the items (129) 

performed significantly differently for women (see Appendix A). For the vast majority of 

these differences (104), the item performed better for women (female-salient). Two items 

had lower predictive accuracy for women but were still significant. The remaining items 

were either no longer significant for women, or the pattern of findings switched 

directions.
7
 There were 13 items that were potentially female-specific (i.e., they 

significantly predicted for women but were non-significant for the overall sample). These 

items were: poor self-presentation, poor hygiene, often victimized in social relations, 

dissatisfied with current relationship, unable to control child’s behaviour, problems with 

reading, unable to express verbally, was receiving outpatient services prior to admission, 

religion is problematic, sexual identity problem, prior sex offences, use of 

                                                           
7
 Most of the items that were non-significant or predicted in the opposite direction for women were 

variables related to sexual offending. Among men, items related to sex offending generally reduced the risk 

of being in segregation, whereas for women these variables were unrelated to segregation or increased the 

risk of segregation. 
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power/position/authority over current victim, communication/physical disability or 

sensitivity impairing daily living activities. 

Research Question 3 asked whether there was a need to develop separate scales 

based on gender/Aboriginal ancestry subgroups. Given the large number of differences in 

accuracy (particularly for women), I decided to at least explore the option of separate 

scales for subgroups, and determine whether they were necessary based on results in the 

validation sample. 

Item Reduction 

Although 354 of the predictor variables were significant, this was too many to 

enter into a single stepwise selection procedure in logistic regression to produce reliable 

results. This abundance of predictors provided a unique opportunity to construct a scale 

based on additional considerations beyond empirical relationships with segregation.  

These included the perceived ease of operationalizing the variable, scoring it reliably, 

accessing reliable information, and its face validity. For example, offenders with dietary 

problems were significantly less likely to be placed in segregation (odds ratio = .790, 

95% CI of .625 to .999). This item had no face validity because there is no obvious 

reason why this relationship would be found (it likely reflects an underlying variable that 

correlates with dietary problems, such as age), and it would not make sense to try and 

increase dietary problems in offenders to reduce segregation placements. Consequently, 

this variable was removed.   

From the 413 variables examined in the bivariate analyses, variables were 

removed for several possible reasons: the item was not a significant predictor of 

segregation (unless they performed significantly better and were significant for either 
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Aboriginal or women offenders), the effect sizes were too low to be meaningful (either an 

odds ratio below 1.2 for dichotomous predictors, or a Harrell’s c below .525 for all 

variables
8
), the item would be difficult to code reliably, or there were concerns about face 

validity. These decisions were occasionally made by consulting with staff from CSC’s 

Research Branch or other sectors (e.g., to discuss issues related to ease of accessing 

information). Admittedly, this process was subjective; however, it was considered 

advantageous that the large and diverse range of significant predictor variables allowed 

for decisions based on more than solely empirical grounds. After this step was completed, 

278 items with significant relationships to segregation remained. 

Of the remaining items, there was meaningful overlap in the constructs being 

measured. To further reduce the set of predictor items, PCA with promax rotation was 

used to group items into components. One major challenge was that PCA uses listwise 

deletion to deal with missing values. In other words, the analysis is restricted only to 

cases with information on all variables. Unfortunately, no offender had information on all 

variables, primarily because some offenders were assessed with the original DFIA and 

others with the DFIA-R. This meant it was not possible to conduct a single PCA using all 

variables. Instead, a primary PCA was conducted using 260 of the 278 variables (items 

that were unique to the DFIA-R were excluded). For these analyses, only 2,003 of the 

11,110 development cases were included (the remaining cases would have had missing 

information on at least one item).
9
 A subsequent PCA was run on 77 items from the 

                                                           
8
 Although an AUC of .560 is generally the benchmark for a small effect size, this was considered too strict 

to apply to individual items. In most risk scales, individual items show small relationships to the outcome; 

it is by combining these items that moderate to large predictive accuracy is achieved. It is possible that an 

effect in the small range could meaningfully and uniquely contribute to predicting segregation. 

Consequently, items were removed only if their effect was considered notably small. 
9
 Although this represents a large drop in sample size, it is still well beyond the minimum sample size 

needed for a good factor analysis (Wilson VanVoorhis & Morgan, 2007). 
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DFIA-R, where 59 of the items in this analysis had been included in the previous PCA 

(i.e., most items were included in the both original and revised DFIA; the remaining 18 

items were unique to the DFIA-R). Results of these two analyses were subjectively 

synthesized to create components. 

A second challenge during the PCA was that after all scale development and 

validation analyses were complete, a data extraction error was found for predictors 

related to institutional incidents and segregation placements during previous federal 

sentences. Corrected variables (k = 42) were re-extracted and integrated into the dataset. 

Rather than re-run the PCA with minor (and potentially random) fluctuations in 

component structure and then re-run all subsequent analyses, I replaced the old previous 

sentence variables with the corrected ones in the same component as the previous PCA 

(which grouped with other variables reflecting behaviour on prior sentences). Inspection 

of correlations among the items suggested similar interrelatedness among the items of 

this component before and after the data extraction error was fixed. This approach was 

also considered justifiable on the grounds of face validity (i.e., it made conceptual sense 

to keep these items together) and because the purpose of the PCA was to provide a 

heuristic for organizing the data into meaningful groupings, not to draw any conclusions 

about factor structure.  

From the 278 items, the PCA analyses informed grouping them into 36 

components, with each component having between 2 and 40 items. Additionally, 23 

items did not load on any component. Once items were grouped together into empirical 

and/or conceptual clusters of components, each component was examined in detail to 

make it more parsimonious, thereby reducing the item pool. This involved multiple tasks. 
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Appendix B outlines basic summary data for each original component (e.g., which 

predictors were included, predictive accuracy data for overall sample and 

gender/Aboriginal ancestry subgroups) as well as the key decisions made during item 

reduction, and a final summary of retained variables after backwards elimination 

selection logistic regression analyses. 

Within each component, attempts were made to improve predictive accuracy by 

combining items together or testing different definitions or combinations (e.g., combining 

two dichotomous items into a single three-point item). Continuous predictors (e.g., age at 

admission, sentence length) were made into clumped ordinal predictors so they would be 

easy to score by hand and have a similar weighting system as other items (e.g., ranging 

from 0 to 3 points). Generally, this process involved dividing the values of the continuous 

variable into 10-20 relatively equal-sized groups (e.g., for age, values were divided into 

2-3 year intervals). Then, segregation rates for each group were examined, and groups 

with similar rates of segregation were combined until the variable was reduced to a small 

number of categories. AUC values were examined during this process to guide decisions 

about the optimal cut-points for these items.  

Next, multicollinearity was examined within each component. Although 

correlations of .80 and above among predictors are often considered problematic (Field & 

Miles, 2010), I used a more conservative criteria and considered items redundant when 

the correlations exceeded .70 because correlations among dichotomous items (which 

constituted the vast majority of potential predictor variables) are artificially reduced 

(Babchishin & Helmus, 2014). Decisions about which item to retain among a set of 

redundant items were guided by effect size magnitude, although items were also 
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preferred if they were perceived as easier to define or measure, or if they performed 

better or more consistently for Aboriginal and/or women offenders.   

After items were refined and redundant items removed, a backwards elimination 

model selection logistic regression analysis was performed for each component to further 

reduce the item pool. From these analyses, items were removed if they did not add unique 

predictive value. They were also removed if the direction of the effect reversed once 

other items were controlled for (i.e., Simpson’s Paradox; Tu, Gunnell, & Gilthorpe, 

2008).
10

  For each component, these elimination procedures were conducted separately 

five times: for the overall development sample, as well as for non-Aboriginal men, 

Aboriginal men, non-Aboriginal women, and Aboriginal women. This resulted in five 

different sets of reduced variables within each component, each one designed for a 

specific subgroup or the overall sample. Given the smaller sample size for Aboriginal 

women, a more liberal alpha criterion was used for incremental validity in model 

selection (p < .10). Additionally, given the large sample sizes for the other subgroups, 

some items had significant incremental predictive accuracy even though their removal led 

to a trivial difference in the AUC value for that factor. Judicious decisions were made 

about removing incremental items when their removal was considered to make little 

difference in the predictive accuracy.   

This attempt to make the components more parsimonious reduced the item pool to 

91 items, although not all 91 were identified for any subgroup; specifically, there were 76 

                                                           
10

Items were not removed solely on the basis of the bivariate direction of their relationship to segregation 

(i.e., possible protective factors were included in analyses). Instead, they were removed if the relationship 

reversed directions after controlling for other variables (a statistical effect called Simpson’s Paradox). 

Although this situation is not uncommon when controlling for numerous predictors, having a bivariate 

relationship in one direction and a relationship in the opposite direction for the final scale was considered 

difficult to interpret in practice and would violate the principle of face validity. 
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predictors for the overall development sample, 74 for non-Aboriginal men, 59 for 

Aboriginal men, 57 for non-Aboriginal women, and 52 for Aboriginal women. 

Nonetheless, this was still considered too many to enter into a single logistic regression 

model selection procedure without producing unstable results. As a result, this process 

was repeated, but with combining components together into larger chunks. Specifically, 

items were removed that were redundant or did not add unique predictive value. Analyses 

were conducted for the overall sample as well as each of the subgroups. In these 

iterations, stricter criteria for multicollinearity were applied (correlations of .60 and 

above were considered too high) to reduce reliance on similar predictors. This additional 

restrictiveness for multicollinearity was considered appropriate given the large number of 

candidate variables available and the desire to include as diverse predictors as possible in 

the final scale. Summaries and key decision notes in this second step are included in 

Appendix C. After this stage, there were a total of 64 predictors remaining: 48 for the 

total sample, 45 for non-Aboriginal men, 35 for Aboriginal men, 28 for non-Aboriginal 

men, and 28 for Aboriginal women.  

This process was repeated once again by combining the predictors above into 

three clumps: one for static-focused components, and two for components assessing 

dynamic risk domains (summarized in Appendix D). This led to a final set of 45 potential 

scale items: 27 predictors for the overall sample, 26 predictors for non-Aboriginal men, 

19 for Aboriginal men, 18 for non-Aboriginal women, and 18 for Aboriginal women. 

This was considered a sufficient subset of items for scale development analyses. 

Table 9 summarizes the predictive accuracy (using AUCs and 95% CIs) for the 

final set of 45 predictors that were used in scale development. Even though not all  
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Table 9 

Final 45 Items Used in Scale Development (Development Sample) 

 Total Sample Non-Aboriginal 

Men 

Aboriginal Men Non-Aboriginal 

Women 

Aboriginal 

Women 

 AUC 95% CI AUC 95% CI AUC 95% CI AUC 95% CI AUC 95% CI 

Previous youth convictions (4 categories) .653 .641 .664 .641 .627 .655 .655 .628 .681 .584 .545 .623 .654 .596 .712 

Age at admission (4 categories) .628 .617 .639 .627 .614 .640 .628 .603 .652 .608 .570 .645 .603 .550 .657 

Failure during community supervision .594 .584 .604 .592 .580 .605 .523 .501 .544 .653 .615 .692 .568 .516 .621 

Number of prior convictions (now 3 categories) .615 .605 .626 .610 .598 .623 .547 .526 .568 .649 .609 .689 .586 .535 .637 

Prior violence (assault, robbery) .618 .608 .628 .608 .595 .621 .552 .532 .572 .665 .626 .704 .605 .554 .656 

Weapons used against prior victims .577 .567 .587 .565 .553 .576 .560 .535 .584 .570 .540 .601 .573 .522 .625 

Segregation for disciplinary infractions .629 .619 .640 .625 .611 .638 .618 .593 .642 .635 .598 .672 .597 .546 .648 

Reclassified to higher level of security .573 .564 .582 .572 .561 .583 .559 .538 .580 .559 .531 .586 .576 .536 .616 

Past sentence – any admissions to admin. seg. .591 .582 .600 .593 .582 .605 .580 .559 .602 .566 .538 .594 .548 .514 .582 

Violence used against current victim .588 .577 .599 .577 .564 .590 .562 .537 .586 .606 .566 .645 .636 .587 .686 

Sentence length (now 4 categories) .658 .647 .668 .652 .639 .664 .666 .642 .691 .658 .623 .693 .668 .618 .718 

Outstanding charges .590 .579 .600 .585 .572 .598 .582 .558 .606 .565 .530 .601 .616 .565 .666 

Versatility in current offence (newly created item) .654 .643 .666 .657 .643 .671 .601 .575 .628 .669 .625 .713 .663 .607 .718 

Perpetrated spousal violence .522 .511 .532 .516 .503 .528 .463 .438 .488 .548 .514 .583 .534 .479 .589 

Many criminal friends .621 .610 .632 .620 .607 .634 .618 .594 .642 .564 .524 .604 .605 .552 .657 

Affiliated with a gang or organized crime .569 .560 .578 .554 .544 .565 .602 .580 .625 .528 .503 .553 .573 .524 .621 

Relations with parental figure neg. in childhood .567 .556 .578 .559 .545 .572 .572 .548 .596 .594 .555 .632 .533 .480 .586 

Mother or father absent during childhood .566 .553 .578 .564 .549 .580 .568 .541 .596 .520 .478 .561 .522 .465 .579 

Poor relationships, past and present  .544 .531 .558 .537 .520 .554 .554 .524 .585 .540 .495 .584 .543 .483 .602 

Dissatisfied with current relationship .498 .491 .505 .494 .486 .502 .485 .469 .502 .532 .502 .563 .546 .499 .593 

Early age drug use .597 .586 .608 .591 .578 .604 .557 .535 .579 .605 .565 .645 .594 .545 .644 

Has combined the use of different drugs .586 .574 .597 .589 .576 .603 .540 .515 .565 .607 .566 .647 .591 .537 .644 

Diagnosed as disordered in the past .548 .538 .559 .549 .536 .562 .540 .518 .563 .602 .562 .643 .568 .516 .621 

Prescribed medication in the past .554 .541 .566 .551 .536 .566 .559 .532 .587 .623 .585 .662 .607 .554 .660 

Received outpatient services in the past 

 

.523 .513 .533 .520 .508 .533 .504 .482 .525 .620 .579 .662 .562 .507 .616 

Table 9 continues on next page 
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Table 9 continued                

 
Total Sample Non-Aboriginal 

Men 

Aboriginal Men Non-Aboriginal 

Women 

Aboriginal 

Women 

 AUC 95% CI AUC 95% CI AUC 95% CI AUC 95% CI AUC 95% CI 

History of suicide attempts or self-injury (flag) .529 .522 .536 .524 .516 .532 .528 .512 .544 .553 .522 .584 .578 .536 .620 

Concentration problems .565 .553 .577 .558 .543 .572 .563 .536 .591 .585 .545 .625 .592 .534 .650 

Difficulty solving interpersonal problems .582 .572 .592 .573 .561 .585 .548 .528 .568 .616 .579 .654 .614 .566 .663 

Frequently acts in aggressive manner .644 .633 .654 .637 .624 .650 .604 .581 .627 .656 .617 .696 .620 .568 .672 

Low frustration tolerance .621 .610 .632 .617 .604 .630 .586 .561 .610 .666 .627 .706 .634 .583 .686 

Displays narrow and rigid thinking .596 .585 .607 .585 .572 .599 .582 .557 .606 .594 .556 .633 .619 .565 .673 

Hostile .589 .579 .599 .586 .573 .598 .550 .526 .573 .620 .584 .657 .622 .569 .675 

Engages in thrill-seeking behaviour .581 .570 .592 .578 .564 .591 .582 .557 .606 .554 .516 .592 .603 .550 .657 

Attitudes support instrumental/goal-oriented  

     violence 
.638 .628 .649 .634 .621 .647 .610 .586 .634 .604 .568 .641 .614 .560 .668 

Impulsive .577 .569 .585 .577 .567 .586 .545 .530 .560 .595 .563 .627 .544 .505 .583 

Difficulty setting long-term goals .602 .591 .612 .594 .581 .606 .586 .564 .607 .605 .565 .644 .593 .539 .647 

No crime free period of 1 year or more .572 .563 .581 .566 .555 .577 .576 .554 .599 .532 .505 .558 .558 .517 .598 

Lacks skill area/trade/profession .598 .587 .610 .602 .587 .617 .589 .564 .615 .586 .547 .625 .561 .518 .603 

Unemployed 50% of the time or more .601 .590 .613 .598 .582 .613 .580 .555 .606 .642 .607 .676 .585 .549 .620 

No employment history .559 .551 .568 .554 .544 .564 .559 .540 .579 .571 .538 .604 .609 .557 .660 

Job history unstable .595 .585 .604 .591 .579 .604 .561 .542 .580 .634 .602 .667 .577 .540 .613 

Unstable accommodation .581 .570 .592 .578 .564 .591 .554 .529 .579 .614 .574 .655 .594 .540 .648 

Disrespects personal/public/commercial property  .613 .603 .624 .609 .596 .622 .603 .580 .627 .596 .557 .635 .562 .512 .611 

Low education .576 .563 .589 .573 .557 .590 .512 .484 .541 .593 .548 .639 .544 .488 .600 

Displays negative attitudes to correctional systems .616 .605 .627 .610 .597 .623 .583 .559 .607 .629 .590 .667 .582 .528 .635 

Note. Values in bold indicate that the predictor was retained in the final stage of scale development for that subgroup (or for the overall sample).
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predictors were included in scale development for all subgroups, the results for each 

predictor and each subgroup (and the overall development sample) are included in Table 

9. This is partly because a scale item may still have good predictive accuracy for 

subgroups even if it did not demonstrate incremental accuracy over other items it was 

compared to during the item reduction stages. AUCs in bold note that the predictor was 

retained as a candidate for the scale for that sample subgroup.  

Of the 45 potential scale items, almost all were significant predictors of 

segregation for the total sample and all subgroups. Only one item (whether the offender 

was dissatisfied with their current romantic relationship) did not predict for the overall 

sample and for non-Aboriginal men. Three items (relationship dissatisfaction, receipt of 

outpatient services in the past, and low education
11

) were not predictive for Aboriginal 

men, and a fourth item showed significant predictive accuracy in the opposite direction 

compared to other groups (for Aboriginal men, having perpetrated spousal violence 

decreased the risk of being placed in segregation). Two items (parent absent during 

childhood and past/present relationship history
12

) were non-predictive for non-Aboriginal 

women. For Aboriginal women, 6 of the 45 items did not reach statistical significance 

(perpetrated spousal violence, negative relationship with parents during childhood, parent 

absent during childhood, past/present relationship history, dissatisfied with current 

relationship, and low education). 

For the items in Table 9, virtually all effect sizes were small or lower in 

magnitude (AUCs below .64), and none were large (AUCs of .71 and above). In the total 

                                                           
11

 This was a trichotomous item assessing whether offenders had graduated high school, completed grade 

10 but not high school, or had less than grade 10 education. 
12

This was a trichotomous item indicating, at assessment, whether the offender had never been married or 

common-law, was currently single but had been married/common-law in the past, or had a current spouse 

or common-law partner. 
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sample, only 4 of the 45 items had a moderate effect size (previous youth convictions, 

sentence length, versatility in current offences, and frequently acts in aggressive manner). 

For non-Aboriginal men, and Aboriginal women, three reached moderate effect sizes: 

previous youth convictions, sentence length, and criminal versatility. For Aboriginal men, 

only two (previous youth convictions and sentence length) reached that threshold. For 

non-Aboriginal women, in contrast, 8 of 45 items (18%) had moderate effect sizes: 

failure during community supervision, number of prior convictions, prior violence, 

sentence length, criminal versatility, frequently acts in aggressive manner, low frustration 

tolerance, and unemployed 50% of the time or more. Figure 1 provides a visual summary 

of the AUCs by gender and Aboriginal ancestry. The pattern of lower AUC values for 

Aboriginal offenders is more prominent for men than for women. 

Scale Development 

With the predictors decreased to a smaller number to facilitate interpretable 

multiple logistic regression analyses, scale construction could proceed. Backwards 

stepwise selection procedures in logistic regression were used to guide scale 

development, but were not the sole criteria that was considered. Depending on the 

subgroup being analyzed, statistical power varied substantially. Consequently, each 

potential model was explored by adding and removing items that were nearly incremental 

or were incremental but had smaller odds ratios than the other items. Additionally, 

exploratory analyses were used to develop empirically-informed rules for each scale 

option regarding how many items could be missing without experiencing a notable drop 

in predictive accuracy.
13

 

                                                           
13

 Missing data analyses explored predictive accuracy for subsamples where information was missing for 

one or more item. If there was a sufficient sample size (e.g., 100+) with missing data and the accuracy was 
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Figure 1. AUCs for reduced set of predictors (presented in Table 9), separated by gender 

and Aboriginal ancestry subgroups. 

                                                                                                                                                                             
comparable to cases with all item scores, then the missing information was considered acceptable. For 

numbers of missing items where the predictive accuracy notably deteriorated (or there was insufficient data 

to examine the impact of missing information), that amount of missing information was considered not 

appropriate for that scale option. 
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In scale development, the overriding principle was that the simplest option was 

preferred as long it did not result in a meaningful loss of predictive accuracy. For 

example, items adding incremental predictive accuracy could still be deleted if their 

removal resulted in a trivial drop in the AUC (a drop of approximately .005). Continuous 

items were reduced to the smallest number of categories possible without meaningfully 

reducing accuracy. Simple item weights were favoured over more complicated 

procedures. Aside from ease of use, avoiding more precise weighting systems would also 

reduce complications when applied across different offender subgroups, given that the 

previous interaction analyses found that not all items predicted with the same magnitude 

of effect across subgroups. Consequently, item weights were kept as simple as possible 

unless the evidence strongly supported an alteration. The only alteration that was justified 

by the data was for the item of current sentence length (after controlling for other items, 

the odds ratio for this item was much larger than all other items). Exploration of the data 

revealed an unusually strong difference in segregation rates for the two categories with 

the shortest sentence length (two years compared to more than two years but less than 

three years). Consequently, the item weights were changed from 0, 1, 2, 3 to 0, 2, 3, 4, 

effectively giving more weight to the difference between the first two categories 

(Appendix E lists the definition for each category of this item). 

Scale development was an iterative process of exploring results by adding, 

removing, and refining items. Consequently, only the most promising possible scales 

from the development sample will be presented. The sections below summarize scale 

development for different strategies of scales (e.g., static scale, dynamic scale, static + 
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dynamic scale, scales developed for unique subgroups of offenders). Unless specified 

otherwise, scale construction was explored for the total development sample. 

Static risk scale. The first option developed was a static risk scale that can be 

scored quickly with objective and commonly available information (e.g., offender 

demographic information, basic criminal history, and current convictions), without 

requiring an offender interview
14

 or review of social/personal history information. The 

intent was to generate the most efficient and practical possible scale that maintained good 

predictive accuracy. 

From the 27 predictors remaining for the total development sample after the item 

reduction process described above (see Table 9), 9 were considered candidates for a 

straightforward static scale. These items included age at admission (reduced to 4 

categories), number of prior convictions (from the Custody Rating Scale, but reduced 

down to 3 categories), prior violence (from the SFA), segregation for disciplinary 

infractions (from the SFA), any admission to administrative segregation in a previous 

federal sentence (pulled directly from segregation admissions data for prior federal 

sentences), violence used against current victim (from the SFA), sentence length (reduced 

to 4 categories), versatility in criminal offences (reduced to 4 categories from current 

conviction data), and no crime free period of 1 year or more (from the SFA). 

Combining all items together into a logistic regression model produced a Harrell’s 

c index of .800, with all items demonstrating significant incremental validity. Note that 

this accuracy is derived by combining all items into the model using optimal logistic 

regression weights for each individual item. This is not necessarily the same as the 

                                                           
14

 Although CSC does conduct an offender interview before scoring the SFA and CRS, the items 

considered for this static risk scale would not necessarily require an interview. 
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accuracy that would be achieved by summing the items together into a single total score 

(using simple item weights). After comparing the odds ratios of individual items, the 

criminal versatility item was reduced from four categories to three categories, and the 

sentence length item weights were adjusted, as described above. With these adjustments, 

and removing three of the items (segregation for disciplinary infractions, violence against 

current victim, no crime free period of 1 or more years), the model had a Harrell’s c 

index of .794, which was remarkably close to the original model with all nine static 

items. Selective removal of additional items suggested non-trivial impact on predictive 

accuracy, so they were all retained.  

Predictive accuracy of these items was previously presented in Table 9 (adjusting 

the item weights for sentence length did not alter the AUCs from Table 9 because the 

number and rank order of categories remained the same), except for criminal versatility, 

where the number of categories was reduced from four to three. Table 10 presents the 

AUCs for the revised criminal versatility item (three categories), as well as reproducing 

the values for the old item for comparison purposes. Reductions in predicting accuracy 

were fairly small (e.g., for the total development sample, the AUC was .654 for the four-

category item, compared to .638 for the three-category item). 

To compare the relative incremental contribution of each of the static items, odds 

ratios from the logistic regression model are presented in Table 11 for the overall 

development sample (bivariate AUCs are also presented for comparison purposes– 

reproduced from Tables 9 and 10). As can be seen, the odds ratios (reflecting the increase 

in the odds of segregation for each one-point increase on the item, after controlling for 

the other items) were somewhat similar, ranging between 1.5 and 2.5 (AUCs ranged  
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Table 10 

Predictive Accuracy of Criminal Versatility (Four Categories Compared to Three) 

  Four Categories Three Categories 

Sample N AUC 95% CI AUC 95% CI 

All 10,958 .654 .643 .666 .638 .628 .649 

Non-Aboriginal men 7,404 .657 .643 .671 .640 .627 .653 

Aboriginal men 1,744 .601 .575 .628 .591 .566 .615 

Non-Aboriginal women 1,257 .669 .625 .713 .655 .613 .697 

Aboriginal women 475 .663 .607 .718 .644 .592 .697 

 

 

between .591 and .658). The item with the highest odds ratio was for placements in 

administrative segregation in a prior federal sentence (odds ratio of 2.5; the next highest 

odds ratio was 2.2 for age at admission). Interestingly, however, the same item had the 

lowest AUC value (AUC = .591), reflecting its accuracy before controlling for the other 

items. Despite the larger odds ratio for this item, doubling its weight did not meaningfully 

improve the AUC of a scale summing the items.  

Consequently, the final simple static risk scale included 6 items: age at admission, 

number of prior convictions, placement in administrative segregation in a previous 

federal sentence, sentence length, criminal versatility, and prior convictions for violence 

(full item descriptions are included in Appendix E). Items were worth between 1 and 4 

points each; total scores on this scale can range from 0 to 13 (see Appendix E). Analyses 

suggested that the only item that could be missing for this scale without meaningfully 

degrading predictive accuracy was prior violent convictions.  Consequently, total scores  
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Table 11 

Odds Ratios from Logistic Regression Model with Six Items of the Static Risk Scale 

(Complete Development Sample) 

Item Odds 

Ratio 

95% CI AUC 

Age at admission 2.155 2.010 2.312 .628 

Prior convictions 1.516 1.399 1.643 .615 

Prior violence 1.597 1.413 1.805 .618 

Administrative segregation 

placements in prior federal sentence 

2.503 2.194 2.855 .591 

Sentence length 2.036 1.929 2.149 .658 

Criminal versatility 1.547 1.425 1.678 .654 

Note. The incremental effect of each item was significant (p < .001; obtained from the 

Wald chi-square test). N = 10,304 for the logistic regression analysis, although sample 

sizes for the AUC vary by item, as presented in Table 9. 

 

 

were calculated following these rules (i.e., cases with missing data on any other items 

were not included).  

Examining the individual items included in the static risk scale (already presented 

in Tables 9 and 10), all items demonstrated significant predictive accuracy for all of the 

subgroups. Tests of interactions in Appendix A, however, revealed that the items for prior 

convictions, prior admission to administrative segregation, criminal versatility, and prior 

violence had significantly lower predictive accuracy for Aboriginal offenders. Criminal 

versatility and prior violence had significantly higher predictive accuracy for women.   

Table 12 presents the predictive accuracy (in AUCs) for the total score of this 

scale for the overall development sample as well as subgroups. This scale had a very 

large effect size in predicting administrative segregation within two years of admission 
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(overall AUC = .79).  Predictive accuracy was similar for non-Aboriginal men (AUC = 

.79), non-Aboriginal women (AUC = .80), and Aboriginal women (AUC = .79), though it 

was slightly lower for Aboriginal men (AUC = .76), but still large. All AUCs were 

statistically significant.  

 

Table 12  

Predictive Accuracy of Static Risk Scale (Development Sample) 

Sample N AUC 95% CI 

All 10,935 .794 .785 .803 

Non-Aboriginal men 7,396 .788 .776 .799 

Aboriginal men 1,743 .763 .741 .786 

Non-Aboriginal women 1,249 .805 .771 .839 

Aboriginal women 474 .787 .739 .834 

 

 

Dynamic risk scale. Another scale was developed using items from the 

DFIA/DFIA-R (as well as items assessing related constructs). Although it is referred to as 

a “dynamic” scale, it is important to note that some of the DFIA indicator items are not 

truly dynamic/changeable in nature (e.g., mother or father absent during childhood, early 

age alcohol abuse, combined the use of different drugs, diagnosed as disordered in the 

past). In this context, the dynamic scales are best considered as scales with items that are 

indicators of an underlying dynamic construct. For example, “has combined the use of 

different drugs” is a static item but is clearly an indicator of substance abuse, which is a 

dynamic construct. 
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The optimal dynamic risk scale considered the remaining 18 items for the overall 

development sample (from Table 9) that had not already been used in the static scale 

above. Using backwards elimination selection analyses (removing items that either had 

non-incremental accuracy or did not meaningfully impact accuracy when removed), the 

final scale consisted of eight items, each scored dichotomously (total scores ranged from 

0-8): many criminal friends, combined the use of different drugs, past diagnosis of 

“disordered,” frequently acts in aggressive manner, attitudes support instrumental/goal-

oriented violence, impulsive, no employment history, and disrespects 

personal/public/commercial property. These items were obtained directly from the 

DFIA/DFIA-R, although the final item combines two items (disrespects personal 

belongings and disrespects public/commercial property; the item was scored as present if 

either of the two factors were present). Analyses suggested that up to two items could be 

omitted without substantially altering the predictive accuracy. As such, the total score for 

this scale was calculated for cases with at least six of the eight items. 

Table 13 compares the relative incremental contribution of each of the dynamic 

items (odds ratios), as well as reproducing the bivariate AUCs from Table 9. The odds 

ratios were fairly similar, ranging between 1.3 and 2.1 (AUCs ranged between .548 and 

.644). The item with the highest odds ratio was for having no employment history (odds 

ratio of 2.1 after controlling for the other items); the highest AUC was for frequently 

acting in an aggressive manner. The fluctuations in incremental effect size were not large 

enough to justify changing the weights of any of the items. 

Examining the items, all dynamic items had significant predictive accuracy for all 

subgroups of offenders (see Table 9), although two items had significantly lower  
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Table 13 

Odds Ratios from Logistic Regression Model with Eight Items of the Dynamic Risk Scale 

(Complete Development Sample) 

Item Odds 

Ratio 

95% CI AUC 

Has many criminal friends 1.556 1.377 1.758 .621 

Has combined the use of different 

drugs 

1.265 1.122 1.426 .586 

Past diagnosis of ‘disordered’ 1.352 1.176 1.554 .548 

Frequently acts in aggressive manner 1.862 1.632 2.124 .644 

Attitudes support instrumental/goal-

oriented violence 

1.632 1.429 1.863 .638 

Impulsive 1.507 1.255 1.810 .577 

No employment history 2.058 1.756 2.413 .559 

Disrespects 

personal/public/commercial property 

1.539 1.360 1.741 .613 

Note. All items were scored dichotomously (0 = absent, 1 = present). The incremental 

effect of each item was significant (p < .001; from the Wald chi-square test). N = 7,617 

for the logistic regression analysis, although sample sizes for the AUC vary by item, as 

presented in Table 9. 

 

accuracy for Aboriginal offenders (combined different drugs; frequently aggressive) and 

one item had significantly lower accuracy for women offenders (has many criminal 

friends; subgroup differences were obtained from interaction tests in Appendix A).  

Table 14 presents the predictive accuracy (in AUCs) for the total score of the 

dynamic scale for the overall development sample as well as subgroups. The dynamic 

scale had a large effect size in predicting administrative segregation (overall AUC = .72). 

Predictive accuracy was similar for non-Aboriginal men (AUC = .72), non-Aboriginal 

women (AUC = .74), and Aboriginal women (AUC = .71), but notably lower for  

Aboriginal men (AUC = .68; this would be considered a moderate effect size). Despite 
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Table 14  

Predictive Accuracy of Dynamic Risk Scale (Development Sample) 

Sample N AUC 95% CI 

All 10,306 .722 .711 .733 

Non-Aboriginal men 6,922 .718 .704 .731 

Aboriginal men 1,700 .681 .655 .706 

Non-Aboriginal women 1,159 .738 .700 .777 

Aboriginal women 458 .710 .654 .766 

 

 

the good performance of this risk scale, all AUCs were meaningfully lower than for the 

static risk scale (which had AUCs ranging between .76 and .80). 

 Static + dynamic scale. Logistic regression analyses found that the dynamic risk 

scale added significant incremental predictive accuracy to the static risk scale (N = 

10,192 cases with both scales, keeping in mind the rules for missing item data established 

earlier). After controlling for the static risk scale, each one-point increase in the dynamic 

risk scale increased the odds of segregation by 1.21 times (95% CI of 1.17 to 1.25, Wald 

= 144.2, p < .001). The incremental effect of the dynamic scale was, however, considered 

small; in comparison, after controlling for the dynamic scale, each one-point increase in 

the static risk scale increased the odds of segregation by 1.65 times (95% CI of 1.60 to 

1.70, Wald = 923.5, p < .001). The Harrell’s c index for this model (where the optimal 

logistic regression weights for the two scales was used) was .800, which was comparable 

to the AUC value for the static scale alone (.794), suggesting that the added value of the 

dynamic information was small. 
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Nonetheless, given the statistically significant incremental effect, the next scale 

option attempted to combine the static and dynamic scales together. Simply summing the 

two scales resulted in a total score with a trivially lower AUC (.792) than the static scale 

total score alone (.794), likely because the simple summation of scores overweighted the 

dynamic scale relative to its incremental predictive accuracy.  

Instead, a new item was created based on the dynamic scale, and this item was 

added to the static scale. Offenders with 0 to 1 point on the dynamic scale were scored 0 

on the new dynamic need item (low need), offenders with 2 to 4 points on the dynamic 

scale received a score of 1 on the dynamic item (moderate need), and offenders with 5 or 

more points on the dynamic scale received a score of 2 (high need). Decisions about cut-

points on this item were informed by inspecting the score-wise increases in segregation 

rates and identifying scores associated with the most meaningful increases, while 

remaining mindful of the need for plausible distributions among the three groups (e.g., 

>10% per need group). Specifically, 7% of low need offenders were admitted to 

segregation, compared to 23% of moderate need offenders, and 46% of high need 

offenders. The cut-points on this new item divided the overall development sample into a 

distribution of roughly 24% scoring low dynamic need, 49% scoring moderate need, and 

27% scoring high need.  

Table 15 presents the predictive accuracy (AUCs) of the three-category dynamic 

need item (for the total development sample and the subgroups), and includes the AUCs 

of the full dynamic scale total score (reproduced from Table 14) for comparison 

purposes. In the overall sample, the AUC for the full dynamic scale (scores ranging from 
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0 to 8) went from .722 to .695 when reduced to a three-point scale. The magnitude of the 

decrease was similar for offender subgroups as well. 

Table 16 presents the predictive accuracy (in AUCs) for the total score of the 

combined scale (adding the dynamic need item to the static scale) for the overall 

development sample as well as subgroups. The combined scale had a large effect size in  

predicting administrative segregation (overall AUC = .80). Predictive accuracy was 

similar or higher for non-Aboriginal men (AUC = .79), non-Aboriginal women (AUC = 

.82), and Aboriginal women (AUC = .80), but slightly lower for Aboriginal men (AUC = 

.77). These AUCs were all notably higher than for the dynamic scale, but they were only 

trivially different from the static risk scale (AUCs presented in Table 12). For the overall 

sample, the AUC for the static scale was .794, compared to .798 for the combined scale. 

The largest difference between the static and combined scale was for Aboriginal women 

(AUC = .787 compared to .805, respectively). 

 

 

Table 15 

Predictive Accuracy of 3-Category Dynamic Need Item (Compared to full Dynamic 

Scale) 

  3-Category Need Item Dynamic Scale 

Sample N AUC 95% CI AUC 95% CI 

All 10,306 .695 .685 .705 .722 .711 .733 

Non-Aboriginal men 6,922 .691 .678 .704 .718 .704 .731 

Aboriginal men 1,700 .655 .631 .679 .681 .655 .706 

Non-Aboriginal women 1,159 .714 .678 .750 .738 .700 .777 

Aboriginal women 458 .690 .639 .742 .710 .654 .766 
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Table 16  

Predictive Accuracy of Combined (Static Scale + Dynamic Item) Risk Scale 

(Development Sample) 

Sample N AUC 95% CI 

All 10,192 .798 .789 .808 

Non-Aboriginal men 6,842 .791 .779 .803 

Aboriginal men 1,685 .768 .746 .791 

Non-Aboriginal women 1,149 .816 .782 .850 

Aboriginal women 449 .805 .758 .853 

 

Static risk scales for offender subgroups. Attempts were made to develop static 

risk scales specifically for Aboriginal men, non-Aboriginal women, and Aboriginal 

women. These scales followed the same procedures described above for the overall static 

risk scale, but using only cases from the subgroup of interest in the development sample, 

and using the sets of predictor variables identified for that subgroup in the previous item 

reduction stages. Despite the finding that some of the static items showed significant 

differences in predictive accuracy among the subgroups, it was not possible to create 

static scales specific to each group that had meaningfully better predictive accuracy 

compared to the overall static scale. Additionally, attempts to develop an overall scale for 

each group (disregarding the distinction between static and dynamic risk factors) also did 

not yield higher predictive accuracy than the scales previously described. These options 

were not pursued further. It was possible, however, to develop dynamic risk scales that 

had meaningfully better predictive accuracy for the subgroups (described below).  

Dynamic scales for offender subgroups. Separate dynamic risk scales were 

developed for each offender subgroup following the same methods as the overall 
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dynamic scale, but using items identified for that subgroup during the item reduction 

process. All items were dichotomous, unless noted otherwise. For non-Aboriginal men, 

the optimal dynamic risk scale contained 11 items. For Aboriginal men, it contained eight 

items. For non-Aboriginal women, the optimal scale contained only six items, although 

one item was created by combining two related items—no employment history and 

unstable job history—to create a trichotomous item (defined in Table 17). For Aboriginal 

women, the optimal dynamic scale included nine items.  

Table 17 lists the dynamic items in the overall dynamic scale (presented above) as 

well as the scales specifically designed for each subgroup. There is moderate overlap in 

the items included in each scale, and more general overlap in the domains being assessed. 

Of the 22 items reflected in at least one of the dynamic risk scales, all but three were 

significantly predictive of segregation (see Table 9) among all subgroups. The item 

reflecting dissatisfaction with current relationship significantly predicted segregation only 

for female offenders (Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal). Having received outpatient 

services in the past did not predict for Aboriginal male offenders. Lastly, having not 

graduated high school was not predictive for Aboriginal offenders of either gender. The 

similarity in predictive accuracy among subgroups means that although the logistic 

regression models picked slightly different combinations of items to produce the most 

predictive scale, few of the items were truly unique predictors for any subgroup. For non-

Aboriginal men and Aboriginal men, up to two missing items were allowed. For 

Aboriginal men and non-Aboriginal women, exploratory analyses suggested no more 

than one missing item should be allowed. 
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Table 17  

Items in Dynamic Risk Scales 

 Overall Non-

Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal 

men 

Non-

Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

Has many criminal friends Y  Y   

Affiliated with a gang or  

     organized crime 

 Y Y  Y 

Has combined the use of different  

     drugs 

Y Y   Y 

Dissatisfied with current  

     relationship 

    Y 

History of suicide attempts or self- 

     injury 

    Y 

Received outpatient services in the  

     past 

   Y  

Diagnosed as disordered in the  

     past 

Y     

Frequently acts in aggressive  

     manner 

Y Y Y Y Y 

Low frustration tolerance    Y  

Difficulty solving interpersonal  

     problems 

    Y 

Attitudes support instrumental  

     /goal- oriented violence 

Y Y Y Y  

Engages in thrill-seeking  

     behaviour 

  Y   

Hostile  Y   Y 

Impulsive Y Y    

Difficulty setting long-term goals  Y    

Did not graduate high school  Y    

Lacks skill area/trade/profession  Y Y   

Has no employment history Y Y Y Y
a
 

(combined) 

Y 

Job History unstable     

Disrespects personal, public, or  

     commercial  property 

Y Y Y   

Displays negative attitudes to  

     correctional  systems 

   Y  

Has concentration problems     Y 

Table notes. Y = This item was included in the scale for this group of offenders. 
a
 = In this scale, 

the items of “no employment history” and “job history unstable” were combined into a single 

item measured on a 3-point scale (0 = stable job history, 1 = unstable job history, 2 = no job 

history). 
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 Table 18 presents the AUCs for the dynamic scales unique to the subgroups of 

offenders (e.g., the accuracy of the scale designed for non-Aboriginal men with non-

Aboriginal men). For comparison purposes, the overall dynamic scale (developed without 

taking into account subgroup differences) is included in Table 18. For non-Aboriginal  

men, who make up the majority of the development sample, both the overall and 

subgroup-specific dynamic scale had an AUC of .72. For all other subgroups, however, 

the subgroup-specific dynamic scale showed a non-trivial advantage over the overall 

dynamic scale. For example, for Aboriginal men, the overall dynamic scale had an AUC 

of .68, whereas the dynamic scale designed specifically for Aboriginal men had an AUC 

of .71. For non-Aboriginal and Aboriginal women, the overall dynamic scale had large 

AUCs to begin with, but the subgroup-specific scales had even larger AUCs. 

Static + Unique Dynamic. Following what was done with the combined scale 

developed for the overall development sample, the next scale option explored adding an  

item reflecting overall dynamic need (0 = low, 1 = moderate, and 2 = high) to the static 

 

Table 18 

Predictive Accuracy of Subgroup Dynamic Scale (Compared to Overall Dynamic Scale) 

  Subgroup Dynamic Scale  Overall Dynamic Scale 

Sample N AUC 95% CI AUC 95% CI 

Non-Aboriginal men 6,731 .718 .704 .732 .718 .704 .731 

Aboriginal men 1,649 .710 .684 .735 .681 .655 .706 

Non-Aboriginal women 1,151 .777 .738 .816 .738 .700 .777 

Aboriginal women 455 .751 .698 .803 .710 .654 .766 

Note. Sample sizes for the overall dynamic scale fluctuate slightly from what is shown in 

this table. For exact sample sizes for that scale, see Table 14. 
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scale.
15

 This scale option represented the same static risk scale developed for all 

offenders (given that it was not possible to meaningfully improve static predictive 

accuracy for subgroups), as well as a dynamic needs item, where the particular dynamic 

predictors contributing to that item were scored based on the dynamic scale that was 

designed specifically for that subgroup. This means that the scale would differ between 

subgroups on the dynamic needs item only.  

The best way of creating three-point dynamic needs item from the subgroup-

specific dynamic scales was not obvious, given that the scales varied in item number and 

composition. Cut-scores were developed by examining the rates of segregation for each 

point on the subgroup-specific dynamic scale, and identifying cut-scores associated with 

the largest increases in segregation rates, while still ensuring adequate distribution of the 

sample (i.e., at least 8% of the sample in each category), and trying to approximate 

comparable segregation rates for low/moderate/high need groups across subgroups (e.g., 

if the overall segregation rate for non-Aboriginal men was 25%, then the moderate needs 

group should have a segregation rate not too far from 25%, and the low and high needs 

groups would be those that reflect meaningful departures in segregation rates).
16

 

Using this combined scale option, where the dynamic item was designed to maximize 

accuracy for the offender based on their gender and Aboriginal ancestry, the overall AUC 

                                                           
15

 Given the particularly strong effect sizes of the subgroup-specific dynamic scale for women offenders, 

attempts were made to develop a four-point dynamic needs item for this group. However, predictive 

accuracy of the combined scale was trivially different regardless of whether the dynamic needs item 

included three or four categories. Consequently, the simplest option (a dynamic need item with three levels) 

was retained for all subgroups. 
16 For non-Aboriginal men, the full dynamic scale could range from scores of 0-11. Scores of 0-4 were 

considered low needs, 5-7 were moderate needs, and ≥8 were considered high needs. For Aboriginal men, 

the full dynamic scale could range from scores of 0-8. Scores of 0-2 were considered low needs, 3-5 were 

moderate needs, and ≥6 were considered high needs. For non-Aboriginal women, the full dynamic scale 

could range from scores of 0-7. Scores of 0-2 were considered low needs, 3-4 were moderate needs, and ≥5 

were considered high needs. For Aboriginal women, the full dynamic scale could range from scores of 0-9. 

Scores of 0-2 were considered low needs, 3-4 were moderate needs, and ≥5 were considered high needs. 
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was .802 (see Table 19), which was nearly identical to the static scale plus the overall 

dynamic item (AUC = .798), and trivially higher than the static scale alone (AUC = 

.794). Within the other subgroups, however, slightly larger improvements were noted for 

the static scale combined with the subgroup-specific item, but the improvements 

remained small. For Aboriginal women, the subgroup-specific dynamic item increased 

the AUC for the combined scale from .805 to .812. 

Summary of Scale Development 

 After considerable exploratory analyses, five different scale approaches were 

presented: a static scale, a dynamic scale, a combined scale (includes the static scale plus 

a dynamic needs item), subgroup-specific dynamic scales, and a combined scale using the 

subgroup-specific dynamic needs items. For the total development sample and all 

subgroups, the highest AUCs were consistently found for the combined scale using the  

overall static scale and the subgroup-specific dynamic needs items. This scale was 

 

Table 19 

Predictive Accuracy of Static + Dynamic Scales 

  Static + Subgroup 

Dynamic Scale  

Static + Overall 

Dynamic Scale 

Sample N AUC 95% CI AUC 95% CI 

All 9,879 .802 .792 .811 .798 .789 .808 

Non-Aboriginal men 6,657 .793 .781 .805 .791 .779 .803 

Aboriginal men 1,635 .777 .754 .799 .768 .746 .791 

Non-Aboriginal women 1,141 .829 .796 .862 .816 .782 .850 

Aboriginal women 446 .812 .765 .860 .805 .758 .853 

Note. Sample sizes for the static + overall dynamic scale fluctuate slightly from what is 

shown in this table. For exact sample sizes for that scale, see Table 16. 
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conceptually the most well-developed, including both static and dynamic risk factors and 

was responsive to differences between subgroups, which presents advantages in terms of 

defensible policy. However, the AUCs of this subgroup-responsive combined scale were 

only trivially higher than a similar option using an overall dynamic scale (not unique to 

subgroups), and even to the simple six-item static scale.  

For subgroups, the increases in AUCs going from the static scale to the overall 

combined scale to the subgroup-responsive combined scale were a bit more noticeable 

than the overall sample, but still not particularly large. The largest increases were for 

Aboriginal women, where the static scale had an AUC of .787, the overall combined 

scale had an AUC of .805, and the subgroup-responsive combined scale had an AUC of 

.812. The next set of analyses examined the five scale options in the validation sample. 

Chapter 8 

Scale Validation 

The relative predictive accuracy of the five scales discussed in the previous 

chapter (static scale, overall dynamic scale, combined static scale with an item reflecting 

overall dynamic need, subgroup-specific dynamic scale, and combined static scale with 

subgroup-specific dynamic need item) were examined in the validation sample (N = 

5,591, although sample sizes per scale varied depending on missing information). After a 

final risk scale was selected, additional analyses (e.g., calibration, comparison to other 

scales used by CSC) are provided.   

Table 20 presents the AUCs for the five scale options for the overall validation 

sample and all subgroups. Corresponding AUCs from the development sample (presented  

in the previous chapter) are included for comparison purposes. All AUCs for all scale 
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Table 20 

Comparing Scale Options in Validation Sample to Development Sample 

  Validation Sample Development Sample 

 N AUC 95% CI AUC 95% CI 

Static scale 
       

All 5,501 .801 .788 .814 .794 .785 .803 

Non-Aboriginal men 3,689 .795 .780 .811 .788 .776 .799 

Aboriginal men 885 .768 .736 .799 .763 .741 .786 

Non-Aboriginal women 644 .852 .808 .896 .805 .771 .839 

Aboriginal women 244 .743 .669 .818 .787 .739 .834 

Dynamic scale 
       

All 5,235 .722 .707 .737 .722 .711 .733 

Non-Aboriginal men 3,493 .709 .691 .728 .718 .704 .731 

Aboriginal men 866 .708 .673 .743 .681 .655 .706 

Non-Aboriginal women 603 .796 .746 .846 .738 .700 .777 

Aboriginal women 241 .652 .566 .737 .710 .654 .766 

Static + dynamic item 
       

All 5,180 .804 .791 .817 .798 .789 .808 

Non-Aboriginal men 3,455 .795 .779 .811 .791 .779 .803 

Aboriginal men 860 .780 .749 .812 .768 .746 .791 

Non-Aboriginal women 594 .866 .822 .909 .816 .782 .850 

Aboriginal women 239 .748 .670 .826 .805 .758 .853 

Subgroup-specific 

dynamic scale 

       

All - - - - - - - 

Non-Aboriginal men 3,410 .710 .691 .729 .718 .704 .732 

Aboriginal men 828 .720 .685 .756 .710 .684 .735 

Non-Aboriginal women 599 .764 .704 .823 .777 .738 .816 

Aboriginal women 239 .672 .592 .751 .751 .698 .803 

Static + subgroup-

specific dynamic item 

       

All 5,021 .804 .791 .817 .802 .792 .811 

Non-Aboriginal men 3,372 .794 .778 .811 .793 .781 .805 

Aboriginal men 822 .781 .749 .813 .777 .754 .799 

Non-Aboriginal women 590 .860 .812 .907 .829 .796 .862 

Aboriginal women 237 .772 .697 .846 .812 .765 .860 

Note. N refers to sample size of the validation sample. Sample sizes for development 

sample are available in various tables in the preceeding chapter. 
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options and subgroups are statistically significant. Almost all AUCs are large in the 

validation sample (AUC of .71 or above) – the only exceptions are for the dynamic risk 

scales (overall and subgroup-specific) for some subgroups. 

The expectation was that the predictive accuracy would show some statistical 

shrinkage in the validation sample. However, the AUC for the static scale was slightly 

higher for the overall validation sample (AUC = .80 compared to .79 in the development 

sample) and for all subgroups except for Aboriginal women, where the static scale shrank 

from an AUC of .79 in the development sample to .74 in the validation sample. Notably, 

however, Aboriginal women had the smallest sample size (n = 244 in the validation 

sample), which would contribute to greater fluctuations. Interestingly, most analyses 

showed no statistical shrinkage in the validation sample—effect sizes were equal to or 

greater than the development sample. In the case of Aboriginal women, all scales 

demonstrated non-trivial shrinkage (absolute difference in AUCs ranged from .04 to .08; 

shrinkage was largest for the subgroup-specific dynamic risk scale). In addition to 

Aboriginal women, there was some shrinkage in the overall dynamic scale for non-

Aboriginal men (from .72 to .71), and in the subgroup-specific dynamic scale for all 

subgroups except Aboriginal men.  

The greater shrinkage in the subgroup-specific dynamic scale reduced the 

apparent statistical advantage of the combined scale with the subgroup-specific dynamic 

needs item compared to the combined scale with the overall static and dynamic 

components. Only for Aboriginal men and Aboriginal women did the subgroup-specific 

combined scale show a small improvement in accuracy, but this improvement is difficult 

to interpret. For Aboriginal men, it was trivial (AUC = .780 for the overall combined 
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scale and .781 for the subgroup-specific combination); for Aboriginal women, it appeared 

noticeable (AUC = .748 for overall combined scale and .772 for subgroup-specific 

combination), but the small sample size of Aboriginal women (between 237 to 239, 

depending on the analysis) is conducive to greater fluctuation. 

Delong tests (Delong, Delong, & Clarke-Pearson, 1988) were used to compare the 

AUCs among the static scale, the combined scale (static plus the dynamic item), and the 

subgroup-specific combined scale (see Table 21). The dynamic scales were excluded 

from these analyses because their predictive accuracy was notably lower, meaning they 

would not be recommended for use without a static component anyway. Table 21 

presents the absolute difference in AUC values, and the 95% CI for that difference, as 

well as the chi-square test for the difference score. The row labels indicate the direction 

of the difference score. For example, “static - overall combined” means that the overall 

combined scale was subtracted from the static scale, so a positive difference score would 

denote higher accuracy for the static scale. 

The combined scales using the general dynamic needs item versus the subgroup-

specific dynamic needs items did not differ significantly in their predictive accuracy for 

the overall validation sample or for any of the subgroups examined. The static scale had 

smaller AUCs than either of the combined scales (for the full sample and all subgroups); 

these differences reached statistical significance for the overall validation sample, as well 

as for Aboriginal men and non-Aboriginal women. As was seen in Table 20, however, 

the actual magnitudes of the differences were very small. In Delong tests, the correlation  

between the two measures is taken into account; specifically, as the correlation between 

scales increase, smaller differences in AUCs are required to reach significance.  
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Table 21 

Delong Tests Comparing Differences in AUCs (Validation Sample) 

 n Difference 

in AUCs 

95% CI x
2
 p r 

Static - overall combined       

Total 5,180 -.0067 -.0105 -.0029 12.05 <.001 .974 

Non-Aboriginal men 3,455 -.0042 -.0088 .0005 3.03 .082 .973 

Aboriginal men 860 -.0150 -.0251 -.0048 8.40 .004 .968 

Non-Aboriginal women 594 -.0204 -.0330 -.0078 10.05 .002 .968 

Aboriginal women 239 -.0040 -.0252 .0172 0.14 .710 .969 

        

Static - subgroup-specific combined      

Total 5,021 -.0063 -.0105 -.0020 8.45 .004 .972 

Non-Aboriginal men 3,372 -.0034 -.0086 .0017 1.72 .189 .972 

Aboriginal men 822 -.0164 -.0277 -.0051 8.08 .004 .963 

Non-Aboriginal women 590 -.0143 -.0306 .0019 2.98 .084 .971 

Aboriginal women 237 -.0181 -.0412 .0051 2.34 .126 .953 

        

Overall combined - subgroup-specific combined     

Total 5,020 .0005 -.0029 .0038 0.08 .784 .980 

Non-Aboriginal men 3,371 .0001 -.0031 .0050 0.20 .658 .981 

Aboriginal men 822 -.0022 -.0115 .0071 0.22 .639 .975 

Non-Aboriginal women 590 .0064 -.0057 .0185 1.07 .301 .977 

Aboriginal women 237 -.0148 -.0363 .0067 1.83 .176 .964 

Note. All correlations between the two scales being compared were significant at p < 

.001. 

 

Correlations between the static scale and either of the combined scales (for the total 

validation sample and for subgroups) ranged from .95 to .97, which is exceptionally high. 

Consequently, given how similar the scales are, even tiny differences in predictive 

accuracy would be considered significant, assuming adequate statistical power. From 

Table 21, the largest difference was between the static scale and the combined scale (with 

the general dynamic needs item) for non-Aboriginal women. From Table 20, the AUC for 

the combined scale was .866, compared to .852 for the static scale. 
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Differences in predictive accuracy were compared between offender subgroups 

for the three scales examined in Table 21. Table 22 presents difference scores between 

subgroups and the 95% confidence interval for those differences (confidence intervals 

that do not overlap with 0 reflect significant differences). For all three scales (static, 

combined with general dynamic, and combined with subgroup-specific dynamic), AUCs 

for non-Aboriginal women were significantly higher than all other subgroups. No other 

subgroup comparisons reached statistical significance. 

 

Table 22 

Differences Between Inmate Subgroups 

Comparison Difference 

Score 

95% CI 

Static scale    

Non-Aboriginal men – Aboriginal men .0277 -.0072 .0626 

Non-Aboriginal men – non-Aboriginal women -.0569 -.1035 -.0103 

Non-Aboriginal men – Aboriginal women .0523 -.0236 .1282 

Aboriginal men – non-Aboriginal women -.0846 -.1384 -.0308 

Aboriginal men – Aboriginal women .0246 -.0560 .1052 

Non-Aboriginal women – Aboriginal women .1092 .0229 .1955 

    

Combined with overall dynamic    

Non-Aboriginal men – Aboriginal men .0147 -.0205 .0499 

Non-Aboriginal men – non-Aboriginal women -.0703 -.1167 -.0239 

Non-Aboriginal men – Aboriginal women .0476 -.0322 .1274 

Aboriginal men – non-Aboriginal women -.0850 -.1386 -.0314 

Aboriginal men – Aboriginal women .0329 -.0514 .1172 

Non-Aboriginal women – Aboriginal women .1179 .0284 .2074 

    

Combined with subgroup-specific dynamic    

Non-Aboriginal men – Aboriginal men .0134 -.0226 .0494 

Non-Aboriginal men – non-Aboriginal women -.0652 -.1155 -.0149 

Non-Aboriginal men – Aboriginal women .0228 -.0530 .0986 

Aboriginal men – non-Aboriginal women -.0786 -.1361 -.0211 

Aboriginal men – Aboriginal women .0094 -.0714 .0912 

Non-Aboriginal women – Aboriginal women .0880 .0001 .1761 
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 The next set of analyses tested whether all five scales predicted admissions to 

administrative segregation for a shorter timeframe (1-year post-admission). These 

analyses are presented in Table 23, along with the results for the 2-year observation 

period (previously presented in Table 20). AUCs for all but Aboriginal women were 

statistically significant in predicting segregation placements within 1 year, were moderate 

to large in magnitude, and were lower than the AUCs for the 2-year outcome. The 1-year 

AUCs for Aboriginal women were a bit higher than all 2-year AUCs. Cumulatively, 

Table 23 suggests that accuracy is degraded somewhat for predicting segregation after 

shorter periods of observation, but all scales still performed generally well. 

The scale options were also examined for predicting the two different reasons for 

segregation placements: jeopardizing security versus inmate-in-danger (see Table 24 and 

Figure 2; the subgroup-specific dynamic scale was not examined in this table because 

analyses were performed for the overall sample and not for subgroups). Similar patterns 

emerged: AUCs were similar for all scales except for the dynamic scale, which was 

notably lower. However, AUCs were slightly lower for predicting segregations for 

inmate in danger, which were much less frequent than segregation for jeopardizing 

institutional security. For example, the AUC for the static scale was .80 for predicting 

jeopardizing security segregation and .75 for predicting inmate in danger segregation. All 

AUCs in Table 24 were statistically significant and were large in magnitude, except for 

the dynamic scale in predicting inmate in danger segregation placements, which was a 

moderate effect size. 
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Table 23 

Predictive Accuracy of Scale Options for 1-Year Observation Period 

  1 year post-admission 2 years post-admission 

 N AUC 95% CI AUC 95% CI 

Static scale 
       

All 5,501 .746 .728 .763 .801 .788 .814 

Non-Aboriginal men 3,689 .739 .718 .761 .795 .780 .811 

Aboriginal men 885 .699 .657 .741 .768 .736 .799 

Non-Aboriginal women 644 .820 .764 .876 .852 .808 .896 

Aboriginal women 244 .772 .697 .846 .743 .669 .818 

Dynamic scale 
       

All 5,235 .695 .675 .714 .722 .707 .737 

Non-Aboriginal men 3,493 .681 .657 .705 .709 .691 .728 

Aboriginal men 866 .683 .638 .728 .708 .673 .743 

Non-Aboriginal women 603 .775 .715 .835 .796 .746 .846 

Aboriginal women 241 .692 .581 .803 .652 .566 .737 

Static + dynamic item 
       

All 5,180 .749 .731 .767 .804 .791 .817 

Non-Aboriginal men 3,455 .740 .718 .762 .795 .779 .811 

Aboriginal men 860 .710 .667 .754 .780 .749 .812 

Non-Aboriginal women 594 .837 .783 .891 .866 .822 .909 

Aboriginal women 239 .765 .681 .850 .748 .670 .826 

Subgroup-specific 

dynamic scale 

       

All - - - - - - - 

Non-Aboriginal men 3,410 .686 .662 .711 .710 .691 .729 

Aboriginal men 828 .695 .650 .740 .720 .685 .756 

Non-Aboriginal women 599 .741 .671 .812 .764 .704 .823 

Aboriginal women 239 .730 .640 .821 .672 .592 .751 

Static + subgroup-

specific dynamic item 

       

All 5,021 .754 .736 .772 .804 .791 .817 

Non-Aboriginal men 3,372 .744 .721 .766 .794 .778 .811 

Aboriginal men 822 .720 .676 .764 .781 .749 .813 

Non-Aboriginal women 590 .833 .774 .892 .860 .812 .907 

Aboriginal women 237 .791 .721 .861 .772 .697 .846 
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Table 24  

Scale AUCs for Types of Segregation (Validation Sample) 

 N AUC 95% CI 

Jeopardize security     

     Static scale 5,501 .800 .786 .813 

     Dynamic scale 5,235 .724 .708 .740 

     Static + dynamic item 5,180 .802 .788 .816 

     Static + subgroup dynamic 5,021 .804 .790 .818 

Inmate in danger     

     Static scale 5,501 .746 .726 .765 

     Dynamic scale 5,235 .686 .664 .707 

     Static + dynamic item 5,180 .749 .728 .769 

     Static + subgroup dynamic 5,021 .749 .729 .770 

Note. All AUCs are statistically significant (p < .05). AUC = Area under the curve;  

CI = confidence interval; LL = lower limit; UL = upper limit. 

 

 

Choosing a Risk Scale and Evaluating Research Questions 3 through 5 

Based on these analyses, a final risk scale was chosen for recommended practice 

in consultation with the CSC Working Group for this project. The combined scales were 

the most comprehensive, were more responsive to subgroup differences (when combined 

with a subgroup-specific dynamic item), and had significantly higher accuracy than the 

static scale in some analyses. However, absolute improvements in AUCs over the static 

risk scale were surprisingly small in the validation sample. Additionally, the need for 

gender and ethnicity-responsive scales was not pressing, given that all scale options had 

similar predictive accuracy among gender/Aboriginal ancestry subgroups, with the 

exception of higher accuracy among non-Aboriginal women.  
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Figure 2. AUC values for scale options predicting the two different reasons for 

segregation. 

 

 

Consequently, the static scale was chosen as the most efficient option for applied 

use, with accuracy nearly equivalent to the more complicated scales. In addition to its 

simplicity, all information required to score the items is available early in incarceration, 

before the 60-day window in which intake assessments must be completed and in which 

many inmates may already be placed in administrative segregation. The static risk scale 

was titled the RAST: Risk of Administrative Segregation Tool. 

Research Question 3 asked if there was a need to develop separate scales for non-

Aboriginal men, Aboriginal men, non-Aboriginal women, and Aboriginal women. I 

concluded that was not a need, given comparable accuracy among subgroups (with the 

exception of higher accuracy for non-Aboriginal women). In addition, the dynamic scale 
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developed specifically for subgroups showed more shrinkage than other scale options, 

suggesting that differences in the development sample may have been reflecting chance 

variation more than robust and meaningful subgroup differences. 

In answering Research Question 4, the predictive accuracy of the RAST was high 

(AUCs > .71) in the validation sample, showing remarkably little shrinkage from the 

development sample. In response to Research Questions 5 and 6, the RAST showed 

comparable predictive accuracy for all subgroups, though it was significantly higher for 

non-Aboriginal women, and also showed high accuracy in predicting segregation for the 

two specified reasons for segregation and for segregation placements within one year of 

admission. 

Calibration of the RAST 

 Table 25 and Figure 3 present the results of calibration analyses for the RAST. 

The E/O index is the ratio of expected number of segregation cases (derived from logistic 

regression analyses of the development sample) to observed cases (in the validation 

sample). In the overall validation sample, the number of expected offenders in 

segregation (1,340) was not significantly different than the number of observed cases 

(1,389; E/O index = .96, 95% CI of .91 to 1.02). Specifically, the expected number of 

recidivists represented 96% of the observed number of recidivists. Examining the E/O 

ratios per score on the RAST, note that statistical power is based on the number of 

segregated offenders; consequently, confidence intervals are at their widest for extreme 

scores with a low number of segregated offenders. Scorewise E/O indexes varied 

between .84 and 1.00, demonstrating a pretty close fit to the ideal ratio of 1. All 

differences between observed and expected number of segregated offenders were non-  
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Table 25 

E/O Ratios for RAST Scores (Validation Sample) 

RAST 

score 

N n in seg 

(observed) 

Expected 

p 

Expected 

n in seg 

E/O 95% CI 

0 26 0 .0044 .1 - - - 

1 43 0 .0080 .3 - - - 

2 184 3 .0142 2.6 .87 .28 2.70 

3 349 9 .0253 8.8 .98 .51 1.89 

4 523 24 .0446 23.3 .97 .65 1.45 

5 749 58 .0775 58.0 1.00 .77 1.29 

6 881 131 .1313 115.7 .88 .74 1.05 

7 853 212 .2137 182.3 .86 .75 .98 

8 823 320 .3284 270.3 .84 .76 .94 

9 644 335 .4680 301.4 .90 .81 1.001 

10 335 229 .6128 205.3 .90 .79 1.02 

11 84 62 .7401 62.2 1.00 .78 1.29 

12 7 6 .8367 5.9 .98 .44 2.17 

Total 5,501 1,389 .2435 1,339.5 .96 .91 1.02 

Note. Expected values were derived from logistic regression analyses of the development 

sample. p = probability.  

 

 

significant, except for RAST scores of 7 and 8, where the data in the development sample 

significantly underpredicted the number of segregated cases. For RAST scores of 7, the 

expected segregation rate was 86% of the observed rate, and for scores of 8 the expected 

segregation rate was 84% of the observed rate. 

RAST vs. Other Risk Scales Used by CSC 

Delong tests compared the predictive accuracy of the RAST to other risk scales or 

global assessments already being used by CSC. Specifically, the RAST was compared to  
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Figure 3. E/O index for RAST scores 

 

 

the Static Factors Assessment (SFA), Dynamic Factors Intake Assessment (DFIA),
17

 

Reintegration Potential Rating, Motivation Level Rating, SIR-R1 score, SIR-R1 risk 

category, and Custody Rating Scale score (CRS; see Table 26). Reintegration potential, 

motivation, and SIR-R1 were all reverse-scored so that higher scores reflected higher risk 

(so the direction of AUCs was comparable for all scales). For each of the seven 

comparisons, Table 26 presents the AUC for the RAST and the comparison scale. Each 

analysis is restricted only to cases with scores on both the RAST and the comparison 

scale, so sample sizes fluctuate (for the RAST, AUCs fluctuate between .79 and .80). 

                                                           
17

 Although some offenders were assessed with the original DFIA and some with the DFIA-R, both scales 

produce a summary judgement of low, moderate, or high dynamic need. Consequently, the different 

versions of the scale were combined for this global analysis. 
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Table 26 

Delong Tests Comparing the RAST to Other Scales Used in CSC (Validation Sample) 

Comparison N AUC 95% CI Difference 95% CI x
2
 p r 

RAST 5,232 .797 .784 .810 .1599 .1441 .1757 393.90 <.001 .436 

SFA  .637 .622 .652       

           

RAST 5,213 .796 .784 .810 .1575 .1422 .1728 405.10 <.001 .416 

DFIA  .639 .626 .652       

           

RAST 5,497 .801 .788 .814 .1181 .1027 .1335 226.24 <.001 .496 

Reintegration Potential  .683 .668 .698       

           

RAST 5,497 .801 .788 .814 .1831 .1657 .2004 427.44 <.001 .243 

Motivation Level  .618 .604 .623       

           

RAST 3,724 .794 .778 .809 .1012 .0847 .1178 143.65 <.001 .623 

SIR-R1 full score  .692 .674 .711       

           

RAST 3,724 .794 .778 .809 .1166 .0995 .1337 177.99 <.001 .551 

SIR-R1 risk category  .677 .658 .696       

           

RAST 5,501 .801 .788 .814 .0966 .0818 .1115 162.29 <.001 .524 

CRS  .704 .691 .718       

Note. RAST = Risk of Administrative Segregation Tool; SFA = Static Factors Assessment; DFIA = Dynamic Factors Intake 

Assessment; SIR-R1 = Statistical Information on Recidivism – Revision 1; CRS = Custody Rating Scale. 

All correlations are significant at p < .001.
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Sample sizes are above 5,200 for all analyses, except the SIR-R1 score and risk category 

(because the SIR-R1 is not used for Aboriginal or women offenders in CSC), where the 

sample size drops to 3,724. Table 26 also presents the difference between AUCs, 

including the 95% confidence interval for the difference score and its associated chi-

square test. Lastly, the correlation between the RAST and the comparison scale is 

provided.  

AUCs for the RAST scale were significantly higher in predicting segregation than 

all seven other scales/measures used by CSC (for all differences, p < .001). In addition to 

being statistically significant, all differences were non-trivial in magnitude based on the 

absolute difference in AUCs. AUCs for the seven scales/measures currently used by CSC 

ranged from .62 (for motivation level) to .70 (for the CRS), compared to AUCs of .79 to 

.80 for the RAST (depending on the subset of cases used). The lowest correlation was 

between the RAST and the motivation level (r = .24), whereas the RAST was moderately 

to strongly correlated with the other scales (r’s between .42 and .62). This suggests the 

RAST is converging moderately to strongly with other risk scales used by CSC (except 

for motivation level), but that its accuracy in predicting segregation placements is 

significantly and meaningfully higher.  

Chapter 9 

Normative Data and Potential Risk Categories for the RAST 

If the RAST is used in applied assessments, it would be essential to have 

normative information as well as criteria to determine nominal risk categories (e.g., low 

risk, moderate risk, high risk). To provide these data, the development and validation 

samples were re-combined into an overall normative sample (N = 16,436 cases with 
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scores available on the RAST). Table 27 presents the average score on the RAST for the 

overall sample, as well as offender subgroups. The total score can range from 0-13, 

although the highest score in this dataset was 12.  

The average score was 6.5 (SD = 2.0). Aboriginal men scored 1 point higher on 

the RAST (M = 7.5) and non-Aboriginal women scored about 1 point lower (M = 5.4). 

This is consistent with the earlier finding that Aboriginal men generally had segregation 

rates about 10 percentage points higher (34%) than the overall base rate (24%) and non-

Aboriginal women had segregation rates about 10 percentage points lower (13%). Table 

28 presents Cohen’s d values for differences between all subgroups in their RAST scores. 

The only difference that was not statistically significant was the comparison of non-

Aboriginal men and Aboriginal women. In terms of pooled standard deviations (the 

metric of Cohen’s d), all significant differences between subgroups were roughly half a 

standard deviation in magnitude, with the exception of the comparison between 

Aboriginal men and non-Aboriginal women, where Aboriginal men’s score was roughly 

a full standard deviation higher.   

 

Table 27  

Descriptive Statistics on the RAST 

Group N M SD 

Non-Aboriginal men 11,085 6.51 2.30 

Aboriginal men 2,628 7.52 2.00 

Non-Aboriginal women 1,893 5.36 2.19 

Aboriginal women 718 6.61 2.04 

Total 16,436 6.54 2.30 
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Table 28  

Differences in RAST Scores Between Subgroups 

Group d 95% CI 

Non-Aboriginal men – Aboriginal men -.45 -.49 -.41 

Non-Aboriginal men – non-Aboriginal women .50 .45 .55 

Non-Aboriginal men – Aboriginal women -.04 -.12 .04 

Aboriginal men – non-Aboriginal women 1.04 .98 1.10 

Aboriginal men – Aboriginal women .45 .37 .53 

Non-Aboriginal women – Aboriginal women -.58 -.67 -.49 

 

Percentiles 

Table 29 presents percentile information for the RAST. The shaded row marks the 

median score (7). The table presents the number of offenders with that RAST score, the 

percentage with that score, the cumulative percentile (defined as the percentage of 

inmates with the same score or lower), the percentage with a higher score, and the 

percentage with a lower score. An example of how this information could be used in an 

applied assessment follows:  

“Mr./Ms. XX scored a 3 on the RAST. This means that 11% of CSC inmates are 

expected to have a similar or lower risk score, 5% of CSC inmates would score 

lower on the RAST, and 89% of inmates would score higher (i.e., 89% of inmates 

have a higher risk of being placed in administrative segregation compared to 

Mr./Ms. XX).”  

 

Given the meaningful differences in RAST scores across offender subgroups (noted in 

Tables 27 and 28), separate percentile tables were also produced for each offender 

subgroup (Appendix F). Whether or not to use the overall percentiles table or the 

subgroup-specific tables should depend on the nature of the policies developed to 

implement the RAST. For example, if CSC offered an intervention to the 10% highest  
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Table 29 

 

Frequency and Percentile Information for RAST Scores 

 

RAST 

Total 

Score 

N with 

this score 

% with the 

same 

score 

Cumulative Percentile 

(% with the same 

score or lower) 

% with a 

higher score 

% with a 

lower score 

0 84 1 1 99 0 

1 166 1 2 98 1 

2 513 3 5 95 2 

3 990 6 11 89 5 

4 1,465 9 20 80 11 

5 2,106 13 33 67 20 

6 2,500 15 48 52 33 

7 2,597 16 64 36 48 

8 2,437 15 79 21 64 

9 2,040 12 91 9 79 

10 1,134 7 98 2 91 

11 359 2 99.7 0.3 98 

12 45 0.3 100 0 99.7 

13 0 0 100 0 100 

Total 16,436 100.00    

Note. Shaded row notes the median score. 

 

 

risk offenders, using the overall percentiles table would mean that a smaller proportion of 

women would be eligible for the intervention compared to men, which could be 

considered a disadvantage. However, offering the intervention to the top 10% within each 

subgroup would mean that women with lower risk scores than men would be targeted for 

the intervention, which could also be considered a disadvantage. Consequently, the 

choice of which percentiles table to use should reflect a careful consideration of empirical 

and policy implications. 
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Risk Ratios 

 Other risk scales such as Static-99R (Hanson et al., 2013), Static-2002R 

(Babchishin et al., 2012a), and the Risk Matrix 2000 (Lehmann, Thornton, Helmus, & 

Hanson, 2014) have used hazard ratios from Cox regression analyses to produce risk 

ratios. In this dataset, however, Cox regression analyses were not appropriate given that 

the length of the observation period was fixed for all offenders. Consequently, odds ratios 

from logistic regression were used and transformed into rate ratios (using an online 

calculator available from  http://clincalc.com/Stats/ConvertOR.aspx
18

; for more 

discussion of differences between odds ratios, rate ratios, and hazard ratios, see Hanson et 

al., 2013; Helmus & Hanson, 2011). Once the rate ratio was obtained, risk ratios were 

calculated following the same procedures used by Hanson and colleagues (2013). 

The Hosmer-Lemeshow test was non-significant for the logistic regression 

analysis of the RAST (x
2
 = 7.06, df = 6, p = .316), which indicates that the logistic 

distribution assumption was met (i.e., that the relationship between the RAST scale and 

the odds of segregation followed a logistic distribution). The odds ratio for the predictive 

accuracy of the RAST was 1.814 (95% CI of 1.773 to 1.857), indicating that on average, 

each one-unit increase in RAST scores was associated with a 1.8 times increase in the 

odds of being placed in administrative segregation within two years. This odds ratio was 

roughly equivalent to a rate ratio of 1.511. 

Following Hanson and colleagues (2013), the median score was selected as the 

reference category for risk ratios. Calculated risk ratios per RAST score are presented in 

Table 30. Given that no offenders scored 13 on the scale, rate ratios were not produced  

                                                           
18

 The prevalence rate used in the online calculator was the overall base rate of segregation in the analysis 

(24.65%). 
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Table 30 

Risk Ratios for RAST Scores 

RAST Score Risk Ratio 

0 .06 

1 .08 

2 .13 

3 .19 

4 .29 

5 .44 

6 .66 

7 1.00 

8 1.51 

9 2.28 

10 3.45 

11 5.21 

12 7.88 

   

 

for this score. An example of interpreting a risk ratio for a score below the median could 

be  

“Mr./Ms. XX scores a 3 on the RAST. Offenders with a score of 3 have roughly 

one fifth the rate of segregation compared to offenders with a RAST score of 7, 

which is the median score.”  

 

An example of interpreting a risk ratio for a score above the median could be  

“Mr./Ms. XX scores a 10 on the RAST. Offenders with a score of 10 are roughly 

3.5 times as likely to be placed in segregation compared to offenders with a 

RAST score of 7, which is the median score.”  

 

Given that few differences were found in the predictive accuracy of the RAST for 

subgroups of offenders (with the exception of slightly higher accuracy for non-Aboriginal 

women), separate tables of risk ratios were not produced for each subgroup. 
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Absolute Probability Estimates 

Table 31 presents the observed rate of segregation for each RAST score, as well 

as the predicted segregation rates (and 95% CIs) produced from logistic regression. 

Likely due to the large sample size and good fit of the data to a logistic distribution (i.e., 

non-significant Hosmer-Lemeshow test, as reported above), the predicted segregation 

rates were remarkably similar to the observed rates (often within one percentage point). 

The confidence intervals were also extremely narrow. Given the large sample sizes of the 

normative data, using observed segregation rates will likely be sufficient for most 

reporting purposes, unless it is considered necessary to report a confidence interval with 

the estimate. An example of how this table could be used in practice would be as follows:  

“Mr./Ms. XX scored a 6 on the RAST. In previous data, 13% of offenders with 

this score were subsequently placed in administrative segregation within two 

years of admission.” 

 

To determine whether separate recidivism estimates would be advisable for 

subgroups of offenders, the observed rate of segregation per RAST score was plotted 

separately based on gender/Aboriginal ancestry subgroups (presented in Figure 4). For 

scores of 0 through 9 (which represent 91% of the total sample), the rates of segregation 

per risk score were remarkably similar across the four subgroups. Some differences 

emerged for the highest risk scores, but the sample sizes were too small, particularly in 

the subgroups of women, to provide meaningful estimates of segregation rates for those 

scores. Overall, the graph suggests that the different rates of segregation rates among the 

subgroups are adequately addressed by the RAST scores. In other words, although 

subgroups differ in their segregation rates and average RAST score, the absolute risk 

associated with each RAST score is similar across gender and Aboriginal ancestry. 
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Table 31  

Expected Rates of Segregation Per RAST Score 

 Observed data Logistic regression analyses 

RAST 

Total 

Score 

N  N seg Segregation 

rate (%) 

Predicted 

segregation 

rate (%) 

95% CI 

0 84 0 0.0 0.4 0.4 0.5 

1 166 0 0.0 0.8 0.7 0.9 

2 513 7 1.4 1.4 1.2 1.6 

3 990 27 2.7 2.6 2.3 2.9 

4 1,465 62 4.2 4.6 4.2 5.0 

5 2,106 186 8.8 8.0 7.5 8.6 

6 2,500 325 13.0 13.7 13.0 14.4 

7 2,597 566 21.8 22.4 21.6 23.1 

8 2,437 866 35.5 34.3 33.4 35.2 

9 2,040 1,007 49.4 48.7 47.4 49.9 

10 1,134 699 61.6 63.2 61.7 64.8 

11 359 267 74.4 75.7 74.1 77.3 

12+ 45 40 88.9 85.0 83.6 86.3 

Total 16,436 4,052 24.6 24.6   

 

 

Possible Nominal Risk Categories  

Total scores on risk assessment scales are commonly used to group offenders into 

nominal risk categories (e.g., low risk, moderate risk, high risk). Most risk scales have 3, 

4, or 5 nominal risk categories. In other risk scales, the criteria for designating these risk 

categories have been fairly arbitrary (Babchishin & Hanson, 2009). Some scales create 

nominal risk categories with no justification (e.g., Static-99; Hanson & Thornton, 2000).  

For other scales, the justification has been as simple as creating categories based on equal 

intervals of scores (e.g., VRAG/SORAG; Quinsey et al., 2006). Not surprisingly then, 

there is little consensus on what is meant by “low,” “moderate,” or “high” risk (Hilton et 

al., 2008) and it is not uncommon for offenders to be placed in different nominal  
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Figure 4.  Observed rates of segregation for each score on the RAST as a function of 

gender and Aboriginal ancestry.   

 

categories based on separate, similar scales (Barbaree, Langton, & Peacock, 2006; Mills 

& Kroner, 2006).   

There is no “correct” way to develop nominal risk categories; instead, these 

decisions should be guided by the way in which the tool is used in practice. For instance, 

if a correctional system has the resources to refer 20% of their offenders to a high-

intensity treatment program, then it would make sense to define high risk as the top 20% 

of risk scores (Hanson, Babchishin, Helmus, Thornton, & Phenix, 2014). It is important, 

therefore, to articulate how risk categories have been established, and to link them to non-

arbitrary definitions. These non-arbitrary definitions could be based on criteria such as 
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percentiles, risk ratios, or absolute risk values (e.g., greater than 50% risk of the outcome; 

Hanson, Lloyd, et al., 2012).   

  The optimal risk categories for the RAST will depend on how the scale is used in 

applied practice. Consequently, this project does not attempt to produce any definitive 

risk category recommendations. Nonetheless, some possibilities were explored using 

different criteria. These options and their associated AUCs (in the overall sample) are 

included in Table 32.  

The first risk category option was developed in the same way as the risk 

categories for the Static-2002 (Hanson & Thornton, 2003) were developed (Helmus, 

2007). Namely, risk category options were explored to maximize predictive accuracy 

while following the general principles that each risk category should have a sufficient 

minimum sample size (ideally at least 10% of the overall sample) and the cut-points 

should ideally reflect large and meaningful increases in rates of segregation. This first 

risk category option (referred to as “Maximizing accuracy” in Table 32) would classify 

offenders with scores of 0-6 as low risk, 7-8 as moderate risk, and 9+ as high risk. The 

cut-point between low risk (score of 6) and moderate risk (score of 7) had two primary 

advantages that made it a natural cut-point with a non-arbitrary definition. Firstly, it was 

one of the largest relative increases in segregation rates, with the rate nearly doubling: 

13% of offenders with a score of 6 were placed in segregation, compared to 22% of 

offenders with a score of 7. Also, it meant that all scores in the low risk group were 

associated with segregation rates meaningfully lower than the overall sample segregation 

rate (24.6%). The cut-off score for high risk offenders was chosen because it represented 

another large, meaningful increase in segregation rates (from 36% to 49%) and it  
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Table 32 

Possible Risk Category Options for the RAST 

Category Option Number of 

Categories 

Score 

Groupings 

AUC 95% CI 

Maximizing accuracy 3 0-6 .766 .758 .774 

  7-8    

  9+    

+1 SD or risk ratios 3 0-4 .738 .731 .746 

  5-8    

  9+    

Absolute risk 3 0-6 .750 .742 .758 

  7-9    

  10+    

5 categories 5 0-2 .762 .754 .769 

  3-5    

  6-8    

  9-10    

  11+    

 

appeared to optimize predictive accuracy. This option would classify 48% of the sample 

as low risk, 30% as moderate risk, and 22% as high risk. This three-category distinction 

had an AUC of .77, which was only slightly lower than the AUC for the total score (.79).   

Other risk category options were also explored. For a distinction based on 

percentile distributions, a cut-off commonly used in medical fields is scores that are one 

standard deviation away from the mean (Binder, Iverson, & Brooks, 2009). Using a 

standard deviation to distinguish low (0-4), moderate (5-8), and high (9+) risk categories 

(referred to as “+1 SD or Risk Ratios” in Table 32) yielded an AUC of .74. For risk 

ratios, one plausible option would be to denote scores with risk ratios less than .50 as low 

risk and above 2 as high risk (with intermediate scores designated moderate risk). This 

yielded the same cut-off values as the percentiles criteria.  
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Another option was explored based on absolute risk thresholds. The same low risk 

category was used as the first option, with scores of 0-6, reflecting offenders with 

segregation rates meaningfully lower than the base rate. High risk offenders were 

described as those more likely than not to be placed in segregation, which included scores 

of 10 and above. This option (labelled “absolute risk” in Table 32) had an AUC of .75.   

  One option for a 5-category distinction was explored following the same 

heuristics provided by Hanson et al. (2014). The middle risk category was developed first 

to capture the median score (7), plus or minus one score to reflect scoring error. Then, I 

delineated two risk categories above and two categories below the moderate risk group. 

Following the recommendation that each group have at least two scores (Hanson et al. 

2014) and there should be meaningful differences between categories, this created 

groupings of scores between 0-2, 3-5, 6-8, 9-10, and 11+. This option (labelled “Five 

categories” in Table 32) had an AUC of .76, which was nearly equivalent to the 3-

category option designed to maximize predictive accuracy. 

Clearly, there are several options available for designating nominal risk 

categories. Options can be developed with different goals or criteria in mind, and may 

have unique strengths or limitations. For example, the first option clearly had the highest 

AUC, but given that it was specifically designed to maximize the AUC, there is no 

expectation that the categories would be similar to other risk scales that may be 

developed for this purpose. Although the other options have lower AUCs, they may 

represent metrics that better map onto other risk scales. If this scale is adopted by CSC, I 

recommend that the selection of nominal risk categories should be clearly articulated and 

based on how the scale will be used in practice. 
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Chapter 10 

Discussion 

There have been substantial ongoing concerns related to the use of administrative 

segregation, with frequent recommendations to reduce reliance on this correctional 

practice (e.g., ACLU, 2014; Arbour, 1996; Carlisle, 2013; GOA, 2013; Rivera, 2010; 

Sapers, 2008; Thériault, 2010). In the current dataset, one quarter of CSC inmates were 

placed in administrative segregation for at least 6+ days’ duration (for reasons of 

jeopardizing the security of the institution or for the inmate’s own safety) within two 

years of admission to CSC custody. Even though there is no current consensus on 

whether administrative segregation has a negative impact on psychological functioning, 

minimally the practice is costly and impedes offenders from progressing in their 

correctional plan. The high rates of exposure to administrative segregation highlight the 

value of diverting offenders from segregation placements; such efforts can be enhanced 

by first identifying who is at risk of being placed in segregation. 

The first goal of this study was to determine the feasibility of developing a scale 

to identify an offender’s risk of being placed in administrative segregation. The large and 

diverse number of variables that significantly predicted this outcome (>350) 

demonstrated that this goal was feasible  Moreover, such a scale was practical, given that 

high predictive accuracy could be achieved using information that is already available for 

each offender in CSC. The myriad significant predictors available allowed for the 

creation of a scale guided by considerations beyond just statistics. Potential scale items 

were refined by considering overall predictive accuracy, stability of predictive accuracy 

among offender subgroups, face validity, practical considerations (e.g., availability of 
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information and ease of scoring), and incremental accuracy (i.e., unique contribution over 

other predictors).   

Ultimately, this simple six-item static risk scale (called the RAST) was able to 

predict admission to administrative segregation within two years of admission for at least 

six consecutive days for reasons of jeopardizing security or the inmate’s own safety, and 

evidenced a very large effect size. It showed similarly large predictive accuracy for non-

Aboriginal men, Aboriginal men, non-Aboriginal women, and Aboriginal women, though 

its accuracy was significantly higher for non-Aboriginal women compared to the other 

subgroups. Furthermore, each item of the RAST was also a significant predictor for each 

subgroup. More comprehensive assessment scales were tested but did not provide 

meaningfully better accuracy than the RAST. Additionally, the scale also showed large 

effect sizes in predicting both reasons for segregation (jeopardizing security or inmate in 

danger) and in predicting segregation placements within periods of one and two years of 

admission. There was no evidence of statistical shrinkage in a large validation sample, 

except for among Aboriginal women, where sample sizes were smallest. Calibration 

analyses suggested that the predicted rates of segregation generalized fairly well in the 

validation sample. Together, these findings suggest this static risk scale is robust across 

different groups of offenders, segregation types, and observation periods.   

There are several advantages to adopting a static risk scale in practice. Simple 

demographic and criminal history items can be scored quickly after intake, not requiring 

detailed file review, offender interviews, or collateral contacts. More comprehensive 

scales that use information from the DFIA assessment would require waiting up to 60 

days post-admission to be completed. Given that approximately 20% of offenders who 
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will be placed in segregation are admitted within 60 days of intake, a more 

comprehensive scale would preclude early identification and intervention for a 

meaningful portion of offenders at risk. Besides, it would be ideal to have a scale that is 

not time-consuming to score and does not place an undue burden on staff. The current 

RAST items can be scored in minutes.   

The large effect sizes and robustness of the scale across different observation 

periods and offender subgroups may reflect the extensive analyses leading to scale 

development (the 6-item scale was selected from 413 candidate variables) and the use of 

simple item weights that guarded against overfitting. Simple item weights (e.g., 0, 1, 2) 

have the advantages of being easier to score by field staff (reducing the risk of calculation 

errors) and are more generalizable across subgroups. The analyses found that most items 

predicted across all offender subgroups. However, the size of the effect did show 

variability. For example, many items had significantly lower predictive accuracy for 

Aboriginal offenders, and roughly a third of the items had significantly higher accuracy 

for women. Given that non-Aboriginal men comprised the majority of the sample, 

developing item scores based on the size of their relationship to segregation would overfit 

the data to this subgroup and would reduce the applicability to other offender groups. It 

would also likely reduce the applicability to new samples/populations. 

Attempts to develop risk scales specifically for subgroups (i.e., Aboriginal men, 

non-Aboriginal women, and Aboriginal women) were not particularly successful. Such 

scales did not offer consistent or meaningful gains in predictive accuracy over the overall 

scales that were developed. There are two possible reasons for this. The first reason is 

that, compared to how other risk assessment scales have been developed, the overall 
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scales developed to predict segregation were more responsive to differences across 

gender and Aboriginal ancestry. Although analyses were combined for all offender 

groups, women were deliberately over-sampled, and initial analyses explored differences 

across gender and Aboriginal ancestry groups, which informed subsequent decisions 

about which items to retain or remove.   

Another potential reason for the lack of success of the specialized scales pertains 

to overfitting. In the development sample, for example, it was possible to create a 

dynamic risk scale specifically for non-Aboriginal women that had meaningfully higher 

accuracy than the dynamic scale that was developed on all offenders. Upon cross-

validation, however, the specialized scale had meaningfully lower predictive accuracy 

than the general scale. This finding suggests that attempts to develop scales specific to 

women reflected capitalization on chance (i.e., overfitting) rather than stable differences 

between subgroups. Future research on unique risk scales should consider not just 

whether it is possible to create scales for a specific subgroup, but whether these scales 

show better performance than standard practice in new validation samples. 

Additionally, the lack of success of specialized scales may also reflect a shortage 

of data on important female-specific or Aboriginal-specific risk factors. Future research 

with a richer sampling of variables hypothesized to be unique to these subgroups may 

find more encouraging results for specialized scales. However, comparisons between 

subgroups and comparisons to gender-neutral and culturally-neutral scales are still 

necessary. 

Although previous research suggested that some risk factors may predict better 

for women compared to men (Andrews et al., 2012) the finding that nearly one third of 
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the risk factors predicted significantly better for women was surprising. Additionally, the 

RAST had significantly higher accuracy for non-Aboriginal women compared to all other 

subgroups. The reasons for the particularly strong findings for women are unclear, and 

seem at odds with concerns about the applicability of gender-neutral risk scales for 

women (e.g., Van Voorhis et al., 2010). It is possible that concerns about the applicability 

of risk assessment for women offenders are motivating more careful and conscientious 

assessment practices for this population. This seems unlikely, however, given that the 

opposite pattern of results was found for Aboriginal offenders, for whom there is similar 

concern about the applicability of risk assessment practices. Another explanation may 

relate to meta-analytic findings that women tend to self-disclose more than men (Dindia 

& Allen, 1992). This could increase the quality of information in their risk assessments, 

contributing to improved accuracy. 

It was also surprising that the same sets of predictors generalized well to two 

seemingly different reasons for segregation placements: for the inmate’s own safety and 

for the safety of the institution. There were few and small differences in which variables 

predicted these reasons for segregation and in the size of the effects. This consistency can 

likely be explained by the amount of overlap in the two reasons for segregation (e.g., 

22% of offenders placed in segregation were placed in segregation at some point for both 

reasons). It may also reflect underlying consistency in the types of behaviours leading to 

segregation placements. Perhaps inmates who demonstrate antisociality and behaviour 

problems in prison are as likely to cause harm to others as they are to endanger 

themselves by provoking the wrath of others.    

This study also provided normative data on the RAST for a large sample (N > 
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15,000). This information is useful in communicating risk information about the scale 

(e.g., provides predicted rates of segregation associated with each score), and can also be 

used to guide decisions about creating nominal risk categories. A few options for risk 

categories were presented, but they are not exhaustive. Ideally, the final selection of 

nominal risk categories (e.g., low, moderate, high) will be clearly articulated, non-

arbitrary, and linked to how the scale is used in practice. Notably, these requirements do 

not mean that the risk categories must be permanent. As the correctional system evolves 

and resources for diversion efforts increase or decrease, the optimal risk categories may 

change. 

To my knowledge, this is the first attempt to develop a tool to predict admissions 

to administrative segregation. Given the limited research on factors associated with 

segregation placement, a large and diverse group of predictor variables were examined, 

most of which were statistically significant. Not surprisingly, the variables with the 

largest and most robust relationships with segregation tended to fall under the general 

domains of the Central Eight risk factors (specifically, criminal history, procriminal 

personality pattern, procriminal attitudes, procriminal associates, family/marital 

difficulties, school/work difficulties, leisure/recreation problems, and substance abuse; 

Andrews & Bonta, 2010), and they also matched the findings from earlier studies 

profiling segregated offenders (Motiuk & Blanchette, 1997; Thompson & Rubenfeld, 

2013; Wichmann & Nafekh, 2001; Wichmann & Taylor, 2004).  

Previous meta-analytic research has found that these general risk factor domains 

predict a variety of outcomes, including general recidivism (for a summary of meta-

analyses, see Andrews & Bonta, 2010), violent offending (Lipsey & Derzon, 1998), 
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sexual recidivism (Hanson & Morton-Bourgon, 2004; Mann et al., 2010), and 

institutional misconducts (Gendreau et al., 1997). This study found the same sets of risk 

factors are applicable when predicting administrative segregation. This is not altogether 

surprising given that, similar to other types of criminal behaviour, transfers to segregation 

likely reflect problems adjusting to rules and norms, specifically, those expected in a 

penitentiary environment. Conversely, however, the findings supporting the Central Eight 

risk factors may be influenced by the candidate variables disproportionately sampling 

from these domains. Future research examining other domains in greater detail (e.g., 

mental health variables) may warrant additional prominence of new factors.   

Minimally, however, the results of the current study support the contention that 

the same risk factors for recidivism predict segregation placements. In particular, of the 

45 items used in the final stages of scale development (summarized on Table 9), a large 

proportion tapped into general antisociality, measured either in terms of criminal history 

(e.g., criminal versatility, prior youth convictions, failure during community supervision, 

prior violence, has outstanding charges, no crime-free period of 1 year or more) or in 

terms of antisocial personality patterns   (e.g., frequently acts in aggressive manner, low 

frustration tolerance, narrow and rigid thinking, hostile, thrill-seeking, attitudes support 

instrumental violence, impulsive). Although some have hypothesized that vulnerability 

factors (e.g., mental illness, sensitive current offence, drug debts, gay/transgendered) may 

be important in understanding who is placed in segregation (ACLU, 2014; Rivera, 2010), 

these findings suggest that general antisociality provides a strong explanation for 

segregation placements. Consequently, current theory and research on criminal behaviour 

is likely relevant to segregation placements (for a summary of crime theories, see 
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Andrews & Bonta, 2010). Additionally, deprivation theory (Sykes, 1958) may be helpful 

in broadening our understanding of the dynamics contributing to prison behaviour. 

However, at the individual level, separate theories of segregation are unlikely to add 

much value. Segregation is likely best understood in the context of general rule-violating 

behaviour (e.g., crime). 

The primary strengths of this study include the large sample size and diverse set 

of predictors that were examined. This allowed for the development of a tool based on 

considerations of empirical associations, as well as face validity and ease of use. In other 

words, the final scale was not only predictive, but also efficient and practical. However, it 

should be noted that the subjective decisions limit the replicability of the scale 

development process; there was no expectation that a different researcher using the same 

dataset would necessarily produce the same final scale. This was not viewed as a 

weakness. Instead, this project illustrates that with a large sample size and many 

candidate predictors, there are many different ways to achieve similar predictive 

accuracy. Having sufficient data to make practical decisions in addition to empirical 

decisions was considered a boon. 

Another strength was that each step in developing the scale also took into account 

differences based on gender or Aboriginal ancestry, in the hopes of creating a tool that 

would be valid for these groups.  Furthermore, these decisions were also guided by 

consultations with a CSC Working Group that included experts in the area of women 

offenders, Aboriginal offenders, and mental health. This increased the ability to include 

gender-informed and culturally-sensitive considerations, and to consider operational 

relevance. Numerous approaches to scale development were explored, allowing an 
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informed decision about the advantages and disadvantages associated with different 

approaches. Additionally, a large validation sample allowed for cross-validation of the 

scale and additional analyses to explore how the scale generalized to subgroups. 

Limitations 

Some limitations of this study should also be noted. In order to over-sample 

women, data were obtained dating back to 1999. This means the sample of women is not 

as recent as the sample of men. To the extent that there are cohort effects in the predictive 

accuracy of certain risk factors, this could decrease the generalizability of the scale. Such 

effects are not likely, however, given that the scale generally performed better for 

women, who were sampled across a longer timeframe, and would have been more subject 

to cohort effects. 

This study also did not address why the offenders were placed in segregation 

(such an investigation would require examination of the reports completed upon 

placement in segregation) or the length of the segregation period. Additionally, the scope 

of this scale development was restricted in several ways. Firstly, only administrative 

segregation incidents for reasons of jeopardizing security or inmate in danger were 

examined. The outcome was restricted to placements in segregation of at least six days’ 

duration. Without new validation studies, it is unknown whether the scale would be 

applicable to other types of segregation (e.g., disciplinary) or to shorter stays in 

segregation. It is possible that predictors show differential relationships with segregation 

depending on the length of stay. Given the robustness of the scale for two different 

reasons for segregation and across offender subgroups, and its similarity in content to 

other offender risk scales, there is tentative reason for optimism that this scale would be 
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applicable to other  segregation outcomes (e.g., different reasons, different lengths of 

stay, different observation periods). Greater statistical shrinkage would be expected, 

however, and this optimism does not obviate the need for validation studies. 

Similarly, it is unclear how the RAST would generalize to jurisdictions outside 

CSC. To the extent that there are policy differences in when and how administrative 

segregation is used, greater shrinkage could be expected. Additionally, the sentence 

length variable was specific to Canadian federal sentences, and the prior segregation 

variable was narrowly restricted to prior Canadian federal sentences. It is likely that 

sentence length and prior segregation as broad constructs would be relevant in other 

jurisdictions, but the items would likely require empirical validation and new definitions 

before they could be applied to new jurisdictions. 

Given the archival nature of the current dataset, there were also other limitations 

inherent in the current dataset. There is insufficient data to examine putatively protective 

or promotive factors. Additionally, the available information on mental health variables 

(which some hypothesize to be an important factor in who gets placed in segregation; 

e.g., ACLU, 2014) was limited, precluding thorough examination of these factors. Future 

research should explore in more detail whether these factors add incrementally to the 

prediction of segregation placements. It may also be possible that some mental health 

symptoms could moderate the predictive accuracy of other risk factors (i.e., certain 

predictors may be important depending on the presence or absence of mental health 

symptoms). Interactions between risk factors were not explored in the current study and 

would be a useful avenue of future research. 

This scale was also designed specifically to be used at intake. As such, no 
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attempts were made to explore changes in risk for segregation over the period of 

incarceration, or to develop a scale that would reflect such changes. With future research, 

it may be possible to create revisions to this scale that would be capable of assessing 

changes in risk for segregation. 

Another important limitation is that this study looked exclusively at individual-

level predictors of segregation placements. Deprivation theories of inmate adaptation to 

prison would hypothesize that institutional-level factors (e.g., physical features of the 

prison, social climate) are important in predicting segregation placements (Irwin & 

Cressy, 1962). It is possible that institutional factors may play an important role in 

segregation placements, or that the strength of some of the predictor-outcome 

relationships may vary across different types of institutions (e.g., based on region, 

security level, or social climate). Future research would benefit by exploring some of 

these factors in more detail. 

Future Directions 

 The RAST represents an important advance in segregation risk assessment, but it 

is only a preliminary step in an optimal risk assessment model. In the future, more 

comprehensive assessments of segregation risk could be developed to incorporate static, 

dynamic, and potentially protective/promotive factors, including re-assessments over 

time to assess changes in these factors, as well as incorporating institution-level factors 

(which would require re-assessment with changes in the offender’s environment). The 

incorporation of institution-level factors will likely require multilevel statistical 

techniques such as HLM (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2001). It is not feasible, however, to 

develop such a comprehensive risk assessment and re-assessment protocol in a single 
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project. The other components (e.g., assessing/incorporating change, 

protective/promotive factors) will likely require targeted programs of research before it 

will be feasible to combine all this information in a single risk assessment model.  

Conclusions and Implications for Practice 

 The RAST is a simple six-item static risk scale that can be scored immediately 

upon admission and can accurately predict administrative segregation placements within 

two years of admission with large effect sizes. Upon validation, the RAST was found to 

be robust across different subgroups, types of segregation, and length of observation 

periods. This scale could be scored upon admission to a CSC institution with little time 

investment from correctional staff, and can identify a small group of offenders who have 

a high probability of being placed in segregation. The current study used a validation 

sample by extracting the relevant information from OMS. The next step would be to 

validate the scale in an applied setting. This would determine whether appropriately 

trained staff are able to score the items correctly in an applied setting with a similar level 

of predictive accuracy.   

Using a risk scale for early identification of offenders who are at risk of being 

placed in segregation creates important opportunities to provide these offenders with 

additional support and intervention in their adjustment to federal incarceration and reduce 

their risk of being placed in segregation. Identifying and diverting offenders from 

administrative segregation has benefits not just for the offenders (e.g., avoiding potential 

negative effects of segregation), but also for the institution (e.g., fewer setbacks to the 

correctional plan, cost savings, improved staff safety which can reduce burnout and sick 

leave, reduced staff overtime to deal with incidents), and for public safety (e.g., better 
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adjustment to incarceration can help offenders focus on their correctional plan, 

potentially leading to quicker releases and safer transitions to the community).   

Although the RAST contains only static risk factors, which limits its ability to 

inform interventions to reduce segregation risk, it is still possible to target interventions 

based on knowledge of the presence of dynamic risk factors related to segregation 

placements. There were numerous dynamic risk factors which were not included in the 

scale, but which nonetheless predicted placements in administrative segregation (e.g., has 

many criminal friends, low frustration tolerance, engages in thrill-seeking behaviour, 

lacks skill area/trade/profession, and displays negative attitudes to correctional systems). 

These factors could be used to guide case management and intervention decisions to 

reduce segregation placements.  

These dynamic risk factors should not, however, be used to change or override 

RAST scores. There is no current research examining how changes in these dynamic risk 

scores relate to changes in segregation risk. It is possible that future research will allow 

for the creation of structured rules to adjust initial risk ratings based on change in 

dynamic risk factors. Until then, information on dynamic risk factors and change over 

time may be considered but should not affect the RAST score. Additionally, based on 

general research suggesting that professional overrides of actuarial scales degrade their 

accuracy (Hanson, Helmus, & Harris, in press; Hanson & Morton-Bourgon, 2009; 

Wormith, Hogg, & Guzzo, 2012), overrides of the RAST are not recommended under 

any circumstances. 

The optimal methods of intervening and diverting offenders from segregation are 

not currently known. Strategies to reduce segregation placements among the highest-risk 
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offenders could include a variety of approaches, such as prioritizing these offenders for 

early placement in correctional or mental health programs should they meet the criteria, 

increasing the frequency of meetings with case management staff, and referring offenders 

to resources such as psychology departments, Aboriginal Elders, chaplains, or inmate 

peer support groups. Future research is needed to determine the relative effectiveness of 

such strategies in preventing segregating placements. Current knowledge on correctional 

practice, however, suggests that intervention efforts should be more effective if the 

dosage of interventions is proportional to the risk of offenders, if the interventions target 

key dynamic risk factors related to segregation placements, and if they are tailored to the 

needs and learning styles of the offender (following the Risk, Need, and Responsivity 

principles; Andrews et al., 1990). Given the overlap in dynamic risk factors for 

recidivism and segregation risk, targeting the Central Eight risk factors would seem to be 

an appropriate starting point in developing interventions to reduce segregation 

placements. 
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Appendix A: Bivariate Predictors of Detention in Development Sample 

Preliminary Notes. 

 

The sample size is applicable for the overall analysis (not the subgroups). Odds ratios are presented for Aboriginal and women 

offenders only if the relevant interaction effect was significant. For continuous variables, a checkmark denotes that the Hosmer-

Lemeshow (HL) test was non-significant (supporting the logistic distribution assumption), whereas an X denotes that the assumption 

was violated. 

 

Common abbreviations included in this appendix (primarily used to denote the source of a predictor variable): 

Seg = segregation 

JS = jeopardize security 

IMD = inmate in danger 

UAL = unlawfully at large 

EMP = DFIA/R employment domain 

SUB = DFIA/R substance abuse domain 

FAM = DFIA/R family/marital domain 

ASS = DFIA/R associates domain 

COM = DFIA/R community functioning domain 

PER = DFIA/R personal/emotional domain 

ATT = DFIA/R attitudes domain 

YCR = Youth criminal record section of SFA 

ACR = Adult criminal record section of SFA 

OSR = Offence severity record of SFA 

SOH = Sex offence history checklist of SFA 

IA = Institutional adjustment subscale of CRS 

SR = Security risk subscale of CRS 

SIO = Security Intelligence Office 
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For all DFIA/DFIA-R items, prefixes that include “_2” denote that the item from the original DFIA was matched with a nearly 

identical item of the DFIA-R. Prefixes that include “_R” denote items unique to the DFIA-R. Items with neither “_2” nor “_R” in the 

prefix were unique to the original DFIA. 

 

Predictor Variable N Seg 
Type 

OR 95% CI p HL 
violation 

Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
OR          p 

Current Abduct/kidnap 10,961 Any 1.786 1.480 2.156 <.001 - - - 3.650 <.001 
  JS 1.530 1.250 1.874 <.001 - - - 3.072 <.001 
  IMD 1.771 1.381 2.272 <.001 - - - - - 
            
Current Arson 10,961 Any 2.335 1.638 3.328 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 2.558 1.784 3.668 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD 2.048 1.298 3.231 .002 - - - - - 
            
Current Attempted murder 10,961 Any 1.780 1.193 2.656 .005 - - - - - 
  JS 1.854 1.224 2.807 .004 - - - - - 
  IMD 1.072 .572 2.009 .827 - - - 6.330 .005 
            
Current Break and enter 10,961 Any 1.856 1.667 2.065 <.001 - 1.431 .002 - - 
  JS 1.877 1.667 2.101 <.001 - 1.516 <.001 - - 
  IMD 1.591 1.370 1.848 <.001 - - - - - 
            
Current Assault 10,961 Any 2.361 2.136 2.610 <.001 - 1.801 <.001 4.102 <.001 
  JS 2.429 2.186 2.698 <.001 - 1.716 <.001 4.095 <.001 
  IMD 1.781 1.548 2.048 <.001 - - - - - 
            
Current Fraud 10,961 Any 1.073 .929 1.239 .336 - - - - - 
  JS 1.049 .899 1.225 .544 - - - - - 
  IMD 1.077 .877 1.322 .480 - - - - - 

*Table continues on next page.
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Predictor Variable N Seg 
Type 

OR 95% CI p HL 
violation 

Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
OR          p 

Current Homicide and related 10,961 Any 2.195 1.879 2.565 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 2.258 1.922 2.652 <.001 - - - 1.641 .013 
  IMD 1.962 1.597 2.410 <.001 - 1.345 .107 - - 
            
Current Impaired driving 10,961 Any .583 .471 .721 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS .540 .425 .686 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD .594 .430 .820 .002 - - - - - 
            
Current Morals - sexual 10,961 Any .566 .412 .777 <.001 - - - 1.540 .152 
  JS .379 .253 .569 <.001 - - - 1.549 .157 
  IMD .730 .471 1.133 .160 - - - - - 
            
Current Administration of 
justice 

10,961 Any 1.328 1.207 1.461 <.001 - 1.057 .561 - - 
 JS 1.316 1.189 1.458 <.001 - .988 .909 - - 

  IMD 1.233 1.076 1.414 .003 - - - .685 .192 
            
Current Other 10,961 Any 1.629 1.492 1.778 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 1.669 1.519 1.834 <.001 - 1.380 <.001 - - 
  IMD 1.416 1.249 1.606 <.001 - - - - - 
            
Current Other property offences 10,961 Any 1.549 1.394 1.720 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 1.499 1.340 1.676 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD 1.552 1.342 1.795 <.001 - - - - - 
            
Current Possession of drugs 10,961 Any 1.413 1.226 1.627 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 1.531 1.321 1.774 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD 1.059 .856 1.310 .597 - - - - - 

*Table continues on next page.
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Predictor Variable N Seg 
Type 

OR 95% CI p HL 
violation 

Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
OR          p 

Current Public order offences 10,961 Any 2.403 2.093 2.758 <.001 - 1.772 <.001 - - 
  JS 2.507 2.174 2.891 <.001 - 1.854 <.001 - - 
  IMD 1.898 1.575 2.286 <.001 - - - - - 
            
Current Robbery 10,961 Any 2.358 2.128 2.612 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 2.277 2.045 2.536 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD 2.048 1.780 2.355 <.001 - 1.538 .002 1.004 .989 
            
            
Current Sexual offences 10,961 Any .570 .485 .671 <.001 - - - 1.549 .316 
  JS .411 .337 .501 <.001 - - - 1.394 .472 
  IMD .946 .769 1.164 .598 - - - 3.992 .013 
            
Current Theft 10,961 Any 1.581 1.413 1.768 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 1.472 1.306 1.659 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD 1.618 1.388 1.886 <.001 - - - - - 
            
Current Traffic/importing drugs 10,961 Any .434 .388 .486 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS .497 .441 .560 <.001 - - - .360 <.001 
  IMD .307 .253 .372 <.001 - - - - - 
            
Current Weapons/explosives 10,961 Any 1.906 1.703 2.132 <.001 - - - 3.235 <.001 
  JS 1.980 1.760 2.227 <.001 - - - 3.285 <.001 
  IMD 1.501 1.281 1.760 <.001 - - - - - 
            
Height 11,067 Any 1.030 1.025 1.036 <.001 X - - - - 
  JS 1.029 1.023 1.035 <.001 X - - - - 
  IMD 1.033 1.025 1.041 <.001 X 1.047 <.001 - - 

*Table continues on next page.
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Predictor Variable N Seg 
Type 

OR 95% CI p HL 
violation 

Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
OR          p 

Weight 11,062 Any 1.007 1.004 1.009 <.001 X - - - - 
  JS 1.006 1.003 1.008 <.001 X - - - - 
  IMD 1.007 1.004 1.011 <.001 X - - - - 
            
BMI 11,061 Any 1.001 .993 1.009 .833 √ - - - - 
  JS 1.000 .991 1.009 .930 √ - - - - 
  IMD 1.001 .989 1.013 .917 X - - - - 
            
EMP01:  Less than grade 8 8,048 Any 1.505 1.388 1.692 <.001 - 1.040 .749 2.592 <.001 
  JS 1.581 1.397 1.790 <.001 - 1.089 .509 2.659 <.001 
  IMD 1.420 1.204 1.676 <.001 - - - 2.518 .001 
            
            
EMP04: Finds learning difficult 7,855 Any 1.591 1.423 1.778 <.001 - 1.262 .041 2.272 <.001 
  JS 1.641 1.458 1.847 <.001 - 1.185 .161 2.423 <.001 
  IMD 1.576 1.348 1.841 <.001 - - - - - 
            
EMP07: Memory problems 8,158 Any 1.159 1.027 1.309 .017 - - - - - 
  JS 1.170 1.028 1.332 .017 - - - - - 
  IMD 1.149 .967 1.366 .114 - - - - - 
            
EMP11: Numeracy problems 8,170 Any 1.386 1.243 1.546 <.001 - - - 1.848 <.001 
  JS 1.390 1.237 1.562 <.001 - 1.085 .483 1.849 <.001 
  IMD 1.373 1.176 1.603 <.001 - - - - - 
            
EMP12: Difficulty 
comprehending instructions 

8,198 Any 1.371 1.186 1.584 <.001 - - - 2.242 <.001 
 JS 1.312 1.123 1.532 <.001 - - - 2.414 <.001 

  IMD 1.659 1.368 2.012 <.001 - - - - - 
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OR 95% CI p HL 
violation 

Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
OR          p 

EMP13: Lacks skill 
area/trade/profession 

8,257 Any 2.323 2.085 2.587 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 2.511 2.230 2.826 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 2.018 1.725 2.362 <.001 - - - - - 
            
EMP17: Unemployed 90% of the 
time or more 

8,119 Any 2.171 1.958 2.407 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 2.262 2.026 2.526 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.791 1.546 2.074 <.001 - - - - - 
            
EMP18: Unemployed 90% of the 
time or more 

8,020 Any 2.407 2.154 2.690 <.001 - - - 4.062 <.001 
 JS 2.487 2.203 2.809 <.001 - - - 4.139 <.001 

  IMD 2.143 1.820 2.524 <.001 - - - - - 
            
EMP20: Often late for work 8,010 Any 1.341 1.130 1.591 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 1.277 1.063 1.534 .009 - - - - - 
  IMD 1.360 1.072 1.725 .011 - - - - - 
            
            
EMP21: Poor attendance record 8,005 Any 1.316 1.120 1.548 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 1.265 1.063 1.504 .008 - - - - - 
  IMD 1.280 1.018 1.610 .035 - - - - - 
            
EMP23: Difficulty meeting 
workload requirements 

7,912 Any 1.276 1.119 1.455 .003 - - - - - 
 JS 1.257 1.092 1.447 .002 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.198 .992 1.446 .061 - - - 2.603 .023 
            
EMP24: Lacks initiative 7,829 Any 1.525 1.366 1.702 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 1.421 1.263 1.599 <.001 - 1.103 .402 - - 
  IMD 1.529 1.309 1.787 <.001 - - - - - 
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OR 95% CI p HL 
violation 

Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
OR          p 

EMP25: Has quit a job without 
another 

8,107 Any 1.117 1.009 1.236 .033 - - - - - 
 JS 1.086 .974 1.211 .138 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.084 .936 1.254 .281 - - - - - 
            
EMP26: Has been laid off from 
work 

8,084 Any .768 .693 .852 <.001 - - - 1.102 .523 
 JS .772 .691 .862 <.001 - - - 1.155 .355 

  IMD .722 .621 .840 <.001 - - - - - 
            
EMP27: Has been fired from a 
job 

8,016 Any .949 .844 1.068 .385 - - - - - 
 JS .894 .787 1.016 .086 - - - - - 

  IMD .963 .812 1.142 .666 - - - - - 
            
EMP28: Salary has been 
insufficient 

8,168 Any 1.048 .945 1.162 .375 - - - .788 .099 
 JS 1.020 .913 1.140 .721 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.159 1.000 1.344 .049 - - - - - 
            
EMP29: Lacks employment 
benefits 

8,168 Any 1.071 .968 1.184 .185 - - - - - 
 JS 1.044 .937 1.163 .438 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.135 .981 1.312 .089 - - - - - 
            
            
EMP30: Lacks job security 8,178 Any 1.135 1.026 1.256 .014 - - - - - 
  JS 1.130 1.014 1.260 .027 - - - - - 
  IMD 1.155 .999 1.336 .051 - - - - - 
            
EMP33: Prior vocational 
assessments 

8,183 Any 1.270 1.111 1.450 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.284 1.114 1.479 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.175 .971 1.421 .097 - - - .217 .035 
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OR 95% CI p HL 
violation 

Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
OR          p 

EMP35: Completed 
occupational development 
program 

8,075 Any .983 .852 1.133 .808 - - - - - 
 JS .968 .830 1.128 .674 - - - - - 
 IMD .981 .799 1.204 .854 - - - - - 

            
EMP02_2: Less than grade 10 10,010 Any 1.627 1.486 1.781 <.001 - 1.202 .051 - - 
  JS 1.715 1.555 1.891 <.001 - 1.263 .020 - - 
  IMD 1.459 1.282 1.662 <.001 - - - - - 
            
EMP03_2: Has no high school 
diploma 

9,950 Any 1.854 1.656 2.077 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.937 1.710 2.194 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.634 1.386 1.926 <.001 - - - - - 
            
EMP05: Has learning disabilities 7,007 Any 1.706 1.480 1.967 <.001 - - - 2.524 <.001 
  JS 1.700 1.462 1.976 <.001 - - - 2.651 <.001 
  IMD 1.582 1.298 1.928 <.001 - - - - - 
            
EMP06: Has physical problems 
which interfere with learning 

8,215 Any .878 .717 1.074 .205 - - - 1.398 .143 
 JS .859 .690 1.070 .175 - - - - - 

  IMD .925 .692 1.236 .596 - - - - - 
            
EMP08: Has concentration 
problems 

8,155 Any 1.837 1.650 2.044 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.830 1.632 2.050 <.001 - - - 2.390 <.001 

  IMD 1.694 1.457 1.969 <.001 - - - - - 
            
            
EMP09: Has problems with 
reading 

8,211 Any 1.125 .990 1.278 .072 - - - 1.573 .005 
 JS 1.105 .963 1.268 .155 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.230 1.029 1.470 .023 - - - 2.233 .004 
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OR 95% CI p HL 
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Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
OR          p 

EMP10: Has problems with 
writing 

8,199 Any 1.206 1.068 1.362 .002 - - - 1.651 .002 
 JS 1.202 1.056 1.369 .005 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.300 1.097 1.540 .002 - - - 2.201 .006 
            
EMP14_2: Dissatisfied with job 
skills 

9,966 Any 1.669 1.524 1.829 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.754 1.589 1.935 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.458 1.280 1.660 <.001 - - - - - 
            
EMP15: Has physical problems 
that interfere with work 

8,219 Any .740 .644 .850 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS .702 .603 .818 <.001 - - - 1.006 .973 

  IMD .779 .636 .955 .016 - - - - - 
            
EMP22_2: Has no employment 
history 

10,288 Any 2.658 2.350 3.005 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 2.737 2.410 3.107 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 2.337 1.991 2.742 <.001 - - - - - 
            
EMP16_2: Unemployed at time 
of arrest 

10,208 Any 1.785 1.617 1.970 <.001 - - - 2.779 <.001 
 JS 1.879 1.687 2.093 <.001 - - - 2.760 <.001 

  IMD 1.579 1.369 1.821 <.001 - - - - - 
            
EMP19_2: Job history unstable 10,234 Any 2.471 2.226 2.743 <.001 - - - 3.785 <.001 
  JS 2.597 2.315 2.914 <.001 - - - 3.983 <.001 
  IMD 2.190 1.878 2.553 <.001 - - - - - 
            
EMP31_2: Cooperative work 
skills are limited 

9,975 Any 1.445 1.259 1.659 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.388 1.198 1.609 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.596 1.327 1.920 <.001 - - - - - 
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OR 95% CI p HL 
violation 

Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
OR          p 

EMP34_2: 
Referred/participated in 
employment programs 

10,179 Any .989 .886 1.103 .837 - - - - - 
 JS .982 .873 1.106 .769 - - - - - 
 IMD 1.005 .859 1.176 .946 - - - - - 

            
EMP06_R: Marketable job skills 
obtained through experience 
are limited 

2,003 Any 2.713 2.213 3.327 <.001 - - - .641 .420 
 JS 2.912 2.334 3.633 <.001 - - - .571 .317 
 IMD 2.189 1.646 2.910 <.001 - 4.618 <.001 - - 

            
EMP07_R: Marketable job skills 
obtained through formal 
training are limited 

1,984 Any 2.543 1.934 3.342 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 3.064 2.231 4.207 <.001 - 1.599 .120 - - 
 IMD 1.782 1.229 2.585 .002 - - - - - 

            
EMP10_R: Belief in oneself to 
improve employability is low 

1,947 Any 1.022 .798 1.308 .865 - - - - - 
 JS 1.166 .899 1.511 .248 - - - - - 

  IMD .985 .696 1.395 .934 - - - - - 
            
EMP11_R: Work ethic can be 
described as poor 

1,791 Any 2.240 1.792 2.800 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 2.209 1.744 2.798 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 2.097 1.553 2.833 <.001 - - - - - 
            
FAM02: Mother absent during 
childhood 

8,291 Any 1.628 1.444 1.836 <.001 - - - 1.157 .385 
 JS 1.535 1.351 1.745 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.676 1.421 1.975 <.001 - - - .835 .596 
            
FAM04: Father absent during 
childhood 

8,283 Any 1.645 1.487 1.820 <.001 - - - 1.295 .059 
 JS 1.683 1.511 1.875 <.001 - - - 1.240 .129 

  IMD 1.488 1.288 1.718 <.001 - - - - - 
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Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
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FAm06: Parents’ relationship 
dysfunctional during childhood 

8,070 Any 1.644 1.484 1.821 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.653 1.481 1.845 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.663 1.434 1.929 <.001 - - - - - 
            
FAM08: Sibling relations 
negative during childhood 

8,192 Any 1.410 1.204 1.651 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.374 1.161 1.625 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.374 1.104 1.710 .004 - - - - - 
            
FAM09: Other relative relations 
negative in childhood 

8,132 Any 1.251 1.080 1.448 .003 - .851 .202 - - 
 JS 1.222 1.044 1.429 .012 - .820 .144 - - 

  IMD 1.304 1.064 1.599 .011 - .869 .413 - - 
            
FAM11: Currently single 8,266 Any 1.262 1.138 1.400 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 1.183 1.059 1.321 .003 - - - - - 
  IMD 1.357 1.166 1.579 <.001 - - - - - 
            
FAM12: Has been married or 
common-law in the past 

8,293 Any .674 .599 .758 <.001 - .507 <.001 - - 
 JS .658 .581 .745 <.001 - .460 <.001 - - 

  IMD .756 .640 .894 .001 - - - - - 
            
FAM13: Dissatisfied with 
current relationship 

8,216 Any .953 .797 1.138 .592 - - - 1.819 <.001 
 JS .978 .809 1.182 .816 - - - 1.789 .002 

  IMD .850 .651 1.111 .234 - - - 2.245 .008 
            
FAM21: Unable to control 
child’s behaviour 

7,893 Any .931 .728 1.189 .566 - - - 1.833 .013 
 JS .838 .638 1.102 .206 - - - 1.811 .018 

  IMD 1.061 .758 1.485 .729 - - - - - 
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Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
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FAM22: Perceives self as unable 
to control child’s behaviour 

8,077 Any .985 .709 1.369 .929 - - - - - 
 JS .916 .638 1.315 .635 - - - 1.687 .060 

  IMD 1.118 .714 1.752 .626 - - - - - 
            
FAM26: Family unable to get 
along as unit 

8,240 Any 1.163 1.034 1.308 .012 - - - 1.921 <.001 
 JS 1.147 1.011 1.300 .033 - - - 2.009 <.001 

  IMD 1.205 1.021 1.422 .028 - - - - - 
            
FAM29: Prior family 
assessments 

8,232 Any 1.386 1.192 1.612 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.379 1.175 1.618 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.331 1.077 1.643 .008 - - - - - 
            
FAM31: Has completed a family 
intervention program 

8,222 Any 1.038 .814 1.323 .766 - - - - - 
 JS .919 .702 1.203 .539 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.267 .916 1.752 .152 - - - - - 
            
FAM01_2: Limited attachment 
to family unit during childhood 

10,354 Any 1.685 1.531 1.856 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.519 1.370 1.684 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.862 1.631 2.126 <.001 - - - - - 
            
FAM03_2: Relations with 
parental figure negative during 
childhood 

10,322 Any 1.711 1.565 1.872 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.629 1.480 1.793 <.001 - - - - - 
 IMD 1.762 1.549 2.004 <.001 - - - - - 

            
FAM07_2: Witnessed family 
violence during childhood 

9,962 Any 1.452 1.319 1.598 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.421 1.283 1.575 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.452 1.269 1.661 <.001 - - - - - 
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Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
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FAM10_2: Family members 
criminally active during 
childhood 

10,004 Any 1.553 1.415 1.703 <.001 - - - 1.238 .112 
 JS 1.604 1.453 1.771 <.001 - - - - - 
 IMD 1.389 1.218 1.584 <.001 - - - - - 

            
FAM14_2: Intimate 
relationships have been 
problematic 

10,254 Any .900 .823 .984 .021 - .703 <.001 - - 
 JS .858 .780 .945 .002 - .635 <.001 - - 
 IMD .956 .841 1.087 .494 - .713 .006 - - 

            
FAM06_R: Inability to maintain 
enduring intimate relationship 

2,011 Any 1.400 1.136 1.725 .002 - - - - - 
 JS 1.363 1.091 1.704 .006 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.474 1.106 1.966 .008 - .747 .329 - - 
            
FAM17_2: Victimized by spousal 
abuse 

10,259 Any .741 .658 .835 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS .781 .688 .888 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD .646 .538 .776 <.001 - .441 <.001 - - 
            
FAM18_2: Perpetrated spousal 
violence 

10,168 Any 1.221 1.110 1.343 <.001 - .862 .110 1.848 <.001 
 JS 1.184 1.069 1.311 .001 - .840 .079 1.896 <.001 

  IMD 1.266 1.107 1.448 <.001 - .842 .165 - - 
            
FAM19_2: Has no parenting 
responsibilities 

10,352 Any 1.276 1.167 1.395 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.281 1.165 1.410 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.266 1.115 1.439 <.001 - - - - - 
            
FAM20_2: Significant difficulties 
handling parenting 
responsibilities 

9,996 Any 1.238 1.096 1.398 <.001 - - - 1.801 <.001 
 JS 1.194 1.047 1.361 .008 - - - 1.903 <.001 
 IMD 1.226 1.034 1.455 .019 - - - - - 
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FAM23_2: Parental 
knowledge/skills lacking 

10,067 Any 1.211 1.080 1.358 .001 - - - 1.809 <.001 
 JS 1.172 1.036 1.325 .012 - - - 1.874 <.001 

  IMD 1.208 1.028 1.419 .022 - - - - - 
            
FAM27_2: 
Investigated/arrested for child 
abuse/neglect 

10,253 Any .373 .283 .492 <.001 - - - .824 .618 
 JS .284 .202 .400 <.001 - - - .774 .533 
 IMD .563 .389 .814 .002 - - - - - 

            
FAM15_R: Uses excessive force 
to discipline child 

1,876 Any .182 .056 .587 .004 - - - - - 
 JS .155 .037 .640 .010 - - - - - 

  IMD .169 .023 1.227 .079 - - - - - 
            
FAM30_2: 
Referred/participated in 
programs under family domain 

10,300 Any .779 .658 .923 .004 - - - - - 
 JS .784 .653 .942 .009 - - - - - 
 IMD .715 .552 .925 .011 - - - - - 

            
ASS08: Relations are described 
as predatory 

8,222 Any 1.768 1.561 2.003 <.001 - - - 2.548 <.001 
 JS 1.727 1.513 1.971 <.001 - - - 2.562 <.001 

  IMD 1.634 1.376 1.942 <.001 - - - 3.599 <.001 
            
ASS09: Often victimized in social 
relations 

8,213 Any 1.049 .909 1.212 .511 - .778 .090 1.718 <.001 
 JS 1.100 .944 1.281 .221 - - - 1.881 <.001 

  IMD 1.212 .994 1.478 .058 - .847 .402 - - 
            
ASS11: Difficulty communicating 
with others 

8,262 Any 1.305 1.160 1.468 <.001 - 1.051 .676 1.747 <.001 
 JS 1.259 1.110 1.428 <.001 - - - 1.752 <.001 

  IMD 1.240 1.049 1.466 .012 - .932 .657 2.119 .005 
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ASS02_2: Associates with 
substance abusers 

10,237 Any 2.381 2.114 2.683 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 2.603 2.277 2.976 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.850 1.563 2.191 <.001 - - - - - 
            
ASS08_R: Prosocial support 
from intimate partner is limited 

1,988 Any 1.485 1.211 1.821 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.483 1.191 1.847 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.249 .938 1.663 .128 - - - - - 
            
ASS05_R: Has a criminal partner 2,019 Any .994 .745 1.326 .966 - - - - - 
  JS 1.054 .777 1.430 .737 - - - - - 
  IMD .698 .445 1.097 .119 - - - - - 
            
ASS03_2: Has many criminal 
acquaintances 

10,179 Any 2.789 2.488 3.127 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 3.213 2.820 3.660 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.814 1.552 2.122 <.001 - - - 1.027 .921 
            
ASS04_2: Has many criminal 
friends 

10,027 Any 2.693 2.452 2.958 <.001 - - - 2.073 <.001 
 JS 2.955 2.668 3.274 <.001 - - - 2.222 <.001 

  IMD 1.905 1.669 2.173 <.001 - - - .961 .881 
            
            
ASS05_2: Affiliated with a gang 
or organized crime 

10,182 Any 2.694 2.400 3.024 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 2.669 2.367 2.009 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 2.388 2.053 2.777 <.001 - - - - - 
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ASS06_2: Resides in high crime 
area 

9,761 Any 1.671 1.519 1.838 <.001 - - - - - 

 JS 1.696 1.532 1.877 <.001 - 1.354 .003 - - 
  IMD 1.470 1.283 1.684 <.001 - - - .741 .278 
            
ASS04_R: Has contact with 
criminal family members 

2,003 Any 1.624 1.302 2.027 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.693 1.339 2.139 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.358 .999 1.847 .051 - - - - - 
            
ASS08_R: Prosocial support 
from intimate partner is limited 

1,988 Any 1.485 1.211 1.821 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.483 1.191 1.847 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.249 .938 1.663 .128 - - - - - 
            
ASS09_R: Prosocial family 
support is limited 

2,013 Any 1.881 1.540 2.298 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.728 1.395 2.140 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 2.141 1.622 2.826 <.001 - - - - - 
            
ASS10_R: Prosocial support 
from friends is limited 

1,967 Any 2.946 2.284 3.801 <.001 - - - .894 .842 
 JS 3.112 2.344 4.132 <.001 - - - .802 .699 

  IMD 2.162 1.514 3.088 <.001 - - - - - 
            
ASS11_R:  Previously been 
referred to programs in 
associates domain 

2,062 Any 1.455 1.084 1.952 .013 - - - - - 
 JS 1.306 .953 1.791 .097 - - - - - 
 IMD 1.465 .989 2.171 .057 - - - - - 

            
SUB05: Abuses alcohol 8,264 Any 1.518 1.372 1.679 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 1.472 1.321 1.640 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD 1.521 1.316 1.759 <.001 - - - - - 
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SUB02: Drinks on a regular basis 8,218 Any 1.492 1.346 1.654 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 1.437 1.287 1.605 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD 1.534 1.325 1.775 <.001 - - - - - 
            
SUB06: Drinks to excess during 
leisure time 

8,205 Any 1.461 1.319 1.619 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.433 1.284 1.600 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.454 1.256 1.682 <.001 - - - - - 
            
SUB07: Drinks to excess in social 
situations 

8,182 Any 1.487 1.343 1.647 <.001 - 1.068 .560 - - 
 JS 1.437 1.288 1.603 <.001 - 1.014 .908 - - 

  IMD 1.560 1.350 1.804 <.001 - - - - - 
            
SUB08: Drinks to relieve stress 8,126 Any 1.347 1.209 1.501 <.001 - - - 1.964 <.001 
  JS 1.319 1.176 1.481 <.001 - - - 1.934 <.001 
  IMD 1.350 1.159 1.572 <.001 - - - - - 
            
SUB18: Abuses drugs 8,290 Any 2.239 1.992 2.516 <.001 - - - 3.158 <.001 
  JS 2.287 2.012 2.599 <.001 - - - 3.538 <.001 
  IMD 1.931 1.628 2.290 <.001 - - - - - 
            
SUB15: Uses drugs on regular 
basis 

8,234 Any 1.954 1.761 2.168 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.952 1.745 2.185 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.876 1.612 2.184 <.001 - - - 1.133 .634 
            
SUB19: Uses drugs during 
leisure time 

8,244 Any 2.094 1.879 2.334 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 2.062 1.834 2.319 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 2.011 1.713 2.360 <.001 - - - 1.144 .613 
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SUB20: Uses drugs in social 
situations 

8,234 Any 2.115 1.898 2.356 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 2.113 1.879 2.376 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.928 1.646 2.259 <.001 - - - 1.167 .562 
            
            
SUB21: Uses drugs to relieve 
stress 

8,142 Any 1.813 1.636 2.009 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.820 1.629 2.033 <.001 - - - 2.501 <.001 

  IMD 1.629 1.405 1.889 <.001 - - - - - 
            
SUB27: Prior substance abuse 
assessment 

8,218 Any 1.624 1.468 1.796 <.001 - 1.126 .257 2.129 <.001 
 JS 1.638 1.470 1.825 <.001 - 1.168 .167 2.379 <.001 

  IMD 1.480 1.281 1.709 <.001 - 1.048 .733 - - 
            
SUB29: Has completed 
substance abuse treatment 

8,198 Any 1.198 1.078 1.331 <.001 - .793 .028 - - 
 JS 1.212 1.083 1.357 <.001 - .825 .087 - - 

  IMD 1.014 .870 1.182 .857 - - - - - 
            
SUB01_2: Early age alcohol use 10,273 Any 1.569 1.434 1.716 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 1.527 1.387 1.681 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD 1.692 1.489 1.922 <.001 - 1.191 .198 - - 
            
SUB03_2: Frequently engages in 
binge drinking 

10,210 Any 1.461 1.335 1.600 <.001 - - - 1.970 <.001 
 JS 1.471 1.335 1.622 <.001 - - - 2.044 <.001 

  IMD 1.344 1.182 1.529 <.001 - - - - - 
            
SUB04_2: Has combined the use 
of alcohol and drugs 

10,176 Any 1.717 1.569 1.880 <.001 - - - 2.212 <.001 
 JS 1.676 1.522 1.847 <.001 - - - 2.197 <.001 

  IMD 1.684 1.481 1.915 <.001 - - - - - 
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Predictor Variable N Seg 
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OR 95% CI p HL 
violation 

Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
OR          p 

SUB09_2: Alcohol use interferes 
with employment 

10,110 Any 1.478 1.331 1.642 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.447 1.293 1.619 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.544 1.337 1.785 <.001 - - - - - 
            
SUB10_2: Alcohol use interferes 
with interpersonal relationships 

10,249 Any 1.398 1.275 1.533 <.001 - - - 1.968 <.001 
 JS 1.402 1.270 1.547 <.001 - - - 1.951 <.001 

  IMD 1.348 1.183 1.537 <.001 - - - - - 
            
            
SUB12_2: Alcohol or drug use 
has resulted in law violations 

11,110 Any 2.086 1.893 2.299 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 2.016 1.815 2.239 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.894 1.642 2.186 <.001 - - - 1.087 .741 
            
SUB13_2: Alcohol use interferes 
with physical/emotional well-
being 

10,024 Any 1.195 1.063 1.343 .003 - .907 .353 1.742 <.001 
 JS 1.217 1.075 1.378 .002 - - - 1.821 <.001 
 IMD 1.222 1.038 1.438 .016 - .746 .045 - - 

            
SUB14_2:  Early age drug use 10,282 Any 2.204 2.010 2.416 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 2.159 1.956 2.384 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD 2.101 1.838 2.400 <.001 - - - - - 
            
SUB16_2: Has gone on drug-
taking bouts/binges 

10,149 Any 1.817 1.659 1.990 <.001 - 1.448 <.001 - - 
 JS 1.829 1.659 2.017 <.001 - - - 2.581 <.001 

  IMD 1.684 1.478 1.918 <.001 - - - .881 .621 
            
SUB17_2: Has combined the use 
of different drugs 

10,122 Any 1.999 1.825 2.190 <.001 - 1.479 <.001 - - 
 JS 1.976 1.793 2.179 <.001 - 1.512 <.001 2.632 <.001 

  IMD 1.882 1.653 2.143 <.001 - - - - - 
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Predictor Variable N Seg 
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OR 95% CI p HL 
violation 

Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
OR          p 

SUB22_2: Drug use interferes 
with employment 

10,092 Any 1.685 1.537 1.846 <.001  1.346 .002   
 JS 1.639 1.486 1.808 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.630 1.430 1.856 <.001 - 1.269 .057 - - 
            
SUB23_2: Drug use interferes 
with interpersonal relationships 

10,234 Any 1.760 1.608 1.926 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.759 1.596 1.939 <.001 - - - 2.421 <.001 

  IMD 1.598 1.404 1.819 <.001 - 1.114 .386 - - 
            
SUB26_2: Drug use interferes 
with physical/emotional well-
being 

9,959 Any 1.503 1.365 1.655 <.001 - 1.192 .075 2.042 <.001 
 JS 1.493 1.347 1.655 <.001 - - - 2.169 <.001 
 IMD 1.438 1.255 1.648 <.001 - .966 .798 - - 

            
SUB07_R: Excessive alcohol use 
is part of the offender’s lifestyle 

2,013 Any 1.354 1.109 1.654 .003 - - - - - 
 JS 1.363 1.101 1.687 .004 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.214 .916 1.608 .178 - .663 .141 - - 
            
SUB14_R: Regular drug use is 
part of the offender’s lifestyle 

2,033 Any 2.580 2.090 3.184 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 2.528 2.014 3.174 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 2.533 1.860 3.448 <.001 - - - - - 
            
SUB16_R: Becomes violent 
when drinking or using drugs 

1,958 Any 2.267 1.846 2.784 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 2.287 1.832 2.855 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 2.066 1.544 2.766 <.001 - 1.026 .934 - - 
            
SUB17_R: Alcohol and/or drug 
use is part of offence cycle 

2,026 Any 1.601 1.290 1.988 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.557 1.234 1.965 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.809 1.311 2.496 <.001 - - - - - 
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Predictor Variable N Seg 
Type 

OR 95% CI p HL 
violation 

Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
OR          p 

SUB28_2: Previously 
Referred/participated in 
substance abuse programs 

10,316 Any 1.382 1.263 1.511 <.001 - .926 .409 1.917 <.001 
 JS 1.388 1.261 1.528 <.001 - 1.035 .732 2.160 <.001 
 IMD 1.314 1.157 1.493 <.001 - .853 .198 - - 

            
COM02: Residence poorly 
maintained 

6,763 Any 1.265 1.036 1.546 .021 - - - 2.594 <.001 
 JS 1.215 .979 1.506 .077 - - - 2.619 <.001 

  IMD 1.344 1.017 1.776 .038 - - - - - 
            
COM03: Has poor self-
presentation 

8,296 Any 1.224 .971 1.543 .088 - - - 2.558 <.001 
 JS 1.246 .975 1.593 .079 - - - 2.645 <.001 

  IMD 1.405 1.031 1.914 .032 - - - - - 
            
COM04: Has poor hygiene 8,183 Any .957 .677 1.354 .805 - - - 2.809 .010 
  JS .951 .655 1.382 .793 - - - 2.631 .019 
  IMD 1.003 .613 1.641 .992 - - - - - 
            
COM05: Has physical problems 8,200 Any .768 .682 .864 <.001 - - - 1.044 .763 
  JS .761 .670 .865 <.001 - - - 1.096 .530 
  IMD .807 .680 .957 .014 - .530 <.001 - - 
            
COM06: Has dental problems 8,078 Any .884 .765 1.023 .097 - .618 <.001 - - 
  JS .819 .698 .961 .014 - .597 .001 1.173 .322 
  IMD .864 .698 1.068 .176 - - - - - 
            
COM07: Has dietary problems 8,146 Any .790 .625 .999 .049 - - - - - 
  JS .813 .632 1.045 .106 - - - - - 
  IMD .777 .548 1.101 .155 - - - - - 
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Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
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COM09: Has outstanding debts 7,806 Any .768 .690 .855 <.001 - .635 <.001 - - 
  JS .759 .676 .851 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD .872 .747 1.017 .081 - .665 .009 - - 
            
COM14: Unable to express 
verbally 

8,300 Any 1.111 .870 1.418 .399 - - - 2.672 <.001 
 JS 1.177 .910 1.522 .214 - - - 2.965 <.001 

  IMD .885 .608 1.290 .526 - - - - - 
            
COM19: Prior assessment for 
community functioning 

8,208 Any 1.718 1.477 1.998 <.001 - - - 2.687 <.001 
 JS 1.615 1.375 1.897 <.001 - - - 2.588 <.001 

  IMD 1.648 1.342 2.023 <.001 - - - - - 
            
COM21: Has completed a 
community skills program 

8,193 Any 1.322 1.071 1.633 .009 - - - - - 
 JS 1.180 .937 1.485 .159 - - - 1.871 .008 

  IMD 1.370 1.027 1.827 .032 - - - - - 
            
COM01_2: Unstable 
accommodation 

10,256 Any 1.968 1.797 2.155 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.829 1.660 2.015 <.001 - - - 2.576 <.001 

  IMD 2.004 1.763 2.278 <.001 - - - - - 
            
COM08_2: Financial instability 8,824 Any 1.301 1.089 1.554 .004 - - - - - 
  JS 1.313 1.083 1.593 .006 - - - - - 
  IMD 1.193 .927 1.535 .171 - - - - - 
            
COM15_2: Constructive leisure 
activities are limited 

10,248 Any 1.756 1.593 1.935 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.725 1.553 1.916 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.770 1.533 2.043 <.001 - - - - - 
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Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
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COM17_2: Use of community 
resources is limited 

10,261 Any 1.506 1.327 1.711 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.518 1.328 1.737 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.410 1.182 1.682 <.001 - - - - - 
            
ASS01_2: Community 
attachment is limited 

11,110 Any 1.334 1.126 1.580 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.350 1.122 1.623 .001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.308 1.018 1.680 .036 - - - - - 
            
COM18_2: Has used social 
assistance 

10,013 Any 1.197 1.090 1.315 <.001 - .895 .319 - - 
 JS 1.158 1.047 1.280 .004 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.253 1.093 1.436 .001 - .886 .410 - - 
            
COM20_2: Previously 
referred/participated in 
community skills program 

10,259 Any 1.332 1.130 1.570 <.001 - - - 1.984 .001 
 JS 1.189 .994 1.422 .058 - - - 2.026 <.001 
 IMD 1.402 1.122 1.752 .003 - - - - - 

            
PER01: Feels especially self-
important 

8259 Any 1.685 1.475 1.923 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.657 1.440 1.906 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.848 1.548 2.206 <.001 - - - - - 
            
PER02: Physical prowess 
problematic 

8,272 Any 2.145 1.839 2.502 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 2.043 1.738 2.401 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.901 1.548 2.334 <.001 - 1.160 .450 - - 
            
PER03: Family ties problematic 8,255 Any 1.499 1.354 1.658 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 1.404 1.260 1.565 <.001 - - - 1.872 <.001 
  IMD 1.648 1.426 1.903 <.001 - - - - - 
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Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
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PER04: Ethnicity is problematic 8,275 Any 2.074 1.579 2.725 <.001 - .961 .858 - - 
  JS 2.093 1.578 2.776 <.001 - 1.081 .736 - - 
  IMD 1.954 1.372 2.782 <.001 - 1.013 .964 - - 
            
PER05: Religion is problematic 8,288 Any 1.440 .875 2.369 .151 - - - 3.193 .004 
  JS 1.752 1.058 2.901 .029 - - - - - 
  IMD .817 .353 1.890 .636 - - - 3.232 .062 
            
PER12: Has disregard for others 8,257 Any 2.453 2.192 2.744 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 2.291 2.030 2.585 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD 2.529 2.131 3.001 <.001 - - - - - 
            
PER13: Socially unaware 8,269 Any 1.769 1.580 1.982 <.001 - - - 2.365 <.001 
  JS 1.692 1.500 1.909 <.001 - - - 2.362 <.001 
  IMD 1.680 1.436 1.966 <.001 - - - 3.428 <.001 
            
PER20: Poor conflict resolution 8,247 Any 2.841 2.515 3.211 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 2.925 2.556 3.347 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD 2.830 2.344 3.416 <.001 - - - - - 
            
PER25: Worries unreasonably 8,185 Any 1.142 1.004 1.299 .043 - .770 .056 .937 .663 
  JS 1.122 .978 1.289 .101 - .829 .198 - - 
  IMD 1.334 1.118 1.592 .001 - .954 .789 - - 
            
PER26: Takes risk 
inappropriately 

8,268 Any 1.686 1.502 1.893 <.001 - 2.362 <.001 - - 
 JS 1.746 1.538 1.981 <.001 - 2.243 <.001 - - 

  IMD 1.479 1.250 1.748 <.001  2.003 <.001 .752 .282 
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PER29: Is not conscientious 8,206 Any 2.033 1.836 2.252 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 2.014 1.806 2.246 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD 1.849 1.599 2.138 <.001 - - - - - 
            
PER31: Has difficulty performing 
sexually 

7,570 Any .669 .516 .866 .002 - - - 1.677 .035 
 JS .640 .481 .852 .002 - 1.086 .760 1.639 .051 

  IMD .770 .532 1.114 .166 - - - 2.337 .032 
            
PER32: Sexual identity problem 8,063 Any .707 .477 1.048 .084 - - - 2.705 .012 
  JS .605 .385 .951 .030 - - - 2.532 .023 
  IMD .839 .483 1.458 .533 - - - - - 
            
PER36: Diagnosed as disordered 
in the past 

8,189 Any 1.825 1.616 2.061 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.720 1.512 1.957 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 2.029 1.724 2.388 <.001 - - - - - 
            
PER37: Diagnosed as disordered 
currently 

8,144 Any 1.775 1.538 2.049 <.001 - - - 2.827 <.001 
 JS 1.711 1.470 1.992 <.001 - - - 2.554 <.001 

  IMD 1.719 1.415 2.089 <.001 - - - 3.756 <.001 
            
PER38: Prior 
personal/emotional 
assessments 

8,211 Any 1.639 1.474 1.821 <.001 - - - 2.257 <.001 
 JS 1.562 1.395 1.749 <.001 - - - 2.176 <.001 
 IMD 1.660 1.431 1.926 <.001 - - - - - 

            
PER39: Prescribed medication in 
the past 

8,047 Any 1.586 1.429 1.760 <.001 - - - 2.846 <.001 
 JS 1.504 1.345 1.682 <.001 - - - 2.769 <.001 

  IMD 1.733 1.495 2.010 <.001 - - - - - 
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PER40: Prescribed medication 
currently 

8,095 Any 1.416 1.263 1.589 <.001 - - - 2.326 <.001 
 JS 1.384 1.224 1.564 <.001 - - - 2.122 <.001 

  IMD 1.516 1.292 1.780 <.001 - - - 4.462 <.001 
            
PER41: Past hospitalization 8,127 Any 1.322 1.174 1.510 <.001 - 1.043 .740 2.494 <.001 
  JS 1.324 1.158 1.515 <.001 - - - 2.448 <.001 
  IMD 1.350 1.131 1.610 <.001 - .856 .373 3.140 <.001 
            
PER42: Current hospitalization 8,265 Any 1.675 1.252 2.242 <.001 - - - 6.900 <.001 
  JS 1.780 1.317 2.407 <.001 - - - 4.962 <.001 
  IMD 1.441 .961 2.161 .077 - - - 11.215 <.001 
            
PER43: Received outpatient 
services in the past 

8,103 Any 1.330 1.175 1.506 <.001 - - - 2.432 <.001 
 JS 1.227 1.074 1.403 .003 - - - 2.196 <.001 

  IMD 1.549 1.307 1.836 <.001 - - - 3.578 <.001 
            
PER44: Receiving outpatient 
services prior to admission 

8,192 Any 1.081 .883 1.324 .448 - - - 2.353 <.001 
 JS 1.098 .885 1.362 .396 - - - 2.418 <.001 

  IMD .971 .721 1.309 .848 - - - 2.169 .025 
            
PER07_2: Problems recognition 
skills are limited 

10,327 Any 1.619 1.479 1.771 <.001 - - - 1.057 .682 
 JS 1.592 1.445 1.753 <.001 - - - 1.156 .298 

  IMD 1.631 1.432 1.858 <.001 - - - - - 
            
PER08_2: Difficulty solving 
interpersonal problems 

10,303 Any 2.238 2.015 2.485 <.001 - - - 2.810 <.001 
 JS 2.228 1.988 2.497 <.001 - - - 3.061 <.001 

  IMD 2.213 1.890 2.590 <.001 - - - - - 
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PER09_2: Ability to generate 
choices is limited 

10,314 Any 1.796 1.633 1.976 <.001 - - - 1.311 .046 
 JS 1.837 1.657 2.038 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.573 1.372 1.805 <.001 - - - - - 
            
PER10_2: Ability to link actions 
to consequences is limited 

10,331 Any 1.222 1.118 1.335 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.243 1.130 1.368 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.116 .983 1.267 .090 - - - - - 
            
PER11_2: Difficulty setting 
realistic goals 

10,243 Any 1.893 1.719 2.084 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.894 1.710 2.097 <.001 - - - 2.475 <.001 

  IMD 1.657 1.448 1.895 <.001 - - - - - 
            
PER14_2: Impulsive 10,357 Any 2.932 2.566 3.350 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 3.382 2.899 3.945 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD 2.297 1.895 2.783 <.001 - - - - - 
            
PER15_2: Empathy skills limited 10,170 Any 2.101 1.916 2.304 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 2.043 1.851 2.254 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD 1.921 1.687 2.187 <.001 - - - - - 
            
PER16_2: Displays narrow and 
rigid thinking 

10,252 Any 2.189 1.999 2.396 <.001 - - - 2.761 <.001 
 JS 2.093 1.900 2.307 <.001 - - - 2.845 <.001 

  IMD 2.239 1.966 2.551 <.001 - - - 3.512 <.001 
            
PER17_2: Frequently acts in 
aggressive manner 

10,260 Any 3.267 2.977 3.584 <.001 - 2.623 <.001 - - 
 JS 3.464 3.133 3.830 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 2.583 2.265 2.946 <.001 - - - - - 
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PER06_R: Gives up easily when 
challenged 

1,941 Any 1.366 1.106 1.688 .004 - - - - - 
 JS 1.486 1.101 1.860 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.220 .916 1.645 .190 - - - - - 
            
PER14_R: Listening skills are 
limited 

2,018 Any 1.636 1.311 2.041 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.754 1.390 2.214 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.570 1.163 2.119 .003 - - - - - 
            
PER22_R: Frequently interprets 
neutral situations as hostile 

1,949 Any 2.605 2.075 3.272 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 2.933 2.312 3.720 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.672 1.222 2.288 .001 - - - - - 
            
PER18_2: Assertiveness skills 
limited 

10,337 Any 1.304 1.192 1.427 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.297 1.178 1.429 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.362 1.196 1.551 <.001 - - - - - 
            
PER19_2: Difficulty coping with 
stress 

10,160 Any 1.676 1.516 1.853 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.574 1.413 1.753 <.001 - - - 2.464 <.001 

  IMD 2.059 1.762 2.405 <.001 - - - - - 
            
PER21_2: Time management 
skills problematic 

10,036 Any 1.983 1.809 2.173 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.957 1.775 2.159 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.862 1.633 2.123 <.001 - - - - - 
            
PER22_2: Gambling has been 
problematic 

10,110 Any 1.093 .904 1.321 .360 - - - - - 
 JS 1.079 .880 1.323 .465 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.242 .961 1.607 .098 - - - - - 
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PER23_2: Low frustration 
tolerance 

10,149 Any 2.697 2.460 2.957 <.001 - 2.137 <.001 3.978 <.001 
 JS 2.755 2.495 3.042 <.001 - 2.161 <.001 4.293 <.001 

  IMD 2.396 2.101 2.731 <.001 - 1.784 <.001   
            
PER24_2: Hostile 10,273 Any 2.590 2.343 2.863 <.001 - 1.793 <.001 4.384 <.001 
  JS 2.621 2.359 2.912 <.001 - 1.755 <.001 4.754 <.001 
  IMD 2.181 1.903 2.499 <.001 - 1.655 <.001   
            
PER27_2: Engages in thrill-
seeking behaviour 

10,178 Any 2.018 1.841 2.213 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.989 1.803 2.194 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.909 1.677 2.173 <.001 - - - .932 .811 
            
PER30_2: Manipulates others to 
achieve goals 

10,078 Any 1.751 1.599 1.918 <.001 - - - 2.258 <.001 
 JS 1.696 1.539 1.870 <.001 - - - 2.287 <.001 

  IMD 1.851 1.623 2.111 <.001 - - - - - 
            
PER33_2: Has deviant sexual 
preferences 

10,059 Any .561 .473 .665 <.001 - - - 3.072 .002 
 JS .412 .335 .506 <.001 - - - 2.936 .004 

  IMD .941 .758 1.169 .584 - - - 3.830 .015 
            
PER34_2: Displays deviant 
sexual attitudes 

10,120 Any .731 .635 .842 <.001 - - - 1.622 .048 
 JS .621 .529 .729 <.001 - - - 1.590 .066 

  IMD .991 .820 1.198 .928 - - - - - 
            
PER35: Mentally deficient 8,184 Any 1.557 1.238 1.960 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 1.399 1.092 1.791 .008 - - - - - 
  IMD 1.760 1.307 2.371 <.001 - - - - - 
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PER45_2: Previously 
referred/participated in 
programs re: personal domain 

10,370 Any 1.329 1.209 1.459 <.001 - - - 1.851 <.001 
 JS 1.227 1.109 1.358 <.001 - - - 1.924 <.001 
 IMD 1.378 1.207 1.572 <.001 - - - - - 

            
ATT11: Basic life skills have no 
value 

8,259 Any 2.149 1.851 2.495 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 2.049 1.752 2.396 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 2.012 1.651 2.451 <.001 - - - - - 
            
ATT13: Elderly have no value 8,249 Any 2.209 1.515 3.222 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 2.113 1.429 3.126 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD 1.961 1.203 3.197 .007 - - - - - 
            
ATT14: Women/men roles are 
unequal 

7,949 Any 1.224 1.056 1.420 .007 - - - - - 
 JS 1.155 .984 1.355 .078 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.361 1.112 1.665 .003 - - - - - 
            
ATT15: Ethnically intolerant 8,179 Any 2.729 2.019 3.689 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 2.883 2.123 3.915 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD 1.306 .830 2.054 .248 - - - - - 
            
ATT16: Intolerant of other 
religions 

8,213 Any 2.020 1.052 3.878 .035 - - - - - 
 JS 2.083 1.063 4.081 .032 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.067 .378 3.013 .902 - - - - - 
            
ATT17: Intolerant of disabled 
persons 

8,240 Any 1.786 .849 3.759 .127 - - - - - 
 JS 1.453 .646 3.269 .367 - - - - - 

  IMD 2.260 .921 5.543 .075 - - - - - 
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OR 95% CI p HL 
violation 

Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
OR          p 

ATT01_2: Displays negative 
attitudes towards criminal 
justice system 

10,377 Any 2.009 1.820 2.216 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 2.079 1.868 2.315 <.001 - - - - - 
 IMD 1.737 1.507 2.002 <.001 - - - - - 

            
ATT04_2: Displays negative 
attitudes towards correctional 
systems 

10,362 Any 2.576 2.352 2.821 <.001 - 2.132 <.001 - - 
 JS 2.572 2.333 2.836 <.001 - 2.104 <.001 3.508 <.001 
 IMD 2.293 2.013 2.611 <.001 - 1.778 <.001 - - 

            
ATT03_R: Takes pride in 
criminal exploits 

2,016 Any 2.318 1.814 2.961 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 2.183 1.689 2.820 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 2.058 1.494 2.837 <.001 - - - - - 
            
ATT07_2: Displays non-
confirming attitudes towards 
society 

8,186 Any 1.582 1.424 1.758 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.541 1.377 1.725 <.001 - - - - - 
 IMD 1.520 1.306 1.769 <.001 - - - - - 

            
ATT10_2: Values a substance-
abusing lifestyle 

10,225 Any 1.751 1.597 1.919 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.724 1.562 1.904 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.703 1.491 1.946 <.001 - 2.103 <.001 - - 
            
ATT18_2: Disrespects personal 
belongings 

10,314 Any 2.377 2.170 2.603 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 2.277 2.066 2.509 <.001 - 1.875 <.001 - - 

  IMD 2.168 1.907 2.465 <.001 - - - - - 
            
ATT19_2: Disrespects public or 
commercial property 

10,308 Any 2.145 1.958 2.349 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 2.134 1.936 2.351 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 2.068 1.819 2.351 <.001 - - - - - 
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Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
OR          p 

ATT21_2: Attitudes support 
spousal violence 

10,160 Any 1.338 1.192 1.503 <.001 - .971 .781 2.085 .001 
 JS 1.308 1.156 1.481 <.001 - .937 .570 2.317 <.001 

  IMD 1.407 1.199 1.650 <.001 - 1.040 .783 - - 
            
ATT22_2: Attitudes support 
instrumental/goal-oriented 
violence 

10,253 Any 3.126 2.851 3.428 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 3.259 2.950 3.600 <.001 - - - - - 
 IMD 2.684 2.354 3.061 <.001 - - - - - 

            
ATT09_R: Attitudes support 
expressive/emotional violence 

2,043 Any 1.935 1.586 2.360 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 2.036 1.647 2.517 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.528 1.158 2.015 .003 - - - - - 
            
ATT10_R: Denies crime or uses 
excuses to justify or minimize 
crime 

2,063 Any 1.253 1.029 1.526 .025 - - - - - 
 JS 1.319 1.067 1.630 .010 - - - - - 
 IMD 1.008 .766 1.328 .953 - - - - - 

            
ATT11_R: Previously referred to 
programs addressing deficits in 
attitudes domain 

2,058 Any 1.799 1.427 2.269 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.659 1.298 2.120 <.001 - - - - - 
 IMD 1.671 1.222 2.285 .001 - - - - - 

            
ATT23_2: Difficulty setting long-
term goals 

10,341 Any 2.427 2.202 2.675 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 2.436 2.191 2.707 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 2.022 1.758 2.327 <.001 - - - - - 
            
YCR01: Previous offences in 
youth court 

10,374 Any 3.021 2.757 3.312 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 3.079 2.789 3.399 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 2.671 2.341 3.046 <.001 - - - 1.224 .466 
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OR 95% CI p HL 
violation 

Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
OR          p 

YCR0206: Previous youth 
convictions (clumped – 5 
categories) 

10,240 Any 1.414 1.377 1.451 <.001 X - - - - 
 JS 1.404 1.366 1.443 <.001 X 1.321 <.001 - - 
 IMD 1.347 1.301 1.395 <.001 X - - 1.102 .254 

            
YCR08: Youth dispositions: 
community supervision 

10,279 Any 3.022 2.757 3.313 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 3.028 2.744 3.340 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 2.712 2.381 3.090 <.001 - - - 1.116 .718 
            
YCR09: Youth dispositions: open 
custody 

10,242 Any 2.702 2.445 2.986 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 2.689 2.421 2.987 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 2.380 2.078 2.725 <.001 - - - - - 
            
YCR10: Youth dispositions: 
Secure custody 

10,277 Any 3.085 2.796 3.405 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 3.090 2.787 3.427 <.001 - 2.488 <.001 - - 

  IMD 2.679 2.345 3.059 <.001 - - - - - 
            
YCR11: Failure during 
community supervision 

10,089 Any 3.338 3.027 3.680 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 3.304 2.981 3.661 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 2.866 2.510 3.273 <.001 - - - - - 
            
YCR12: Disciplinary transfers 
from open to secure custody 

9,913 Any 3.956 3.220 4.860 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 3.735 3.038 4.592 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 3.441 2.710 4.370 <.001 - - - - - 
            
YCR13: Disciplinary report in 
secure custody 

9,598 Any 3.951 3.330 4.688 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 4.071 3.425 4.838 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 2.921 2.365 3.608 <.001 - - - - - 
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OR          p 

Women 
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YCR14: Attempt 
escape/UAL/escape from secure 
custody 

10,089 Any 2.958 2.458 3.560 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 2.858 2.365 3.454 <.001 - 2.083 <.001 - - 
 IMD 2.968 2.376 3.708 <.001 - - - - - 

            
YCR15: transfer from secure 
custody to adult facility 

10,192 Any 3.725 2.615 5.305 <.001 - 1.976 .014 - - 
 JS 3.998 2.810 5.688 <.001 - 2.278 .003 - - 

  IMD 2.350 1.519 3.635 <.001 - 1.047 .906 - - 
            
ACR01: Previous offences in 
adult court 

10,424 Any 1.987 1.750 2.255 <.001 - 1.283 .091 2.646 <.001 
 JS 2.083 1.810 2.398 <.001 - 1.379 .045 3.157 <.001 

  IMD 1.713 1.425 2.059 <.001 - 1.007 .969 - - 
            
ACR0206: Previous convictions 
(clumped) 

10,419 Any 1.178 1.150 1.207 <.001 X 1.038 .156 - - 
 JS 1.174 1.144 1.204 <.001 X 1.032 .260 1.257 <.001 

  IMD 1.162 1.122 1.204 <.001 √ 1.030 .396 - - 
            
ACR08: Prior sanctions: 
community supervision 

10,406 Any 1.767 1.591 1.964 <.001 - 1.093 .437 2.323 <.001 
 JS 1.819 1.621 2.041 <.001 - 1.150 .255 2.638 <.001 

  IMD 1.578 1.354 1.838 <.001 - .981 .897 - - 
            
ACR09: Prior sanctions: 
Provincial terms 

10,404 Any 2.073 1.873 2.296 <.001 - 1.471 <.001 - - 
 JS 2.149 1.922 2.403 <.001 - 1.592 <.001 - - 

  IMD 1.779 1.535 2.061 <.001 - 1.143 .367 - - 
            
ACR10: Prior sanctions: federal 
terms 

10,417 Any 1.959 1.780 2.155 <.001 - - - 2.786 <.001 
 JS 1.879 1.697 2.079 <.001 - - - 2.925 <.001 

  IMD 1.940 1.701 2.213 <.001 - - - - - 
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OR          p 

Women 
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ACR11: Failure during 
community supervision 

10,330 Any 2.255 2.048 2.483 <.001 - 1.462 <.001 2.941 <.001 
 JS 2.332 2.099 2.590 <.001 - 1.539 <.001 3.273 <.001 

  IMD 1.936 1.684 2.224 <.001 - 1.210 .166 - - 
            
ACR12: Segregation for 
disciplinary infractions 

9,969 Any 3.429 3.110 3.781 <.001 - - - 4.536 <.001 
 JS 3.493 3.151 3.871 <.001 - 2.826 <.001 4.755 <.001 

  IMD 2.749 2.406 3.141 <.001 - - - - - 
            
ACR13: Attempt escape/UAL 
escape 

10,378 Any 1.938 1.746 2.150 <.001 - 1.393 .002 - - 
 JS 1.925 1.725 2.148 <.001 - 1.369 .004 - - 

  IMD 1.773 1.537 2.045 <.001 - 1.325 .041 - - 
            
ACR14: Reclassified to higher 
level of security 

10,212 Any 2.843 2.534 3.190 <.001 - - - 5.200 <.001 
 JS 2.734 2.426 3.082 <.001 - - - 5.557 <.001 

  IMD 2.648 2.281 3.073 <.001 - - - 5.099 <.001 
            
ACR15: Failures on conditional 
release 

10,346 Any 1.891 1.728 2.069 <.001 - 1.541 <.001 2.428 <.001 
 JS 1.868 1.696 2.056 <.001 - 1.524 <.001 2.593 <.001 

  IMD 1.732 1.525 1.968 <.001 - - - - - 
            
ACR16: Less than 6 months 
since last incarceration 

10,405 Any 2.342 2.114 2.596 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 2.231 2.003 2.486 <.001 - 1.766 <.001 - - 

  IMD 2.217 1.931 2.545 <.001 - - - - - 
            
ACR17: No crime free period of 
1 year or more 

10,397 Any 2.616 2.343 2.920 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 2.530 2.255 2.838 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 2.340 2.024 2.706 <.001 - - - - - 
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OR          p 
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OSR03: Prior drug cultivation 10,420 Any .738 .523 1.043 .085 - - - - - 
  JS .816 .568 1.173 .272 - - - - - 
  IMD .540 .300 .971 .039 - - - - - 
            
OSR04: Prior drug trafficking 10,413 Any 1.103 .981 1.240 .100 - - - - - 
  JS 1.185 1.047 1.340 .007 - - - - - 
  IMD .812 .678 .972 .023 - - - - - 
            
OSR05: Prior drug importation 10,415 Any .781 .389 1.570 .489 - - - - - 
  JS .887 .429 1.834 .747 - - - - - 
  IMD .186 .026 1.348 .096 - - - - - 
            
OSR06: Prior arson/firesetting 10,417 Any 1.767 1.338 2.333 <.001 - - - 6.588 <.001 
  JS 1.834 1.375 2.446 <.001 - - - 6.069 <.001 
  IMD 1.688 1.169 2.436 .005 - - - 5.453 .003 
            
OSR09: Prior forcible 
confinement/kidnapping 

10,416 Any 2.086 1.691 2.573 <.001 - 1.402 .091 5.076 <.001 
 JS 2.064 1.660 2.565 <.001 - 1.143 .536 - - 

  IMD 2.240 1.725 2.907 <.001 - - - - - 
            
OSR10: Prior violence (assault, 
robbery) 

10,418 Any 2.727 2.487 3.000 <.001 - 2.114 <.001 3.846 <.001 
 JS 2.887 2.601 3.206 <.001 - - - 4.225 <.001 

  IMD 2.321 2.020 2.666 <.001 - 1.474 .008 - - 
            
OSR11: Prior sex offences 10,416 Any .983 .832 1.160 .835 - - - 4.924 .025 
  JS .852 .708 1.025 .090 - - - 5.415 .017 
  IMD 1.312 1.056 1.630 .014 - - - - - 
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OSR12: Prior attempt murder 10,420 Any 1.598 .950 2.688 .077 - - - - - 
  JS 1.668 .972 2.862 .064 - - - - - 
  IMD .754 .302 1.884 .546 - - - - - 
            
OSR13: Prior homicide offence 10,420 Any 1.449 .965 2.175 .074 - - - - - 
  JS 1.577 1.036 2.402 .034 - - - - - 
  IMD 1.106 .605 2.023 .743 - - - - - 
            
OSR16: Prior victims were 
children 

10,214 Any 1.291 1.098 1.591 .002 - - - 2.874 <.001 
 JS 1.167 .978 1.392 .087 - - - 3.178 <.001 

  IMD 1.633 1.323 2.015 <.001 - 1.119 .551 - - 
            
OSR17: Prior victims were 
handicapped/infirm 

10,179 Any 1.465 .924 2.324 .105 - - - - - 
 JS 1.246 .752 2.065 .394 - - - - - 

  IMD 2.149 1.241 3.721 .006 - - - - - 
            
            
OSR18 Prior victims were 
elderly 

10,138 Any 1.628 1.212 2.188 <.001 - - - 4.423 <.001 
 JS 1.597 1.170 2.179 .003 - - - 4.887 <.001 

  IMD 1.662 1.127 2.452 .010 - .630 .287 - - 
            
OSR1921: Number of prior 
victims 

10,262 Any 1.443 1.394 1.494 <.001 X 1.323 <.001 1.696 <.001 
 JS 1.444 1.392 1.499 <.001 X 1.323 <.001 1.749 <.001 

  IMD 1.409 1.341 1.481 <.001 √ - - - - 
            
OSR22: Use of power/position 
or authority over prior victim 

10,242 Any 1.458 1.302 1.633 <.001 - - - 3.642 <.001 
 JS 1.400 1.241 1.579 <.001 - - - 4.091 <.001 

  IMD 1.487 1.273 1.738 <.001 - .989 .940 - - 
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OSR25: Violence used against 
prior victim 

10,270 Any 2.522 2.300 2.766 <.001 - - - 3.904 <.001 
 JS 2.677 2.422 2.959 <.001 - - - 4.127 <.001 

  IMD 2.206 1.932 2.520 <.001 - 1.519 .002 - - 
            
OSR26: Weapons used against 
prior victims 

9,956 Any 2.412 2.171 2.680 <.001 - 1.795 <.001 3.436 <.001 
 JS 2.464 2.206 2.752 <.001 - 1.823 <.001 3.579 <.001 

  IMD 2.128 1.845 2.455 <.001 - 1.515 .001 - - 
            
OSR27: Caused death to prior 
victim 

10,407 Any 1.433 1.013 2.028 .042 - - - - - 
 JS 1.534 1.070 2.200 .020 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.295 .797 2.105 .297 - - - - - 
            
OSR28: Caused serious injury to 
prior victim 

9,893 Any 1.912 1.675 2.183 <.001 - 1.339 .009 3.179 <.001 
 JS 1.925 1.676 2.212 <.001 - 1.327 .017 3.216 <.001 

  IMD 1.624 1.353 1.948 <.001 - 1.030 .847 - - 
            
OSR29: Caused minor injury to 
prior victim 

10,008 Any 2.272 2.072 2.492 <.001 - - - 3.399 <.001 
 JS 2.361 2.137 2.608 <.001 - 1.818 <.001 3.677 <.001 

  IMD 2.106 1.845 2.405 <.001 - 1.475 .004 - - 
            
OSR3336: Sentence length for 
prior offences 

10,423 Any 1.801 1.674 1.938 <.001 X - - - - 
 JS 1.772 1.640 1.913 <.001 X - - 2.215 <.001 

  IMD 1.607 1.458 1.770 <.001 X - - - - 
            
OSR51: Current victims were 
children 

10,412 Any .512 .431 .607 <.001 - - - .959 .885 
 JS .358 .290 .443 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD .838 .673 1.044 .116 - - - 3.411 <.001 
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OSR52: Current victims were 
handicapped/infirm 

10,395 Any 1.117 .747 1.671 .590 - - - - - 
 JS 1.057 .683 1.635 .804 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.243 .721 2.143 .433 - - - - - 
            
OSR53: Current victims were 
elderly 

10,363 Any 1.707 1.362 2.141 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.743 1.377 2.206 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.431 1.045 1.961 .026 - - - - - 
            
OSR5456: Number of current 
victims (0,1,2,3+) 

10,409 Any 1.353 1.301 1.408 <.001 X - - 1.576 <.001 
 JS 1.327 1.272 1.384 <.001 X - - 1.579 <.001 

  IMD 1.329 1.258 1.404 <.001 X - - - - 
            
OSR57: Use of power/position 
or authority over current victim 

10,405 Any 1.032 .924 1.154 .574 - - - 1.862 <.001 
 JS .897 .794 1.014 .082 - - - 1.831 <.001 

  IMD 1.182 1.014 1.378 .033 - - - 2.068 .013 
            
OSR60: Violence used against 
current victim 

10,410 Any 2.103 1.922 2.302 <.001 - - - 3.097 <.001 
 JS 2.113 1.919 2.327 <.001 - - - 3.073 <.001 

  IMD 1.763 1.552 2.003 <.001 - - - - - 
            
OSR61: Weapon used against 
current victim 

10,370 Any 2.183 1.968 2.422 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 2.181 1.956 2.432 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.733 1.501 2.001 <.001 - - - - - 
            
OSR62: Caused death to current 
victim 

10,433 Any 1.592 1.380 1.837 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.593 1.371 1.852 <.001 - - - 1.136 .509 

  IMD 1.505 1.238 1.830 <.001 - - - - - 
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OSR63: Serious injury to current 
victim 

10,378 Any 1.809 1.621 2.019 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.790 1.594 2.010 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.521 1.305 1.772 <.001 - - - - - 
            
OSR64: Minor injury to current 
victim 

10,389 Any 1.929 1.751 2.125 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.940 1.751 2.150 <.001 - - - 2.544 <.001 

  IMD 1.680 1.468 1.923 <.001 - - - - - 
            
SOH01: Sex offence history 
(current/past) 

10,431 Any .736 .647 .836 <.001 - - - 1.835 .106 
 JS .599 .518 .693 <.001 - - - 1.493 .322 

  IMD 1.099 .929 1.301 .272 - - - 4.087 .005 
            
SOH0204: Current sentence for 
sex or sex-related offence 

10,430 Any .541 .461 .635 <.001 - - - 1.643 .230 
 JS .391 .322 .475 <.001 - - - 1.241 .638 

  IMD .901 .735 1.105 .316 - - - 4.859 .002 
            
SOH0305: Past sex or sex-
related conviction 

10,428 Any 1.032 .875 1.219 .706 - - - - - 
 JS .875 .727 1.053 .159 - - - 4.050 .068 

  IMD 1.372 1.106 1.703 .004 - - - - - 
            
SOH06: Incest – current 
sentence 

10,428 Any .222 .142 .347 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS .145 .079 .266 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD .333 .182 .610 <.001 - - - 2.762 .339 
            
SOH07: Pedophilia – current 
sentence 

10,418 Any .359 .263 .489 <.001 - - - 2.448 .303 
 JS .187 .119 .294 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD .747 .521 1.072 .114 - - - 12.670 .004 
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SOH08: Sexual assault – current 
sentence 

10,430 Any .567 .474 .677 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS .422 .341 .524 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD .933 .744 1.170 .549 - - - 5.484 .009 
            
SOH09: Other current sex 
offence 

10,426 Any .352 .230 .539 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS .158 .081 .309 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD .810 .504 1.302 .385 - - - - - 
            
SOH10: Incest – past sentence 10,423 Any .462 .237 .900 .023 - - - - - 
  JS .278 .112 .688 .006 - - - - - 
  IMD .769 .333 1.777 .539 - - - - - 
            
SOH11: Pedophilia – past 
sentence 

10,414 Any .593 .405 .870 .007 - - - - - 
 JS .323 .190 .549 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.201 .773 1.866 .415 - - - - - 
            
SOH12: Sexual assault = past 
sentence 

10,419 Any .996 .828 1.198 .963 - - - - - 
 JS .858 .698 1.055 .146 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.337 1.052 1.699 .018 - - - - - 
            
SOH13: Other previous sex 
offence 

10,423 Any .944 .665 1.339 .745 - - - - - 
 JS .898 .613 1.316 .581 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.137 .710 1.819 .594 - - - 24.984 .023 
            
SOH1416: Number of sex 
offence victims 

10,423 Any .843 .787 .902 <.001 √ - - 1.282 .210 
 JS .761 .703 .825 <.001 X - - 1.180 .437 

  IMD 1.034 .949 1.127 .442 √ - - 2.016 .002 
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SOH17: Sex victims were female 
children (under 12) 

10,403 Any .468 .368 .596 <.001 - - - 2.739 .073 
 JS .323 .238 .438 <.001 - - - 2.159 .196 

  IMD .757 .556 1.030 .077 - - - 6.993 .003 
            
SOH18: Sex victims were female 
children (12-17 years) 

10,393 Any .638 .522 .781 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS .551 .437 .693 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD .859 .655 1.127 .273 - - - - - 
            
SOH19: Sex victims were female 
adults (18-64) 

10,404 Any .976 .813 1.172 .799 - .686 .015 - - 
 JS .897 .734 1.097 .289 - .586 .002 - - 

  IMD 1.245 .977 1.585 .076 - - - - - 
            
SOH20: Sex victims were female 
elderly (65+) 

10,413 Any 1.784 .648 4.913 .263 - - - - - 
 JS 2.320 .843 6.389 .103 - - - - - 

  IMD 2.916 .939 9.057 .064 - - - - - 
            
SOH21: Sex victims were male 
children (under 12) 

10,411 Any .631 .439 .907 .013 - - - - - 
 JS .412 .259 .656 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.223 .801 1.868 .351 - - - - - 
            
SOH22: Sex victims were male 
children (12-17 years) 

10,411 Any .395 .234 .668 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS .177 .078 .401 <.001 - .693 .570 - - 

  IMD 1.010 .579 1.763 .971 - - - - - 
            
SOH23: Sex victims were male 
adults (18-64) 

10,417 Any .706 .266 1.875 .485 - - - - - 
 JS .918 .346 2.435 .863 - - - - - 

  IMD 2.085 .785 5.541 .141 - - - - - 
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SOH24: Sex victims were male 
elderly (65+) 

10,417 Any 2.962 .185 47.368 .443 - - - - - 
 JS 3.846 .240 61.520 .341 - - - - - 

  IMD 8.718 .545 139.48 .126 - - - - - 
            
SOH25: Current sex offence 
resulted in death or serious 
harm 

10,396 Any .591 .502 .697 <.001 - - - 1.976 .108 
 JS .433 .355 .528 <.001 - - - 1.471 .407 
 IMD .972 .789 1.198 .788 - - - 5.715 <.001 

            
High profile flag 11,091 Any 2.409 2.010 2.888 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 2.261 1.873 2.730 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD 2.246 1.782 2.831 <.001 - - - 4.846 <.001 
            
Publication ban flag 11,091 Any .368 .197 .689 .002 - - - - - 
  JS .245 .107 .560 .001 - - - - - 
  IMD .563 .246 1.286 .173 - - - - - 
            
Sex offence involving child flag 11,091 Any .423 .343 .521 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS .260 .197 .343 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD .787 .610 1.017 .068 - - - 3.320 .055 
            
Terrorism offence flag 11,091 Any 6.271 .569 69.174 .134 - - - - - 
  JS 8.027 .730 88.308 .089 - - - - - 
  IMD <.001 <.001 >999.9 .957 - - - - - 
            
Need: communication/physical 
disability or sensitivity impairing 
daily living activities 

11,091 Any .937 .567 1.546 .798 - - - 3.206 .042 
 JS 1.055 .627 1.776 .840 - - - 3.524 .028 
 IMD .936 .451 1.941 .859 - - - - - 
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Predictor Variable N Seg 
Type 

OR 95% CI p HL 
violation 

Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
OR          p 

Need: Diagnosed or suspected 
learning disability 

11,091 Any 1.659 1.404 1.961 <.001 - - - 3.296 .001 
 JS 1.567 1.312 1.872 <.001 - - - 3.630 <.001 

  IMD 1.664 1.330 2.083 <.001 - - - - - 
            
Current opiate substitution 
therapy 

11,091 Any 1.609 1.338 1.935 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.579 1.300 1.919 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.353 1.041 1.758 .024 - - - - - 
            
Protective custody flag 11,091 Any 1.719 1.100 2.688 .018 - - - - - 
  JS 1.693 1.059 2.705 .028 - - - - - 
  IMD 2.329 1.364 3.978 .002 - - - - - 
            
SIO flag: Computer threat 11,091 Any 1.046 .415 2.637 .924 - - - - - 
  JS .808 .276 2.365 .697 - - - - - 
  IMD 1.320 .393 4.432 .653 - - - - - 
            
SIO flag: Intoxicant supplier 11,091 Any 2.466 1.459 4.168 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 2.554 1.496 4.363 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD 2.220 1.147 4.299 .018 - - - - - 
            
SIO flag: 
leader/organizer/inciter 

11,091 Any 1.569 .392 6.277 .524 - - - - - 
 JS 2.027 .507 8.106 .318 - - - - - 

  IMD <.001 <.001 >999.9 .967 - - - - - 
            
SIO flag: Predatory (exploits 
staff or inmates) 

11,091 Any 1.794 .525 6.133 .351 - - - - - 
 JS 1.516 .402 5.719 .539 - - - - - 

  IMD 5.291 1.546 18.103 .008 - - - - - 
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Predictor Variable N Seg 
Type 

OR 95% CI p HL 
violation 

Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
OR          p 

SIO: Restraint equipment 
required 

11,091 Any >999.9 <.001 >999.9 .934 - - - - - 
 JS 2.026 .184 22.327 .564 - - - - - 

  IMD 18.477 1.675 203.85 .017 - - - - - 
            
SIO: Security literate/experience 11,091 Any .627 .137 2.864 .547 - - - - - 
  JS .367 .047 2.843 .337 - - - - - 
  IMD .839 .108 6.505 .867 - - - - - 
            
SIO: Security concerns 11,091 Any 4.050 2.396 6.846 <.001 - - - 21.100 <.001 
  JS 3.416 2.024 5.765 <.001 - - - 23.240 <.001 
  IMD 2.750 1.477 5.121 .001 - - - - - 
            
SIO: Has been or is incarcerated 
in SHU 

11,091 Any 10.808 4.655 25.096 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 13.983 6.018 32.491 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 5.130 2.452 10.732 <.001 - - - - - 
            
SIO: Use of force consideration 11,091 Any 3.130 1.009 9.714 .048 - - - - - 
  JS 4.047 1.304 12.561 .016 - - - - - 
  IMD 3.085 .834 11.411 .091 - - - - - 
            
SIO: Vulnerable offender 11,091 Any 1.426 .495 4.108 .511 - - - - - 
  JS 1.842 .639 5.304 .258 - - - - - 
  IMD 1.320 .300 5.814 .714 - - - - - 
            
SIO: Weapons or explosives 
capability 

11,091 Any 5.497 1.608 18.792 .007 - - - - - 
 JS 7.064 2.067 24.137 .002 - - - - - 

  IMD .925 .119 7.221 .941 - - - - - 
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Predictor Variable N Seg 
Type 

OR 95% CI p HL 
violation 

Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
OR          p 

Staff safety threat 11,091 Any 4.596 3.584 5.893 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 4.802 3.753 6.144 <.001 - - - 9.231 - 
  IMD 2.754 2.047 3.704 <.001 - - - - - 
            
History of suicide attempts or 
self-injury 

11,091 Any 1.907 1.660 2.189 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.616 1.393 1.875 <.001 - - - 2.323 <.001 

  IMD 2.354 1.977 2.083 <.001 - - - - - 
            
Criminal organization offence 11,091 Any .520 .306 .884 .016 - - - - - 
  JS .574 .327 1.007 .053 - - - - - 
  IMD .252 .080 .795 .019 - - - - - 
            
Interested in Traditional Healing 
Path 

11,091 Any 1.313 1.027 1.678 .030 - 1.020 .895 4.141 .003 
 JS 1.354 1.045 1.754 .022 - 1.093 .566 4.556 .002 

  IMD 1.189 .836 1.692 .336 - .879 .530 - - 
            
LTSO flag 11,091 Any 1.556 1.058 2.290 .025 - 2.689 .004 - - 
  JS 1.320 .866 2.013 .196 - - - - - 
  IMD 1.563 .931 2.622 .091 - - - - - 
            
Escape risk/history 11,091 Any 2.882 2.266 3.665 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 2.722 2.128 3.481 <.001 - - - 6.287 <.001 
  IMD 2.147 1.573 2.929 <.001 - - - - - 
            
Forcible confinement with sex 
assault 

11,091 Any 2.273 1.113 4.646 .024 - - - - - 
 JS 1.407 .628 3.149 .406 - - - - - 

  IMD 2.705 1.163 6.292 .021 - - - - - 
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Predictor Variable N Seg 
Type 

OR 95% CI p HL 
violation 

Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
OR          p 

Forcible confinement 11,091 Any 3.936 1.840 8.418 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 4.371 2.052 9.313 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD 2.648 1.067 6.574 .036 - - - - - 
            
Hostage taking 11091 Any 10.969 2.280 52.768 .003 - - - - - 
  JS 14.171 2.943 68.246 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD 1.154 .144 9.236 .892 - - - - - 
            
Hostage taking with sex assault 11,091 Any 4.707 .786 28.183 .090 - - - - - 
  JS 2.705 .452 16.189 .276 - - - - - 
  IMD 13.875 2.316 83.117 .004 - - - - - 
            
Interest in S.81 transfer  11,091 Any 1.386 1.167 1.646 <.001 - .970 .770 - - 

 JS 1.264 1.050 1.522 .014 .928 .504 - - 
  IMD 1.708 1.367 2.134 <.001 1.166 .261 - - 
            
Interest in S.84 process  11,091 Any 1.343 1.147 1.574 <.001 - .925 .426 - - 
  JS 1.266 1.068 1.501 .007 .912 .382 - - 
  IMD 1.553 1.259 1.917 <.001 1.033 .803 - - 
            
Outstanding charges 11,091 Any 2.220 2.028 2.429 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 2.159 1.961 2.377 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD 2.163 1.906 2.456 <.001 - - - - - 
            
Judge extended parole eligibility 11,091 Any 1.757 1.281 2.410 <.001 - - - 12.868 .002 
  JS 1.638 1.172 2.289 .004 - - - 14.142 .002 
  IMD 1.594 1.038 2.448 .033 - - - 4.159 .190 
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Predictor Variable N Seg 
Type 

OR 95% CI p HL 
violation 

Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
OR          p 

Sentence/conviction under 
appeal 

11,091 Any 1.279 1.073 1.525 .006 - - - - - 
 JS 1.218 1.008 1.472 .041 - - - - - 

  IMD 1.261 .986 1.614 .065 - - - - - 
            
Family violence flag 11,091 Any 1.608 1.454 1.778 <.001 - 1.100 .325 - - 
  JS 1.527 1.372 1.700 <.001 - 1.022 .829 - - 
  IMD 1.590 1.382 1.829 <.001 - 1.141 .304 - - 
            
Age at admission 11,110 Any .951 .947 .956 <.001 √ - - - - 
  JS .946 .941 .951 <.001 √ - - - - 
  IMD .962 .956 .968 <.001 √ - - - - 
            
Sentence length (years) 10,706 Any 1.195 1.169 1.222 <.001 X 1.260 <.001 - - 
  JS 1.172 1.146 1.198 <.001 X 1.228 <.001 - - 
  IMD 1.148 1.118 1.180 <.001 X - - - - 
            
Translator required 10,532 Any .391 .224 .683 .001 - - - - - 
  JS .310 .157 .611 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD .623 .304 1.278 .196 - - - - - 
            
Deportable 3,348 Any .969 .764 1.227 .792 - - - - - 
  JS .981 .761 1.264 .882 - - - - - 
  IMD .840 .585 1.206 .345 - - - - - 
            
Lifer 11,110 Any 3.563 2.916 4.352 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 3.165 2.583 3.877 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD 2.974 2.340 3.780 <.001 - - - - - 
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Predictor Variable N Seg 
Type 

OR 95% CI p HL 
violation 

Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
OR          p 

Francophone 10,517 Any 1.084 .968 1.213 .161 - - - - - 
  JS 1.182 1.050 1.331 .006 - 2.109 .003 - - 
  IMD .799 .671 .951 .012 - 1.474 .131 - - 
            
Single (from marital status) 10,469 Any .958 .874 1.050 .356 - - - 1.291 .078 
  JS .849 .770 .936 .001 - - - 1.197 .226 
  IMD 1.234 1.079 1.412 .002 - - - - - 
            
Previous federal incarceration 11,109 Any 1.924 1.755 2.109 <.001 - 1.512 <.001 2.972 <.001 
  JS 1.870 1.696 2.063 <.001 - 1.539 <.001 3.124 <.001 
  IMD 1.897 1.668 2.157 <.001 - - - - - 
            
Any grievances 11,110 Any 2.710 2.424 3.030 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 2.507 2.231 2.818 <.001 - - - 3.786 <.001 
  IMD 2.627 2.271 3.039 <.001 - - - - - 
            
2+ grievances 11,110 Any 3.114 2.713 3.575 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 2.709 2.349 3.125 <.001 - - - 4.970 <.001 
  IMD 3.007 2.536 3.566 <.001 - - - - - 
            
5+ grievances 11,110 Any 3.656 3.065 4.361 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 3.233 2.703 3.867 <.001 - - - 6.652 <.001 
  IMD 3.276 2.658 4.036 <.001 - - - - - 
            
Gang member (from affiliation 
table) 

11,110 Any 2.771 2.438 3.150 <.001 - 3.099 <.001 - - 
 JS 2.843 2.492 3.244 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 2.222 1.876 2.631 <.001 - - - - - 
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OR 95% CI p HL 
violation 

Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
OR          p 

Any gang: member 11,110 Any 2.886 2.445 3.406 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 2.848 2.404 3.375 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD 2.050 1.646 2.553 <.001 - - - - - 
            
Any gang: associate 11,110 Any 2.186 1.687 2.833 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 2.248 1.722 2.936 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD 1.620 1.131 2.320 .009 - - - - - 
            
Any gang: associate or member 11,110 Any 2.703 2.340 3.121 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 2.719 2.345 3.154 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD 1.960 1.615 2.380 <.001 - - - - - 
            
Aboriginal gang 11,110 Any 3.390 2.562 4.485 <.001 √ 2.543 <.001 7.201 <.001 
  JS 2.976 2.240 3.955 <.001 - - - 7.952 <.001 
  IMD 2.196 1.534 3.144 <.001 - - - - - 
            
Asian gang 11,110 Any 1.531 .870 2.693 .140 - - - - - 
  JS 1.664 .929 2.984 .087 - - - - - 
  IMD 1.815 .886 3.717 .103 - - - - - 
            
Motorcycle gang 11,110 Any 1.377 .968 1.960 .075 - - - - - 
  JS 1.560 1.085 2.242 .016 - - - - - 
  IMD 1.122 .665 1.892 .667 - - - - - 
            
Prison gang 11,110 Any 4.744 2.609 8.627 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 3.894 2.166 6.999 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD 3.012 1.522 5.961 .002 - - - - - 
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OR 95% CI p HL 
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Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
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Street gang 11,110 Any 2.764 2.263 3.376 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 2.866 2.337 3.514 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD 1.983 1.520 2.585 <.001 - - - - - 
            
Organized crime 11,110 Any .712 .452 1.123 .144 - - - - - 
  JS .775 .479 1.254 .299 - - - - - 
  IMD .306 .113 .830 .020 - - - - - 
            
Historical: Any gang: member 11,110 Any 6.252 4.501 8.685 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 5.723 4.171 7.852 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD 5.289 3.805 7.352 <.001 - - - - - 
            
Historical: Any gang: associate 11,110 Any 6.055 3.009 12.184 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 4.831 2.480 9.410 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD 7.017 3.582 13.746 <.001 - - - - - 
            
Historical: Any gang: associate 
or member 

11,110 Any 6.120 4.515 8.296 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 5.503 4.105 7.377 <.001 - 3.694 <.001 - - 

  IMD 5.301 3.901 7.205 <.001 - - - - - 
            
Historical: Aboriginal gang 11,110 Any 5.921 3.732 9.393 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 4.533 2.916 7.048 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD 5.371 3.390 8.510 <.001 - - - - - 
            
Historical: Asian gang 11,110 Any 3.130 .441 22.227 .254 - - - - - 
  JS 4.044 .569 28.722 .162 - - - - - 
  IMD 3.084 .321 29.663 .330 - - - - - 
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OR          p 

Women 
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Historical: Motorcycle gang 11,110 Any 4.402 1.396 13.880 .011 - - - - - 
  JS 5.668 1.797 17.876 .003 - - - - - 
  IMD 4.634 1.393 15.413 .012 - - - - - 
            
Historical: Prison gang 11,110 Any 47.265 6.248 357.57 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 61.018 8.056 462.16 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD 15.533 5.634 42.822 <.001 - - - - - 
            
Historical: Street gang 11,110 Any 5.451 3.492 8.509 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 5.222 3.386 8.054 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD 4.220 2.646 6.731 <.001 - - - - - 
            
Historical: Organized crime 11,110 Any <.001 <.001 >999.9 .962 - - - - - 
  JS <.001 <.001 >999.9 .966 - - - - - 
  IMD <.001 <.001 >999.9 .964 - - - - - 
            
IA: Alcohol drug use score 11,059 Any 1.130 1.111 1.151 <.001 X 1.065 .007 1.224 <.001 
  JS 1.127 1.106 1.149 <.001 X - - 1.233 <.001 
  IMD 1.119 1.090 1.148 <.001 X 1.028 .377 - - 
            
IA: Escape history score 11,059 Any 1.061 1.049 1.072 <.001 - - - - - 
  JS 1.065 1.053 1.077 <.001 - - - - - 
  IMD 1.039 1.024 1.053 <.001 - - - - - 
            
IA: incident score 11,059 Any 1.033 1.031 1.035 <.001 X 1.027 <.001 1.039 <.001 
  JS 1.034 1.032 1.036 <.001 X 1.027 <.001 1.040 <.001 
  IMD 1.023 1.020 1.025 <.001 X 1.018 <.001 - - 
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Predictor Variable N Seg 
Type 

OR 95% CI p HL 
violation 

Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
OR          p 

IA: Incident severity remand 
score 

11,059 Any 1.350 1.318 1.382 <.001 - - - 1.509 <.001 
 JS 1.366 1.333 1.400 <.001 - - - 1.532 <.001 

  IMD 1.249 1.212 1.287 <.001 - - - - - 
            
IA: Incident severity score 11,059 Any 2.077 1.962 2.200 <.001 - 1.712 <.001 - - 
  JS 2.102 1.983 2.229 <.001 - 1.744 <.001 2.593 <.001 
  IMD 1.717 1.595 1.847 <.001 - 1.422 <.001 - - 
            
IA: Institutional adjustment 
score 

11,059 Any 1.030 1.029 1.032 <.001 X 1.026 <.001 - - 
 JS 1.031 1.029 1.033 <.001 X 1.026 <.001 - - 

  IMD 1.021 1.019 1.023 <.001 X 1.017 <.001 - - 
            
IA: Involve in incident score 11,059 Any 2.045 1.951 2.144 <.001 - 1.860 <.001 - - 
  JS 2.156 2.046 2.272 <.001 - 1.913 <.001 - - 
  IMD 1.684 1.575 1.800 <.001 - - - - - 
            
IA: Involve in last 5 years 11,059 Any 3.133 2.877 3.412 <.001 - 2.586 <.001 4.720 <.001 
  JS 3.190 2.927 3.477 <.001 - 2.611 <.001 5.287 <.001 
  IMD 2.247 2.031 2.485 <.001 - 1.756 <.001 - - 
            
SR: Number of MS releases 11,059 Any 1.083 1.070 1.096 <.001 X - - - - 
  JS 1.073 1.060 1.086 <.001 X 1.048 <.001 - - 
  IMD 1.064 1.049 1.079 <.001 X - - - - 
            
SR: Number of parole releases 11,059 Any 1.079 1.040 1.120 <.001 X - - 1.184 <.001 
  JS 1.076 1.035 1.119 <.001 √ - - 1.197 <.001 
  IMD 1.024 .969 1.081 .401 X - - - - 
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OR 95% CI p HL 
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Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
OR          p 

SR: Number of prior convictions 
score 

11,059 Any 1.282 1.249 1.315 <.001 X 1.143 <.001 - - 
 JS 1.281 1.246 1.317 <.001 X 1.123 <.001 - - 

  IMD 1.238 1.193 1.284 <.001 X 1.107 .009 - - 
            
SR: Offence severity score 11,059 Any 1.323 1.219 1.436 <.001 X - - 1.916 <.001 
  JS 1.320 1.209 1.441 <.001 X - - 1.858 <.001 
  IMD 1.191 1.059 1.340 .004 X - - 1.833 .009 
            
SR: Outstanding charge score 11,059 Any 1.340 1.271 1.413 <.001 - 1.194 .001 - - 
  JS 1.333 1.262 1.408 <.001 - 1.189 .002 - - 
  IMD 1.305 1.218 1.398 <.001 - 1.139 .062 - - 
            
CRS: Security risk score 11,059 Any 1.025 1.023 1.027 <.001 X - - - - 
  JS 1.023 1.022 1.025 <.001 X - - - - 
  IMD 1.018 1.017 1.020 <.001 X - - - - 
            
SR: Sentence length score 11,059 Any 1.561 1.474 1.652 <.001 √ 1.761 <.001 - - 
  JS 1.463 1.379 1.552 <.001 √ - - - - 
  IMD 1.505 1.402 1.615 <.001 √ - - - - 
            
IA: Street stability adjustment 
score 

11,059 Any 2.311 2.151 2.484 <.001 X 1.877 <.001 - - 
 JS 2.362 2.185 2.554 <.001 X 1.906 <.001 - - 

  IMD 1.975 1.783 2.187 <.001 X - - - - 
            
IA: Street stability risk score 11,059 Any 2.220 2.069 2.381 <.001 X 1.859 <.001 - - 
  JS 2.258 2.094 2.436 <.001 X 1.873 <.001 - - 
  IMD 1.901 1.722 2.099 <.001 X - - - - 
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Predictor Variable N Seg 
Type 

OR 95% CI p HL 
violation 

Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
OR          p 

Past sentence – Number of 
incidents involving death 

11,110 Any 1.828 1.293 2.584 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.712 1.222 2.399 .002 - - - 6.863 .008 

  IMD 1.497 1.059 2.116 .022 - - - 4.341 .008 
            
Past sentence – Any incident 
involving death 

11,110 Any 3.589 2.192 5.875 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 3.601 2.199 5.896 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 2.372 1.286 4.375 .006 - - - 12.710 .004 
            
Past sentence – Number of 
incidents involving assault 

11,110 Any 1.371 1.317 1.428 <.001 - 1.202 <.001 1.687 <.001 
 JS 1.325 1.275 1.376 <.001 - 1.175 <.001 1.708 <.001 

  IMD 1.222 1.180 1.266 <.001 - 1.139 <.001 - - 
            
Past sentence – Any incident 
involving assault 

11,110 Any 3.513 3.102 3.979 <.001 - 2.731 <.001 - - 
 JS 3.174 2.793 3.607 <.001 - 2.417 <.001 - - 

  IMD 3.244 2.780 3.787 <.001 - - - - - 
            
Past sentence – Number 
incidents involving escape or ual 

11,110 Any 1.601 1.473 1.741 <.001 - 1.318 <.001 2.499 <.001 
 JS 1.452 1.339 1.575 <.001 - 1.264 <.001 2.532 <.001 
 IMD 1.518 1.390 1.658 <.001 - 1.201 <.001 - - 

            
Past sentence – any escape/ual 
incident 

11,110 Any 2.791 2.376 3.278 <.001 - 1.933 <.001 6.238 <.001 
 JS 2.465 2.086 2.913 <.001 - 1.808 .003 6.281 <.001 

  IMD 2.839 2.331 3.458 <.001 - 1.811 .002 5.919 <.001 
            
Past sentence – Number 
contraband incidents 

11,110 Any 1.198 1.165 1.232 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.168 1.137 1.199 <.001 - - - - - 
 IMD 1.122 1.092 1.153 <.001 - - - - - 
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OR 95% CI p HL 
violation 

Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
OR          p 

Past sentence –any contraband 
incident 

11,110 Any 2.706 2.400 3.051 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 2.560 2.259 2.901 <.001 - - - - - 
 IMD 2.446 2.092 2.861 <.001 - - - - - 

            
Past sentence – Number 
behaviour incidents 
 

11,110 Any 1.117 1.096 1.139 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.104 1.084 1.123 <.001 - 1.064 <.001 - - 
 IMD 1.059 1.043 1.075 <.001 - - - - - 

            
Past sentence – any behaviour 
incident 

11,110 Any 2.993 2.651 3.379 <.001 - 2.040 <.001 - - 
 JS 2.886 2.546 3.272 <.001 - 2.046 <.001 - - 

  IMD 2.604 2.227 3.046 <.001 - 1.949 <.001 - - 
            
Past sentence – Number self-
injury incidents 
 

11,110 Any 1.448 1.289 1.626 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.227 1.135 1.327 <.001 - - - - - 
 IMD 1.293 1.193 1.401 <.001 - - - - - 

            
Past sentence – Any self-injury 
incident 
 

11,110 Any 4.005 3.080 5.207 <.001 - - - 10.765 <.001 
 JS 3.276 2.517 4.264 <.001 - 2.051 .005 7.324 <.001 
 IMD 4.200 3.150 5.600 <.001 - - - 16.849 <.001 

            
Past sentence – Number 
property incidents 
 

11,110 Any 1.402 1.269 1.549 <.001 - - - 1.020 .568 
 JS 1.368 1.244 1.504 <.001 - - - 1.022 .549 
 IMD 1.261 1.156 1.375 <.001 - 1.614 <.001 1.039 .337 

            
Past sentence – any property 
incident 
 

11,110 Any 3.313 2.687 4.086 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 3.139 2.538 3.882 <.001 - - - - - 
 IMD 3.547 2.787 4.514 <.001 - - - 12.736 <.001 
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Predictor Variable N Seg 
Type 

OR 95% CI p HL 
violation 

Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
OR          p 

Past sentence – Number misc. 
incidents 

11,110 Any 1.104 1.085 1.124 <.001 - - - - - 

 JS 1.077 1.060 1.095 <.001 - - - - - 

 IMD 1.086 1.068 1.105 <.001 - - - 1.252 <.001 
            
Past sentence –any misc 
incident 
 

11,110 Any 2.439 2.181 2.727 <.001 - 1.926 <.001 - - 
 JS 2.245 1.997 2.525 <.001 - 1.774 <.001 - - 
 IMD 2.354 2.031 2.728 <.001 - - - - - 

            
Past sentence – Number violent 
incident 
 

11,110 Any 1.359 1.306 1.414 <.001 - 1.197 <.001 1.686 <.001 
 JS 1.314 1.265 1.364 <.001 - 1.172 <.001 1.708 <.001 
 IMD 1.214 1.173 1.257 <.001 - 1.131 <.001 - - 

            
Past sentence – any violent 
incident 

11,110 Any 3.470 3.066 3.927 <.001 - 2.714 <.001 - - 
 JS 3.150 2.773 3.577 <.001 - 2.419 <.001 - - 

  IMD 3.202 2.745 3.736 <.001 - - - - - 
            
Past sentence – total incidents 
 

11,110 Any 1.050 1.044 1.057 <.001 - 1.038 <.001 - - 
 JS 1.042 1.036 1.048 <.001 - 1.028 <.001 - - 
 IMD 1.034 1.028 1.040 <.001 - 1.023 <.001 - - 

            
Past sentence – any incident 11,110 Any 2.591 2.345 2.863 <.001 - 1.985 <.001 - - 

 JS 2.453 2.209 2.725 <.001 - 1.972 <.001 - - 
 IMD 2.428 2.122 2.779 <.001 - - - - - 

            
Past sentence – Number 
admissions to IMD seg 
 

11,110 Any 1.380 1.322 1.441 <.001 - 1.525 <.001 - - 
 JS 1.235 1.191 1.280 <.001 - - - - - 
 IMD 1.316 1.267 1.367 <.001 - 1.463 <.001 1.777 <.001 

*Table continues on next page.
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Predictor Variable N Seg 
Type 

OR 95% CI p HL 
violation 

Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
OR          p 

Past sentence – Number 
admissions JS seg 
 

11,110 Any 1.326 1.285 1.368 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.279 1.243 1.316 <.001 - - - - - 
 IMD 1.198 1.167 1.229 <.001 - - - - - 

            
Past sentence – Number 
admissions interfere seg 

11,110 Any 3.471 2.739 4.400 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 3.350 2.657 4.223 <.001 - - - - - 
 IMD 2.292 1.792 2.931 <.001 - - - - - 

            
Past sentence – Number 
admissions seg other reasons 
 

11,110 Any 1.495 1.268 1.763 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.337 1.141 1.566 <.001 - - - - - 
 IMD 1.579 1.323 1.884 <.001 - - - - - 

            
Past sentence – Number 
admissions disciplinary seg 
 

11,110 Any 1.356 1.246 1.474 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.321 1.218 1.433 <.001 - - - - - 
 IMD 1.125 1.040 1.217 .003 - - - 2.367 .008 

            
Past sentence – Days in IMD seg 
 

11,110 Any 1.004 1.003 1.005 <.001 - - - 1.055 <.001 
 JS 1.003 1.002 1.003 <.001 - - - 1.025 .004 
 IMD 1.003 1.003 1.004 <.001 - - - 1.025 <.001 

            
Past sentence – Days in JS seg 
 

11,110 Any 1.009 1.008 1.010 <.001 - 1.005 <.001 1.023 <.001 
 JS 1.007 1.006 1.008 <.001 - 1.004 <.001 1.023 <.001 

  IMD 1.005 1.004 1.006 <.001 - 1.003 <.001 1.013 <.001 
            
Past sentence – Days in 
interfere seg 
 

11,110 Any 1.023 1.016 1.030 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.020 1.014 1.026 <.001 - - - - - 
 IMD 1.011 1.006 1.016 <.001 - 1.005 .083 - - 

*Table continues on next page.
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Predictor Variable N Seg 
Type 

OR 95% CI p HL 
violation 

Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
OR          p 

Past sentence – Days in other 
reasons seg 
 

11,110 Any 1.002 1.000 1.004 .071 - - - - - 
 JS 1.002 1.000 1.004 .105 - - - - - 
 IMD 1.001 .999 1.004 .243 - - - 1.360 .024 

            
Past sentence – Days in 
disciplinary seg 

11,110 Any 1.013 1.008 1.018 <.001 - - - 1.173 .011 
 JS 1.009 1.005 1.014 <.001 - - - 1.184 .008 

  IMD 1.008 1.004 1.013 <.001 - - - 1.270 <.001 
            
Past sentence – Any IMD seg 11,110 Any 4.007 3.504 4.581 <.001 - - - - - 

 JS 3.314 2.890 3.799 <.001 - - - - - 
 IMD 3.955 3.373 4.638 <.001 - - - 11.019 <.001 

            
Past sentence – Any JS seg 
 

11,110 Any 3.768 3.352 4.234 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 3.435 3.046 3.873 <.001 - 2.690 <.001 - - 
 IMD 3.275 2.827 3.793 <.001 - - - - - 

            
Past sentence – Any interfere 
seg 
 

11,110 Any 4.428 3.398 5.770 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 4.481 3.447 5.826 <.001 - - - - - 
 IMD 2.916 2.136 3.981 <.001 - - - - - 

            
Past sentence – Any other seg 
 

11,110 Any 2.284 1.737 3.005 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 2.011 1.508 2.682 <.001 - - - - - 
 IMD 2.567 1.842 3.578 <.001 - - - - - 

            
Past sentence – any disciplinary 
seg 

11,110 Any 3.419 2.804 4.169 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 3.360 2.750 4.106 <.001 - - - - - 

  IMD 2.854 2.245 3.628 <.001 - - - 11.035 <.001 

*Table continues on next page.
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Predictor Variable N Seg 
Type 

OR 95% CI p HL 
violation 

Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
OR          p 

Past sentence – Number 
admissions to JS or IMD seg 
 

11,110 Any 1.212 1.188 1.237 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.164 1.143 1.185 <.001 - - - - - 
 IMD 1.149 1.129 1.169 <.001 - - - - - 

            
Past sentence – Any admission 
to JS or IMD seg 
 

11,110 Any 3.566 3.192 3.983 <.001 - - - 5.226 <.001 
 JS 3.222 2.873 3.613 <.001 - - - 5.051 <.001 
 IMD 3.228 2.802 3.719 <.001 - - - - - 

            
Past sentence – Days in JS or 
IMD seg 

11,110 Any 1.004 1.003 1.004 <.001 - - - 1.022 <.001 
 JS 1.003 1.002 1.003 <.001 - - - 1.018 <.001 

  IMD 1.003 1.002 1.003 <.001 - - - 1.013 <.001 
            
Past sentence – Number 
admissions any type of seg 

11,110 Any 1.173 1.153 1.193 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.137 1.120 1.155 <.001 - - - - - 
 IMD 1.121 1.105 1.138 <.001 - - - 1.194 <.001 

            
Past sentence – Any admissions 
to any type of seg 
 

11,110 Any 3.440 3.087 3.834 <.001 - - - 4.952 <.001 
 JS 3.129 2.796 3.502 <.001 - 2.480 <.001 4.816 <.001 
 IMD 3.157 2.745 3.630 <.001 - - - - - 

            
Past sentence – days in any type 
of seg 
 

11,110 Any 1.003 1.003 1.004 <.001 - - - 1.021 <.001 
 JS 1.003 1.002 1.003 <.001 - - - 1.018 <.001 
 IMD 1.003 1.002 1.003 <.001 - - - 1.012 <.001 

            
Past sentence – Number 
admissions any type of admin 
seg 

11,110 Any 1.199 1.176 1.222 <.001 - - - - - 
 JS 1.155 1.135 1.175 <.001 - - - - - 
 IMD 1.141 1.122 1.160 <.001 - - - - - 

*Table continues on next page.
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Predictor Variable N Seg 
Type 

OR 95% CI p HL 
violation 

Aboriginal 
OR          p 

Women 
OR          p 

Past sentence – Any admissions 
to admin seg 

11,110 Any 3.462 3.104 3.861 <.001 - 2.799 <.001 - - 
 JS 3.136 2.801 3.512 <.001 - 2.468 <.001 4.770 <.001 

  IMD 3.198 2.780 3.679 <.001 - - - - - 
            
Past sentence – Days in any 
type of admin seg 
 

11,110 Any 1.004 1.003 1.004 <.001 - - - 1.022 <.001 
 JS 1.003 1.002 1.003 <.001 - - - 1.018 <.001 
 IMD 1.003 1.002 1.003 <.001 - - - 1.012 <.001 
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 Appendix B: Summary of Component-by-Component Item Reduction 

 

General principles guiding reduction of items within a component are described in text.  

 

The format of this appendix is to start by presenting the initial component derived from the PCA analysis. For each item, the overall 

predictive accuracy and interactions with gender and Aboriginal ancestry are presented. Subsequently, some informal notes are 

presented to describe how items were combined and reduced (other than by the backwards elimination model selection). Next, a new 

table is presented with the reduced version of that component, noting the predictive accuracy (odds ratios and c values) only for items 

retained in that component either for the overall sample, or for a gender/Aboriginal ancestry subgroup. 

 

Abbreviations in this Appendix are the same as those in Appendix A. 
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Table B1  

Initial Component 1: Prior federal sentence and institutional behaviour – 22 items (before data extraction error identified) 

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR          p 

Women 

OR             p 

ACR10: Prior sanctions: federal terms  10,417 .569 1.959 <.001   2.786 <.001 

ACR12: Segregation for disciplinary infractions 9,969 .629 3.429 <.001   4.536 <.001 

ACR14: Reclassified to higher level of security 10,212 .573 2.843 <.001   5.200 <.001 

ACR15: Failures on conditional release 10,346 .577 1.891 <.001 1.541 <.001 2.428 <.001 

Previous federal incarceration 11,109 .570 1.924 <.001 1.512 <.001 2.972 <.001 

Any grievances 11,110 .569 2.710 <.001     

2+ grievances 11,110 .551 3.114 <.001     

CRS: Number of MS releases 11,059 .577 1.083 <.001     

CRS: Number of parole releases 11,059 .521 1.079 <.001   1.184 <.001 

Past federal sentence: Any incidents as a victim 11,110 .535 2.766 <.001     

Past federal sentence: Any violent incidents as a victim 11,110 .528 3.165 <.001     

Past federal sentence: Any violent incidents as perpetrator 11,110 .563 3.717 <.001 2.822 <.001   

Past federal sentence: Any requests for protective custody 11,110 .519 2.628 <.001     

Past federal sentence: Any incidents for under the influence 11,110 .517 2.383 <.001 1.081 .745   

Past federal sentence: Any incidents for drug/alcohol or paraphernalia 

contraband 

11,110 .561 2.662 <.001     

Past federal sentence: Any incidents for weapons contraband 11,110 .532 4.569 <.001     

Past federal sentence: Any incidents for other contraband 11,110 .539 2.224 <.001     

Past fed sentence: Any admissions to admin seg for IMD 11,110 .593 11.764 <.001     

Past federal sentence: Any admissions to admin seg for JS 11,110 .646 9.209 <.001     

Past federal sentence: Number of days in IMD seg 11,110 .590 1.014 <.001 1.011 <.001   

Past federal sentence: # of days in jeopardize security seg 11,110 .646 1.020 <.001   1.045 <.001 

Past federal sentence: Any  JS/IMD segregation admissions 11,110 .664 9.278 <.001         

This is the original component with an error in the data pull. Two variables (any admission for JS and any admission for IMD) did not load on this component, 

but I retained them for reasons of face validity. After the data error was identified, I re-pulled the variables on previous incidents and segregation placements in 

prior federal sentence – for reasons of face validity, I am keeping them on the same component. The new Component 1 is reproduced below 
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Table B2  

Initial Component 1: Prior federal sentence and institutional behaviour – 40 items (after data extraction error fixed) 

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

ACR10: Prior sanctions: federal terms 10,417 .569  2.155 <.001   2.786  <.001 

ACR12: Segregation for disciplinary infractions 9,969 .629 3.781 <.001   4.536 <.001 

ACR14: Reclassified to higher level of security 10,212 .573 3.190 <.001   5.200 <.001 

ACR15: Failures on conditional release 10,346 .577 2.069 <.001 1.541 <.001 2.428 <.001 

Previous federal incarceration 11,109 .570 2.109 <.001 1.512 <.001 2.972 <.001 

Any grievances 11,110 .569 3.030 <.001     

2+ grievances 11,110 .551 3.575 <.001     

CRS: Number of MS releases 11,059 .577 1.096 <.001     

CRS: Number of parole releases 11,059 .521 1.120 <.001   1.184 <.001 

Past sentence – Number of incidents involving assault 11,110 .572 1.428 <.001 1.202 <.001 1.687 <.001 

Past sentence – Any incident involving assault 11,110 .570 3.979 <.001 2.731 <.001   

Past sentence – Number incidents involving escape or UAL 11,110 .534 1.741 <.001 1.318 <.001 2.499 <.001 

Past sentence – any escape/UAL incident 11,110 .534 3.278 <.001 1.933 <.001 6.238 <.001 

Past sentence – Number contraband incidents 11,110 .560 1.232 <.001     

Past sentence –any contraband incident 11,110 .559 3.051 <.001     

Past sentence – Number behaviour incidents 11,110 .566 1.139 <.001     

Past sentence – any behaviour incident 11,110 .564 3.379 <.001 2.040 <.001   

Past sentence – Any self-injury incident 11,110 .518 5.207 <.001   10.765 <.001 

Past sentence – Number misc. incidents 11,110 .564 1.124 <.001     

Past sentence –any misc incident 11,110 .562 2.727 <.001 1.926 <.001   

Past sentence – Number violent incident 11,110 .572 1.414 <.001 1.197 <.001 1.686 <.001 

Past sentence – any violent incident 11,110 .570 3.927 <.001 2.714 <.001   

Past sentence – total incidents 11,110 .590 1.057 <.001 1.038 <.001   

Past sentence – any incident 11,110 .584 2.863 <.001 1.985 <.001   

Past sentence – Number admissions to IMD seg 11,110 .569 1.441 <.001 1.525 <.001   

Past sentence – Number admissions JS seg 11,110 .587 1.368 <.001     

Past sentence – Number admissions disciplinary seg 11,110 .527 1.474 <.001         

* Table continues on next page. 
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Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

Past sentence – Days in IMD seg 11,110 .567 1.005 <.001   1.055 <.001 

Past sentence – Days in JS seg 11,110 .588 1.010 <.001 1.005 <.001 1.023 <.001 

Past sentence – Days in disciplinary seg 11,110 .527 1.018 <.001   1.173 .011 

Past sentence – Any IMD seg 11,110 .568 4.581 <.001     

Past sentence – Any JS seg 11,110 .585 4.234 <.001     

Past sentence – any disciplinary seg 11,110 .527 4.169 <.001     

Past sentence – Number admissions to JS or IMD seg 11,110 .594 1.237 <.001     

Past sentence – Any admission to JS or IMD seg 11,110 .591 3.983 <.001   5.226 <.001 

Past sentence – Days in JS or IMD seg 11,110 .595 1.004 <.001   1.022 <.001 

Past sentence – Number admissions any type of seg 11,110 .596 1.193 <.001     

Past sentence – Any admissions to any type of seg 11,110 .592 3.834 <.001   4.952 <.001 

Past sentence – days in any type of seg 11,110 .596 1.004 <.001   1.021 <.001 

Past sentence – Number admissions any type of admin seg 11,110 .595 1.222 <.001     

Past sentence – Any admissions to admin seg 11,110 .591 3.861 <.001 2.799 <.001   

Past sentence – Days in any type of admin seg 11,110 .595 1.004 <.001     1.022 <.001 

         

Preliminary deletions 

ACR10 item from SFA assesses prior federal sentence, as does the item directly coded from OMS (‘did they have past federal sentence’). The ACR item was less 

predictive, less reliable (42 cases with a clear prior federal were missed), and had more missing cases. The ACR item was deleted and the general OMS item for 

prior sentence was retained. 

Past incidents: in all cases, the number of a specific incident (with the exception of total incidents – see below) either was not incremental to the dichotomous 

variable, or it only trivially increased the C of the dichotomous variable alone (largest C difference was .002). Consequently, I deleted the variables counting the 

number of incidents. 

Additionally, the dichotomous “any incident” (C = .584) had a higher C than any individual type of incident, so this was retained, and then the other incident 

variables were deleted. For this overall variable (“any incident”), adding the number of total incidents added incrementally and brought the C from .584 to .590, 

which is small, but larger than some of the other incremental effects, so I will keep both the ‘any’ and ‘number’ variables for now. 
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CRS Prior parole releases: The effect size was trivial, but it was retained to this stage only because the effect was significantly greater for females. However, 

playing around with different options to clump this variable into categories does not yield groups with meaningfully different segregation rates, and exploring 

logistic models, it does not add incrementally for females (the group it was included for anyway). Consequently, it was deleted. 

Prior segregation placements: Combining all the reasons for segregation outperformed any individual reason alone. For the individual reasons alone, the 

incremental effect of days or number of admissions to segregation for that reason was either non-significant, or it only made a small increase in C. The largest 

effect was for prior admissions (any) for JS segregation plus days in JS segregation – combined C of .588, which is still lower than the dichotomous any 

admissions to any type of administrative segregation. So I deleted variables focusing on specific individual reasons for segregation. 

Among the candidate variables that combine reasons for segregation, there are a few options: combining just JS and IMD segregation, any segregation (includes 

disciplinary) or any administrative segregation (excludes disciplinary). Predictive accuracy was all almost identical (differences at .001 of C). So I will determine 

which to retain based on conceptual validity and ease of coding. 

 I want to exclude disciplinary segregation because it’s a different policy than administrative (the intended focus of this scale). 

Also, in the future there could be dramatic policy changes (e.g., removed of disciplinary segregation altogether) that will not affect administrative segregation, so 

it’s useful to keep them separate. Consequently, the definition that includes disciplinary will be deleted. 

Conceptually, prior JS/IMD segregation admissions is the closest match to our outcome. However, in OMS it is much easier to identify all previous 

administrative segregations for all reason types (excluding disciplinary segregation). OMS also automatically calculates number of days spent in segregation in 

prior sentences but includes all administrative segregation reasons. So although JS/IMD segregation is conceptually a better fit, any administrative segregation is 

much easier to code and since the predictive accuracy is the same, we will go with that. 

Examining the ‘any administrative segregation concept’, both days in segregation and number of admissions add incrementally to the dichotomous ‘ever 

admitted’ (they both increase the C from .591 to .595). This is a small incremental effect. 

I explored making both of them (‘days’ and ‘number of admissions’) a 3-point or 4-point scale, and found a C of no higher than .594 for a 3-point scale based on 

days in segregation, compared to a C of .591 for the dichotomous item – this difference is not meaningful enough to depart from a dichotomous item, so I will 

retain only the dichotomous variable (any prior admission to administrative segregation). 
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Based on feedback from the working group, there may be some concerns about using any CRS items in the scale because some people have concerns about how 

it works with women. Implementation resistance may be avoided if I do not use that definition. The CRS mandatory releases item is conceptually similar to other 

items in the scale and doesn’t have better predictive accuracy, so I will delete it. 

Grievances: having 2+ adds incrementally to any grievance, but a 3-point scale for these items has a C (.571) trivially different than the dichotomous variable 

(.569) so I will retain only the dichotomous. 

Continuous variables need to be divided into categories.  

3-point variable for total number of incidents had C of .586, compared to .584 for the dichotomous item, so I retained the dichotomous item. 

These deletions/combinations reduced this component from 53 items to 7 items. Multicollinearity: any incident correlated with past federal sentence at .77, and 

with prior segregation admission at .77. These are a bit concerning but not demonstrably inappropriate. The other correlations are .72 and lower.  

 I did a backwards logistic model selection procedure to further narrow them down.  

Final items in Component 1 are in the table below. I only included information for the models that the items were retained in. 

I deleted any grievances even though it was retained in the model for non-Aboriginal females because it was not in any of the other models, and removing it 

changed the overall C from .737 to .735, which is trivial. 

 

Table B3 

Reduced Component 1: Prior federal sentence and institutional behaviour – 6 items  

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal men Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

ACR12: Segregation for disciplinary infractions 3.429 .629 3.246 .625 2.758 .618 5.629 .635 2.884 .597 9,969 

ACR14: Reclassified to higher level of security 2.843 .573 x x x x x x 5.733 .576 10,212 

ACR15: Failures on conditional release 1.891 .577 x x x x x x x x 10,346 

Previous federal incarceration 1.924 .570 1.842 .567 1.304 .532 x x x x 11,109 

Past sentence – any incident x x 2.572 .586 x  x x x x 11,110 

Past sentence – Any admissions to admin seg 3.462 .591 3.365 .593 2.525 .580 5.539 .566 x x 11,110 
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Table B4 

Initial Component 2: Drug use – 16 Items 

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

ASS02_2: Associates with substance abusers 10,237 .572 2.381 <.001     

SUB18: Abuses drugs 8,290 .583 2.239 <.001   3.158 <.001 

SUB15: Uses drugs on regular basis 8,234 .581 1.954 <.001     

SUB19: Uses drugs during leisure time 8,244 .585 2.094 <.001     

SUB20: Uses drugs in social situations 8,234 .587 2.115 <.001     

SUB21: Uses drugs to relieve stress 8,142 .574 1.813 <.001     

SUB12_2: Alcohol or drug use has resulted in law 

violations 

11,110 .580 2.086 <.001     

SUB14_2:  Early age drug use 10,282 .597 2.204 <.001     

SUB16_2: Has gone on drug-taking bouts/binges 10,149 .574 1.817 <.001 1.448 <.001   

SUB17_2: Has combined the use of different drugs 10,122 .586 1.999 <.001 1.479 <.001   

SUB22_2: Drug use interferes with employment 10,092 .562 1.685 <.001 1.346 .002   

SUB23_2: Drug use interferes with interpersonal 

relationships 

10,234 .570 1.760 <.001     

SUB26_2: Drugs interferes w/ physical/emotional 

well-being 

9,959 .544 1.503 <.001 1.192 .075 2.042 <.001 

CRS: Alcohol drug use score 11,059 .581 1.130 <.001 1.065 .007 1.224 <.001 

SUB14_R: Regular drug use is part of the offender’s 

lifestyle 

2,033 .611 2.580 <.001     

SUB17_R: Alcohol and/or drug use is part of offence 

cycle 

2,026 .550 1.601 <.001         

         

Deleted:         

Sub15, sub19, sub20: All were highly intercorrelated (mostly exceeding .80) and also too related to sub18. For each of these items, if the item is present, then 

sub18 is scored as present. So sub18 seems to be the encompassing variable and was consequently retained. 

-Sub17_R: I ran a model with all items of the new DFIA (including those that were matched with old DFIA items) DFIA, and the CRS item. Sub17_R was not 

retained.  
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I ran logistic regression models for the remainder of the items, separately with old and new DFIA indicators because I could not run an analysis with 

information on both for all cases.  

 

 

Table B5 

Reduced Component 2: Drug use – 6 Items 

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal men Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

ASS02_2: Associates with substance abusers 2.381 .572 2.332 .578 x x x x x x 10,237 

SUB18: Abuses drugs x x x x 2.003 .552 x x x x 8,290 

SUB14_2:  Early age drug use 2.204 .597 2.089 .591 1.742 .557 x x 2.348 .595 10,282 

SUB17_2: Has combined the use of different 

drugs 

1.999 .586 2.060 .589 x x 2.412 .607 2.101 .591 10,122 

CRS: Alcohol drug use score x x x x x x 1.810 .636 x x 11,059 

SUB14_R: Regular drug use is part of the 

offender’s lifestyle 

2.580 .611 2.848 .625 2.007 .575 x x x x 2,033 
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Table B6 

Initial Component 3: Alcohol abuse – 13 items 

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

SUB05: Abuses alcohol 8,264 .552 1.518 <.001     

SUB02: Drinks on a regular basis 8,218 .546 1.492 <.001     

SUB06: Drinks to excess during leisure time 8,205 .545 1.461 <.001     

SUB07: Drinks to excess in social situations 8,182 .548 1.487 <.001 1.068 .560   

SUB08: Drinks to relieve stress 8,126 .532 1.347 <.001   1.964 <.001 

SUB01_2: Early age alcohol use 10,273 .555 1.569 <.001     

SUB03_2: Frequently engages in binge drinking 10,210 .546 1.461 <.001   1.970 <.001 

SUB04_2: Has combined the use of alcohol and drugs 10,176 .566 1.717 <.001   2.212 <.001 

SUB09_2: Alcohol use interferes with employment 10,110 .534 1.478 <.001     

SUB10_2: Alcohol use interferes with interpersonal 

relationships 

10,249 .538 1.398 <.001   1.968 <.001 

SUB07_R: Excessive alcohol use part of offender’s 

lifestyle 

2,013 .536 1.354 .003     

SUB16_R: Becomes violent when drinking or using drugs 1,958 .601 2.267 <.001     

ATT10_2: Values a substance-abusing lifestyle 10,225 .568 1.751 <.001         

         

Deleted         

-          Sub02, sub06, sub07, sub10_2 were all highly correlated with sub05 (> .70) and are subsumed within sub05, so I retained just sub05. 

-          Sub07_R is highly correlated with sub03_2 (r = .77), but is based on less information, is more subjective, and has lower C, so it was deleted. 
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Table B7 

Reduced Component 3: Alcohol abuse – 6 items 

      

  

Total 

Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal 

Men 

Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

SUB05: Abuses alcohol 1.518 0.552 1.316 0.534 1.094 0.507 x x 0.964 0.504 8,264 

SUB08: Drinks to relieve stress x  1.134 0.512 x x 2.474 0.589 x x 8,126 

SUB01_2: Early age alcohol use 1.569 0.555 1.416 0.541 x x x x x x 10,273 

SUB04_2: Has combined the use of alcohol and 

drugs 

1.717 0.566 1.524 0.550 1.348 0.532 x x 1.905 0.576 10,176 

SUB16_R: Becomes violent when drinking or 

using drugs 

2.267 0.601 2.422 0.608 1.381 0.531 1.160 0.517 x x 1,958 

ATT10_2: Values a substance-abusing lifestyle 1.751 0.568 1.497 0.549 1.632 0.545 1.862 0.564 1.638 0.560 10,225 

 

 

 

Table B8 

Initial Component 4: Youth record/sentences and age – 7 items 

      

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

YCR01: Previous offences in youth court 10,374 0.635 3.021 <.001     

YCR0206: Previous youth convictions (6 categories) 10,240 0.655 1.414 <.001     

YCR08: Youth dispositions: community supervision 10,279 0.632 3.022 <.001     

YCR09: Youth dispositions: open custody 10,242 0.594 2.702 <.001     

YCR10: Youth dispositions: Secure custody 10,277 0.61 3.085 <.001     

YCR11: Failure during community supervision 10,089 0.624 3.338 <.001     

Age at admission 11,110 0.643 0.951 <.001     

         

YCR items 01, 0206, 08, 11 are all too intercorrelated (>.80). I’m also concerned about access to reliable information.  

YCR01 is essentially subsumed in YCR0206, so it was removed.        
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YCR0203 was reduced from 6 categories to 3 (with only very small decreases in accuracy).       

YCR10 and 11 deleted because they resulted in trivial increase to AUC. Since they’re difficulty info to get, they’re gone.  

Age reduced to 6 categories         

 

 

Table B9 

Reduced Component 4: Youth record/sentences and age – 2 items 

      

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal 

men 

Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

YCR02063: Previous youth convictions (down to 3 

categories) 

1.79 .653 1.762 .641 1.668 .655 1.587 .584 1.791 .654 10,240 

Age at admission (6 categories) 0.688 .638 0.697 .636 0.662 .643 0.748 .607 0.705 .623 11,110 

 

 

 

Table B10 

Initial Component 5: Previous adult convictions/record – 7 items 

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

ACR01: Previous offences in adult court 10,424 .548 1.987 <.001 1.283 .091 2.646 <.001 

ACR0206: Previous convictions (clumped) 10,419 .582 1.178 <.001 1.038 .156   

ACR08: Prior sanctions: community supervision 10,406 .555 1.767 <.001 1.093 .437 2.323 <.001 

ACR09: Prior sanctions: Provincial terms 10,404 .576 2.073 <.001 1.471 <.001   

ACR11: Failure during community supervision 10,330 .594 2.255 <.001 1.462 <.001 2.941 <.001 

OSR3336: Sentence length for prior offences 10,423 .595 1.801 <.001     

CRS: Number of prior convictions score 11,059 .619 1.282 <.001 1.143 <.001     

         

Deleted ACR01 because it is essentially subsumed in ACR0206.        

CRS prior convictions score was reduced to 3 categories, and this predicted better than the ACR0206 item, so the latter was deleted. 

ACR08 deleted because it was too highly correlated with ACR11, and ACR11 is a stronger predictor. 

ACR09 was too highly correlation with prior convictions (from CRS) and had lower accuracy, so it was deleted. 
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Table B11 

Reduced Component 5 – Previous adult convictions/record – 3 items       

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal 

men 

Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

ACR11: Failure during community supervision 2.255 .594 2.210 .592 x x 3.550 .653 x x 10,330 

OSR3336: Sentence length for prior offences 

(now 3 cat.) 

2.027 .595 1.866 .590 1.698 .550 x x x x 10,423 

CRS: Number of prior convictions score (now 3 

categories) 

1.774 .615 1.719 .611 x x 1.884 .649 1.539 .586 11,059 

 

 

Table B12 

Initial Component 6  - Sex offence components – 7 items 

      

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

Sexual offences 10,961 .524 0.570 <.001   1.549 .316 

PER32: Sexual identity problem 8,063 .503 0.707 .084   2.705 .012 

PER33_2: Has deviant sexual preferences 10,059 .524 0.561 <.001   3.072 .002 

OSR51: Current victims were children 10,412 .527 0.512 <.001   0.959 .885 

OSR57: Use of power/position/authority over current victim 10,405 .503 1.032 .574   1.862 <.001 

SOH0204: Current sentence for sex or sex-related offence 10,430 .527 0.541 <.001   1.643 .230 

Sex offence involving child flag 11,091 .525 0.423 <.001         

         

Items in this domain were the rare few that tended to predict JS segregation but not IMD segregation. Given that the overall scale will combine both reasons for 

segregation, it would be ideal to use as few of these variables as possible. 

For women, the only thing that was retained (with non-trivial C) was OSR57 for Aboriginal females. 

For men:  deleted PER32 (non-significant) and OSR57 (non-significant overall).     

Sex offences, PER33_2, SOH0204, and child sex flag were all too highly correlated. SOH0204 was retained: it has higher accuracy than sexual offences (the 

other top choice) for both Aboriginal men and non-Aboriginal men. 

OSR51 deleted: trivial improvement to model for non-Aboriginal men (no incremental effect for Aboriginal men).   
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Table B13 

Reduced Component 6  - Sex offence components – 2 items 

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal 

men 

Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

OSR57: Use of power/position/authority over 

current victim 

x x x x x x x x 1.685 .550 10,405 

SOH0204: Current sentence for sex or sex-related 

offence 

0.541 .527 0.467 .535 0.446 .552 x x x x 10,430 

 

 

 

Table B14 

Initial Component 7 – Mental Health – 9 items 

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

PER36: Diagnosed as disordered in the past 8,189 .548 1.825 <.001     

PER37: Diagnosed as disordered currently 8,144 .533 1.775 <.001   2.827 <.001 

PER39: Prescribed medication in the past 8,047 .554 1.586 <.001   2.846 <.001 

PER40: Prescribed medication currently 8,095 .532 1.416 <.001   2.326 <.001 

PER41: Past hospitalization 8,127 .522 1.322 <.001 1.043 .740 2.494 <.001 

PER42: Current hospitalization 8,265 .507 1.675 <.001   6.900 <.001 

PER43: Received outpatient services in the past 8,103 .523 1.330 <.001   2.432 <.001 

PER44: Receiving outpatient services prior to admission 8,192 .502 1.081 .448   2.353 <.001 

History of suicide attempts or self-injury (flag) 11,091 .529 1.907 <.001         

Note: Current hospitalization did not load on this component (loading = .271) but I kept it here for face validity   

 PER37 deleted: Lower C than PER36 (and they are similar constructs). Combining them into one variable did not particularly improve accuracy. Adding them 

in one model did not provide better C than PER36 alone. Same issues for PER40 (not adding to PER39), PER42 (not adding to PER41), and PER44 (not adding 

to PER43). 
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Table B15 

Reduced Component 7 – Mental Health – 5 items 

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal 

men 

Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

PER36: Diagnosed as disordered in the past 1.825 .548 1.922 .549 x X x x x x 8,189 

PER39: Prescribed medication in the past 1.586 .554 x x 1.738 .559 2.843 .623 2.562 .607 8,047 

PER41: Past hospitalization x x x x x x 2.956 .624 x x 8,127 

PER43: Received outpatient services in the 

past 

x x x x x x 2.927 .620 x x 8,103 

History of suicide attempts or self-injury 

(flag) 

1.907 .529 1.811 .524 x x x x 3.549 .578 11,091 

 

 

 

Table B16 

Initial Component 8 – Current violent offence – 5 items 

     

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

Assault (current offence – from offence 

table) 

10,961 .577 2.610 <.001 1.801 <.001 4.102 <.001 

OSR60: Violence used against current 

victim 

10,410 .588 2.302 <.001   3.097 <.001 

OSR61: Weapon used against current 

victim 

10,370 .567 2.422 <.001     

OSR63: Serious injury to current victim 10,378 .545 2.019 <.001     

OSR64: Minor injury to current victim 10,389 .565 2.125 <.001         

         

OSR63 and OSR64 are too subjective, have the lowest effect sizes, and are the first 2 removed from the model. Consequently, they were deleted. 

Assault was later subsumed in the criminal versatility item I created, so it was removed here. 
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Table B17 

Reduced Component 8 – Current violent offence – 2 items 

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal men Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

OSR60: Violence used against current 

victim 

2.103 .58

8 

1.96

5 

.577 x x 2.70

4 

.606 3.31

9 

.636 10,410 

OSR61: Weapon used against current 

victim 

2.183 .56

7 

2.12

5 

.559 2.070 0.574 x x x x 10,370 

 

 

 

Table B18 

Initial Component 9 – Prior violent offence – 6 items 

     

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

OSR10: Prior violence (assault, robbery) 10,418 .618 2.727 <.001 2.114 <.001 3.846 <.001 

OSR1921: Number of prior victims 10,262 .631 1.443 <.001 1.323 <.001 1.696 <.001 

OSR25: Violence used against prior victim 10,270 .613 2.522 <.001   3.904 <.001 

OSR26: Weapons used against prior victims 9,956 .577 2.412 <.001 1.795 <.001 3.436 <.001 

OSR28: Caused serious injury to prior 

victim 

9,893 .536 1.912 <.001 1.339 .009 3.179 <.001 

OSR29: Caused minor injury to prior victim 10,008 .601 2.272 <.001     3.399 <.001 

         

-OSR10, 1921, 25, and 29 are too highly correlated to keep together. I chose OSR10 to retain (and deleted the others). It has the highest C (except for 1921, but 

that’s more continuous anyway) and is most objective to define and has greatest face validity.  

OSR28 was not retained in any of the models (also the most subjective).      
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Table B19 

Reduced Component 9 – Prior violent offence – 2 items 

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal men Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

OSR10: Prior violence 

(assault, robbery) 

2.727 .618 2.463 .608 1.834 .552 4.348 .665 2.453 .605 10,418 

OSR26: Weapons used 

against prior victims 

2.412 .577 2.277 .565 1.655 .560 x x x x 9,956 

 

 

 

Table B20 

Initial Component 10: Employment – 11 items 

     

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

EMP13: Lacks skill area/trade/profession 8,257 .599 2.323 <.001     

EMP17: Unemployed 90% of the time or more 8,119 .592 2.171 <.001     

EMP18: Unemployed 90% of the time or more 8,020 .601 2.407 <.001   4.062 <.001 

EMP24: Lacks initiative 7,829 .545 1.525 <.001     

EMP14_2: Dissatisfied with job skills 9,966 .563 1.669 <.001     

EMP22_2: Has no employment history 10,288 .559 2.658 <.001     

EMP16_2: Unemployed at time of arrest 10,208 .564 1.785 <.001   2.779 <.001 

EMP19_2: Job history unstable 10,234 .595 2.471 <.001   3.785 <.001 

EMP06_R: Marketable job skills obtained through experience are limited 2,003 .622 2.713 <.001   0.641 .420 

EMP07_R: Marketable job skills obtained through formal training are limited 1,984 .573 2.543 <.001     

EMP11_R: Work ethic can be described as poor 1,791 .586 2.240 <.001         

         

EMP24 was deleted because it is arguably the most subjective and has lowest C.     

EMP06_R was deleted because it is challenging to operationalize and has a reverse-direction effect for women.   

EMP11_R was deleted because it is subjective and we have data only for such a small group – not worth trying to retain it when they are other options in this 
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component. 

EMP07_R deleted: small sample size, and removing it from the model led to trivial reduction in C.    

 

 

Table B21 

Reduced Component 10: Employment – 6 items       

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal 

men 

Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

EMP13: Lacks skill area/trade/profession 2.323 .599 2.338 .602 2.303 .589 x x x x 8,257 

EMP17: Unemployed 90% of the time or 

more 

x x x x 2.438 .609 x X x X 8,119 

EMP18: Unemployed 50% of the time or 

more 

2.407 .601 2.248 .598 x x 3.773 .642 4.009 .585 8,020 

EMP14_2: Dissatisfied with job skills x x x x x x x x 1.725 .563 9,966 

EMP22_2: Has no employment history 2.658 .559 2.692 .554 2.354 .559 3.069 .571 2.966 .609 10,288 

EMP19_2: Job history unstable 2.471 .595 2.270 .591 x x 3.718 .634 x x 10,234 

 

 

 

Table B22 

Initial Component 11 – CRS Institutional Adjustment Items – 6 items 

     

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

CRS: incident score 11,059 .711 1.033 <.001 1.027 <.001 1.039 <.001 

CRS: Incident severity remand score 11,059 .593 1.350 <.001   1.509 <.001 

CRS: Incident severity score 11,059 .599 2.077 <.001 1.712 <.001   

CRS: Institutional adjustment score 11,059 .755 1.030 <.001 1.026 <.001   

CRS: Involve in incident score 11,059 .670 2.045 <.001 1.860 <.001   

CRS: Involve in last 5 years 11,059 .621 3.133 <.001 2.586 <.001 4.720 <.001 

         

CRS incident score and Institutional adjustment score were deleted because they are composite scores summed from other CRS items. I want to focus on the 

specific items. 
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Incident severity was removed from most models. In the models where it was retained in, it made a trivial difference to the C, so I removed it. 

 

Table B23 

Reduced Component 11 – CRS Institutional Adjustment Items – 3 items 

     

  Total Non-Aboriginal men Aboriginal men Non-Aboriginal women Aboriginal women N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

CRS: Incident severity remand score 1.350 .593 4.219 .594 3.512 .584 10.509 .576 4.588 .596 11,059 

CRS: Incident severity score 2.077 .599 4.477 .604 2.631 .580 7.262 .570 x x 11,059 

CRS: Involve in last 5 years 3.133 .621 4.132 .615 3.321 .610 7.526 .638 4.165 .621 11,059 

 

 

Table B24 

Initial Component 12  - Gangs – 4 items 

     

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

Gang member (from affiliation table) 11,110 .553 2.771 <.001 3.099 <.001   

Any gang: member 11,110 .533 2.886 <.001     

Any gang: associate or member 11,110 .541 2.703 <.001     

Aboriginal gang 11,110 .513 3.390 <.001 2.543 <.001 7.201 <.001 

         

All but Aboriginal gang were too highly inter-correlated;       

Gang member from affiliation table was retained: it has highest C, highest frequency (so appears to be most inclusive), and it's also the least subjective. 

Once you control for Aboriginal status, then Aboriginal gang variable did not add incrementally to gang member, so it was deleted. 

 

 

Table B25 

Reduced Component 12 – Gangs – 1 item 

  Total Non-Aboriginal men Aboriginal men Non-Aboriginal women Aboriginal women N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

Gang member (from affiliation table) 2.771 .553 2.286 .539 2.843 .589 x x 3.735 .563 11,110 
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Table B26 

Initial Component 13 – Problem-solving and empathy – 7 items      

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

PER12: Has disregard for others 8,257 .599 2.453 <.001     

PER13: Socially unaware 8,269 .553 1.769 <.001   2.365 <.001 

PER29: Is not conscientious 8,206 .585 2.033 <.001     

PER07_2: Problems recognition skills are limited 10,327 .560 1.619 <.001   1.057 .682 

PER09_2: Ability to generate choices is limited 10,314 .567 1.796 <.001   1.311 .046 

PER11_2: Difficulty setting realistic goals 10,243 .566 1.893 <.001     

PER15_2: Empathy skills limited 10,170 .586 2.101 <.001         

         

Socially unaware was deleted because it is too subjective and has lowest C.    

PER07_2 was deleted. It has lower C, is more subjective, non-significant for women, and is the first variable dropped in an overall model; 

Per29 was deleted. It is quite subjective, and removing it results in trivial reduction in C.   

 

 

 

 

 

Table B27 

Reduced Component 13 – Problem-solving and empathy – 4 items 

      

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal men Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

PER12: Has disregard for others 2.453 .599 2.183 .583 2.321 .574 2.259 .595 2.353 .602 8,257 

PER09_2: Ability to generate choices is 

limited 

1.796 0.567 1.823 0.570 1.664 0.550 x x x x 10,314 

PER11_2: Difficulty setting realistic goals 1.893 0.566 1.828 0.564 x x 2.211 0.565 2.424 0.579 10,243 

PER15_2: Empathy skills limited 2.101 0.586 2.072 0.586 1.712 0.565 x x x x 10,170 
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Table B28 

Initial Component 14 – Emotional dysregulation, particularly in social situations – 7 items 

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

PER20: Poor conflict resolution 8,247 .604 2.841 <.001     

PER08_2: Difficulty solving interpersonal problems 10,303 .582 2.238 <.001   2.810 <.001 

PER17_2: Frequently acts in aggressive manner 10,260 .644 3.267 <.001 2.623 <.001   

PER22_R: Frequently interprets neutral situations as hostile 1,949 .589 2.605 <.001     

PER18_2: Assertiveness skills limited 10,337 .533 1.304 <.001     

PER19_2: Difficulty coping with stress 10,160 .555 1.676 <.001     

PER23_2: Low frustration tolerance 10,149 .621 2.697 <.001 2.137 <.001 3.978 <.001 

         

Deleted PER22_R because of insufficient sample size, and it did not meaningfully improve the C; 

Deleted per20 because of sample size issues, subjectivity, and its inclusion does not strongly improve  the C. 

Per18_2 and PER19_2 were not retained in any of the models and had the lowest Cs.     

 

 

 

 

Table B29 

Reduced Component 14 – Emotional dysregulation, particularly in social situations – 3 items      

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal 

men 

Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

PER08_2: Difficulty solving interpersonal 

problems 

2.238 .582 2.046 .576 x x 2.680 .616 2.790 .614 10,303 

PER17_2: Frequently acts in aggressive manner 3.267 .644 3.103 .637 2.513 0.604 4.277 .656 2.714 .620 10,260 

PER23_2: Low frustration tolerance 2.697 .621 2.610 .617 2.004 0.586 4.124 .666 3.086 .634 10,149 
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Table B30 

Initial Component 15 – Domestic violence – 4 items 

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

FAM18_2: Perpetrated spousal violence 10,168 .522 1.221 <.001 0.862 .110 1.848 <.001 

ATT21_2: Attitudes support spousal violence 10,160 .521 1.338 <.001 0.971 .781 2.085 .001 

OSR09: Prior forcible confinement/kidnapping 10,416 .515 2.086 <.001 1.402 .091 5.076 <.001 

Family violence flag 11,091 .542 1.608 <.001 1.100 .325     

         

Family violence was retained; the others did not add meaningfully to C. 

 

 

Table B31 

Reduced Component 15 – Domestic violence – 2 items       

  Total Non-Aboriginal men Aboriginal men Non-Aboriginal women Aboriginal women N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

FAM18_2: Perpetrated spousal violence x x x x x x 1.911 0.548 x x 10,168 

Family violence flag 1.608 .542 1.615 .543 x x x x x x 11,091 

 

 

 

Table B32 

Initial Component 16 – Associates/criminal culture – 6 items 

     

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

FAM10_2: Family members criminally active in childhood 10,004 .552 1.553 <.001   1.238 .112 

ASS03_2: Has many criminal acquaintances 10,179 .595 2.789 <.001     

ASS04_2: Has many criminal friends 10,027 .621 2.693 <.001   2.073 <.001 

ASS05_2: Affiliated with a gang or organized crime 10,182 .569 2.694 <.001     

ASS06_2: Resides in high crime area 9,761 .558 1.671 <.001     

ATT03_R: Takes pride in criminal exploits 2,016 .564 2.318 <.001         
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Note: Traffic/importing drugs in current offence just barely loaded on this component. Since it did not make intuitive sense, I removed it. 

Ass03 and Ass04 are too correlated. Ass04 has higher accuracy, and adding in ass03 did not add much to the C, so it was deleted. 

FAM10_2 had lowest C and questionable face validity, and it can also discriminate against offenders based on social history over which they have no control, so 

it was deleted. 

 

 

 

Table B33 

Reduced Component 16 – Associates/criminal culture – 4 items 

      

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal 

men 

Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

ASS04_2: Has many criminal friends 2.693 .621 2.679 .620 2.732 .618 1.728 .564 2.390 .605 10,027 

ASS05_2: Affiliated with a gang or organized crime 2.694 .569 2.384 .555 2.897 .603 x x x x 10,182 

ASS06_2: Resides in high crime area x x x x x x 1.963 .578 1.553 .553 9,761 

ATT03_R: Takes pride in criminal exploits 2.318 .564 2.094 .554 3.030 .597 x x x x 2,016 

 

 

 

 

 

Table B34 

Initial Component 17 – Street stability – 3 items 

     

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR           p 

COM01_2: Unstable accommodation 10,256 .581 1.968 <.001     

CRS: Street stability adjustment score 11,059 .636 2.311 <.001 1.877 <.001   

CRS: Street stability risk score 11,059 .633 2.220 <.001 1.859 <.001     

         

CRS street stability was considered too subjective and it is a composite of several items, so it was deleted. 
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Table B35 

Reduced Component 17 – Street stability – 1 items 

  Total Non-Aboriginal men Aboriginal men Non-Aboriginal women Aboriginal women N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

COM01_2: Unstable accommodation 1.968 .581 1.947 .578 1.542 .554 2.585 .614 2.134 .594 10,256 

 

 

 

Table B36 

Initial Component 18 - Property offences  -6 items 

     

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

Break and enter (current offence) 10,961 .548 2.065 <.001 1.431 .002   

Other property offences (current offence) 10,961 .536 1.720 <.001     

Theft (current offence) 10,961 .533 1.768 <.001     

ATT18_2: Disrespects personal belongings 10,314 .602 2.603 <.001     

ATT19_2: Disrespects public or commercial property 10,308 .590 2.349 <.001     

CRS: Offence severity score (loads inversely) 11,059 .531 1.436 <.001     1.916 <.001 

         

I combined the first 3 variables into a ‘current property offence item’.  Attitudes items were also combined together into 1 item. The CRS item did not seem to 

clearly match the coding rules available for the scale – I suspect some data reliability issues, so I removed it.  

Note that any current property offence was later subsumed in criminal versatility item.       

 

 

Table B37 

Reduced Component 18 - Property offences  -1 items 

      

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal men Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

ATT1819_2: Disrespects 

personal/public/commercial property (new 

variable)  

1.695 .563 2.452 .609 2.350 .603 2.477 .596 1.907 .561 10,306 
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Table B38 

Initial Component 19 – Low education – 3 items 

     

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

EMP01:  Less than grade 8 8,048 .536 1.505 <.001 1.040 .749 2.592 <.001 

EMP02_2: Less than grade 10 10,010 .561 1.627 <.001 1.202 .051   

EMP03_2: Has no high school diploma 9,950 .555 1.854 <.001         

         

Items were combined into 1 based on segregation rates per level. Final item is 3-point scale (high school, no high school, <grade 10). 

 

 

 

Table B39 

Reduced Component 19 – Low education – 1 items       

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal men Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

Low_ed2 1.437 .576 1.408 .573 x x 1.511 .593 x x 8,023 

 

 

 

Table B40 

Initial Component 20 – Seriousness of current offence – 5 items 

      

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

Homicide and related (current offence) 10,961 .528 2.195 <.001     

Sentence length (years) 10,706 .646 1.195 <.001 1.260 <.001   

Life sentence 11,110 .527 3.563 <.001     

CRS: Security risk score 11,059 .711 1.025 <.001     

CRS: Sentence length score 11,059 .566 1.561 <.001 1.761 <.001     

Note: “Lifer” did not load on any components, but I included it here for face validity reasons (it is a natural extension of sentence length). 

Deleted CRS security risk because it is a composite score from many items. Deleted CRS sentence length variable because I have the continuous variable 

available (a more direct assessment). 
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Sentence length and lifer were combined and clumped into a 4-category variable (2 years, up to 3 years, 3 years to under 10 years, 10+ years including lifers). 

Homicide only added incrementally for non-Aboriginal women, but in negative direction, so it was removed. 

 

 

 

Table B41 

Reduced Component 20 – Seriousness of current offence – 1 items 

      

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal men Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

Sentence length – new variable with 4 categories 2.128 .658 2.093 .652 2.288 .666 2.113 .660 2.028 .668 10,706 

 

 

 

 

Table B42 

Initial Component 21 – Dysfunctional parents – 4 items 

     

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

FAm06: Parents’ relationship dysfunctional in childhood 8,070 .562 1.644 <.001     

FAM03_2: Relations with parental figure neg. in 

childhood 

10,322 .567 1.711 <.001     

FAM07_2: Witnessed family violence during childhood 9,962 .541 1.452 <.001     

ASS09_R: Prosocial family support is limited 2,013 .575 1.881 <.001         

 

 

 

 

 

         

FAM03_R predicted better than the combination of the first 3 variables, so fam06 and fam07_2 were deleted.    
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Table B43 

Reduced Component 21 – Dysfunctional parents – 2 items 

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal 

men 

Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

FAM03_2: Relations with parental figure neg. in 

childhood 

1.711 .567 1.617 .559 1.841 .572 2.167 .594 x x 10,322 

ASS09_R: Prosocial family support is limited 1.881 .575 1.734 .563 2.001 .586 2.647 .619 4.750 .674 2,013 

 

 

 

Table B44 

Initial Component 22 – Psychopathic features – 6 items 

     

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

ASS08: Relations are described as predatory 8,222 .543 1.768 <.001   2.548 <.001 

PER01: Feels especially self-important 8,259 .535 1.685 <.001     

PER16_2: Displays narrow and rigid thinking 10,252 .596 2.189 <.001   2.761 <.001 

PER24_2: Hostile 10,273 .589 2.590 <.001 1.793 <.001 4.384 <.001 

PER27_2: Engages in thrill-seeking behaviour 10,178 .581 2.018 <.001     

PER30_2: Manipulates others to achieve goals 10,078 .570 1.751 <.001     2.258 <.001 

         

Deleted ASS08 and PER01. They are too subjective, have the lowest effect sizes, smallest n, and are the first (and only 2 items) from an an overall model. 
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Table B45 

Reduced Component 22 – Psychopathic features – 4 items 

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal men Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

PER16_2: Displays narrow and rigid 

thinking 

2.189 .596 2.001 .585 1.947 .582 2.532 .594 2.719 .619 10,252 

PER24_2: Hostile 2.590 .589 2.598 .586 1.572 .550 4.761 .620 3.122 .622 10,273 

PER27_2: Engages in thrill-seeking 

behaviour 

2.018 .581 1.946 .578 1.987 .582 x x 2.485 .603 10,178 

PER30_2: Manipulates others to achieve 

goals 

1.751 .570 1.696 .565 x x 2.095 .589 x x 10,078 

 

 

Table B46 

Initial Component 23 – Parenting problems – 3 items 

     

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

FAM19_2: Has no parenting responsibilities (negative 

loading) 

10,352 .530 1.276 <.001     

FAM20_2: Sig. difficulties handling parenting 

responsibilities 

9,996 .514 1.238 <.001   1.801 <.001 

FAM23_2: Parental knowledge/skills lacking 10,067 .514 1.211 .001     1.809 <.001 

         

Deleted all 3 items. The effect sizes are low overall (even for women, there are much better variables available), and the items do not have much face validity 

(parenting problems are not directly an issue in institutions). 
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Table B47 

Initial Component 24 – Poor life skills – 4 items 

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

COM02: Residence poorly maintained 6,763 .509 1.265 .021   2.594 <.001 

COM03: Has poor self-presentation 8,296 .504 1.224 .088   2.558 <.001 

COM04: Has poor hygiene 8,183 .500 0.957 .805   2.809 .010 

ATT11: Basic life skills have no value 8,259 .539 2.149 <.001         

         

For men, even combining the three COM variables together barely had a small C.  

 

 

Table B48 

 Reduced Component 24 – Poor life skills – 1 items 

      

  Total Non-Aboriginal men Aboriginal men Non-Aboriginal women Aboriginal women N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

COM02: Residence poorly maintained x x x x x x 2.718 .552 x x 6,763 

 

 

 

Table B49 

Initial Component 25 – Learning problems – 5 items 

     

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

EMP11: Numeracy problems 8,170 .534 1.386 <.001   1.848 <.001 

EMP12: Difficulty comprehending instructions 8,198 .518 1.371 <.001   2.242 <.001 

EMP05: Has learning disabilities 7,007 .537 1.706 <.001   2.524 <.001 

EMP08: Has concentration problems 8,155 .565 1.837 <.001     

Need: Diagnosed or suspected learning disability 11,091 .516 1.659 <.001     3.296 .001 

         

The two different variables of learning disability (from DFIA and from the flag) show little relationship - cross-tab analyses suggest both are unreliable (i.e., each 

variable is identifying cases the other is missing). Neither has a large effect size. Given concerns about staff’s ability to reliably identify this variable, I will 
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remove both (accuracy was fairly low to begin with). 

EMP11 only added incrementally in the overall model, and trivially improved C; consequently, it was deleted. 

EMP12 was only retained in model for Aboriginal women, though non-significant (p = .09) and did not a meaningful effect on the C, so it was deleted. 

 

 

 

 

Table B50 

Reduced Component 25 – Learning problems – 1 items 

      

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal men Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

EMP08: Has concentration problems 1.837 .565 1.729 .557 1.753 .563 2.226 .585 2.214 .592 8,155 

 

 

 

Table B51 

Initial Component 26 – Youth institutional behaviour – 3 items 

     

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

YCR12: Disciplinary transfers from open to secure custody 9,913 .532 3.956 <.001     

YCR13: Disciplinary report in secure custody 9,598 .548 3.951 <.001     

YCR14: Attempt escape/UAL/escape from secure custody 10,089 .529 2.958 <.001         

         

YCR14 was deleted – it did not add incrementally to number of prior youth convictions (from Component 4)    

YCR12 and YCR13 predicted better when combined into a single variable.        
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Table B52 

Reduced Component 26 – Youth institutional behaviour – 1 items 

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal men Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

YCR1213: Disciplinary transfers to secure 

custody, or reports in secure custody 

3.637 .553 3.537 .547 2.742 .563 4.120 .527 4.571 .560 9,906 

 

 

 

Table B53 

Initial Component 27 – Instrumental violence? – 3 items 

     

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

Robbery 10,961 .573 2.358 <.001     

ATT22_2: Attitudes support instrumental/goal-oriented violence 10,253 .638 3.126 <.001     

OSR5456: Number of current victims (0,1,2,3+) 10,409 .598 1.353 <.001     1.576 <.001 

         

Deleted OSR5456: I tried to reduce it into clumps, but there was very little difference between 1, 2, and 3. If I dichotomize it though, it is really just a proxy for 

having a violent offence (which I have elsewhere). 

Robbery was later subsumed in criminal versatility item and was deleted here. 

 

 

 

Table B54 

Reduced Component 27 – Instrumental violence? – 1 items 

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal men Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

ATT22_2: Attitudes support instrumental/goal-

oriented violence 

3.126 .638 3.000 .634 2.501 .610 3.681 .604 2.611 .614 10,253 
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Table B55 

Initial Component 28 – Childhood: distant/absent parents – 3 items 

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

FAM02: Mother absent during childhood 8,291 .540 1.628 <.001   1.157 .385 

FAM04: Father absent during childhood 8,283 .560 1.645 <.001   1.295 .059 

FAM01_2: Limited attachment to family unit in childhood 10,354 .553 1.685 <.001         

         

FAM02 and FAM04 were combined into one.         

 

Table B56 

Reduced Component 28 – Childhood: distant/absent parents – 2 items 

      

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal men Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

FAM0204: Mother or father absent during 

childhood 

1.698 0.565 1.701 0.564 1.779 0.568 x x x x 8,282 

FAM01_2: Limited attachment to family unit in 

childhood 

1.645 0.553 x x 1.669 0.562 1.840 0.563 1.870 0.570 10,354 

 

 

 

 

Table B57 

Initial Component 29 – Prior sex offence – 3 items 

     

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

OSR11: Prior sex offences 10,416 .501 0.983 .835   4.924 .025 

OSR16: Prior victims were children 10,214 .509 1.291 .002   2.874 <.001 

OSR22: Use of power/position or authority over prior 

victim 

10,242 .528 1.458 <.001     3.642 <.001 
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I deleted them all. Prior sex offences only predicted for women, and there are too few female sex offenders for this to be meaningful. Prior victims were children 

had a tiny effect size except for women (and again, n too small). Use of power/position/authority also has small effect size, and is better captured under other 

criminal history variables; 

 

 

Table B58 

Initial Component 30 – Impulsivity – 6 items      

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

COM15_2: Constructive leisure activities are limited 10,248 .563 1.756 <.001     

PER26: Takes risk inappropriately 8,268 .552 1.686 <.001 2.362 <.001   

PER14_2: Impulsive 10,357 .577 2.932 <.001     

PER21_2: Time management skills problematic 10,036 .584 1.983 <.001     

ATT23_2: Difficulty setting long-term goals 10,341 .602 2.427 <.001     

ACR17: No crime free period of 1 year or more 10,397 .572 2.616 <.001         

Note: ACR17 was ever so slightly below the .32 loading, but did not load anywhere else, so I opted to put it here as opposed to examining it separately. 

         

Deleted PER26 because it had the lowest C, smallest sample size, and did not meaningfully change the model when removed. 

Deleted COM15_2 because it was only retained for non-aboriginal males, and had a trivial change to C if removed. 

 

 

Table B59 

Reduced Component 30 – Impulsivity – 4 items 

      

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal men Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

PER14_2: Impulsive 2.932 .577 2.848 .577 2.475 .545 2.729 .595 x x 10,357 

PER21_2: Time management skills problematic 1.983 .584 1.805 .572 2.039 .586 x x 2.292 .589 10,036 

ATT23_2: Difficulty setting long-term goals 2.427 .602 2.276 .594 2.361 .586 2.339 .605 2.124 .593 10,341 

ACR17: No crime free period of 1 year or more 2.616 .572 2.534 .566 2.092 .576 x x 2.814 .558 10,397 
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Table B60 

Initial Component 31 – Intimate relationships – 5 items 

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

FAM11: Currently single 8,266 .528 1.262 <.001     

FAM12: Has been married or common-law in the past 8,293 .534 0.674 <.001 0.507 <.001   

FAM13: Dissatisfied with current relationship 8,216 .502 0.953 .592   1.819 <.001 

FAM14_2: Intimate relationships have been problematic 10,254 .513 0.900 .021 0.703 <.001   

FAM06_R: Unable to maintain enduring intimate relationship 2,011 .537 1.400 .002         

    

         

Deleted FAM14_2 because effect sizes are small and counter-intuitive (C and OR are in opposite directions). 

FAM13 was only considered for women (same concern as FAM14_2).   

FAM12 and fam11 were combined into one 3-point variable (past/present relationship, either fam11 or 12 scored as present, or no past and no present) 

FAM06_R was deleted because it had too small a sample size, was only significant for non-Aboriginal men. Also, I think the combination of fam11 and 12 better 

captures this construct. 

 

 

Table B61 

Reduced Component 31 – Intimate relationships – 2 items 

      

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal men Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

Relationship: past and present (combined FAM11 

and 12) 

1.271 .544 1.213 .537 1.365 .554 1.282 .540 x x 8,265 

FAM13: Dissatisfied with current relationship x x x x x x 1.728 .532 1.847 .546 8,216 
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Table B62 

Initial Component 32 – Escape history – 2 items 

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

ACR13: Attempt escape/UAL escape 10,378 .556 1.938 <.001 1.393 .002   

CRS: Escape history score 11,059 .547 1.061 <.001         

         

ACR13 item is simpler to define and has higher C, so I retained only that.        

 

 

Table B63 

Reduced Component 32 – Escape history – 1 items 

      

  Total Non-Aboriginal men Aboriginal men Non-Aboriginal women Aboriginal women N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

ACR13: Attempt escape/UAL escape 1.938 .556 1.997 .560 x x 2.576 .559 1.955 .551 10,378 

 

 

 

Table B64 

Initial Component 33 – Negative attitudes to CJS – 2 items 

     

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

ATT01_2: Displays negative attitudes towards CJS 10,377 .577 2.009 <.001     

ATT04_2: Displays negative attitudes to correctional systems 10,362 .616 2.576 <.001 2.132 <.001     

         

Combining the items degraded accuracy. I retained att04_2 because of higher C.        
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Table B65 

Reduced Component 33 – Negative attitudes to CJS – 1 items 

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal 

men 

Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

ATT04_2: Displays negative attitudes to 

correctional systems 

2.576 0.616 2.449 0.610 1.987 0.583 3.849 0.629 2.051 0.582 10,362 

 

 

 

Table B66 

Initial Component 34 – Difficulty in social relations – 3 items 

     

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

ASS09: Often victimized in social relations 8,213 .503 1.049 .511 0.778 .090 1.718 <.001 

ASS11: Difficulty communicating with others 8,262 .523 1.305 <.001 1.051 .676 1.747 <.001 

COM14: Unable to express verbally 8,300 .502 1.111 .399     2.672 <.001 

         

Examined for women only (effects small or non-existent for overall group).      

I deleted COM14 because it was significant for non-Aboriginal women, but barely improved C above ass09.     

 

 

Table B67 

Reduced Component 34 – Difficulty in social relations – 1 items 

      

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal men Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

ASS09: Often victimized in social relations x x x x x x 1.720 0.558 1.614 0.553 8,213 
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Table B68 

Initial Component 35 – Outstanding charges – 2 items 

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

Outstanding charges 11,091 .590 2.220 <.001     

CRS: Outstanding charge score 11,059 .543 1.340 <.001 1.194 .001     

         

These should be measuring the same thing, but the flag was a better predictor, so I retained only that. 

 

 

Table B69 

Reduced Component 35 – Outstanding charges – 1 items 

      

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal men Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

Outstanding charges 2.220 .590 2.099 .585 1.996 .582 2.134 .565 3.121 .616 11,091 

 

 

 

Table B70 

Initial Component 36 – Arson – 2 items 

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

OSR06: Prior arson/firesetting 10,417 .507 1.767 <.001   6.588 <.001 

Arson 10,961 .506 2.335 <.001         

         

 

 

 

Both were deleted because the accuracy was small. For women, the base rate was too low for reliable accuracy.     
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Table B71 

Remaining items not in above components (23 items) – initial list 

Predictor Variable N C OR p Aboriginal 

OR             p 

Women 

OR             p 

Abduct/kidnap (current offence) 10,961 .514 1.786 <.001   3.650 <.001 

Impaired driving (current offence) 10,961 .513 0.583 <.001     

Administration of justice (current offence) 10,961 .529 1.328 <.001 1.057 .561   

Other (current offence) 10,961 .561 1.629 <.001     

Public order offences (current offence) 10,961 .539 2.403 <.001 1.772 <.001   

Traffic/importing drugs (current offence) 10,961 .573 0.434 <.001     

Weapons/explosives (current offence) 10,961 .545 1.906 <.001   3.235 <.001 

ASS04_R: Has contact with criminal family members 2,003 .546 1.624 <.001     

ASS08_R: Prosocial support from intimate partner is limited 1,988 .548 1.485 <.001     

ASS10_R: Prosocial support from friends is limited 1,967 .599 2.946 <.001   0.894 .842 

COM05: Has physical problems 8,200 .525 0.768 <.001   1.044 .763 

COM06: Has dental problems 8,078 .508 0.884 .097 0.618 <.001   

PER02: Physical prowess problematic 8,272 .537 2.145 <.001     

PER14_R: Listening skills are limited 2,018 .546 1.636 <.001     

PER06_R: Gives up easily when challenged 1,941 .535 1.366 .004     

ATT09_R: Attitudes support expressive/emotional violence 2,043 .579 1.935 <.001     

ATT10_R: Denies or uses excuses to justify or minimize crime 2,063 .527 1.253 .025     

ACR16: Less than 6 months since last incarceration 10,405 .574 2.342 <.001     

OSR18 Prior victims were elderly 10,138 .505 1.628 <.001   4.423 <.001 

High profile flag 11,091 .523 2.409 <.001     

Need: communication/physical disability or sensitivity 

impairing daily living activities 

11,091 .500 0.937 .798   3.206 .042 

Staff safety threat 11,091 .522 4.596 <.001     

LTSO flag 11,091 .503 1.556 .025 2.689 .004     
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Deleted due to low face validity: Other (current offence), dental problems, physical prowess problematic, denies (small effect size), impaired driving (small 

effect size). 

Physical problems had small effect overall, and was non-applicable to women (reversed direction), so it was deleted. 

Prior victims elderly was deleted (small effect, even for women). 

Disability need was deleted: effect size was small, even for women. 

LTSO flag was deleted: effect size was small, even for Aboriginal offenders. 

ASS04_R was retained in stepwise analyses only for the overall model (not for any subgroups), so I opted to delete it. 

PER06_R was only significant for Aboriginal women, but the effect size estimate appeared wildly unstable with this small group, so it was deleted. 

 

 

Table B72 

Leftover items after reduction – 7 items 

      

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal men Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

  OR C OR C OR C OR C OR C   

ASS10_R: Prosocial support from friends is 

limited 

2.946 .599 2.968 .604 3.341 .587 x x x x 1,967 

ATT09_R: Attitudes support 

expressive/emotional violence 

1.935 .579 2.010 .581 x x x x 6.998 .722 2,043 

Versatility in current offence (new item) 1.711 .654 1.737 .657 1.428 .601 1.825 .669 1.752 .663 10,961 

Traffic/importing drugs (current offence) 0.434 .573 0.493 .566 0.498 .533 0.347 .611 0.448 .570 10,961 

ACR16: Less than 6 months since last 

incarceration 

2.342 .574 2.231 .570 1.944 .571 2.780 .556 x x 10,405 

High profile flag 2.409 .523 2.541 .525 3.213 .520 2.220 .529 2.688 .525 11,091 

Staff safety threat 4.596 .522 4.279 .520 3.403 .522 6.994 .528 9.250 .540 11,091 
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Appendix C: Stage Two of Item Reduction by Component 

 

In this round of item reduction, I am continuing with similar reduction strategies as those used in Appendix B, but I am subjectively combining several 

components together first. Given the large number of items available, I am also going to use a more strict criterion for multicollinearity. Correlations of .60 and 

higher will be considered problematic. Similar to Appendix B, this Appendix will present a table with the initial predictors that were explored for item reduction, 

followed by a table with the reduced set of items. Decisions made based on criteria other then backwards elimination model selection will be noted. 

 

First I will examine DFIA-R items on their own because their smaller sample size precludes their use in models with other DFIA items. 

 

 

Table C1 

Initial DFIA-R Items – 6 Items 

  

 

 

Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal 

men 

Non-

Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

Predictor  OR c OR c OR c OR c OR c   

SUB14_R: Regular drug use is part of the offender’s 

lifestyle 

2.580 .611 2.848 .625 2.007 .575         2,033 

SUB16_R: Becomes violent when drinking or using drugs 2.267 .601 2.422 .608 1.381 .531 1.160 .517   1,958 

ATT03_R: Takes pride in criminal exploits 2.318 .564 2.094 .554 3.030 .597     2,016 

ASS09_R: Prosocial family support is limited 1.881 .575 1.734 .563 2.001 .586 2.647 .619 4.750 .674 2,013 

ASS10_R: Prosocial support from friends is limited 2.946 .599 2.968 .604 3.341 .587     1,967 

ATT09_R: Attitudes support expressive/emotional 

violence 

1.935 .579 2.010 .581         6.998 .722 2,043 
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Table C2 

Reduced DFIA-R Items– 5 Items 

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal 

men 

Non-

Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

Predictor  OR c OR c OR c OR c OR c   

SUB14_R: Regular drug use is part of the offender’s 

lifestyle 

2.580 .611 2.848 .625             2,033 

ATT03_R: Takes pride in criminal exploits 2.318 .564 2.094 .554 3.030 .597     2,016 

ASS09_R: Prosocial family support is limited 1.881 .575       4.750 .674 2,013 

ASS10_R: Prosocial support from friends is limited 2.946 .599 2.968 .604 3.341 .587     1,967 

ATT09_R: Attitudes support expressive/emotional 

violence 

1.935 .579 2.010 .581         6.998 .722 2,043 
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Table C3 

Initial Criminal History Variables – 18 Items 

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal 

men 

Non-

Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

Predictor  OR c OR c OR c OR c OR c   

YCR02063: Previous youth convictions (down to 4 

categories) 

1.790 .653 1.762 .641 1.668 .655 1.587 .584 1.791 .654 10,240 

Age at admission (6 categories) 0.688 .638 0.697 .636 0.662 .643 0.748 .607 0.705 .623 11,110 

ACR11: Failure during community supervision 2.255 .594 2.210 .592   3.550 .653   10,330 

OSR3336: Sentence length for prior offences (now 3 cat.) 2.027 .595 1.866 .590 1.698 .550     10,423 

CRS: Number of prior convictions score (now 3 

categories) 

1.774 .615 1.719 .611     1.884 .649 1.539 .586 11,059 

OSR10: Prior violence (assault, robbery) 2.727 .618 2.463 .608 1.834 .552 4.348 .665 2.453 .605 10,418 

OSR26: Weapons used against prior victims 2.412 .577 2.277 .565 1.655 .560         9,956 

CRS: Incident severity remand score 1.350 .593 4.219 .594 3.512 .584 10.509 .576 4.588 .596 11,059 

CRS: Incident severity score 2.077 .599 4.477 .604 2.631 .580 7.262 .570   11,059 

CRS: Involve in last 5 years 3.133 .621 4.132 .615 3.321 .610 7.526 .638 4.165 .621 11,059 

YCR1213: Disciplinary transfers to secure custody, or 

reports in secure custody 

3.637 .553 3.537 .547 2.742 .563 4.120 .527 4.571 .560 9,990 

ACR13: Attempt escape/UAL escape 1.938 .556 1.997 .560     2.576 .559 1.955 .551 10,378 

ACR12: Segregation for disciplinary infractions 3.429 .629 3.246 .625 2.758 .618 5.629 .635 2.884 .597 9,969 

ACR14: Reclassified to higher level of security 2.843 .573       5.733 .576 10,212 

ACR15: Failures on conditional release 1.891 .577         10,346 

Previous federal incarceration 1.924 .570 1.842 .567 1.304 .532     11,109 

Past sentence – any incident   2.572 .586       11,110 

Past sentence – Any admissions to admin seg 3.462 .591 3.365 .593 2.525 .580 5.539 .566    11,110 

            

Past federal sentence, any incident, and any prior segregation are all correlated > .60. Past segregation has highest C, is the most conceptually similar to the 

outcome we are trying to predict, and it predicts well for Aboriginal men. So I will retain that one and delete past federal sentence and any incident. 

Prior convictions and prior sentence length are too highly correlated. Prior convictions has higher C and is more stable (i.e., prior offences should be more 

stable than sentencing practices). I will therefore retain prior convictions. 
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Any prior segregation was correlated with ACR14 with exactly r = .60. I will allow it to be retained for now. 

            

            

Table C4 

Reduced Criminal History Variables– 11Items 

 Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal 

men 

Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

Predictor  OR c OR c OR c OR c OR c   

YCR02063: Previous youth convictions (down to 

4 categories) 

      1.668 .655     10,240 

Age at admission (6 categories) 0.688 .638 0.697 .636 0.662 .643 0.748 .607 0.705 .623 11,110 

ACR11: Failure during community supervision 2.255 .594      3.550 .653   10,330 

CRS: Number of prior convictions score (now 3 

categories) 

1.774 .615 1.719 .611     1.539 .586 11,059 

OSR10: Prior violence (assault, robbery) 2.727 .618 2.463 .608 1.834 .552 4.348 .665   10,418 

OSR26: Weapons used against prior victims 2.412 .577 2.277 .565       9,956 

CRS: Incident severity remand score 1.350 .593 4.219 .594 3.512 .584 10.509 .576 4.588 .596 11,059 

CRS: Involve in last 5 years 3.133 .621 4.132 .615 3.321 .610 7.526 .638 4.165 .621 11,059 

ACR12: Segregation for disciplinary infractions 3.429 .629     2.758 .618     9,969 

ACR14: Reclassified to higher level of security         5.733 .576 10,212 

Past sentence – Any admissions to admin seg 3.462 .591 3.365 .593 2.525 .580 5.539 .566     11,110 
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Table C5 

Initial Static Items Related to Current Offence – 11 Items 

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal 

men 

Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

Predictor  OR c OR c OR c OR c OR c   

OSR57: Use of power/position/authority over current 

victim 

        1.685 .550 10,405 

SOH0204: Current sentence for sex or sex-related 

offence 

0.541 .527 0.467 .535 0.446 .552         10,430 

OSR60: Violence used against current victim 2.103 .588 1.965 .577   2.704 .606 3.319 .636 10,410 

OSR61: Weapon used against current victim 2.183 .567 2.125 .559 2.070 .574         10,370 

Sentence length – new variable with 4 categories 2.128 .658 2.093 .652 2.288 .666 2.113 .660 2.028 .668 10,706 

Outstanding charges 2.220 .590 2.099 .585 1.996 .582 2.134 .565 3.121 .616 11,091 

Versatility in current offence (new item) 1.711 .654 1.737 .657 1.428 .601 1.825 .669 1.752 .663 10,961 

Traffic/importing drugs (current offence) 0.434 .573 0.493 .566 0.498 .533 0.347 .611 0.448 .570 10,961 

ACR16: Less than 6 months since last incarceration 2.342 .574 2.231 .570 1.944 .571 2.780 .556   10,405 

High profile flag 2.409 .523 2.541 .525 3.213 .520 2.220 .529 2.688 .525 11,091 

Staff safety threat 4.596 .522 4.279 .520 3.403 .522 6.994 .528 9.250 .540 11,091 

            

OSR60 and OSR61 are too highly correlated.  OSR60 was retained because it has higher Cs, overall better face validity, and a higher endorsement rate 

(increasing power). 
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Table C6 

Reduced Static Items Related to Current Offence– 8 Items 

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal 

men 

Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

Predictor  OR c OR c OR c OR c OR c   

SOH0204: Current sentence for sex or sex-related 

offence 

    0.446 .552     10,430 

OSR60: Violence used against current victim 2.103 .588 1.965 .577     3.319 .636 10,410 

Sentence length – new variable with 4 categories 2.128 .658 2.093 .652 2.288 .666 2.113 .660 2.028 .668 10,706 

Outstanding charges 2.220 .590 2.099 .585 1.996 .582 2.134 .565 3.121 .616 11,091 

Versatility in current offence (new item) 1.711 .654 1.737 .657 1.428 .601 1.825 .669 1.752 .663 10,961 

Traffic/importing drugs (current offence) 0.434 .573 0.493 .566 0.498 .533 0.347 .611   10,961 

ACR16: Less than 6 months since last incarceration 2.342 .574 2.231 .570 1.944 .571 2.780 .556   10,405 

Staff safety threat         3.403 .522     9.250 .540 11,091 
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Table C7 

Initial Family/Associates Items– 12 Items 

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal 

men 

Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

Predictor  OR c OR c OR c OR c OR c   

Gang member (from affiliation table) 2.771 .553 2.286 .539 2.843 .589     3.735 .563 11,110 

FAM18_2: Perpetrated spousal violence       1.911 .548   10,168 

Family violence flag 1.608 .542 1.615 .543             11,091 

ASS04_2: Has many criminal friends 2.693 .621 2.679 .620 2.732 .618 1.728 .564 2.390 .605 10,027 

ASS05_2: Affiliated with a gang or organized 

crime 

2.694 .569 2.384 .555 2.897 .603     10,182 

ASS06_2: Resides in high crime area             1.963 .578 1.553 .553 9,761 

FAM03_2: Relations with parental figure neg. in 

childhood 

1.711 .567 1.617 .559 1.841 .572 2.167 .594     10,322 

FAM0204: Mother or father absent during 

childhood 

1.698 .565 1.701 .564 1.779 .568     8,298 

FAM01_2: Limited attachment to family unit in 

childhood 

1.645 .553     1.669 .562 1.840 .563 1.870 .570 10,354 

Relationship: past and present (combined FAM11 

and 12) 

1.271 .544 1.213 .537 1.365 .554 1.282 .540   8,246 

FAM13: Dissatisfied with current relationship             1.728 .532 1.847 .546 8,216 

ASS09: Often victimized in social relations             1.720 .558 1.614 .553 8,213 

 

Deleted gang member because it was highly related to ASS05_2 (not quite r = .60 though), but they measure the same construct, and ass05_2 has better 

accuracy. 

Fam18_2 and family_violent were too highly related, but none were retained in the same subgroup model, so I allowed both to be kept for now. 
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Table C8 

Reduced Family/Associates Items– 10 Items 

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal 

men 

Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

Predictor  OR c OR c OR c OR c OR c   

FAM18_2: Perpetrated spousal violence       1.911 .548   10,168 

Family violence flag 1.608 .542 1.615 .543       11,091 

ASS04_2: Has many criminal friends 2.693 .621 2.679 .620 2.732 .618   2.390 .605 10,027 

ASS05_2: Affiliated with a gang or organized crime 2.694 .569 2.384 .555 2.897 .603     10,182 

ASS06_2: Resides in high crime area       1.963 .578   9,761 

FAM03_2: Relations with parental figure neg. in 

childhood 

1.711 .567 1.617 .559 1.841 .572 2.167 .594   10,322 

FAM0204: Mother or father absent during childhood 1.698 .565 1.701 .564 1.779 .568     8,298 

FAM01_2: Limited attachment to family unit in 

childhood 

        1.870 .570 10,354 

Relationship: past and present (combined FAM11 and 

12) 

  1.213 .537 1.365 .554 1.282 .540   8,246 

FAM13: Dissatisfied with current relationship                 1.847 .546 8,216 
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Table C9 

Initial Substance Abuse and Mental Health Items– 17 Items 

  Total Non-Aboriginal men Aboriginal men Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

Predictor  OR c OR c OR c OR c OR c   

ASS02_2: Associates with substance abusers 2.381 .572 2.332 .578       10,237 

SUB18: Abuses drugs     2.003 .552     8,290 

SUB14_2:  Early age drug use 2.204 .597 2.089 .591 1.742 .557   2.348 .595 10,282 

SUB17_2: Has combined the use of different 

drugs 

1.999 .586 2.060 .589   2.412 .607 2.101 .591 10,122 

CRS: Alcohol drug use score       1.810 .636   11,059 

SUB05: Abuses alcohol 1.518 .552 1.316 .534 1.094 .507   0.964 .504 8,264 

SUB08: Drinks to relieve stress   1.134 .512   2.474 .589   8,126 

SUB01_2: Early age alcohol use 1.569 .555 1.416 .541       10,273 

SUB04_2: Has combined the use of alcohol 

and drugs 

1.717 .566 1.524 .550 1.348 .532   1.905 .576 10,176 

ATT10_2: Values a substance-abusing 

lifestyle 

1.751 .568 1.497 .549 1.632 .545 1.862 .564 1.638 .560 10,225 

PER36: Diagnosed as disordered in the past 1.825 .548 1.922 .549       8,189 

PER39: Prescribed medication in the past 1.586 .554   1.738 .559 2.843 .623 2.562 .607 8,047 

PER41: Past hospitalization       2.956 .624   8,127 

PER43: Received outpatient services in the 

past 

      2.927 .620   8,103 

History of suicide attempts or self-injury 

(flag) 

1.907 .529 1.811 .524     3.549 .578 11,091 

COM02: Residence poorly maintained       2.718 .552   6,763 

EMP08: Has concentration problems 1.837 .565 1.729 .557 1.753 .563 2.226 .585 2.214 .592 8,155 

Sub18 was deleted – it was only included in one model, and it is too highly correlated with sub14_2, sub17_2, and aldrugs.   

Sub05 was deleted – it was too highly related to sub08, sub02_2, and sub04_2, and was consistently less predictive than the others (and also 

seemed more vague).   

SUB08 was removed from non-Aboriginal men’s model because it was too highly related to sub04_2 and had lower accuracy.    

Sub01_2 was removed because it was too highly related to sub04_2, and had lower        
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accuracy. 

            

            

Table C10 

Reduced Substance Abuse and Mental Health Items– 10 Items 

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal 

men 

Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

Predictor  OR c OR c OR c OR c OR c   

ASS02_2: Associates with substance abusers 2.381 .572 2.332 .578       10,237 

SUB14_2:  Early age drug use 2.204 .597 2.089 .591 1.742 .557     10,282 

SUB17_2: Has combined the use of different 

drugs 

1.999 .586 2.060 .589   2.412 .607 2.101 .591 10,122 

CRS: Alcohol drug use score       1.810 .636   11,059 

ATT10_2: Values a substance-abusing lifestyle 1.751 .568   1.632 .545     10,225 

PER36: Diagnosed as disordered in the past 1.825 .548 1.922 .549       8,189 

PER39: Prescribed medication in the past     1.738 .559 2.843 .623 2.562 .607 8,047 

PER43: Received outpatient services in the past       2.927 .620   8,103 

History of suicide attempts or self-injury (flag)         3.549 .578 11,091 

EMP08: Has concentration problems 1.837 .565 1.729 .557 1.753 .563     2.214 .592 8,155 
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Table C11 

Initial Personality Items– 16 Items 

      

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal 

men 

Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

Predictor  OR c OR 

 

c OR c OR c OR c   

PER12: Has disregard for others 2.453 .599 2.183 .583 2.321 .574 2.259 .595 2.353 .602 8,257 

PER09_2: Ability to generate choices is limited 1.796 .567 1.823 .570 1.664 .550     10,314 

PER11_2: Difficulty setting realistic goals 1.893 .566 1.828 .564   2.211 .565 2.424 .579 10,243 

PER15_2: Empathy skills limited 2.101 .586 2.072 .586 1.712 .565         10,170 

PER08_2: Difficulty solving interpersonal problems 2.238 .582 2.046 .576   2.680 .616 2.790 .614 10,303 

PER17_2: Frequently acts in aggressive manner 3.267 .644 3.103 .637 2.513 .604 4.277 .656 2.714 .620 10,260 

PER23_2: Low frustration tolerance 2.697 .621 2.610 .617 2.004 .586 4.124 .666 3.086 .634 10,149 

PER16_2: Displays narrow and rigid thinking 2.189 .596 2.001 .585 1.947 .582 2.532 .594 2.719 .619 10,252 

PER24_2: Hostile 2.590 .589 2.598 .586 1.572 .550 4.761 .620 3.122 .622 10,273 

PER27_2: Engages in thrill-seeking behaviour 2.018 .581 1.946 .578 1.987 .582   2.485 .603 10,178 

PER30_2: Manipulates others to achieve goals 1.751 .570 1.696 .565     2.095 .589     10,078 

ATT22_2: Attitudes support instrumental/goal-

oriented violence 

3.126 .638 3.000 .634 2.501 .610 3.681 .604 2.611 .614 10,253 

PER14_2: Impulsive 2.932 .577 2.848 .577 2.475 .545 2.729 .595   10,357 

PER21_2: Time management skills problematic 1.983 .584 1.805 .572 2.039 .586   2.292 .589 10,036 

ATT23_2: Difficulty setting long-term goals 2.427 .602 2.276 .594 2.361 .586 2.339 .605 2.124 .593 10,341 

ACR17: No crime free period of 1 year or more 2.616 .572 2.534 .566 2.092 .576   2.814 .558 10,397 
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Table C12 

Reduced Personality Items– 12 Items 

 Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal 

men 

Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

 OR c OR c OR c OR c OR c  

PER15_2: Empathy skills limited 2.101 .586 2.072 .586       10,170 

PER08_2: Difficulty solving interpersonal problems         2.790 .614 10,303 

PER17_2: Frequently acts in aggressive manner 3.267 .644 3.103 .637 2.513 .604 4.277 .656   10,260 

PER23_2: Low frustration tolerance 2.697 .621 2.610 .617 2.004 .586 4.124 .666   10,149 

PER16_2: Displays narrow and rigid thinking 2.189 .596 2.001 .585     2.719 .619 10,252 

PER24_2: Hostile 2.590 .589 2.598 .586     3.122 .622 10,273 

PER27_2: Engages in thrill-seeking behaviour 2.018 .581 1.946 .578 1.987 .582     10,178 

ATT22_2: Attitudes support instrumental/goal-

oriented violence 

3.126 .638 3.000 .634 2.501 .610 3.681 .604 2.611 .614 10,253 

PER14_2: Impulsive 2.932 .577 2.848 .577   2.729 .595   10,357 

PER21_2: Time management skills problematic 1.983 .584   2.039 .586     10,036 

ATT23_2: Difficulty setting long-term goals 2.427 .602 2.276 .594   2.339 .605   10,341 

ACR17: No crime free period of 1 year or more 2.616 .572 2.534 .566 2.092 .576     2.814 .558 10,397 

            

Now I will look at employment variables and the remaining odds and ends. 
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Table C13 

Initial Employment and Miscellaneous Items– 10 Items 

      

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal men Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

Predictor  OR c OR c OR c OR c OR c   

EMP13: Lacks skill area/trade/profession 2.323 .599 2.338 .602 2.303 .589     8,257 

EMP17: Unemployed 90% of the time or more     2.438 .609     8,119 

EMP18: Unemployed 50% of the time or more 2.407 .601 2.248 .598   3.773 .642 4.009 .585 8,020 

EMP14_2: Dissatisfied with job skills         1.725 .563 9,966 

EMP22_2: Has no employment history 2.658 .559 2.692 .554 2.354 .559 3.069 .571 2.966 .609 10,288 

EMP19_2: Job history unstable 2.471 .595 2.270 .591      3.718 .634     10,234 

Com01_2: Unstable accommodation 1.968 .581 1.947 .578 1.542 .554 2.585 .614 2.134 .594 10,256 

ATT1819_2: Disrespects 

personal/public/commercial property (new variable)  

1.695 .563 2.452  2.350 .603 2.477 .596 1.907 .561 10,365 

Low_ed2 1.437 .576 1.408 .573   1.511 .593   7,955 

ATT04_2: Displays negative attitudes to 

correctional systems 

2.576 .616 2.449 .610 1.987 .583 3.849 .629 2.051 .582 10,362 

            

EMP17 and emp18 were too highly correlated , so I deleted emp17 because it was retained in the fewest models.      
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Table C14 

Reduced Employment and Miscellaneous Items– 8 Items 

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal 

men 

Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

Predictor  OR c OR c OR c OR c OR c   

EMP13: Lacks skill area/trade/profession 2.323 .599 2.338 .602 2.303 .589     8,257 

EMP18: Unemployed 50% of the time or more         4.009 .585 8,020 

EMP22_2: Has no employment history 2.658 .559 2.692 .554 2.354 .559 3.069 .571 2.966 .609 10,288 

EMP19_2: Job history unstable 2.471 .595 2.270 .591   3.718 .634   10,234 

COM01_2: Unstable accommodation 1.968 .581 1.947 .578   2.585 .614 2.134 .594 10,256 

ATT1819_2: Disrespects personal/public/commercial 

property (new variable)  

1.695 .563 2.452 .609 2.350 .603     10,365 

Low_ed2   1.408 .573       7,955 

ATT04_2: Displays negative attitudes to correctional 

systems 

2.576 .616 2.449 .610 1.987 .583 3.849 .629 2.051 .582 10,362 
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Appendix D: Stage Three of Item Reduction by Component 
 
This appendix follows the same structure as Appendix C. 

 

Table D1 

Initial Static Items – 19 items 

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal men Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

Predictor  OR c OR c OR c OR c OR c   

YCR02063: Previous youth convictions (down to 

4 categories) 

    1.668 .655     10,240 

Age at admission (6 categories) 0.688 .638 0.697 .636 0.662 .643 0.748 .607 0.705 .623 11,110 

ACR11: Failure during community supervision 2.255 .594     3.550 .653   10,330 

CRS: Number of prior convictions score (now 3 

categories) 

1.774 .615 1.719 .611     1.539 .586 11,059 

OSR10: Prior violence (assault, robbery) 2.727 .618 2.463 .608 1.834 .552 4.348 .665   10,418 

OSR26: Weapons used against prior victims 2.412 .577 2.277 .565       9,956 

CRS: Incident severity remand score 1.350 .593 4.219 .594 3.512 .584 10.509 .576 4.588 .596 11,059 

CRS: Involve in last 5 years 3.133 .621 4.132 .615 3.321 .610 7.526 .638 4.165 .621 11,059 

ACR12: Segregation for disciplinary infractions 3.429 .629   2.758 .618     9,969 

ACR14: Reclassified to higher level of security         5.733 .576 10,212 

Past sentence – Any admissions to admin seg 3.462 .591 3.365 .593 2.525 .580 5.539 .566   11,110 

SOH0204: Current sentence for sex or sex-

related offence 

    0.446 .552     10,430 

OSR60: Violence used against current victim 2.103 .588 1.965 .577     3.319 .636 10,410 

Sentence length – new variable with 4 categories 2.128 .658 2.093 .652 2.288 .666 2.113 .660 2.028 .668 10,706 

Outstanding charges 2.220 .590 2.099 .585 1.996 .582 2.134 .565 3.121 .616 11,091 

Versatility in current offence (new item) 1.711 .654 1.737 .657 1.428 .601 1.825 .669 1.752 .663 10,961 

Traffic/importing drugs (current offence) 0.434 .573 0.493 .566 0.498 .533 0.347 .611   10,961 

ACR16: Less than 6 months since last 

incarceration 

2.342 .574 2.231 .570 1.944 .571 2.780 .556   10,405 

Staff safety threat     3.403 .522   9.250 .540 11,091 
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The age variable had too many categories (not warranted by its predictive accuracy) so I reduced it to 4 categories. 

The CRS variable for involvement (in riots/assaults) in the last 5 years had 3 categories, but the highest category had only a 3% endorsement rate, so I created a 

dichotomous version, combining involvement in an assault versus major riot or assault with a weapon. This changed the C from .621 in overall sample to .620. 

After consulting with the Working group, they were concerned about using these CRS items related to prior incidents. They felt that it was hard to get good 

information and had serious concerns about its applicability to female offenders – they suggested not using CRS items, wherever possible. Removing them did 

not dramatically affect the C value of this overall model, so I opted for that. 

The flag for staff safety concerns was deleted because it was too infrequently endorsed– only 2.4% of the sample had this flag. In practice, this makes it a less 

useful item for the scale.  

 

 

Table D2 

Reduced Static Items – 13 items 

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal men Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

Predictor  OR c OR c OR c OR c OR c   

YCR02063: Previous youth convictions (down to 

4 categories) 

      1.668 .655     10,240 

Age at admission (4 categories) 1.785 .628 1.738 .627 1.903 .628 1.671 .608 1.776 .603 11,110 

ACR11: Failure during community supervision       3.550 .653   10,330 

CRS: Number of prior convictions score (now 3 

categories) 

1.774 .615 1.719 .611     1.539 .586 11,059 

OSR10: Prior violence (assault, robbery) 2.727 .618 2.463 .608 1.834 .552 4.348 .665   10,418 

OSR26: Weapons used against prior victims           9,956 

ACR12: Segregation for disciplinary infractions 3.429 .629     2.758 .618     9,969 

ACR14: Reclassified to higher level of security         5.733 .576 10,212 

Past sentence – Any admissions to admin seg 3.462 .591 3.365 .593 2.525 .580 5.539 .566   11,110 

OSR60: Violence used against current victim 2.103 .588 1.965 .577     3.319 .636 10,410 

Sentence length – new variable with 4 categories 2.128 .658 2.093 .652 2.288 .666 2.113 .660 2.028 .668 10,706 

Outstanding charges         3.121 .616 11,091 

Versatility in current offence (new item) 1.711 .654 1.737 .657 1.428 .601 1.825 .669 1.752 .663 10,961 
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I decided to delete all the DFIA-R items – the substantially lower sample size for these items has been consistently problematic, and there is no shortage of DFIA 

items working well, so I do not think it is necessary to retain the R version.  

 

 

Table D3 

Initial Substance Abuse, Associates, Family, and Personality Items – 25 Items 

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal men Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

Predictor  OR c OR c OR c OR c OR c   

SUB14_R: Regular drug use is part of the 

offender’s lifestyle 

2.580 .611 2.848 .625       2,033 

ATT03_R: Takes pride in criminal exploits 2.318 .564 2.094 .554 3.030 .597     2,016 

ASS09_R: Prosocial family support is limited 1.881 .575       4.750 .674 2,013 

ASS10_R: Prosocial support from friends is 

limited 

2.946 .599 2.968 .604 3.341 .587     1,967 

ATT09_R: Attitudes support 

expressive/emotional violence 

1.935 .579 2.010 .581     6.998 .722 2,043 

FAM18_2: Perpetrated spousal violence       1.911 .548   10,168 

Family violence flag 1.608 .542 1.615 .543       11,091 

ASS04_2: Has many criminal friends 2.693 .621 2.679 .620 2.732 .618   2.390 .605 10,027 

ASS05_2: Affiliated with a gang or organized 

crime 

2.694 .569 2.384 .555 2.897 .603     10,182 

ASS06_2: Resides in high crime area       1.963 .578   9,761 

FAM03_2: Relations with parental figure neg. in 

childhood 

1.711 .567 1.617 .559 1.841 .572 2.167 .594   10,322 

FAM0204: Mother or father absent during 

childhood 

1.698 .565 1.701 .564 1.779 .568     8,298 

FAM01_2: Limited attachment to family unit in 

childhood 

        1.870 .570 10,354 

Relationship: past and present (combined 

FAM11 and 12) 

  1.213 .537 1.365 .554 1.282 .540   8,246 

Table continues on next page            
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Table D3 continued       

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal men Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

Predictor  OR c OR c OR c Predictor  OR c OR c 

FAM13: Dissatisfied with current relationship         1.847 .546 8,216 

ASS02_2: Associates with substance abusers 2.381 .572 2.332 .578       10,237 

SUB14_2:  Early age drug use 2.204 .597 2.089 .591 1.742 .557     10,282 

SUB17_2: Has combined the use of different 

drugs 

1.999 .586 2.060 .589   2.412 .607 2.101 .591 10,122 

CRS: Alcohol drug use score       1.810 .636   11,059 

ATT10_2: Values a substance-abusing lifestyle 1.751 .568   1.632 .545     10,225 

PER36: Diagnosed as disordered in the past 1.825 .548 1.922 .549       8,189 

PER39: Prescribed medication in the past     1.738 .559 2.843 .623 2.562 .607 8,047 

PER43: Received outpatient services in the past       2.927 .620   8,103 

History of suicide attempts or self-injury (flag)         3.549 .578 11,091 

EMP08: Has concentration problems 1.837 .565 1.729 .557 1.753 .563     2.214 .592 8,155 
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Table D4 

Reduced Substance Abuse, Associates, Family, and Mental Health Items – 16 Items 

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal men Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

Predictor  OR c OR c OR c OR c OR c   

FAM18_2: Perpetrated spousal violence       1.911 .548   10,168 

Family violence flag 1.608 .542 1.615 .543       11,091 

ASS04_2: Has many criminal friends 2.693 .621 2.679 .620 2.732 .618   2.390 .605 10,027 

ASS05_2: Affiliated with a gang or organized 

crime 

2.694 .569 2.384 .555 2.897 .603     10,182 

FAM03_2: Relations with parental figure neg. in 

childhood 

      2.167 .594   10,322 

FAM0204: Mother or father absent during 

childhood 

1.698 .565 1.701 .564 1.779 .568     8,298 

Relationship: past and present (combined FAM11 

and 12) 

      1.282 .540   8,246 

FAM13: Dissatisfied with current relationship         1.847 .546 8,216 

SUB14_2:  Early age drug use 2.204 .597 2.089 .591       10,282 

SUB17_2: Has combined the use of different 

drugs 

1.999 .586 2.060 .589   2.412 .607   10,122 

CRS: Alcohol drug use score       1.810 .636   11,059 

PER36: Diagnosed as disordered in the past 1.825 .548 1.922 .549       8,189 

PER39: Prescribed medication in the past     1.738 .559   2.562 .607 8,047 

PER43: Received outpatient services in the past       2.927 .620   8,103 

History of suicide attempts or self-injury (flag)         3.549 .578 11,091 

EMP08: Has concentration problems 1.837 .565 1.729 .557 1.753 .563     2.214 .592 8,155 
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Table D5 

Initial Personality, Attitudes, and Employment Items – 21 Items 

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal men Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

Predictor  OR c OR c OR c OR c OR c   

PER15_2: Empathy skills limited 2.101 .586 2.072 .586       10,170 

PER08_2: Difficulty solving interpersonal 

problems 

        2.790 .614 10,303 

PER17_2: Frequently acts in aggressive manner 3.267 .644 3.103 .637 2.513 .604 4.277 .656   10,260 

PER23_2: Low frustration tolerance 2.697 .621 2.610 .617 2.004 .586 4.124 .666   10,149 

PER16_2: Displays narrow and rigid thinking 2.189 .596 2.001 .585     2.719 .619 10,252 

PER24_2: Hostile 2.590 .589 2.598 .586     3.122 .622 10,273 

PER27_2: Engages in thrill-seeking behaviour 2.018 .581 1.946 .578 1.987 .582     10,178 

ATT22_2: Attitudes support instrumental/goal-

oriented violence 

3.126 .638 3.000 .634 2.501 .610 3.681 .604 2.611 .614 10,253 

PER14_2: Impulsive 2.932 .577 2.848 .577   2.729 .595   10,357 

PER21_2: Time management skills problematic 1.983 .584   2.039 .586     10,036 

ATT23_2: Difficulty setting long-term goals 2.427 .602 2.276 .594   2.339 .605   10,341 

ACR17: No crime free period of 1 year or more 2.616 .572 2.534 .566 2.092 .576   2.814 .558 10,397 

EMP13: Lacks skill area/trade/profession 2.323 .599 2.338 .602 2.303 .589     8,257 

EMP18: Unemployed 50% of the time or more         4.009 .585 8,020 

EMP22_2: Has no employment history 2.658 .559 2.692 .554 2.354 .559 3.069 .571 2.966 .609 10,288 

EMP19_2: Job history unstable 2.471 .595 2.270 .591   3.718 .634   10,234 

COM01_2: Unstable accommodation 1.968 .581 1.947 .578   2.585 .614 2.134 .594 10,256 

ATT1819_2: Disrespects 

personal/public/commercial property (new 

variable)  

1.695 .563 2.452 .609 2.350 .603     10,365 

Low_ed2   1.408 .573       7,955 

ATT04_2: Displays negative attitudes to 

correctional systems 

2.576 .616 2.449 .610 1.987 .583 3.849 .629 2.051 .582 10,362 
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Table D6 

Reduced Personality, Attitudes, and Employment Items – 21 Items 

  Total Non-Aboriginal 

men 

Aboriginal men Non-Aboriginal 

women 

Aboriginal 

women 

N 

Predictor  OR c OR c OR c OR c OR c   

PER08_2: Difficulty solving interpersonal 

problems 

        2.790 .614 10,303 

PER17_2: Frequently acts in aggressive manner 3.267 .644 3.103 .637 2.513 .604 4.277 .656   10,260 

PER23_2: Low frustration tolerance 2.697 .621 2.610 .617   4.124 .666   10,149 

PER16_2: Displays narrow and rigid thinking         2.719 .619 10,252 

PER24_2: Hostile 2.590 .589 2.598 .586     3.122 .622 10,273 

PER27_2: Engages in thrill-seeking behaviour 2.018 .581   1.987 .582     10,178 

ATT22_2: Attitudes support instrumental/goal-

oriented violence 

3.126 .638 3.000 .634 2.501 .610 3.681 .604   10,253 

PER14_2: Impulsive 2.932 .577 2.848 .577       10,357 

ATT23_2: Difficulty setting long-term goals 2.427 .602 2.276 .594       10,341 

ACR17: No crime free period of 1 year or more 2.616 .572 2.534 .566 2.092 .576   2.814 .558 10,397 

EMP13: Lacks skill area/trade/profession 2.323 .599 2.338 .602 2.303 .589     8,257 

EMP18: Unemployed 50% of the time or more         4.009 .585 8,020 

EMP22_2: Has no employment history 2.658 .559 2.692 .554 2.354 .559 3.069 .571 2.966 .609 10,288 

EMP19_2: Job history unstable       3.718 .634   10,234 

COM01_2: Unstable accommodation       2.585 .614   10,256 

ATT1819_2: Disrespects 

personal/public/commercial property (new 

variable)  

1.695 .563 2.452 .609 2.350 .603     10,365 

Low_ed2   1.408 .573       7,955 

ATT04_2: Displays negative attitudes to 

correctional systems 

2.576 .616 2.449 .610     3.849 .629     10,362 
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Appendix E: Items Included in Static Risk Scale 

1. Age at admission 0 = 50+ 

1 = 40-49.9 

2 = 25-39.9 

3 = Less than 25 

 

 

2. Prior convictions 0 = 0 to 1 prior conviction 

1 = 2 to 4 prior convictions 

2 = 5 or more prior convictions 

 

 

3. Admission to administrative 

segregation in previous 

federal sentence 

 0 = no previous admissions 

 1 = admitted to administrative segregation in a previous federal  

       sentence 

 

 

4. Sentence length 0 = 2 years 

2 = more than 2 years but less than 3 years 

3 = 3 years up to (but not including) 10 years 

4 = 10 years or more (including indeterminate sentences) 

 

 

5. Criminal versatility in 

current convictions 

Check off each category of offence that the offender has a 

conviction for (in the current offences only). 

 

___ Abduction/kidnapping 

___ Administration of justice (e.g., fail to comply…) 

___ Public order offences 

___ Weapons/explosives 

___ Assault 

___ Robbery 

___ Property offences (includes B&E, theft, and other property 

offences) 

 

Now, total up the number of categories represented by the 

current convictions and assign a score for this item. 

 

0 = 0 categories 

1 = 1-2 categories 

2 = 3 or more categories 

 

 

6.  Prior conviction for violence 0 = no prior convictions for a violent offence 

1 = prior conviction for a violent offence 

 

 

  

TOTAL SCORE 

 

 

Sum the scores from all items (Possible range: 0 to 13) 
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Appendix F: Percentile Tables for Subgroups 

Table F1 

 

Frequency and Percentile Information for RAST Scores – Non-Aboriginal Men 

 

RAST 

Total 

Score 

N with 

this score 

% with the 

same 

score 

Cumulative Percentile 

(% with the same 

score or lower) 

% with a 

higher score 

% with a 

lower score 

0 62 1 1 99 0 

1 115 1 2 98 1 

2 361 3 5 95 2 

3 691 6 11 89 5 

4 986 9 20 80 11 

5 1,376 12 32 68 20 

6 1,692 15 48 52 32 

7 1,784 16 64 36 48 

8 1,661 15 79 21 64 

9 1,373 12 91 9 79 

10 750 7 98 2 91 

11 202 2 99.7 0.3 98 

12 32 0.3 100 0 99.7 

13 0 0 100 0 100 

Total 11,085 100.00    

Note. Shaded row notes the median score. 
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Table F2 

 

Frequency and Percentile Information for RAST Scores – Aboriginal Men 

 

RAST 

Total 

Score 

N with 

this score 

% with the 

same 

score 

Cumulative Percentile 

(% with the same 

score or lower) 

% with a 

higher score 

% with a 

lower score 

0 2 0.1 0.1 99.9 0 

1 4 0.2 0.2 99.8 0.1 

2 20 1 1 99 0.2 

3 55 2 3 97 1 

4 123 5 8 92 3 

5 214 8 16 84 8 

6 357 14 29 71 16 

7 445 17 46 54 29 

8 503 19 66 34 46 

9 468 18 83 17 66 

10 305 12 95 5 83 

11 122 5 99.6 0.4 95 

12 10 0.4 100 0 99.6 

13 0 0 100 0 100 

Total 2,628 100.00    

Note. Shaded row notes the median score. 
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Table F3 

 

Frequency and Percentile Information for RAST Scores – Non-Aboriginal Women 

 

RAST 

Total 

Score 

N with 

this score 

% with the 

same 

score 

Cumulative Percentile 

(% with the same 

score or lower) 

% with a 

higher score 

% with a 

lower score 

0 17 1 1 99 0 

1 39 2 3 97 1 

2 119 6 9 91 3 

3 205 11 20 80 9 

4 273 14 34 66 20 

5 395 21 55 45 34 

6 296 16 71 29 55 

7 225 12 83 17 71 

8 159 8 91 9 83 

9 106 6 97 3 91 

10 35 2 99 1 97 

11 22 1 99.9 0.1 99 

12 2 0.1 100 0 99.9 

13 0 0 100 0 100.0 

Total 1,893 100.00    

Note. Shaded row notes the median score. 
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Table F4 

 

Frequency and Percentile Information for RAST Scores – Aboriginal Women 

 

RAST 

Total 

Score 

N with 

this score 

% with the 

same 

score 

Cumulative Percentile 

(% with the same 

score or lower) 

% with a 

higher score 

% with a 

lower score 

0 2 0.3 0.3 99.3 0 

1 5 1 1 99 0.3 

2 7 1 2 98 1 

3 31 4 6 94 2 

4 61 8 15 85 6 

5 103 14 29 71 15 

6 139 19 48 52 29 

7 126 18 66 34 48 

8 105 15 81 19 66 

9 86 12 93 7 81 

10 39 5 98 2 93 

11 13 2 99.9 0.1 98 

12 1 0.1 100 0 99.9 

13 0 0 100 0 100 

Total 718 100.00    

Note. Shaded row notes the median score. 

 


